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2. Kurzzusammenfassung 

Die theoretische Simulation ist für das Verständnis und die Vorhersage der 

Eigenschaften für die Experimente zunehmend nützlich geworden. In einem ersten 

Teil verwendeten wir die theoretischen Simulationen, um ein detailliertes Verständnis 

des Reaktionsmechanismus hinter der hohen Regio- und Enantioselektivität für die 

tertiäre CH-Bindungsfunktionalisierung durch Carbenen zu erhalten, die durch eines 

chiralen Dirhodiumkomplex katalysiert wird. In einem zweiten Teil werden 

realistische Modelle dazu benutzt, um zu demonstrieren, dass die sogenannten polaren 

Oberflächen durch eine Ladungsumverteilung zwischen dem kompletten Satz von 

Oberflächen stabilisiert werden können, die von der Gesamtform der Probe und der 

Art des Materials abhängt. Es wird dabei auch gezeigt, dass diese 

Ladungsumverteilung zu Änderungen in sowohl Volumen- als auch 

Oberflächeneigenschaften führt. 
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3. Abstract 

Theoretical simulation has become increasingly useful for the understanding and 

prediction of the properties of materials. In a first part, we used theoretical 

simulations to obtain a detailed understanding of the reaction mechanism behind the 

highly site- and enantio-selectivity for the tertiary C–H bond functionalization 

involving carbenes and catalyzed by a chiral dirhodium complex. In a second part, 

realistic models were used to demonstrate that so-called polar surfaces may be 

stabilized through a charge redistribution between the complete set of surfaces that 

depends upon the overall shape of the sample and on the nature of the material. 

Moreover, it is demonstrated that this charge re-distribution affects both bulk and 

surface properties.  
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4. Preface 

The work presented in this thesis was published in three articles. The three articles are 

placed after section 8.   

For the first publication, all calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 

program package [1]. Hirshfeld surfaces analysis is studied with the Multiwfn 

software [2] based on the Gaussian calculation results. Space-filling models were 

drawn using CYLVIEW [3]. The ONIOM layer structures were constructed with the 

GaussView 5.0.9 software [1].  

The studies of the second part were carried through using Fortran 77 programs 

written by Prof. Dr. Michael Springborg. Density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations were carried out for ZnO slabs systems with the Vienna ab initio 

simulation package (VASP) [4-7] in the third publication. The 3D visualization of 

these structures is constructed using the VESTA 3 software [8] in the third 

publication. 
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5. Introduction 

Theoretical simulation builds a bridge between chemistry, physics, physical chemistry, 

mathematics, molecular physics, biochemistry, materials, solid state physics, and 

computational science [9-13]. The theoretical simulations not only play an important 

role in the explanation and discovery of new phenomena, and in addressing problems 

and results which appear in the experiments, but also in the prediction and deduction 

of the structures and properties of materials [9-13]. In many different subject areas, 

the theoretical simulation can be used as a guide for the experiment, and save time 

and resources, whereas, the experiment can provide practical possibilities for the 

theoretical prediction and deduction. The theoretical simulation and experiment 

complement each other. For the further development of science and technology, 

theoretical simulation plays a more and more important role.  

In the first part of the present work, theoretical calculations have been performed to 

explain in detail the catalytic reaction mechanism for the high site- and 

enantio-selectivity of C–H functionalization at the tertiary sites when being catalyzed 

by a chiral dirhodium complex, and it is demonstrated that the S-configuration ligand 

of the dirhodium(II) complex plays an important role in the configurations of the 

product. These results are discussed further in sec. 6. In the following two parts, 

theoretical simulations have been carried out to demonstrate that polar surfaces may 

be stabilized through a charge redistribution between the complete set of surfaces and 

that this depends upon the overall shape of the sample and the nature of the material 

(presented in sec. 7), and thereby, an interconnection between bulk and surface 

properties results (discussed in sec. 8). Our theoretical simulation analysis is 

important for understanding how polar surfaces are stabilized and how the surface and 

bulk properties of macroscopic crystalline materials interact with each other.  
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6. Theoretical study of the mechanism behind the site- and 

enantio-selectivity of C–H functionalization catalyzed by a chiral 

dirhodium complex 

6.1 Introduction to the tertiary C–H bond functionalization reaction 

The C–H functionalization involving carbenes and catalyzed by dirhodium complexes 

is very important for the synthesis of pharmaceuticals and complex natural products 

[14-25]. Different types of dirhodium catalysts were studied by Davies and 

co-workers [22-24]. They demonstrated that the non-activated primary C–H bonds 

can be functionalized by the D2-symmetric dirhodium catalyst 

Rh2[R-tris(p-tBuC6H4)TPCP]4 (TPCP: 1,2,2-triarylcyclopropanecarboxylates) (Figure 

1(a)) with a high site- and enantio-selectivity [24]. Moreover, the sterically most 

accessible secondary C-H bonds are highly selectively functionalized by the 

dirhodium catalyst Rh2[R-3,5-di(p-tBuC6H4)TPCP]4 (Figure 1(b)) that also has 

D2-symmetry [22]. In addition, they synthesized a sterically less selective dirhodium 

catalyst with a structure close to C4 symmetry, Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 [23] (TCP: 

tetrachlorophthalimido TAD: adamantyl) (Figure 1(c)).  

 

Figure 1: The structures of dirhodium catalysts: (a) Rh2[R-tris(p-tBuC6H4)TPCP]4 [24], 

(b) Rh2[R-3,5-di(p-tBuC6H4)TPCP]4 [22], and (c) Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 [23].  
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We shall here study the dirhodium catalyst Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 (Figure 1(c)), which 

has two shallow pockets that form one chiral crown on the top and another smaller 

crown on the bottom (Figure 2). This dirhodium catalyst, Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4, exhibits a 

high site- and enantio-selectivity for the tertiary C–H bond functionalization reaction. 

The diameter (roughly 16.20 Å) of the chiral crown made of the phthalimido groups is 

much larger than that of the small crown made of adamantyl groups (roughly 7.80 Å) 

as shown through X-ray and computational studies [23].  

 

Figure 2: The structure of the experimentally studied catalyst [Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4] [23] 

is shown with space-filling models. Ball-and-stick model structures for the 

experimentally studied the reactant 1 [(p-Br-C6H4)CN=N(COOCH3)] (Sub-1) and 2 

[(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3] (Sub-2). The dimensions of the top chiral crown made of the 

phthalimido groups are almost 16.20 Å, and those of the bottom chiral crown made of 

adamantyl groups are almost 7.80 Å. The AB and CD distances are defined as the 

ones between the two top chlorine atoms of the two opposite ligands of the dirhodium 

catalysts along the directions of AB and CD, respectively. The A'B' and C'D' distances 

are defined as the ones between the two bottom hydrogen atoms of the two opposite 

ligands of the dirhodium catalysts along the directions of A'B' and C'D', respectively. 

The lengths of Sub-1 and Sub-2 are respectively 10.42 and 6.92 Å. C: green, O: red, 

Cl: brown, H: white, Br: deep red, N: blue, Rh: dark cyan. 

Experiment results [23] considered as reactants the donor/acceptor carbene 

[(p-BrC6H4)CN=N(COOCH3)] (Sub-1) and 2-methylpentane [(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3] 

(Sub-2). There may be two possibilities for the reactants to approach the catalyst, i.e., 

at the top and bottom crowns. After comparing the lengths of the reactants Sub-1 and 

Sub-2 with the diameters of the two crowns (Figure 2), respectively, the top crown 

made of the phthalimido groups is found to be the only possible reactive site for the 

tertiary C–H bond functionalization reaction. 

In these functionalization reactions of non-activated C–H bonds, the dirhodium 
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catalysts with diazo compounds lead to dirhodium carbenoids that play an important 

part in controlling the site-, stereo-, and enantio-selectivity [21–24]. According to 

some reports [19-32], the presence of electron donating groups (EDG) or electron 

withdrawing groups (EWG) affects the carbene electrophilicity and selectivity for the 

carbenes. The intermediate donor/acceptor carbenoids are more stable than 

conventional acceptor carbenoids according to theoretical and experimental studies 

[26,27]. The donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoids have unequal regioselectivity, and 

that site is favored that has the highest ability to stabilize the resulting positive charge 

[26,27]. A theoretical study [27] on the reaction of different diazoacetates for a model 

dirhodium catalyst has revealed that the activation energy obtained for 

vinyldiazoacetate is 3.8 kcal/mol lower than the one for methyldiazoacetate. Similarly, 

according to another theoretical study [26], the activation energy for a dirhodium 

catalyst for the reaction of a diazoacetate containing both donor and acceptor groups 

is 10.9 kcal/mol lower than what is found for a diazoacetate containing only an 

acceptor group. If there are only acceptor groups in the diazo compounds, the highly 

electrophilic carbene center cannot be well stabilized through the acceptor groups 

[19,26,27]. Furthermore, in their work [23] Davies et al. identified the most stable 

structure of the donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoids 

Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOMe)] inside the top shallow crown through 

theoretical electronic-structure calculations using the DFT/M06-L method. However, 

their study did not provide a complete understanding of the reaction mechanism. The 

purpose of the present work was to obtain this complete understanding of the reaction 

mechanism. 

6.2 Choices of computational methods and catalyst model 

All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 program package [1]. 

Experimental studies [23] have shown that the chiral dirhodium catalyst 

Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 can be highly selective in functionalizing the tertiary C–H bond in a 

dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) solvent at room temperature [23]. The donor/acceptor 
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dirhodium carbenoids Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)], which are obtained 

after N2 elimination when the donor/acceptor carbene [(p-Br-C6H4)-CN=N(COOR)] 

has reacted with the chiral dirhodium catalyst [Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4], play a very  

 

Figure 3: The structures of (a) the experimentally studied dirhodium catalyst [Rh-

2(S-TCPTAD)4] [23] and (b) the simplified structure of the dirhodium catalyst 

Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 used in this work. 

important role in the tertiary C-H bond functionalization reactions according to 

theoretical and experimental studies [23,26,27]. Based on these results, we designed a 

more detailed study aimed at identifying the most probable mechanism. Because 

Sub-1  [(p-Br-C6H4)-CN=N(COOCH3)] cannot enter the small crown of 

Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 in Figure 2, the small crown of the catalyst Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 

cannot be the active site in the process of the C–H functionalization. Accordingly, we 

simplified the structure of the chiral dirhodium catalyst [Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4] (Figure 3a) 

to the structure [Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4] (Figure 3b). Further arguments for our choice of 

computational methods and catalyst model are given below. 

For the optimization of the structures of the donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoids, 

we did test calculations using the B3LYP [33], B3LYP-D3 [34,35] (with empirical 

dispersion corrections), B3LYP-D3BJ [34,35] (with Becke and Johnson damping), 

WB97XD [36], and M06-2X [37], which could be relevant for the present systems. 

This method B3LYP [33] was the only one of those we considered that was able to 

provide a realistic structure for the donor/acceptor chlorine carbenoids (see Figures. 4 

and 5). The other methods, i.e., B3LYP-D3 [34,35] (with empirical dispersion 

corrections), B3LYP-D3BJ [34,35] (with Becke and Johnson damping), WB97XD  
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Figure 4: Space-filling models for the structures of the donor/acceptor dirhodium 

carbenoids {Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOCH3)]}. They are respectively 

optimized using (a) B3LYP [33], (b) B3LYP-D3 [34,35], and (c) B3LYP-D3BJ 

[34,35]. The A'B' and C'D' distances are defined as the ones between the two top 

chlorine atoms of the two opposite ligands of the dirhodium catalysts along the A'B' 

and C'D' directions, respectively. C: green, O: red, Cl: brown, H: white, Br: deep red, 

N: blue, Rh: dark cyan. 

 

Figure 5: Space-filling models for the structures of the donor/acceptor dirhodium 

carbenoids {Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOCH3)]} (3, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4).  

They are respectively optimized using (3) B3LYP [33], (3-1) B3LYP-D3 [34,35], (3-2) 

B3LYP-D3BJ [34,35], (3-3) WB97XD [36], and (3-4) M06-2X [37] methods. The AB, 

and CD distances are defined as the ones between the two top chlorine atoms of the 

two opposite ligands of the dirhodium catalysts along the AB and CD directions, 

respectively. C: green, O: red, Cl: brown, H: white, Br: deep red, N: blue, Rh: dark 

cyan.  

[36], and M06-2X [37], have all been designed to include dispersion interactions but 

failed in our studies in describing the structures of the donor/acceptor dirhodium 
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carbenoids and the chiral crowns of the dirhodium catalysts become very distorted 

(see Figure 4 and 5). This would imply that it becomes impossible for Sub-2 to enter 

the chiral crowns of the dirhodium catalysts and to react with Sub-1. Only with the 

B3LYP method, the structures of {Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOCH3)]} 

(Figure 4(a)) and {Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOCH3)]} (Figure 5(a)) become 

realistic. It is seen that with the B3LYP method, the distances AB and CD for structure 

{Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOCH3)]} (Figure 5(a)) are 14.98 and 18.06 Å, 

respectively, whereas for structure of Figure 4(a) 

{Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOCH3)]}, the A'B' and C'D' distances are 0.15 Å 

longer and 0.87 Å shorter respectively.  

 

Figure 6: Space-filling models for the structures of the donor/acceptor dirhodium 

catalysts Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 (top panels) and Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 (bottom panels). (The 

top view: (a) and (c). The bottom view: (b) and (d)) The A'B', C'D', AB, and CD 

distances are defined as the ones between the two top chlorine atoms of the two 

opposite ligands of the dirhodium catalysts along the A'B', C'D', AB and CD 

directions, respectively. The E'F', G'H', EF and GH distances are defined as the ones 

between the two bottom hydrogen atoms of the two opposite ligands of the dirhodium 

catalysts along the E'F', G'H', EF and GH directions, respectively. C: green, O: red, Cl: 

brown, H: white, Br: deep red, N: blue, Rh: dark cyan. 

For the two Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 and Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 species optimized with the 

B3LYP [33] method, shown in Figure 6, the average diameter of the wider crown for 
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[Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4] is 16.62 Å, which is just 0.53 Å larger than that for 

[Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4]. The average diameter of the smaller crown for [Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4] 

is 8.90 Å, which is just 0.77 Å larger than that for [Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4]. In addition, it 

is seen that the structures {Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOCH3)]} (Figure 5(a)) 

and {Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOCH3)]} (Figure 4(a)) are very similar. 

Therefore, we are convinced that it is justified to use the simplified chiral dirhodium 

catalyst Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 instead of the experimentally studied catalyst 

Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 in our theoretical studies. This choice will lead to a significant 

reduction in the computational costs. Most of the results to be reported below were 

obtained using the B3LYP [33] method. 

We used the B3LYP [33] hybrid functional (for a discussion of this choice, see the 

beginning of the next section) and a mixed basis set (LANL2DZ [38] with ECP for Rh 

and Br, LANL2DZ [38] for Cl, and 6-31G(d) [39] for the other atoms) in gas phase (T 

= 298.15 K) without any symmetry constraint. We verified that the reactants and 

products had no imaginary vibrational frequency, and that the structures of transition 

states (TS) have only a single imaginary vibrational frequency. Intrinsic reaction 

coordinate (IRC) [40] calculations were also invoked to confirm that we have located 

saddle points as transition states that connect two intermediates or 

total-energy-minima structures. In addition, we considered intermediate structures 

roughly halfway along the reaction coordinate connecting structures of local 

total-energy-minima and transition states. To get further information on the effects of 

a solvent and of changing the computational approach, single-point calculations were 

performed using the M06 functional [37, 41] in combination with the basis sets 

LANL2DZ [38] with ECP for Rh and Br, LANL2DZ [38] for Cl, and 6-31+G(d,p) for 

the other atoms and including SMD [42] solvation effects from dichloromethane. 

Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) charge analysis was used to provide a measure of charge 

transfer [43]. Hirshfeld surfaces analysis [44], which is based on partitioning the 

electron density into molecular fragments, was used to identify interactions between 

such fragments. This was done with the help of the Multiwfn software [2]. 
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Space-filling models were drawn using CYLVIEW [3]. The ONIOM layer structures 

were constructed using the GaussView 5.0.9 software [1]. 

6.3 A schematic representation of the considered process 

 

Figure 7: A schematic representation of the C–H functionalization processes for the 

reactions of donor/acceptor carbene catalyzed by a chiral dirhodium catalyst with 

S-configuration ligands (S-L). It mainly includes two processes, N2 elimination and 

the site- and enantio-selective functionalization of C-H bonds.  

In the present work, the C–H bond functionalization mechanisms are studied using 

the reaction of 2-methylpentane with aryl diazoacetate derivatives catalyzed by a 

simplified chiral dirhodium complex Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4. DFT calculations are carried 

through to study the site-selectivity of the C–H bond functionalization at the tertiary 

site compared with the secondary and primary sites although these latter contain less 

steric hindrance (see Figure 7). Moreover, we studied the higher enantio-selectivity 

for these reactions by comparing the R- and S-configuration product formation for the 

tertiary C–H bond functionalization catalyzed by the dirhodium complex with 

S-ligands (Figure 7). We also demonstrated the importance of the S-ligands in the 
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reaction of the tertiary C–H bond functionalization by comparing the catalytic 

properties of Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 and Rh2–(O2CH)4. In this work, we obtained a detailed 

understanding of the mechanisms for the high site- and enantio-selectivity for the 

tertiary C–H bond functionalization when the reactions are catalyzed by a chiral 

dirhodium complex. Even though we have studied a specific reaction in great detail 

we are convinced that our conclusions are generally valid also for other catalytic 

reactions involving chiral catalysts and for which limited space is available for the 

catalytic reaction.  

This work was published in the journal of Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics. 

(Meijuan Zhou* and Michael Springborg, Theoretical study of the mechanism behind 

the site- and enantio-selectivity of C–H functionalization catalysed by chiral 

dirhodium catalyst. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 22:9561-9572, 2020.) 
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7. Surfaces, Shapes, and Bulk Properties of Crystals 

7.1 Introduction  

For macroscopic, crystalline materials, the properties of the surfaces as well as of the 

bulk are interesting and of technological importance. Heterogeneous catalysis, for 

instance, depends crucially on the local properties at the surfaces of the catalyst. On 

the other hand, the responses to mechanical, magnetic, and electric perturbations are 

determined primarily by the bulk properties of the system. 

Most often, it is indirectly assumed that the bulk and surface properties are 

essentially independent of one another. Thus, limited attention has been paid to the 

coupling between the two. An exception can be found within the treatment of the 

so-called polar surfaces. In a seminal paper, Tasker [45] presented a classification of  

 

Figure 8. The conditions of polar surface [45]: 1. Charged atomic layers 2. Non-zero 

dipole moment normal to surface. Type (a) and (b) are non-polar surface, and type (c) 

is polar surface.  

different types of surfaces. In Figure 8, the surfaces of type (a) and (b) both belong to 

non-polar surfaces. Because the system has equal anions and cations in each atomic 

layer, the dipole moment is zero for type (a). On the other hand, type (b) has charged 

atomic layers but still zero-dipole moment. For the polar surface of type (c), we have 

charged atomic layers and a non-zero dipole moment along the normal to the surface. 

This leads to a nonvanishing electric field acting on the ions in the bulk and according 

to Tasker such arrangements should not be realizable. This is an example of a 
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coupling between the surface and the bulk.  

It turns out that oxides represent an especially challenging case as far as the 

understanding of polar surfaces is concerned (see, e.g., the review papers by Noguera 

et al. [46,47]). The polar surfaces of crystalline ZnO have attracted particular attention 

(see, e.g., the theoretical studies of Wander et al. [48], Meyer and Marx [49], 

Mora-Fonz et al. [50] and Setvin et al. [51]). Tasker’s criterion indicates that these 

surfaces should not exist, but they are nevertheless observed in the experiment. 

Several studies have been devoted to rationalizing this discrepancy, including the 

three theoretical papers mentioned above. In these papers, a number of different 

scenarios have been proposed, including a charge transfer between the opposite, 

parallel sides of a slab [48,49] as well as the existence of lower symmetry surfaces [50] 

and the rearrangement of the surface layers with the formation of isolated oxygen 

vacancies [51]. The first suggestion is noteworthy with regard to our present work as 

it implies that it is not sufficient to study an individual polar surface without taking 

into consideration the other surfaces of the system.  

Surfaces can also influence bulk properties. We shall explore this issue in detail in 

this work. In the present work, we shall generalize the conditions set up by Tasker and 

thereby demonstrate that (almost) all surfaces, whether polar or not, can be stabilized 

through a charge transfer that causes the electric field acting on the ions in the inner 

part of the sample to vanish. Subsequently, we demonstrate that such a charge transfer 

between surfaces affects the dipole moment per unit indicating that typical bulk 

properties can be affected. In addition, the same surface for samples of different 

shapes may have different charge densities. Subsequently, we illustrate these 

theoretical findings through the results from model calculations on finite 

quasi-two-dimensional systems with up to almost 10 000 atoms that are designed as 

models for certain three-dimensional systems. 
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7.2 Theory 

7.2.1 The discussion by Tasker [45] 

 

Figure 9. Six cases for the potential at the red reference point generated by the 

infinitely thin and uniformly charged ring or more charged planes. 

Based on the seminal paper of Tasker [45], we shall discuss the scenarios that are 

shown in Figure 9. The electric potential at a distance r generated by a point charge Q, 

 

is: 

𝑉 =
1

4𝜋𝜖

𝑄

𝑟
                                                                                                                                  (1)                                                           

Here, we set 4𝜋𝜖 = 1, so that Eq. (1) changes into 𝑉 =
𝑄

𝑟
                                         (2)                      

A. In the case of Figure 9(a), we consider a constant charge density q on an infinitely 

thin and uniformly charged ring. The radius of this ring is r. The potential at the 

red reference point (0, 0, z), can be expressed as: 

𝑉 = ∫
𝑞𝑑𝑙

𝑑

2𝜋𝑟

0
=

2𝜋𝑞𝑟

(𝑟2+𝑧2)1 2⁄
                                                                                                (3)                                                           
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B. In the case of Figure 9(b), the infinitely thin and uniformly charged ring is 

changed into an infinite plane with uniformly charge. The potential at the red 

reference point (0, 0, z) is:  

       𝑉 = ∫ ∫
𝑞𝑑𝑙

𝑑

2𝜋𝑟

0

∞

0
𝑑𝑟 = ∫

2𝜋𝑞𝑟

(𝑟2+𝑧2)1 2⁄ 𝑑𝑟
∞

0
= 2𝜋𝑞 ∫ 𝑑𝑡

∞

𝑧
→ ∞                  (4)    

   by substituting 

        𝑡 =  (𝑟2 + 𝑧2)1 2⁄   

     𝑑𝑡 =
𝑟

(𝑟2 + 𝑧2)1 2⁄
𝑑𝑟                                                                                                      (5) 

The force / electric field (along the z direction) acting on a test charge ( we set the 

charge of the charged particle to be 1) is equal to the z component of the gradient 

of the potential. Of symmetry reasons, the electric field is parallel to the z 

direction.  

At first, we calculate the electric field 𝐸𝑧′ for Figure 9(a), 

𝐸𝑧′ =  −
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑧
= −

𝑑

𝑑𝑧

2𝜋𝑞𝑟

(𝑟2+𝑧2)1 2⁄ =
2𝜋𝑞𝑟𝑧

(𝑟2+𝑧2)3 2⁄                                  

Based on the equation 𝐸𝑧′ for Figure 9(a), we get 𝐸𝑧 for Figure 9(b) through 

integration,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

𝐸𝑧 = −
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑧
= ∫

2𝜋𝑞𝑟𝑧

(𝑟2+𝑧2)3 2⁄ 𝑑𝑟
∞

0
= −2𝜋𝑞𝑧 ∫ 𝑑

0

𝑧−1 (
1

(𝑟2+𝑧2)1 2⁄ ) = 2𝜋𝑞                       (6) 

C. In the case of Figure 9(c), the potential at the red reference point is: 

       𝑉 = 2𝜋𝑞1 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
∞

𝑧−𝑑 2⁄
+ 2𝜋𝑞2 ∫ 𝑑𝑡

∞

𝑧+𝑑 2⁄
                                                                        (7)                                 

If 𝑞2 = −𝑞1 (charge neutrality), 

the potential becomes finite, 

𝑉 = 2𝜋𝑞1 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
∞

𝑧−𝑑 2⁄
− 2𝜋𝑞1 ∫ 𝑑𝑡 = 2𝜋𝑞1 ∫ 𝑑𝑡

𝑧+𝑑 2⁄

𝑧−𝑑 2⁄
= 2𝜋𝑞1𝑑

∞

𝑧+𝑑 2⁄
                     (8)        

Because 𝜇 = 𝑞1𝑑, with 𝜇 being the density of dipoles perpendicular to the planes 

we have, 

      𝑉 = 2𝜋𝜇                                                                                                                               (9) 

Because the system of Figure 9(c) has charge neutrality, the electric field will 

vanish at the reference point. 

D. If the system of Figure 9(c) has many (n) layers, it will change into the system of 

Figure 9(d), and the potential at the red reference point becomes, 
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       𝑉 = ∑2𝜋𝑞𝑖 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
∞

|𝑧−𝑑𝑖|

𝑛

𝑖=1

                                                                                                   (10) 

If this system is also electric neutral,  

∑𝑞𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

= 0 

and 𝑧 > 𝑑𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3,⋯ , 𝑛. (𝑑𝑖 is the z coordinate of the 𝑖′th charged layer) 

Eq. (10) will change into: 

       𝑉 = 2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑑𝑖                                                                                                              (11) 

For the system of Figure 9(d), the electric field vanishes. 

E. In the case of Figure 9(e), the red reference point is located between the two 

charged layers. According to Eq. (10), the potential equals to: 

𝑉 = 2𝜋𝑞1 ∫ 𝑑𝑡 +
∞

|𝑧−𝑑1|

2𝜋𝑞2 ∫ 𝑑𝑡 = 2𝜋𝑞1 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
∞

𝑑1−𝑧

∞

|𝑧−𝑑2|

+ 2𝜋𝑞2 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
∞

𝑧−𝑑2

→ ∞ (12) 

According to Eq. (6), the z component of the gradient of the potential becomes: 

𝐸𝑧 = −
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑧
= 2𝜋(𝑞1 − 𝑞2)                                                                                          (13) 

If 𝑞1 = 𝑞2, the force / electric field (along the z direction) acting on the test 

charge ( we set the charge of the charged particle to be 1) will vanish. 

F. In the case of Figure 9(f), the red reference point is located between more (𝑛+ +

𝑛−) layers (in the example of the figure 𝑛+ = 𝑛− = 2). The potential equals: 

𝑉 = 2𝜋 [∑𝑞+𝑖

𝑛+

𝑖=1

∫ 𝑑𝑡 + ∑𝑞−𝑖

𝑛−

𝑖=1

∫ 𝑑𝑡
∞

𝑧−𝑑−𝑖

∞

𝑑+𝑖−𝑧

] 

    = 2𝜋 [𝑞+2 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
∞

𝑑+2−𝑧

+ 𝑞+1 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
∞

𝑑+1−𝑧

+ 𝑞−1 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
∞

𝑧−𝑑−1

+ 𝑞−2 ∫ 𝑑𝑡
∞

𝑧−𝑑−2

] → ∞ (14) 

According to Eq. (13), the z component of the gradient of the potential becomes: 

𝐸𝑧 = −
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑧
= 2𝜋(∑𝑞+𝑖

𝑛+

𝑖=1

− ∑𝑞−𝑖

𝑛−

𝑖=1

)                                                                         (15) 

If ∑𝑞+𝑖

𝑛+

𝑖=1

= ∑𝑞−𝑖

𝑛−

𝑖=1
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the electric field/force (along the z-direction) acting on the test charge ( we set the 

charge of the charged particle to be 1) will vanish. The case of Figure 9(f) is 

similar to Tasker type 3 (Figure 8(c)). The red reference point is then the position 

of an atom located in some atomic layer, and the atomic layers ‘above’ and ‘below’ 

this red reference point may have different charge densities. Therefore, the electric 

field or force for this system may not vanish. In this case, charge has to be 

transferred from one side to another side, so that the electric field or force will 

vanish according to Eqs. (13) and (15). This was the instability discussed by 

Tasker. 

From the above discussion, as long as the total charge above the red reference 

point equals that below the red reference point, the electric field/force generated at 

the red reference point will vanish.  

7.2.2 2D systems 

 

Figure 10. (a) A case for a straight line with a uniform charge density q. (b) A case for 

more straight lines with uniform linear charge densities 𝑞𝑖 in different directions. 

According to Eq. (1), and by setting 4𝜋𝜖 = 1, the potential that is produced by the 

straight line with a uniform linear charge at the red reference point in Figure 10(a) 

equals: 

𝑉 = ∫
𝑞𝑑𝑥

𝑟

+∞

−∞

= ∫
𝑞𝑑𝑥

(𝑥2 + 𝑧2)1 2⁄

+∞

−∞

                                                                                (16)  

Here, 𝜖 = 𝜖0𝜖𝑟, so that we have taken into account that the field of a given charge 

may be screened. The force / field (along the z-direction) acting on the test charge (the 

red reference point) becomes:  
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𝐸𝑧 = −
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑧
= ∫

𝑞𝑧

(𝑥2 + 𝑧2)3 2⁄

+∞

−∞

𝑑𝑥                                                                              (17) 

𝑥 = 𝑧 tan 𝜃                                                                                                                                     

d𝑥 = 𝑑𝑧 tan 𝜃 =
𝑧

(cos𝜃)2
𝑑𝜃                                           (18) 

𝑟3 = (𝑥2 + 𝑧2)3 2⁄ =
𝑧3

(cos 𝜃)3
                                                                                         (19) 

Inserting Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq. (17), the force / field (along the z-direction) will 

change into: 

𝐸𝑧 = ∫
𝑞 cos 𝜃

𝑧

+𝜋
2⁄

−𝜋
2⁄

𝑑𝜃 =
1

𝑧
∫ 𝑞 cos 𝜃

𝜋
2⁄

−𝜋
2⁄

𝑑𝜃 =  
1

𝑧
∫ 𝑞

𝜋
2⁄

−𝜋
2⁄

𝑑 sin 𝜃 =
2𝑞

𝑧
                    (20) 

For the case of Figure 10(b), according to Eq. (20), the force/field will then become, 

�⃗� = ∑
2𝑞𝑖

𝑑𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 1⃗ 𝑖                                                                                                                      (21) 

by adding the contributions from each line separately. 𝑑𝑖: the distance from the red 

reference point to the straight line with uniform linear charge density 𝑞𝑖. Moreover, 

1⃗ 𝑖 is a unit vector parallel to the inward pointing normal to the 𝑖′th side. 

From Eq. (21) we see that the force/field acting on the test charge (we set the 

charge of the charged particle to be 1) depends on the position of the point of interest. 

Alternatively, Eq. (21) shows that the force/field generated by surface charges gets 

increasingly smaller when the size of the system gets bigger. Thus, in the middle of a 

large system, the force/field from surface charges (below, we shall discuss why only 

these charges are of relevance) can essentially be ignored, whereas the lattice will 

experience some distortions when approaching some surface. These distortions will 

not get arbitrarily large since the forces of Eq. (21) will be partially compensated by 

the force/field from the neighboring atoms. In total, our analysis implies that the 

problem of polar surfaces is irrelevant for 2D systems (and for 1D systems as well).  
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7.2.3 3D systems  

 

Figure 11. (a) A case for the potential at the red reference point generated by the two 

non-parallel charged planes. (b) A generalization of the case of (a). 

For the case of Figure 11(a), we consider a point between two non-parallel planes. 

The red reference point is the position of an atom located between two non-parallel 

atomic layers, and the atomic layers ‘above’ and ‘below’ this red reference point have 

different charge densities. Therefore, we set 𝑧 𝑖 as the inwards pointing normal to the 

corresponding plane. According to Eqs. (13) and (15) requiring that atoms far away 

from the charges of the planes form a stable structure can be formulated as, the 

condition of vanishing electric field/force acting on the red reference charge, i.e., 

�⃗� =  −∇⃗⃗ 𝑉 = 2𝜋(𝑞1 𝑧 1 +𝑞2𝑧 2) = 0                                                                                   (22) 

For the case of Figure 11(b), the condition of vanishing electric field/force acting 

on the red reference point will be: 

�⃗� =  −∇⃗⃗ 𝑉 = 2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑖 𝑧 𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

= 0                                                                                             (23) 

Below we shall study some 2D systems as model systems for certain 3D systems. 

Thereby, we shall impose the condition of Eq. (23), although for 2D systems, rather 

Eq. (21) should be satisfied. 
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7.2.4 Generalizing the discussion by Tasker [45]  

  We consider a neutral, large, finite, regular system that consists of very many 

mostly identical units. Only at the boundaries, deviations from this regularity may 

occur. The system is assumed to be so large that the thermodynamic limit has been 

reached. In that limit, we can define a central region and various boundary regions as 

shown in Figure 12(a). Inside each region, the units are assumed to be identical. The 

central region consists of units whose properties are independent of the size and the 

shape of the system, whereas this is not the case for the boundary regions. For a 

three-dimensional (3D) system, the boundary regions can be separated into a set of 

two-dimensional (2D) side regions, a set of one-dimensional (1D) edge regions, and a 

set of zero-dimensional (0D) corner regions. In each of the boundary regions, the 

repeated units may be larger than those of the central region (because of structural 

relaxations at the boundaries and/or to adsorbents). 

 

Figure 12. (a) Schematic representation of a 3D system with several different sides. (b) 

In the 3D system, the red circle marks the position of an atom in the middle of the 

central region. 𝑞𝑖 is the charge density of the 𝑖′th layer of atoms, and 1⃗ 𝑖 is normal 

to this layer. For the sake of simplicity, the top and bottom surfaces are ignored. 

Moreover, the system of the figure has just one layer of charges at each surface, 

except for the front surface that has two such layers. 

Often, such systems are treated as being infinite and periodic. Here, we will 

explicitly consider instead the large, finite system. In passing, we add that even when 

treating the system as being infinite and periodic (i.e., without surfaces), it is possible 

to include effects that can be ascribed to the surfaces of the finite system as we have 
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demonstrated elsewhere for the calculations of the dipole moment per unit [52]. The 

units of the central region are equivalent to the unit cells of the infinite, periodic 

system and are, accordingly, nonunique. Consequently, as the complete system is 

separated into non-overlapping units, the units of the boundary regions are also 

nonunique. Ultimately, this implies that the separation of any extensive quantity, 𝑍, 

into contributions from the individual units is nonunique,  

𝑍 = ∑𝑍𝑛

𝑛

= ∑∫
𝑟 ∈𝜴𝑛

𝑛

𝑍(𝑟 )𝑑𝑟                                                                                        (24) 

although the total value 𝑍 is unique. In this expression, Ωn is the volume associated 

with the 𝑛th unit. For different regions, Ωn may have different sizes and even 

different compositions (corresponding, i.e., to surface reconstructions and/or 

adsorbents).  

By construction, all units in each region will be identical and, initially, independent 

of the presence or properties of the other regions, that is, 𝑍𝑛 will take the same value 

for all units n of the same region. If we now imagine scaling the size of the system 

by some factor 𝑓, the properties of each unit in the different regions will, per 

construction, remain unchanged. As the number of units in the central region scales as 

𝑓3 and the number in each of the other regions scales as 𝑓𝑃 with 𝑃 < 3, the units of 

the central region must be neutral (otherwise, the charge distribution in the sample 

will depend on its size, 𝑓, which is in conflict with the assumption of having reached 

the thermodynamic limit). Thus, charge will accumulate only in the boundary regions. 

This fact will become important below and was also indirectly used above when we 

considered the field at a reference point generated by charges that we assumed were 

confined to the boundary regions. We add that similar arguments apply to extended 

2D or 1D systems. A 2D system will separate into a central region, various side 

regions, and corner regions. A 1D system will separate into a central region and two 

termination regions. Again, only the boundary regions can accumulate charge. 

As a generalization of Tasker’s discussion, we consider a system like that of Figure 

12(b) in which each surface may be composed of several atomic layers. Then, the 
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field at the reference point in the middle of the central region becomes:  

�⃗� = 2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑖
′

𝑖

1⃗ 𝑖 = 2𝜋 ∑[∑𝑞𝑖
′

𝑖∈𝑘

]

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘 = 2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑘

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘                                                 (25) 

Here, 1⃗ 𝑖 is an inward-pointing normal for the 𝑖′th atomic layer, 𝑞𝑖
′ is the charge 

density of that layer, which is assumed to be constant, and the layer is assumed to be 

infinitely large. These two assumptions will be retained throughout our discussion. 

Moreover, 𝑞𝑘 is the sum of the charge densities of all atomic layers associated with 

the 𝑘th surface. 

  Based on the discussion above on 3D system and on Eq. (25), we find that even in 

the case of more parallel atomic layers (as illustrated in Figure 12(b)), only the sum of 

the charge densities 𝑞𝑘 is relevant. Since, as demonstrated above, the units of the 

central region are neutral, only the total charge densities associated with the surfaces 

contribute to the field �⃗� . Accordingly, it is straightforward to separate the total charge 

density into contributions from individual surfaces. 

In deriving Eq. (25), we have made the approximation that the true charge density 

of each surface can be approximated through a model charge density, i.e., a plane of a 

constant charge density,  

𝜌true(𝑟 )  ≈ 𝜌model(𝑟 ) 

We have then calculated the true field according to  

�⃗� true(𝑟 )  = [�⃗� true(𝑟 ) − �⃗� model(𝑟 )] + �⃗� model(𝑟 ) 

and included only the last term. This is possible if the total charges of 𝜌true(𝑟) and 

𝜌model(𝑟) per, for instance, surface unit cell are identical. In that case 

�⃗� true(𝑟 ) − �⃗� model(𝑟 ) = O(1 𝑑⁄ ) 

with d being the distance between the point of interest and the charge density whose 

field we are interested in. Thus, for very large values of d, this term can be ignored. 

The stability (i.e., the generalized condition of Tasker) requires that the electrostatic 
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field vanishes at the positions of ions of the central region: 

�⃗� = 2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑘

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘 ≡ 0⃗                                                                                                             (26) 

If the charge densities at the surfaces are such that this condition is not satisfied, 

then a charge redistribution at the surfaces must occur to achieve structural stability. 

This simple generalization of the result obtained by Tasker is of central importance for 

the present work and its consequences will be developed in the following. For 2D and 

1D systems, the contribution from the individual boundary regions decays with the 

distance to the reference point, so that the treatment leading to Eq. (26) must be 

modified. Moreover, for 3D systems, only the side regions (2D systems) contribute to 

�⃗�  in the thermodynamic limit, and the edge (1D systems) and corner regions (0D 

systems) provide contributions that become negligible for sufficiently large systems.  

7.3 Stabilizing Polar surfaces 

Figure 12(b) shows a large 3D sample of the material of interest with a given shape 

that has been obtained by cutting parts of a larger sample without changing the charge 

distribution of the latter. In general, this will lead to an unstable situation if the 

surfaces are polar, as the stability condition of Eq. (26) will not be fulfilled. Thus far, 

structural and electronic relaxation effects have been ignored. However, electronic 

relaxation effects (including the possible occurrence of surface states) will modify the 

original surface charge densities 𝑞𝑘0
′ , 

𝑞𝑘0
′ → 𝑞𝑘0                                                                                                                               (27) 

so that the charge neutrality constraint remains being satisfied: 

∑𝑞𝑘0

𝑘

𝐿𝑘 = 0                                                                                                                       (28) 

(𝐿𝑘  is the size (area) of the 𝑘 th surface). This will make the individual 𝑞𝑘0 

dependent on the overall shape. 

Based on the generalized condition of Tasker [45], when determining the effect of 

the overall shape, we have to take into account a possible charge transfer between the 
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surfaces. 

If we ignore, at first, the charge transfer between surfaces, then the field defined in 

Eq. (25) will be: 

�⃗� = 2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑘0

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘 ≡ �⃗� 0                                                                                                       (29) 

Subsequently, assuming that �⃗� 0  does not vanish, there must be a charge flow 

between the different surfaces to satisfy the generalized condition of Tasker, Eq. (26), 

that is: 

𝑞𝑘0 → 𝑞𝑘0 + ∆𝑞𝑘 ≡ 𝑞𝑘                                                                                                          (30)  

with the additional charges ∆𝑞𝑘 determined by the facts that �⃗�  must vanish and that 

the complete system remains being neutral. This is a nonlocal charge redistribution 

that differs from a local redistribution related to structural relaxation. 

Charge neutrality requires that, 

∑∆𝑞𝑘

𝑘

𝐿𝑘 = 0                                                                                                                       (31) 

Moreover, the condition of Eq. (26) becomes: 

2𝜋 ∑∆𝑞𝑘

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘 ≡ −�⃗� 0                                                                                                            (32) 

because of Eq. (29). For a 3D system, Eqs. (31) and (32) provide four conditions on 

the charge transfers {∆𝑞𝑘}. Often, however, there will be more than four surfaces so 

that many different solutions to these equations can be found. This means that the 

general solution can be written as: 

∆𝑞𝑘 = ∆𝑞𝑘0 + ∆𝑞𝑘1                                                                                                               (33) 

where {∆𝑞𝑘0} is a particular solution and {∆𝑞𝑘1} is the general solution with −�⃗� 0 in 

Eq. (32) replaced by 0⃗ . The set of solutions {∆𝑞𝑘1} forms a P−4 dimensional 

subspace of the P-dimensional space of {∆𝑞𝑘} (with P being the number of sides of 

the sample of interest), and it is interesting to notice that these solutions depend solely 

on the overall shape of the system and not on the size of the units or on the number or 

types of atoms in the system. Moreover, the resulting set {∆𝑞𝑘} does not depend on 
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the choice of {∆𝑞𝑘0}. We see that, in general, it is always possible in principle to 

stabilize any surface through appropriate charge transfers between the different 

surfaces. This can occur with or without simultaneous structural relaxation and/or the 

addition of adsorbates. Typically, there will be a number of possible solutions for 

{∆𝑞𝑘1}. What actually occurs in practice depends upon the energetics and is well 

beyond the scope of the present study. 

7.4 The dipole Moment Per Cell 

7.4.1 An intensive nonlocal property 

  An intensive nonlocal property that explicitly depends on the surfaces of the system 

is the dipole moment per cell [52]. In considering a set of systems of the same 

material and shape but increasing size, this property can be calculated either as the 

dipole moment per unit or as the change in the dipole moment per added unit, both 

evaluated in the limit of infinitely large systems. Thus, for the extensive property Z (in 

our case, one of the components of the total dipole moment), we can define the 

corresponding intensive quantity in the thermodynamic limit as: 

�̅� = lim
𝑁→∞

𝑍(𝑁)

𝑁
= lim

𝑁→∞

𝑍(𝑁 + ∆𝑁) − 𝑍(𝑁)

∆𝑁
                                                                    (34) 

with 𝑍(𝑁) being the value of Z for the system with N cells. 

  In the results to be reported below, we shall use the second equality of Eq. (34). The 

size of the system will be increased, while preserving the shape, by displacing the 

surfaces along their outward pointing normal (i.e., along −1⃗ 𝑖 in Figure 12(b)). For 

discussion purposes, it is more revealing to use the second relation of Eq. (34). Thus, 

one contribution to the dipole moment per cell due to the increase in size arises 

because the number of (neutral) units in the central region grows. As the units in the 

surface regions in general contain charge, a second contribution to the dipole moment 

per cell comes from the displaced surface charges along the outward pointing normals, 

as discussed in detail earlier [52]. In the case of 1D systems, the so-called charge 
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quantization [53,54] reduces the number of possible values for the dipole moment per 

cell, but this effect does not occur in 2D or 3D systems.  

  In the present work, we shall generalize the conditions set up by Tasker and thereby 

use that we have demonstrated that (almost) all surfaces, whether polar or not, can be 

stabilized through a charge transfer that causes the electric field acting on the ions in 

the inner part of the sample to vanish. We, then, demonstrate that such a charge 

transfer between surfaces affects the dipole moment per unit indicating that bulk 

properties can thereby be affected. 

  In calculating the surface contributions to the dipole moment per cell, according to 

Eq. (30), it will be used that the extra charge density ∆𝑞𝑘 is placed along the 𝑘th 

side of the sample. We emphasize that the surface charge densities will provide a field 

in the middle of the sample only for 3D systems. When scaling the size of a 3D 

system by the factor 𝑓 mentioned above, the numbers of cells in the central region 

and in the complete system both scale as 𝑓3. On the other hand, the distances of the 

boundary regions to the origin of coordinates (which conveniently is chosen as the 

center of the system) will scale as 𝑓, so that, of the boundary regions, only the 

surface (as opposed to the edge and corner) regions will give a finite contribution to 

the dipole moment per unit in the infinite system limit. In total, the dipole moment per 

unit can therefore be written as,  

�̅� = 𝜇 𝐶 + ∑∆𝜇𝑘

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘                                                                                                             (35) 

where 𝜇 𝐶 is the dipole moment of a single (neutral) unit cell in the central region, 

which is independent of the surfaces and/or shape of the sample. ∆𝜇𝑘  is the 

contribution to the dipole moment per bulk unit cell that originates from the charge 

associated with the 𝑘th surface and is accordingly related to 𝑞𝑘0. 𝜇 𝐶 is equivalent to 

𝑍𝑛 of Eq. (24) for 𝑛 representing a unit of the central region and is, accordingly, 

nonunique, which must also be the case for the contributions due to the charges 

associated with the surface regions. As discussed in detail in our previous work [52], 

the individual contributions to the second term in Eq. (35) can be interpreted as 

originating from the displacement of this charge along the outward pointing normal to 
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the 𝑘th surface when increasing the size of the system. It will be confirmed by our 

numerical results below that ∆𝜇𝑘 depends on the overall shape of the sample. We 

also find that, for some shapes, the occurrence of (occupied or empty) surface states 

gives a contribution to the charges of the individual surfaces, whereas for other shapes 

the same surfaces may not possess such surface states. 

7.4.2 2D system with four sides 

 With the modification of Eq. (30) we have an additional charge distribution that 

gives an additional contribution to the total dipole moment of the system. At first, we 

shall consider a 2D system. We have an extra charge density ∆𝑞𝑘 that is constant 

along a finite, straight line that we will ascribe the 𝑘th side. This line will be parallel 

to the 𝑘th side and may even be identical to it. We shall below discuss it in more 

detail. 

This charge density gives an extra contribution to the total dipole moment equal to 

(taking the 𝑘th line in Figure 13 as an example):  

 
Figure 13. A schematic representation of a two-dimensional system with four sides 

(green lines). The magenta lines separate the system into four regions, given the 

numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4. A, B, D, and E mark the corners of the system, and C the 

center of the coordinate system, and M the midpoint of the line DE (the 𝑘th side, and 

the  area (length) of the 𝑘th side is 𝐿𝑘). Each unit cell consists of two atoms (blue 

and orange). 
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∆𝜇 𝑘 = ∫ (𝑟 − �⃗� 𝐶)
𝑟 𝑘𝐸

𝑟 𝑘𝐷

∆𝑞𝑘𝑑𝑟  

        = ∫ (𝑟 − 𝑟 𝑀𝑘)
𝑟 𝑘𝐸

𝑟 𝑘𝐷

∆𝑞𝑘𝑑𝑟 + ∫ (𝑟 𝑀𝑘 − �⃗� 𝐶)
𝑟 𝑘𝐸

𝑟 𝑘𝐷

∆𝑞𝑘𝑑𝑟                                               (36) 

where the line integral runs along the line and where we have included the special 

choice for the origin of the coordinate system, �⃗� 𝐶, and 𝑟 𝑀𝑘 =
1

2
(𝑟 𝑘𝐷 + 𝑟 𝑘𝐸) is the 

midpoint of the 𝑘th line for which the two end-points are 𝑟 𝑘𝐷 and 𝑟 𝑘𝐸 (see Figure 13), 

respectively. Then, using that ∆𝑞𝑘 is constant, and that the first integral of Eq. (36) 

vanishes of symmetry reason, Eq. (36) will change into: 

∆𝜇 𝑘 = 0 + ∫ (𝑟 𝑀𝑘 − �⃗� 𝐶)
𝑟 𝑘𝐸

𝑟 𝑘𝐷

∆𝑞𝑘𝑑𝑟 =  (𝑟 𝑀𝑘 − �⃗� 𝐶)∆𝑞𝑘 ∫ 𝑑𝑟 
𝑟 𝑘𝐸

𝑟 𝑘𝐷

= (𝑟 𝑀𝑘 − �⃗� 𝐶)∆𝑞𝑘𝐿𝑘 

Therefore:  

∆𝜇 𝑘 = (𝑟 𝑀𝑘 − �⃗� 𝐶)∆𝑞𝑘𝐿𝑘                                                                                                    (37) 

Ultimately, such contributions from all sides have to be added up and added to the 

total dipole moment of the system.  

Then, the total dipole moment can be written as: 

𝜇 = 𝜇 0 + ∑∆𝜇 𝑘
𝑘

= 𝜇 0 + ∑(𝑟 𝑀𝑘 − �⃗� 𝐶)∆𝑞𝑘𝐿𝑘

𝑘

                                                          (38) 

We introduce the generalized Tasker constraints mentioned in the parts of 7.2 and 7.3, 

that is, Eqs. (25) and (26). In addition, the charge neutrality constraint of Eq. (31) 

gives a third constraint for ∆𝑞𝑘. We shall here consider a special case, i.e., those that 

were considered in our model calculations, where we have 2D systems with four sides. 

This means that Eq. (33) can be written as 

∆𝑞𝑘 = ∆𝑞𝑘0 + 𝑡∆𝑞𝑘1                                                                                                             (39) 

where ∆𝑞𝑘0 and ∆𝑞𝑘1 are constants, whereas −∞ ≤ t ≤ +∞ is a parameter. 

With 𝜇 0 being the value of the dipole moment before the modifications of the 

present section, we may write  
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𝜇 =  𝜇 0 + ∑(𝑟 𝑀𝑘 − �⃗� 𝐶)(∆𝑞𝑘0 + 𝑡∆𝑞𝑘1)𝐿𝑘

𝑘

 

    = [𝜇 0 + ∑∆𝑞𝑘0(𝑟 𝑀𝑘 − �⃗� 𝐶)𝐿𝑘

𝑘

] + 𝑡 [∑∆𝑞𝑘1(𝑟 𝑀𝑘 − �⃗� 𝐶)

𝑘

𝐿𝑘]  

    ≡ 𝜇 1 + 𝑡∆𝜇                                                                                                                           (40) 

Let us discuss this in some detail and thereby consider some of our 

two-dimensional systems for illustration. An example is shown in Figure 14. In this 

case, of reasons to be discussed below, ∆𝜇 = 0⃗ . For the more general case of a 2D 

system with four sides, we may consider different shapes and for each of those 

calculate 𝜇 1 and ∆𝜇 . 

By setting: 𝜇 = 𝜇 1 + 𝑡∆𝜇 , we have 

𝜇𝑥 = 𝜇𝑥1 + 𝑡∆𝜇𝑥                                                                                                                    (41) 

𝜇𝑦 = 𝜇𝑦1 + 𝑡∆𝜇𝑦                                                                                                                    (42) 

Combining Eq. (41) with Eq. (42) gives, 

𝜇𝑦 = 𝜇𝑦1 + 𝑡∆𝜇𝑦 = 𝜇𝑦1 +
𝜇𝑥 − 𝜇𝑥1

∆𝜇𝑥
∆𝜇𝑦 = (𝜇𝑦1 − 𝜇𝑥1

∆𝜇𝑦

∆𝜇𝑥
) +

∆𝜇𝑦

∆𝜇𝑥
𝜇𝑥                 (43)  

or, by dividing with the number of atoms, 𝑁, 

𝜇𝑦

𝑁
= (

𝜇𝑦1

𝑁
−

𝜇𝑥1

𝑁

∆𝜇𝑦

∆𝜇𝑥
) +

∆𝜇𝑦

∆𝜇𝑥

𝜇𝑥

𝑁
                                                                                       (44) 

 

Figure 14. An example of a system for which ∆𝜇 = 0⃗ . 

Ultimately, this means that, in general, the possible values for (𝜇 𝑥, 𝜇 𝑦) will form a 
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straight line where different points correspond to different values of 𝑡 according to 

Eq. (39). Thus, we may for instance plot the straight lines of Eq. (43) in the limit 

𝑁 → ∞ and then see if there are common values for all shapes or, alternatively, how 

they differ. In some few cases (see below) the straight lines may reduce to single 

points (i.e., when ∆𝜇 = 0⃗   in Eq. (40)). We notice that because of charge neutrality, 

the dipole moment will be independent of �⃗� 𝐶.  

That, the lines can reduce to single points, is illustrated in Figure 14. In this case, 

we have a rectangular shape. The conditions that we have charge neutrality and that 

�⃗� = 0⃗  are in this case 

𝐿1𝑞1 + 𝐿2𝑞2 + 𝐿3𝑞3 + 𝐿4𝑞4 = 0                                                                                   （44） 

𝑞2 − 𝑞1 = 0 

𝑞4 − 𝑞3 = 0                                                                                                                        （45） 

Moreover, we have that: 

𝐿1 = 𝐿2 and 𝐿3 = 𝐿4 

𝑞1 = 𝑞2 and 𝑞3 = 𝑞4 

From Eq. (37) and Figure 14 we then see that 𝜇  is independent of the precise charge 

distribution on the surfaces as long as the conditions of Eq. (44) and (45) are satisfied. 

We add that these arguments can be generalized to any parallelogram, and that 

equivalent arguments may apply to other shapes, too. 

Finally, from Eqs. (31), (32) and (35) we see that the equations that determine ∆𝑞𝑘 

do not depend on the precise charge distribution of the system but only on its shape. 

Therefore, keeping the same shape but varying the size will leave ∆𝑞𝑘 (in Eq. (39)) 

unchanged. For a rectangle, the generalized Tasker criterion requires that the charge 

densities associated with opposite sides have to be identical so that there is no 

contribution to the dipole moment from these surfaces. Once this is established, 

changing the charge densities will not change the total dipole moment. For a 

parallelogram, the same arguments apply as one can see by using a coordinate system 

with axes that are parallel to the opposite sides. 
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7.5 The purpose of the present work 

  For the identification of polar surfaces, Tasker [45] presented two conditions: 1. 

Charged atomic layers; 2. Non-zero dipole moment perpendicular to the surface. 

According to Tasker, a polar surface leads to a nonvanishing electric field acting on 

the ions in the bulk. Therefore Tasker concluded that these surfaces should not exist, 

but nevertheless such arrangements (e.g. the polar surfaces of ZnO) are realized in the 

experiment. Many studies [48-50] have been devoted to the understanding of the 

existence of the polar surfaces of crystalline ZnO. In these papers, some explanations 

have been proposed. For the present purpose, an explanation that focuses on a charge 

transfer between the opposite and parallel sides of a slab [48,49] is relevant because it 

implies that it is not sufficient to study an individual polar surface without taking into 

consideration the other surfaces. In a recent work [52], we have also found that 

surfaces can influence bulk properties.  

In this work, we presented the two stability requirements, including that the 

electrostatic field vanishes at the positions of the ions of the central region (i.e., the 

generalized condition of Tasker) and the charge neutrality. We have shown how the 

values for this property (the bulk dipole moment per unit) can be calculated subject to 

the generalized Tasker constraints. From the results of calculations for very large 

systems, using a sufficiently simple model, we were able to show that applying these 

constraints leads to a change in the dipole moment per atom or per unit in the 

thermodynamic limit. We demonstrated that the so-called polar surfaces may be 

stabilized through a charge redistribution between the complete set of surfaces that 

depends upon the overall shape of the sample and the nature of the material. This 

charge redistribution, in turn, is governed by the generalized Tasker conditions. The 

purpose of the present work was to study the interplay between the surface and bulk 

properties of macroscopic crystalline materials with an emphasis on polar surfaces. To 

that end, we generalized the scheme, originally proposed by Tasker [45], to identify 

stable polar surfaces. We could show that it is always possible to stabilize a given 

surface through a charge redistribution involving the entire set of surfaces. On the 
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other hand, our study suggests that consideration of other shapes (particularly 

containing more surfaces) would provide many more possibilities to realize this same 

surface (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15. Schematic representation of a 3D system with several different sides. The 

entire set of surfaces are involved through a charge redistribution to stabilize a given 

surface. 

This work is published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry C. (Michael 

Springborg*, Meijuan Zhou, Mohammad Molayem and Bernard Kirtman, Surfaces, 

Shapes, and Bulk Properties of Crystals. J. Phys. Chem. C, 122:11926–11932, 2018.) 
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8. Theoretical Treatment of Properties of Surfaces and Their 

Interplay with Bulk Properties of Crystals 

8.1 Introduction 

The properties of crystalline materials continue to be exploited for a very large range 

of applications. In many cases, it is the bulk properties that are of interest. In the 

thermodynamic limit, that is, for sufficiently large systems, these properties are either 

intensive or extensive depending upon whether they are independent of the system 

size or proportional to it. In either case, since the boundary regions make up a very 

small part of the complete system, it may be suggested that the boundary regions are 

of no importance. On the other hand, the properties of the boundaries themselves can 

also be of interest for applications. An example is heterogeneous catalysis, in which 

case the bulk part of the sample is often assumed to be irrelevant. 

  These considerations suggest that bulk properties and surface properties are 

essentially independent of each other and can be treated separately. Theoretical 

studies of the properties of crystals often utilize this approach. For bulk properties, 

one typically treats the system as being infinite and periodic, thus completely ignoring 

the boundary regions. For the study of surface properties, one often constructs a 

simple model system that contains the surface of interest while ignoring other surfaces 

as well as the bulk region with the exception that the latter defines the structure of the 

surface. 

Recently, we have demonstrated that for any real material, there is a delicate 

interplay whereby the concerted interactions between all surfaces and the bulk region 

will influence the properties of the individual surfaces [55]. Moreover, in some cases, 

these interactions will also affect the bulk properties. As an example of the latter, we 

considered the dipole moment per atom, an intensive property closely related to the 

polarization (i.e., the dipole moment per unit volume) and that has relevance for 
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piezoelectricity and other responses to electric fields. The purpose of the present work 

is to provide further details about this interplay and its consequences. As in the 

previous study we use simple model calculations that allow for application to very 

large, finite systems and thereby examine and illustrate concepts without attempting 

to provide accurate results for any real system. 

8.2 The surface and bulk  

Our goal is to consider neutral, macroscopic, 3D crystalline samples, cf. Figure 

16(a). For the sake of simplicity, however, we shall illustrate the concepts through 2D 

systems. Both 2D and 3D systems, cf. Figure 16, can be separated into a central 

region and a number of boundary regions. Each region is assumed to consist of units 

that are identical, although the units of different regions will usually be different. In 

the central region, the units are chosen to be the same as the unit cells of the 

corresponding infinite, periodic system. Note that this choice is not unique. In the 

boundary regions, the units will often be larger than those of the central region due to 

the effects of structural and electronic relaxations near the surfaces. Since the sample 

is completely divided into units, those of the boundary regions will depend, in part, 

upon how the units of the central region are chosen and, in part, they may be 

constructed according to convenience. In the thermodynamic limit, the size of the 

central region will be much larger than that of any other region, which is why most 

bulk properties are independent of the boundary regions. We add that the units of the 

central region may be chosen independently of the boundary regions and the overall 

shape of the sample. 

The units of the central region are neutral as can easily be seen as follows. Consider, 

for example, a 2D system like that of Figure 16(b). If the units of the central region 

carried charges, the fact that the complete system is neutral implies that a 

compensating charge must be accumulated at the boundaries. If you double the linear 

dimension of the system, then the total charge of the central region will be four times 

larger. On the other hand, per construction, each boundary region does not change 
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Figure 16. Schematic representation of (a) 3D and (b) 2D systems. They both consist 

of a central region as well as various boundary regions.  

extension in the direction(s) perpendicular to the surface(s) at which it is placed. 

Therefore, the charge per cell in the boundary regions would have to increase on 

average in order to maintain neutrality. This is in conflict with the assumption that the 

thermodynamic limit has been reached. Thus, only the units of the boundary regions 

may be charged. Thereby, we have established that charge is concentrated in the 

boundary regions. 

We may continue by studying the effects of this charge distribution on the atoms in 

the central region. To that end we consider an approach originally proposed by Tasker 

[45]. Tasker studied the electrostatic field created by a set of parallel layers of ions at 

a point far away from those layers, which represents the position of an atom in the 

bulk. In order to ensure that the crystal structure is stable, the electrostatic field at the 

atom would have to vanish. Since the details of the charge distribution were not 

relevant for his argument, he approximated each infinite layer of ions using a 2D 

plane with a constant charge density. Thereby, he was able to identify certain 

arrangements of the layers of ions for which the electrostatic field at the bulk atom 

does not vanish and concluded that such so-called polar surfaces either could not exist 

or would experience substantial reconstruction. 

8.2.1 The electrostatic field for an arbitrary shape 

According to the discussion in part 7.2.1, we generalized Tasker’s analysis by 
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considering an arbitrary shape for the sample and the corresponding charged layers 

with different orientations as shown schematically in Figure 17. Then, the electrostatic  

 

Figure 17. A schematic representation of a 2D system. It shows the layers with the 

charge densities 𝑞𝑖
′ as well as an inward-pointing normal to a given layer, 1⃗ 𝑖. The 

boundary of the system is shown through purple lines. The red dot represents a point 

in the central part of the system.  

field at an atom in the central region, generated by the charges localized in the surface 

regions, becomes:  

�⃗� charge =
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑖

′

𝑖

1⃗ 𝑖 =
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋 ∑[∑𝑞𝑖

′

𝑖∈𝑘

]

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘 =
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑘

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘              (46) 

where 1⃗ 𝑖 is an inward-pointing normal to the 𝑖′th layer of ions and 𝑞𝑖
′ is the charge 

density of that layer and 

𝜖 = 𝜖0𝜖𝑟                                                                                                                                   (47) 

is the dielectric constant of the material. Finally, 𝑞𝑘 is the sum of the charge densities 

of all layers associated with the 𝑘th surface. 

8.2.2 Dipole surfaces with a periodic stacking sequences 

Another contribution to the electric field that occurs in certain cases has been 

analyzed by Meyer and Vanderbilt and by Meyer and Marx [49,56]. Thus, for crystals 

with a periodic stacking sequence as in Figure 18, which results in a dipole moment 

perpendicular to the surface, there is a field from the dipole layers, �⃗� dipole. We shall 

now analyze this in detail and thereby generalize the earlier treatments.  
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Figure 18. (a) An example of a slab geometry for a system with two atoms per 

unit cell. Zu and Zl are the charge densities associated with the upper and lower 

surface region, respectively. (b) and (c) are two examples of the slab geometry 

structures. The black dotted boxes on the top and the bottom places represent the 

uppermost and bottommost surface regions, respectively. 

A. The dipole moment per cell for the unit cell in Figure 18(a) 

In Figure 18(a), the slab geometry has two atoms per unit cell. For atoms in the 

central region, the charges of those are +𝑞𝑐 and −𝑞𝑐. At the surfaces, the charge 

densities of the uppermost and bottommost layers are, respectively, 𝑍𝑢 and 𝑍𝑙, 

and they may be different from those of the bulk atoms. 𝑑 is the distance between 

the two atoms inside one unit cell, and the contribution from the bulk unit cell to 

the dipole moment per cell equals, 

�̅� 𝑐 = 𝑑𝑞𝑐1⃗ 𝑧                                                                                                                      (48) 

where 1⃗ 𝑧 is a unit vector along the 𝑧 direction.  

With 𝑐 being the lattice vector along the 𝑧 direction, the surface contribution to 

the dipole moment per cell becomes, 

      �̅� 𝑠 =
1

2
𝑐(𝑍𝑢 − 𝑍𝑙)1⃗ 𝑧                                                                                                        (49) 

  This result follows from considering the case that one extra layer of unit cells is 

added to each of the top and bottom regions. Thereby in effect, two layers of unit 

cells are added (resulting in the factor 1/2 above), whereas the top and the bottom 

charges are displaced in the positive and the negative z direction, respectively. 

The total dipole moment per unit cell is accordingly, 

      �̅� = �̅� 𝑐 + �̅� 𝑠 = [𝑑𝑞𝑐 +
1

2
𝑐(𝑍𝑢 − 𝑍𝑙)] 1⃗ 𝑧                                                                      (50) 

In passing, we add that this is a clear example of how the surfaces give a finite 
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contribution to the dipole moment per cell, i.e., to a bulk property. 

B. The dipole moment per cell for both cases in Figures 18(b) and (c) 

For the case in Figure 18(b), 𝑍𝑢 = 𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐 and 𝑍𝑙 = 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑙 

whereas for the case in Figure 18(c), 𝑍𝑢 = 𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐 and 𝑍𝑙 = 𝑞𝑙 

From Figure 18(b) and (c), Zu and Zl represent respectively the charge densities of 

the uppermost and bottommost surface regions which are marked by the black 

dotted boxes. 

We have the dipole moment per cell for the case in Figure 18(b), 

      �̅� = �̅� 𝑐 + �̅� 𝑠 = �̅� 𝑐 +
1

2
𝑐(𝑍𝑢 − 𝑍𝑙)1⃗ 𝑧 = �̅� 𝑐 +

1

2
𝑐(𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑙)1⃗ 𝑧             (51) 

and for the case in Figure 18(c),  

      �̅� = �̅� 𝑐 + �̅� 𝑠 = �̅� 𝑐 +
1

2
𝑐(𝑍𝑢 − 𝑍𝑙)1⃗ 𝑧 = �̅� 𝑐 +

1

2
𝑐(𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑙)1⃗ 𝑧                       (52) 

Because the system is neutral,  

For the case in Figure 18(b), (𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐) + (𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑙) = 𝑞𝑢 + 𝑞𝑙 = 0                   (53)  

For the case in for Figure 18(c), (𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐) + 𝑞𝑙 = 𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑙 = 0                 (54) 

The dipole moment per cell for the case in Figures 18(b) and (c), when inserting Eq. 

(53) into Eq. (51) and Eq. (54) into Eq. (52), becomes: 

      �̅� = �̅� 𝑐 + (𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐)𝑐1⃗ 𝑧                                                                                                   (55) 

The same results are obtained in both cases, so that using Eq. (48), �̅�  can be 

written as, 

      �̅� = �̅� 𝑐 + (𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐)𝑐1⃗ 𝑧 = 𝑑𝑞𝑐1⃗ 𝑧 + (𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐)𝑐1⃗ 𝑧 = [𝑞𝑢𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐(𝑐 − 𝑑)]1⃗ 𝑧       (56) 

C. The electric field for both cases in Figure 18 (b) and (c) 

We shall study the field created at various points inside the system. We have 

given these (marked by the black dots) numbers in Figures 18 (b) and (c) as also is 

the case for the atomic layers. In the point 𝑛, the field is given by (using the 

Tasker approach of approximating the charge density through a constant density on 

a two-dimensional plane) 
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     �⃗� 𝑛 = 
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋 [∑𝑞𝑖

𝑖≥𝑛

− ∑𝑞𝑖

𝑖<𝑛

] 1⃗ 𝑧                                                                                 (57) 

where 𝑞𝑖 is the density associated with the 𝑖′th atomic layer. 

For the systems of Figures 18 (b) and (c), the electric field �⃗� 𝑛 at the 𝑛th point is, 

     �⃗� 1 = 
1

4𝜋𝜖
 2𝜋 [𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑙]1⃗ 𝑧 = 0⃗                            (58) 

     �⃗� 2 = 
1

4𝜋𝜖
 2𝜋 [−𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑙]1⃗ 𝑧 

 =
1

4𝜋𝜖
 2𝜋 [−2𝑞𝑢 + (𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑙)]1⃗ 𝑧 

 =
1

4𝜋𝜖
 (−4𝜋𝑞𝑢)1⃗ 𝑧                                                                                                      (59) 

     �⃗� 3 = 
1

4𝜋𝜖
 2𝜋 [−𝑞𝑢 + 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑙]1⃗ 𝑧 

           =
1

4𝜋𝜖
 2𝜋 [−2𝑞𝑢 + 2𝑞𝑐 + (𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑙)]1⃗ 𝑧 

           =
1

4𝜋𝜖
[−4𝜋(𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐)]1⃗ 𝑧                                                                                         (60) 

     �⃗� 4 = 
1

4𝜋𝜖
 2𝜋 [−𝑞𝑢 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑙]1⃗ 𝑧 

           =
1

4𝜋𝜖
 2𝜋 [−2𝑞𝑢 + 2𝑞𝑐 − 2𝑞𝑐 + (𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑙)]1⃗ 𝑧 

           =
1

4𝜋𝜖
 (−4𝜋𝑞𝑢)1⃗ 𝑧                                                                                                     (61) 

     �⃗� 5 = 
1

4𝜋𝜖
 2𝜋 [−𝑞𝑢 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑐 − 𝑞𝑙]1⃗ 𝑧 

           =
1

4𝜋𝜖
[−4𝜋(𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐)]1⃗ 𝑧                                                                                         (62) 

                               ⋮ 

It is clear that far away from the surface the field oscillates between 

1

4𝜋𝜖
 (−4𝜋𝑞𝑢)1⃗ 𝑧 and 

1

4𝜋𝜖
[−4𝜋(𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐)]1⃗ 𝑧, i.e., between two constant values. The 

field is the derivative of the potential that moreover is a continuous function. Thus, 

from position 2𝑘− 1 to position 2𝑘 in Figure 18 (b) and (c) (𝑘 being an integer) the 

field has the value 
1

4𝜋𝜖
(−4𝜋𝑞𝑢)1⃗ 𝑧 and the potential drops accordingly with this 

constant value times the distance between the layers 2𝑘−1 and 2𝑘, 𝑑. On the other 

hand, from position 2𝑘 to position 2𝑘 + 1 the field has the value 
1

4𝜋𝜖
[−4𝜋(𝑞𝑢 −

𝑞𝑐)]1⃗ 𝑧  and the potential drops accordingly with this constant value times the 
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distance between the layers 2𝑘 and 2𝑘 − 1, 𝑐 − 𝑑. In order to assure that we have a 

potential that is periodic far away from the surfaces, these two potential drops will 

have to add to 0, 

    
1

4𝜋𝜖
(−4𝜋𝑞𝑢)𝑑 +

1

4𝜋𝜖
[−4𝜋(𝑞𝑢 − 𝑞𝑐)](𝑐 − 𝑑) = 0                                                  (63) 

   

giving, 

   𝑞𝑢 =
𝑐 − 𝑑

𝑐
𝑞𝑐                                                                                                                      (64) 

If we consider the high-symmetry case for this system, 

𝑑 =
1

2
𝑐                                                                                                                                 (65)  

and 

𝑞𝑢 = 𝑞𝑙                                                                                                                                 (66)  

then from Eqs. (64), (65) and (66), 

    𝑞𝑢 = 𝑞𝑙 =
1

2
𝑞𝑐                                                                                                                    (67) 

Then from Eqs. (56), (65), (66) and (67), 

    �̅� = [𝑞𝑢𝑐 − 𝑞𝑐(𝑐 − 𝑑)]1⃗ 𝑧 = 0⃗                                                                                         (68) 

as should be due to the symmetry 𝑧 → −𝑧 

  Thus, from Eq. (68) we see that the surface charge densities compensate the bulk 

dipole moment. 

D. The general expression for the electric field from dipole layers, �⃗� dipole  

Usually, one or more individual surfaces of a 3D system are like the ones shown 

schematically in Figure 19(a). Each surface of interest is then often being modeled 

using a slab geometry as shown in Figure 19(b). In this case, the inward-pointing 

normals from the surfaces are both parallel to the 𝑧 axis. Thus, if 1⃗ 𝑧 is a unit 

vector along the 𝑧 axis, then 

1⃗ 1 = −1⃗ 2 = 1⃗ 𝑧                                                                                                                   (69) 

and, putting �⃗� dipole aside for the moment, the generalized Tasker condition of Eq. 
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(46) reduces to 

  (𝑞1 − 𝑞2)1⃗ 𝑧 = 0⃗                                                                                                                  (70) 

Combining this condition with the charge-neutrality requirement given by 

𝑞1 + 𝑞2 = 0                                                                                                                         (71) 

leads to the unique solution 

 
Figure 19. (a) A general shape of some material plus its dipole moment per cell (the 

thick blue arrow). (b) A schematic representation of a slab is commonly used for 

treating a single surface. (c) A schematic representation of how the effects of a 

non-vanishing dipole per cell can be interpreted as being created by a sequence of 

alternatingly charged 2D layers. The thin black lines show the separation into 

different unit cells, and the thick blue arrows the dipole moment contribution from 

the individual unit cells. The red and green lines show the model system of planes 

that are used to describe the effects of the non-vanishing dipole moment per cell. 

They are separated by distances of 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 and have charge densities of ±𝑞. 

The rectangle marks the region that is used to identify the relation between 𝑞 and 

the dipole moment per cell. 

𝑞1 = 𝑞2 = 0                                                                                                                        (72) 

However, it is not realistic in general to ignore �⃗� dipole and, therefore,  

𝑞1 = −𝑞2 ≠ 0                                                                                                                                  (73)  

corresponds to a more correct description as we now shall discuss. 

We will interpret the presence of a non-vanishing dipole moment per cell as 

being equivalent to having a set of alternatingly charged 2D planes as in Figure 

19(c). They are separated by distances of 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 and have charge densities of 

±𝑞. Ultimately, our result shall be formulated without having to determine these 

charge densities and distances. The volume element marked with the box that is 

shown in Figure 19(c) has a volume equal to 𝐴 ∙ (𝑑1 + 𝑑2) with 𝐴 being the area of 

the cross-section of the volume element. Moreover, we place the 𝑧 axis as shown 

in the figure, i.e., parallel to the normals of the 2D planes. We shall denote the 
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volume of one unit cell 𝑉𝑢𝑐.  

Then, the total dipole moment inside this volume element from the system of our 

interest equals 
𝐴(𝑑1+𝑑2 )

𝑉𝑢𝑐
�̅� . On the other hand, the dipole moment from the same 

volume element but caused by the 2D planes equals −𝐴𝑞𝑑11⃗ 𝑧. The two expressions 

shall be identical, 

 

Figure 20. The potential along the z direction inside the slab. The charge density 

layers are shown through the vertical red and green dotted lines. (a) The potential 

profile for the system of alternatingly positively and negatively charged 2D 

planes of Figure 19(c). (b) The blue curve shows the potential due to the 

alternating positively and negatively charged layers, and the green curve the 

potential due to the extra surface charge. The sum of the potential is given as the 

magenta curve. 

    
𝐴(𝑑1 + 𝑑2 )

𝑉𝑢𝑐
�̅� = −𝐴𝑞𝑑11⃗ 𝑧                                                                                          (74) 

or 

    𝑞 = −
𝑑1 + 𝑑2

𝑑1𝑉𝑢𝑐
|�̅� |                                                                                                          (75) 

According to the discussion above, the potential from the set of 2D planes in 

Figure 19(c) is piecewise linear. It will have a slope of 
1

4𝜋𝜖
4𝜋𝑞 over a distance of 

𝑑1 and be constant over the distance of 𝑑2. Thus, it increases by 
1

4𝜋𝜖
4𝜋𝑞𝑑1 

(shown in Figure 20(a)) over the total distance of 𝑑1 + 𝑑2. Therefore, the average 

slope (using Eq. (75)) of the curve in Figure 20 is equal to, 

    
1

4𝜋𝜖

4𝜋𝑞𝑑1

𝑑1 + 𝑑2
=

1

4𝜋𝜖

4𝜋𝑑1

𝑑1 + 𝑑2
[−

𝑑1 + 𝑑2

𝑑1𝑉𝑢𝑐
|�̅� |] = −

1

4𝜋𝜖

4𝜋

𝑉𝑢𝑐
|�̅� |                             (76) 
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which indeed is independent of the (arbitrary) distances 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 and of the 

charge density q as should be.  

     In order to compensate this potential that is non-periodic in the bulk, we will 

add charges to the surfaces (but still keep the charge-neutrality constraint). With 

the system of Figure 19(a) as one example, we get immediately a modified, 

generalized Tasker condition, 

      
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑖

𝑖

1⃗ 𝑖 = −
1

4𝜋𝜖

4𝜋

𝑉𝑢𝑐
�̅�                                                                                      (77) 

where 𝑞𝑖  is the charge density associated with the 𝑖′th surface and 1⃗ 𝑖 is an 

inward-pointing normal to this surface as shown in Figure 19(a). 

  For facilitating the understanding, it may be useful to split the total potential 

into two parts, one from the sequence of two-dimensional layers of charge with 

densities alternating between positively and negatively charged 2D planes of 

Figure 19(c) and one from the additional surface charge density. This separation is 

shown in Figure 20 (b), where it is seen that the additional surface charge density 

has to be exactly so large that the potential becomes periodic. 

In reality, the charge distribution inside the slab is not that of a superposition of 

two dimensional layers with a constant density but has much more structure due to 

the spatial distribution of the nuclei and, in particular, the electrons. However, on 

the average, the potential will show a profile like that of the blue curve and the 

surface charge density has then to compensate the overall change in this potential 

so that it becomes periodic (shown with the magenta curve in Figure 20 (b)). This 

means that in reality, the blue curve will not be piecewise linear but show some 

other structure (most likely, more smooth), but its change from one unit cell to the 

next will be a constant. In fact, in order to avoid forces acting on the electrons or 

nuclei, the total potential (the magenta curve) has to be identical to a constant. 

    Below, we shall use polar ZnO to obtain a quantitative description of the effects 

of the surface charges on the bulk structures. In this case [56], 

�⃗� dipole =
1

4𝜋𝜖

4𝜋

𝑉𝑢𝑐
�̅� =  

1

4𝜋𝜖

4𝜋

𝐴𝑎
�̅� =

1

4𝜋𝜖

4𝜋

𝑎
𝑚1⃗ 𝑧                                                    (78) 
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where 𝑚 = �̅� /𝐴 is the dipole density per area, A is the area of the cross-section of 

the volume element, 𝑉𝑢𝑐 = 𝐴𝑎 and a is the distance between repeating layers.  

E. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations for stoichiometric slabs of ZnO 

To determine the surface charges discussed above and their effects, density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out for stoichiometric slabs of 

ZnO containing both O- and Zn-terminated surfaces using the Vienna ab initio 

simulation package (VASP) [4-7]. Exchange and correlation effects were described 

using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [57] of Perdew, Burke, and 

Ernzerhof (PBE) [58] with the energy cutoff for the plane-wave expansion set to 

400 eV [59]. Two structures, shown in Figure 21, were constructed using the ZnO 

bulk crystal geometry [60]. Both structures contain the (0001̅) Zn-terminated 

surface to the left and the (0001) O-terminated surface to the right. For structure I, 

we considered 15 atomic bilayers with a (1 × 1) surface unit cell whereas for 

structure II, eight bilayers and a (2 × 2) surface unit cell were used. A vacuum 

region of 20 Å was included in all calculations. In each case, we examined both 

the fixed geometry and a relaxed geometry (see later) with lattice parameters fixed 

at the experimental bulk values. 

A Bader analysis [61] was used to decompose the total charge density into 

atomic contributions. Each structure contains alternating layers of Zn and O atoms. 

Denoting the Bader charges of the Zn and O atoms of the 𝑚th bilayer by �̃�𝑍𝑛,𝑚 

and �̃�𝑂,𝑚, respectively, we constructed the accumulated charges as 

𝑄𝑛 = ∑ �̃�𝑚 =

𝑛

𝑚=1

∑[�̃�𝑍𝑛,𝑚 + �̃�𝑂,𝑚]                                                                          (79)

𝑛

𝑚=1

 

where the atomic bilayers are enumerated starting from the left in Figure 21 and 

�̃�𝑚 is the total charge of the 𝑚th bilayer. For structure II, we used the averaged 

values of the atomic charges per bilayer. These accumulated charges are shown in 

the panels at the bottom of Figure 21. 

We note that 𝑄𝑛 converges rapidly to a roughly constant value when starting 
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from either side of the slab (i.e., for 𝑛 close to 1 or 15 for structure I and close to 

1 or 8 for structure II). That the converged value in all cases is markedly different 

from zero is in conflict with the condition of Eq. (72), i.e., 𝑞1 = 𝑞2 = 0. Instead, 

the fact that we have a regular charge distribution in the middle of the slab implies 

that the field due to the surface charges compensates the field due to the repeated 

sequence of dipoles, that is, �⃗� dipole = −�⃗� charge for this structure. However, our 

results do not imply that the results of slab calculations will be found for an 

arbitrary shape containing the same individual surface(s) as the slab. For other 

shapes, the generalized Tasker condition will most often lead to different results. 

It is of interest to estimate how much a surface charge density of the magnitude 

found in our ZnO calculations will affect the bulk structure. For this purpose, we 

see from Figure 21 that a realistic value for the magnitude of the charge per 

surface unit cell is slightly less than 0.3 |e|. In order to obtain the charge density 𝑞, 

one must divide by the area of the surface unit cell, which is calculated to be 9.14 

Å2 from the experimental crystal structure [60]. We also use for the relative 

dielectric constant of Eq. (47), the value 𝜖𝑟 = 8.5 [62]. Finally, a Bader analysis 

of the atoms in bulk ZnO gives atomic charges of roughly ±1, which allows us to 

estimate a typical value for the force acting on an ion in the central part of the slab.  

Furthermore, based on ZnO VASP calculations on the crystalline ZnO with four 

atoms per unit cell, the resulting total energy and force curves were obtained and 

associated with typical nuclear displacements. The nuclear displacement |𝑢|≈ 0.03 

Å can be roughly estimated according to the force on the atoms. Hence, these 

calculations demonstrate that the bulk properties can be affected by the surface 

charge. This is just a crude estimate. Although non-negligible, such a displacement 

is small enough that bulk structural distortions due to surface charges will likely be 

difficult to calculate with reliability. On the other hand, geometric distortions at the 

surface may be substantially larger.  
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Figure 21. Accumulated layer charges per 1 × 1 surface unit cell from VASP 

calculations on polar slabs of ZnO. Atomic charges were obtained using a Bader 

analysis [60] and accumulated charges 𝑄𝑛 are defined in Eq. (79) where the 

layers are enumerated starting from the right. The structures correspond to the 

(0001) O-terminated surface to the left and the (0001̅) Zn-terminated surface to 

the left. For structure (a), we considered 15 atomic bilayers and for structure (b), 

eight bilayers. The 3D visualization of these structures were constructed using the 

VESTA 3 software [8]. Here, the smaller red and the larger green spheres 

represent oxygen and zinc atoms, respectively. 
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8.2.3 The interplay between all the surfaces of the system 

 

Figure 22. A schematic representation of two different samples (a) and (b) with the 

same types of surfaces but different shapes. In this case, the sample (b) can be created 

from the sample (a) by cutting one surface. 

We may consider two different samples with different shapes. A simple example is 

shown in Figure 22 where the two samples contain the same types of surfaces but 

their relative sizes are different. In this case, the sample (b) can actually be obtained 

by making a parallel cut on one side of the original sample (a). Because the surfaces 

have changed relative size, the charge-neutrality condition (∆𝑞𝑘𝐿𝑘 = 0 with 𝐿𝑘 being 

the size of the 𝑘th surface and ∆𝑞𝑘 being defined below) will, in general, not be 

satisfied for the second sample if the original charge densities are retained. Thus, the 

two samples will differ not only in shape but also in their electronic charge 

distribution and/or their minimum energy structure. Of course, this is just one possible 

example. In other constructions, the shape may be altered in a way that initially 

preserves charge neutrality, but instead violates the generalized Tasker condition.  

In general, the change from one sample to the other may be described, at least 

partly, as a flow of electronic charge between the different surfaces 

𝑞𝑘0 → 𝑞𝑘0 + ∆𝑞𝑘 ≡ 𝑞𝑘                                                                                                         (80) 

in such a way that charge neutrality, that is 

∑𝑞𝑘

𝑘

𝐿𝑘 = ∑(𝑞𝑘0 + ∆𝑞𝑘)

𝑘

𝐿𝑘 = 0                                                                                   (81) 

is maintained. Through this charge flow, the generalized Tasker condition shall still be 
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satisfied 

1

4𝜋𝜀
2𝜋 ∑(𝑞𝑘0 + ∆𝑞𝑘)

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘 = 0⃗                                                                                            (82) 

Because the sample on the left in Figure 22 satisfies the generalized Tasker condition, 

1

4𝜋𝜀
2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑘0

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘 = 0⃗                                                                                                            (83) 

Eq. (82) can be written as, 

1

4𝜋𝜀
2𝜋 ∑∆𝑞𝑘

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘 ≡ 0⃗                                                                                                           (84) 

For a 3D system, Eq. (81) provides one condition and Eq. (84) another three scalar 

conditions that the charge-density shifts {∆𝑞𝑘} must satisfy. Thus, for samples with 

more than four surfaces, there is, at first, a whole continuum of possible solutions. 

As already noted, in order to accomplish the charge transfer implied by any 

particular solution of Equations (81) and (84), an electronic relaxation is required. It 

may be that the particular solution corresponds to a charge redistribution that can be 

closely simulated by transferring electrons between localized orbitals on different 

surfaces. In that event, based on the orbital occupancies shown schematically in 

Figure 23(Ⅰ), an initial guess for a charge distribution could be obtained by occupying 

orbitals as shown in Figure 23(Ⅱ). Then, an additional structural relaxation will 

normally be needed, in order to arrive at the stable ground state with the occupied 

orbitals of Figure 23(Ⅲ). 

These arguments demonstrate that the surface properties are determined partly by 

the bulk in the sense that the generalized Tasker condition for the electrostatic field at 

a bulk atom puts limits on the charge distribution at the surfaces. Moreover, since this 

condition involves all surfaces simultaneously, there is a coupling between the 

individual surfaces, which ultimately implies that the same surface for samples of    

different shapes may have different properties. Moreover, even for the same shape, 

there are many possibilities for the charge distribution and structure of a given surface 
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Figure 23. Schematic presentation of the orbitals closest to the Fermi level of a large, 

finite system. The full and dashed sticks represent occupied and empty orbitals, 

respectively. Moreover, the black sticks represent orbitals localized to the bulk region, 

whereas the blue and red sticks represent orbitals that are localized to 

electron-donating and electron-accepting surfaces, respectively.    

with a relative stability that depends upon the system. This is a relevant issue, in 

particular, for oxide surfaces. It has often been argued that the latter belongs to the 

class of polar surfaces and, accordingly, should not be stable, although they are 

observed in experiment. Several studies have been devoted to this conundrum 

[49,46-48,50,51] that often reach different conclusions. This may be due, at least in 

some degree, to the fact that the generalized Tasker condition, by itself, does not 

provide a unique solution for a given surface, since the charge density depends upon 

an interplay between all the surfaces of the system of interest. 

8.3 The effects of the surfaces on a bulk property  

8.3.1 The dipole moment per atom  

How can an allowed set of surface charges affect bulk properties? Although this is 

not the case for all properties, one property that does contain a finite contribution 
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from the surfaces regardless of the size of the system is the dipole moment per atom 

[52]. Formally, any intensive property, which corresponds to an extensive property Z 

can be calculated as Eq. (34). In the present case, Z is one of the vector components of 

the total dipole moment, 

𝜇 = ∫𝜌(𝑟 )𝑟 𝑑𝑟                                                                                                                       (85) 

Since the system is neutral, 𝜇  is independent of our choice of the origin for the 

coordinate system and, for convenience, we place this origin at the middle of the bulk 

region. Then, from the last expression in Eq. (34), it follows that the dipole moment 

per atom can be written as, 

�̅� = 𝜇 𝐶 + ∑∆𝜇 𝑘
𝑘

                                                                                                                  (86) 

where 𝜇 𝐶 is the dipole moment per atom of a single (neutral) unit cell in the central 

region whereas ∆�⃗� 
𝑘
 is the contribution from the 𝑘th side. In general, �̅�  will have a 

nonvanishing contribution from the surface regions. We emphasize, however, that the 

separation in Eq. (86) is not unique since it depends critically on the definition of the 

bulk unit cell. In fact, one may construct bulk unit cells so that one of the two terms in 

Eq. (86) vanishes, although how to do this in practice is non-trivial. 

8.3.2 A 3D-like model systems with different shapes 

In order to explore the surface contribution to the dipole moment per atom further, we 

performed calculations for a simple finite 2D model system lying in the (x, y) plane. 

This model is completely equivalent to a 3D system that has two neutral, oppositely 

placed surfaces parallel to the (x, y) plane with identical properties for the atomic 

layers parallel to the (x,y) plane. The advantage of using the simpler 2D model is that 

we can study many cases having large spatial extensions without requiring excessive 

computer resources. Accordingly, we shall treat the system as if it were 3D. 

Our model has been described in detail elsewhere [55] and will, therefore, be 

described here only briefly. In the current application, the bulk unit cell contains two 

atoms, each having one electron and a nuclear charge of unity. A single atomic orbital 
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is placed on each atom and all atoms are fixed at the positions they occupy in the bulk. 

More details may be found in refs. [55,63]. Initially, we construct a very large system 

and, then, cut out a finite segment with four sides. In each set of calculations, the 

shape of the segment is retained but the sample is made gradually larger up to around 

8000 atoms in total. Due to this (automatic) approach it may happen that some of the 

systems become non-stoichiometric when only one of the two atoms per unit cell is 

included. Therefore, we shall study the dipole moment per atom and not per cell. We 

emphasize that for sufficiently large systems, the deviations from stoichiometry 

become increasingly small and, therefore, can be ignored. For every size, we calculate 

the (2D) dipole moment per atom and afterward extrapolate the entire set of values to 

the infinite-system-size limit in the spirit of Eq. (34). 

 

Figure 24. Schematic presentation (a) and (b) of how the bulk unit cell changes when 

passing from the high-symmetry structure (a) with s = 0 to the structure (b) with a 

lower symmetry for s = 1. The green lines show the unit cell boundaries while the 

black and red dots mark the positions of the two different types of atom. By moving 

the latter atom with respect to the former, whose position is fixed, one passes from the 

most symmetric structure at s = 0 to a maximum displacement at s = 1.  

Two systems were studied, one of them more covalent and the other more ionic. 

Moreover, eight different parallelogram shapes were studied in this work. Finally, we 

considered the variation from a high-symmetry structure to displaced structures with 

reduced symmetry. The displacements were generated by moving one type of atom, 

with the other type fixed, as shown in Figure 24. These displacements are quantified 

by a parameter s that goes from s = 0 at the configuration where the bulk unit cell can 

be constructed as being centro-symmetric to a maximum at s = 1 in six equidistant 

steps. Here, however, it is worthwhile to mention that when choosing the bulk unit 
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cell as in Figure 24, 𝜇 𝐶 vanishes for s = 0 so that any nonzero value for the dipole 

moment per atom then can be ascribed solely to surface contributions. When s = 0, it 

may happen that not only the bulk unit cell has inversion symmetry but also that the 

complete sample has inversion symmetry. In that case, the total dipole moment will 

vanish for obvious reasons. 

We calculated the dipole moment per atom for the 8 parallelogram shapes including 

both the covalent and ionic models before and after satisfying the generalized Tasker 

conditions. Through these calculations, we can illustrate the consequences of this 

interplay by studying the effects of the surfaces on a bulk property (the dipole 

moment per atom). The generalized Tasker conditions are shown to have a profound 

impact on the dipole moment per atom.  

8.4 Heterogeneous Catalysis 

As we have seen, the interplay between all surfaces and the bulk may affect the 

charge distribution on each surface. In other words, the properties associated with any 

surface will depend on the overall shape of the system of interest. This includes, for 

example, the catalytic properties. Accordingly, in order to study the catalytic 

properties of a given surface, it is, in principle, necessary to study the complete, 

essentially macroscopic system with a given shape. When using theoretical modeling 

for such a study, one has to ensure that the generalized Tasker condition is satisfied. 

Moreover for an arbitrary shape, one must use the particular charge distribution that 

corresponds to the ground-state structure for that system. Determining this structure 

can be an overwhelming challenge, but it may be possible to obtain the most 

important information regarding catalytic properties through simpler studies. In this 

section, we shall discuss briefly some ideas behind this suggestion.  

A simple model description of a heterogeneous catalytic process, that does not 

necessarily duplicate what occurs mechanistically, includes the following steps. 

1. The reactants approach the surface of the catalyst and feel its presence through 

electrostatic fields. 
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2. One or more of the reactants forms a chemical bond with the catalytic surface. 

3. The reaction takes place on the surface and the product(s) are formed. 

4. The products leave the catalytic surface. 

In theoretical studies, one usually starts by specifying the catalytic surface under 

consideration and, then, constructs a convenient geometry (very often a slab) with 

such a surface. An electronic structure calculation will, then, give an orbital energy 

diagram like that of Figure 23(Ⅰ). Subsequently, the steps 1–4 above are studied for 

the chemical reaction of interest. Our present analysis suggests that in the case of a 

charged surface, there will be effects on the electronic structure that can be related to 

the shape of the catalytic substrate. In fact, one can expect that there will be an initial 

charge transfer between the surfaces leading to a reordering/relaxation of the orbitals 

in order to arrive at a situation like that of Figure 23(Ⅲ). This will necessarily have 

consequences for steps 2 and 3 above, which will depend critically on the chemical 

reaction and on the atomic composition and structure of the substrate. The nature and 

importance of these consequences have, to our knowledge, not been addressed as yet. 

As we have shown in Figure 17 and Eq. (46), the electrostatic field at an atom in 

the central region (the black dot in Figure 25(a)), contributed from surface charges 

localized in the side regions, vanishes, 

�⃗� charge =
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑘

𝑘

1⃗ 𝑘 ≡ 0⃗                                                                                         (87) 

Moreover, the system is neutral, 

∑𝑞𝑘𝐿𝑘

𝑘

= 0                                                                                                                         (88) 

where 1⃗ 𝑘 is an inward-pointing normal to the 𝑘th layer of ions, 𝑞𝑘 is the sum of the 

charge densities of all layers associated with the 𝑘th surface, and 𝐿𝑘 is the area of 

the 𝑘th layer of ions in the system of Figure 25(a).  

We begin by determining the electrostatic field that acts on the molecules just 

outside one of the surfaces (cf. Figure 25(b)). In the simplest approximation, that field 

may be obtained using the same approach as in deriving the generalized Tasker 

condition, that is, by assuming that we have layers of constant charge density parallel 
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to the various surfaces and, then, calculating the resultant potential. For the situation 

in Figure 25(a), the reference point (red dot) is in the direction of all inward-pointing 

normal to the surfaces with the single exception of the 𝑖′th surface.  

 

Figure 25. (a) A schematic representation of a 2D system. It shows the layers with the 

charge densities 𝑞𝑖 as well as an inward-pointing normal to a given layer, 1⃗ 𝑖. The 

boundary of the system is shown through purple lines. The black and red dots 

represent a point in the central part of the system and a point just outside one of the 

sides, respectively. (b) A schematic representation of a molecule approaching a 

surface ultimately being chemisorbed on this surface. (c) A schematic representation 

of the energy of a molecule approaching a surface ultimately being chemisorbed on 

this catalyst. 

Thus, from Eq. (87), the electrostatic field at the red reference point in Figure 25(a) is 

�⃗� =
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋 [∑𝑞𝑘1⃗ 𝑘

𝑘≠𝑖

+ 𝑞𝑖(−1⃗ 𝑖)] =
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋 [∑𝑞𝑘1⃗ 𝑘

𝑘

− 2𝑞𝑖1⃗ 𝑖] 

    = −
1

4𝜋𝜖
4𝜋𝑞𝑖1⃗ 𝑖                                                                                                                  (89) 

This field will be felt by the molecule(s) when they approach the surface in step 1 

above. It will modify their properties and thereby affect the catalytic performance of 

the surface. In passing we add that a more correct description will correspond to take 

the full charge density of the 𝑖′th surface into account and not just approximating the 

field through that of a 2D layer of constant charge density. This is necessary because 

we can no longer assume that the point of our interest lies very far from the 𝑖′th 

surface. This will modify the expression in eq. (89) that then becomes 

�⃗� (𝑟 ) =
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑘1⃗ 𝑘

𝑘≠𝑖

+
1

4𝜋𝜖
∑

𝑄𝑛

|𝑟 − �⃗� 𝑛|
3 (𝑟 − �⃗� 𝑛)

𝑛∈𝑖
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          =
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋 ∑𝑞𝑘1⃗ 𝑘

𝑘

+
1

4𝜋𝜖
∑

𝑄𝑛

|𝑟 − �⃗� 𝑛|
3 (𝑟 − �⃗� 𝑛)

𝑛∈𝑖

−
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋𝑞𝑖1⃗ 𝑖                

          =
1

4𝜋𝜖
∑

𝑄𝑛

|𝑟 − �⃗� 𝑛|
3 (𝑟 − �⃗� 𝑛)

𝑛∈𝑖

−
1

4𝜋𝜖
2𝜋𝑞𝑖1⃗ 𝑖                                                    (90) 

where the n summation runs over the atoms at the 𝑖′th surface, 𝑄𝑛 and �⃗� 𝑛 are the 

charge and position of the 𝑛th atom, and 𝑟  is the point of interest. However, results 

of model calculations indicate that the changes compared to Eq. (89) are indeed only 

very small. This conclusion can be proven by the potential profiles shown in Figure 

26.  

 

Figure 26．The potential (the bottom panels) across the finite system (the top panel). 

The gray vertical lines mark the boundaries of the samples. The left-most panel (a) is 

for the potential along the z direction, i.e., along a direction perpendicular to the 

surface of our interest. The other two panels (b) and (c) in each row are the potential 

along the two other directions, i.e., the x and y direction. 

For the results in Figure 26, we calculated the potential using Eq. (91) with the n 

summation running over all atoms of the system.  

�⃗� (𝑟 ) =
1

4𝜋𝜖
∑

𝑄𝑛

|𝑟 − �⃗� 𝑛|
3 (𝑟 − �⃗� 𝑛)

𝑛

                                                                                  (91) 
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We see that the true potential indeed is regular in the inner part so that the system 

really shows the existence of a central region. Moreover, we also see that the potential 

resembles very well what would be generated by a sequence of 2D layers each having 

a constant charge density. Thus, the approximate charge distribution considered by 

Tasker does indeed lead to a realistic description of the potential, not only far away 

from the surface regions. 

For an initial study of the effects created by the surface of some sample, we 

consider a model system (Figure 25(b)) consisting of a diatomic AB molecule placed 

parallel to the field of Eq. (89) with an A–B interatomic distance equal to R. It should 

be noted at the outset that the effect of a given electrostatic field on a diatomic 

molecule is minimal compared to the effect on a larger molecule containing 

delocalized orbitals. Thus, our model will provide a minimal estimate of the electric 

field effect. We will assume that there is one valence electron per atom and that the 

nuclear charges were set equal to +1. 

For simplicity, the structure of the catalyst shall be kept fixed, whereas that of the 

molecule shall be optimized in the presence of the catalyst. We shall discuss the 

consequences of having different surface charges for the same type of surface but for 

catalysts of the same material with the different shapes. Different surface charges will 

result when taking the generalized Tasker conditions into account. 

Thus, we imagine that the smaller molecule will approach a specific surface of 

some samples of the same catalyst that have some shapes. At first, the molecule will 

feel the presence of the surface through the electrostatic potential that the charge 

distribution inside the sample creates. The molecule may respond to this, both by 

changing structure (most likely only slightly) and by a redistribution of the electrons 

within the molecule. The scenario is sketched in Figure 25(c) which shows 

schematically the total energy for a molecule that is approaching a surface as a 

function of the distance between the molecule and the surface. At position 3, the 

molecule is chemisorbed on the surface, implying that chemical bonds between the 

substrate and the molecule have been formed. However, initially, at 1, the molecule 

starts feeling the presence of the substrate first of all through the electrostatic field due 
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to the charge at the surface, i.e., the electrostatic field we quantify through �⃗�  above 

in Eq. (89). This field will lead to a reorganization of the electrons (and eventually 

also the nuclei) inside the molecule which also will affect the spatial distribution of 

the molecular orbitals and their energies. Thus, at 2, when the molecule is getting so 

close to the surface that chemical bonds between the molecule and the surface can be 

created, the energies and spatial distribution of the orbitals both of the molecules and 

of the substrate will ultimately determine the chemical bonds between the two. 

The key properties of the molecule and their dependance on the electrostatic field, 

include the structure (here, the bond length), the total and orbital energies, and the 

electronic charge distribution, for instance, as quantified through the Mulliken gross 

population on one of the two atoms. Since we are not able to determine uniquely the 

charge that the surface of interest will receive in order to satisfy the generalized 

Tasker condition (many different charges are possible) and the frontier orbitals of the 

surface it is not possible to study in detail the covalent substrate-molecule interactions. 

However, some information on the possible covalent substrate-molecule interactions 

can be obtained by studying the changes in the frontier orbitals of the molecule as a 

function of the field that this feels due to the charge of the surface. Thus, modifying 

the orbital energies of the molecule and/or the electronic distribution within the 

molecule will enhance or reduce its ability to form chemical bonds with the substrate. 

Therefore, these changes will also be of relevance when being interested in the 

chemical interactions between substrate and molecule. 

 When repeating this analysis for the same molecule and the same surface but for 

samples with different shapes, the difference between the two cases will at first be 

related to the initial differences in the charges associated with the surface. 

Accordingly, we discussed differences in the properties of some small molecules in an 

external electrostatic field when changing this field. This corresponds to having 

different charge densities of the same surface for samples with different shapes. These 

differences may ultimately modify the way the molecule will create chemical bonds 

with the surfaces of the samples. 
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8.5 A simple model for the shape effects on heterogeneous catalysis 

 

Figure 27. The energy profile (a) for the reaction A-B + C → A + B-C without the 

catalyst and the field (2: transition state). The energy profiles (b), (c) and (d) for the 

reaction X + A-B + C → X + A + B-C in the presence of catalyst and with the 

different field strength (X: the catalyst modelled through a single atom; 6: transition 

state). (e) The energy barrier for the same reactions as in figures (a-d), i.e., E2-E1 in 

the absence of the catalyst and E6-E5 in the presence of the catalyst. The black curve 

shows the results with the catalyst, whereas the dot marks those without the catalyst 

(in which case there is no field). 

We shall perform calculations for a model that shall take the shape effects of a 

heterogenous catalysis into account. Thereby, we shall consider a simplified chemical 

model reaction. Thus, the effects due to the heterogeneous catalyst are modelled 

through a combination of an electrostatic field and a single atom, X. We shall consider 

different values of the electrostatic field. For the case of Figure 27, we shall calculate 

the total energy for the following systems. we may consider the two situations 

described below. The first case describes the reaction in the absence of the catalyst 

and the second to the reaction in the presence of the catalyst. 

The reaction without catalyst changes the structures according to: 1→2→3 
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with the structures being 

1: A-B + C  (the stable structure A-B with the isolated C) 

2: A· · ·B· · ·C      (the transition state) 

3: A + B-C (the stable structure B-C with the isolated A) 

The reaction in the presence of the catalyst X changes the structures according to: 

4→5→6→7→8, with 

4: X + A-B + C (the isolated catalyst X and A atoms together with the stable 

structure A-B) 

5: X-A-B + C (the isolated catalyst X and A atoms together with the stable structure 

A-B) 

6: X· · ·A· · ·B· · ·C (the transition state) 

7: X-A + B-C (the intermediate structure X-A and the stable structure B-C) 

8: X + A + B-C (the isolated catalyst X and A atoms together with stable B-C 

molecule) 

In Figure 27(e), the two corresponding activation energies for the two types of 

reactions are 

𝐸𝑎,1 = 𝐸2 − 𝐸1                                                                                                                        (92) 

𝐸𝑎,2 = 𝐸6 − 𝐸5                                                                                                                        (93) 

In the presence of the catalyst, the last step, 7 → 8, may require substantial input of 

energy. This reaction is important in order to avoid that the catalyst gets poisoned, but 

is not relevant for the present discussion. 

From Figure 27 we see that the activation energies for the reaction with catalyst are 

lower than that without catalyst. For two different samples of the same material, the 

same surface may have different charges as a consequence of the generalized Tasker 

condition. As consequences of this difference, there will be different fields outside the 

surface of interest. Moreover, because of the different charges, the occupation of the 

orbitals of the two surfaces will differ. Thus, a molecule approaching the surface will 

feel a potential that depends on the overall shape of the sample and, moreover, will 
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interact with different frontier orbitals of the two surfaces. Both effects can affect the 

catalytic properties of the surfaces. 

8.6 The purpose of the present work 

Almost 40 years ago, Tasker analyzed a possible instability of the bulk structure as 

caused by an electric field, which was generated by certain sequences of parallel 

layers of charged atoms in the surface regions. It was concluded that such polar 

surfaces could not exist without major structural relaxations. Although for many years 

the bulk properties of crystalline materials and the properties of individual surfaces 

have been studied individually, the interplay between a set of surfaces as determined 

by the bulk for a given system has not yet been studied. For the stabilization of a 

given system, it has to be required that no atom in the bulk experiences a force from 

charges associated with the surfaces, a condition that we have formulated in terms of 

a generalized Tasker condition. This requirement implies a charge transfer between 

different surfaces for a given sample. Also an overall charge neutrality has to be 

satisfied. These requirements determine the charge redistribution that may occur and 

that depend upon the whole set of the surfaces. In other words, it depends on the 

shape of the material. For different samples, the same individual surface may possess 

different properties when the samples have different shapes. There is an interplay 

between all the surfaces of a given sample through the bulk part of the system. The 

purpose of the present work is to provide further details about this interplay between 

all surfaces and the bulk region and about its consequences.  

This work was published in Advanced Theory and Simulations (Meijuan Zhou*, 

Michael Springborg and Bernard Kirtman, Theoretical Treatment for Properties of 

Surfaces and Their Interplay with Bulk Properties of Crystals. Adv. Theory Simul., 

2:1800117, 2019.) 
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Theoretical study of the mechanism behind
the site- and enantio-selectivity of C–H
functionalization catalysed by chiral
dirhodium catalyst†

Meijuan Zhou *a and Michael Springborg ab

The C–H functionalization is very important for the synthesis of pharmaceuticals and complex natural

products. Rhodium carbenoids, obtained when a dirhodium(II) catalyst containing a crown formed by

chiral ligands reacts with diazo compounds with both an electron donating group and an electron

withdrawing group, play an important part in controlling site- and enantio-selectivity for

functionalization of non-activated C–H bonds. It has earlier been demonstrated that the tertiary C–H

bond is more favored to be functionalized inside the crown of the dirhodium catalyst with S-configuration

ligands compared with the secondary and primary C–H bonds although the latter possess weaker steric

effects. We argue that the higher site- and enantio-selectivity for some types of C–H bond functionaliza-

tion can be related to intermolecular hydrogen bonding, steric hindrance, and weak interactions when the

dirhodium catalyst is interacting with the chiral ligands.

1. Introduction

The C–H functionalization involving carbenes and catalysed by
dirhodium catalysts is very important for the synthesis of
pharmaceuticals and complex natural products.1–12 According
to some reports,6–19 the presence of electron donating groups
(EDG) or of electron withdrawing groups (EWG) affects the
carbene electrophilicity and selectivity for the carbenes. The
reactions of the dirhodium(II) catalysts with diazo compounds
lead to dirhodium carbenoids that play an important part
in controlling the site-, stereo-, and enantio-selectivity for
functionalization of non-activated C–H bonds.8–11 Moreover,
intermediate donor/acceptor carbenoids are more stable than
conventional acceptor carbenoids according to theoretical and
experimental studies.13,14

For example, theoretical studies14 on the reaction of
different diazoacetates for a model dirhodium catalyst have
revealed that the activation energy obtained for vinyl-
diazoacetate is 3.8 kcal mol�1 lower than the one for methyl-
diazoacetate. Similarly, according to another theoretical
study,13 the activation energy for a dirhodium catalyst for the

reaction of a diazoacetate containing both donor and acceptor
groups is 10.9 kcal mol�1 lower than what is found for a
diazoacetate containing only an acceptor group. If there are
only acceptor groups in the diazo compounds, the highly
electrophilic carbene centre cannot be well stabilized through
the acceptor groups.6,13,14

These reactions lead to the elimination of N2. Subsequently,
donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoids will be formed and after-
wards an intermolecular C–C bond results from a hydride
transfer.8–11,13,14 In this process, the C–H bonds are inserted
into the carbene centre of the donor/acceptor dirhodium
carbenoids with unequal regioselectivity probability, and that
site is favoured that has the highest ability to stabilize the
resulting positive charge.13,14 According to some reports,6,13,14

the donor/acceptor carbenoids have higher selectivity than
conventional acceptor carbenoids. From an electronic point
of view, the reactivity of the substrate 2-methylpentanes is
expected to follow the trend: tertiary C–H bonds 4 secondary
C–H bonds 4 primary C–H bonds, whereas from the point of
view of steric hindrance, the primary C–H bond is most likely to
be inserted into the carbene centre, followed by the secondary
C–H bond, whereas for the tertiary C–H bond steric hindrance
makes the insertion most unlikely.6,9,13,14

Different types of dirhodium catalysts were studied by
Davies and co-workers.9–11 They demonstrated that the non-
activated primary C–H bonds can be functionalized by the
D2-symmetric dirhodium catalyst Rh2[R-tris( p-tBuC6H4)TPCP]4

(Fig. 1(a)) with high site- and enantio-selectivity.11 Moreover,
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the sterically most accessible secondary C–H bonds are
highly selectively functionalized by the dirhodium catalyst
Rh2[R-3,5-di(p-tBuC6H4)TPCP]4 (Fig. 1(b)) that also has D2-
symmetry.9 In addition, they synthesized a sterically less selec-
tive dirhodium catalyst with a structure close to C4 symmetry,
Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4

10 (Fig. 1(c)). This has two shallow pockets that
form a chiral crown. The diameter (roughly 16.2–17.5 Å) of the
pocket made of the phthalimido groups is much larger than that
of the pocket made of adamantyl groups (roughly 7.8–8.1 Å) as

shown through X-ray and computational studies.10 Thus, the
reactants can easier approach the catalyst by entering the
shallow, wider pocket made of the phthalimido groups.

Through theoretical electronic-structure calculations using
the DFT/M06-L method, Davies et al. identified the most
stable structure of the donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoids
Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOMe)] inside the shallow and
wider pocket. They speculated that the substrate with tertiary
C–H bonds had to enter the shallow, wider pocket to react with
the carbene.10 However, their study did not provide a complete
understanding of the reaction mechanism.

The purpose of the present work is to use theoretical studies
in obtaining a detailed understanding of the reaction mecha-
nism. As an extension of the earlier studies,10,13,14 we shall here
present a detailed understanding of the mechanism behind the
highly site- and enantio-selectivity for the tertiary C–H bond
functionalization.

In the present paper, the C–H bond functionalization
mechanisms are studied using the reaction of 2-methyl-
pentane with aryl diazoacetate derivatives catalysed by a sim-
plified chiral dirhodium catalyst Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 (Fig. 1(d)).
The justification for this simplification will be given below. DFT
calculations are carried through to study the site-selectivity for
these reactions by the C–H bond functionalization at the
tertiary site compared with the secondary and primary sites
although these latter contain less steric hindrance (Fig. 2).
Moreover, we shall study the higher enantio-selectivity for these
reactions by comparing the R- and S-configuration product
formation for the tertiary C–H bond functionalization catalysed
by the dirhodium catalyst with S-ligands (Fig. 2). We also
demonstrate the importance of the S-ligands in the reaction
of the tertiary C–H bond functionalization by comparing the
catalytic properties of Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 and Rh2–(O2CH)4.

Fig. 1 The structures of dirhodium catalysts: Rh2[R-tris(p-tBuC6H4)TPCP]4,11

Rh2[R-3,5-di(p-tBuC6H4)TPCP]4,9 Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4
10 and the simplified struc-

ture of the dirhodium catalyst Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 used in this work.

Fig. 2 A schematic representation of the site- and enantio-selective functionalization of C–H for the reactions of donor/acceptor carbene catalysed by
a chiral dirhodium catalyst with S-configuration ligands (S-L). The three different types of C–H bonds in the structure of 2-methylpentane are shown to
the right. Some of the structures that are discussed further in the manuscript are explicitly marked.
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2. Computational methods

All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 program
package.20 We used the B3LYP21 hybrid functional (for a dis-
cussion of this choice, see beginning of the next section) and a
mixed basis set (Lanl2dz22 with ECP for Rh and Br, Lanl2dz22

for Cl, and 6-31G(d)23 for the other atoms) in the gas phase
(T = 298.15 K) without any symmetry constraint. We verified
that the reactants and products had no imaginary vibrational
frequency, and that all the structures of transition states (TS)
have only a single imaginary vibrational frequency. Intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC)24 calculations were also invoked to
confirm that we have located saddle points as transition states
that connect two intermediates or total-energy-minima struc-
tures. In addition, we considered intermediate structures roughly
halfway along the reaction coordinate connecting structures of
local total-energy-minima and transition states.

To get further information on the effects of a solvent and of
changing the computational approach, single-point calcula-
tions were performed using the M06 functional25 in combi-
nation with the basis sets Lanl2dz22 with ECP for Rh and Br,
Lanl2dz22 for Cl, and 6-31+G(d,p) for the other atoms and
including SMD26 solvation effects from dichloromethane. Nat-
ural Bond Orbital (NBO) charge analysis was used to provide a
measure of charge transfer.27 Hirshfeld surfaces analysis,28 which
is based on partitioning the electron density into molecular
fragments, was used to identify interactions between such frag-
ments. This was done with the help of the Multiwfn software.29

Space-filling models were drawn using CYLVIEW.30 The
ONIOM layers structures were constructed using the GaussView
5.0.9 software.20

3. Results and discussion
Choice of theoretical approach

Experimental studies on the tertiary C–H bond function-
alization have suggested that the chiral dirhodium catalyst
Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 can be highly selective in functionalizing the
tertiary C–H bond in a dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) solvent at
room temperature.10 The donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoids
Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)], which are obtained after
N2 elimination when the donor/acceptor carbene [(p-Br-C6H4)-
CNQN(COOR)] has reacted with the chiral dirhodium catalyst
[Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4], play a very important role in these reactions.10

Based on these results, we designed a more detailed study
aimed at identifying the most probable mechanism. The ball-
and-stick model structures for the two substrates and the space-
filling models of [Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4] and [Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4] are
shown in Fig. 3, which are both optimized with the B3LYP
method.21 For the two optimized structures, the average dia-
meter of the wider crown for [Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4] is 16.62 Å, which
is just 0.53 Å larger than that for [Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4]. The average
diameter of the smaller crown for [Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4] is 8.90 Å,
which is just 0.77 Å larger than that for [Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4].
Comparing the length of the two substrate molecules with these

Fig. 3 Left: Ball-and-stick model structures for the two substrates. 10.42 and 6.92 Å are the lengths of the substrate 1 [(p-Br-C6H4)CNQN(COOCH3)]
and substrate 2 [(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3], respectively. Right: Space-filling models for Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 and Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4. It shows the top and bottom
views of the optimized structure of the experimentally studied catalyst [Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4] and the simplified catalyst [Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4], respectively.
The AB, CD, E0F0, G0H0, A0B0, C0D0, EF and GH distances are defined as the ones between the two top chlorine atoms of the two opposite ligands of
Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 and Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 along the AB, CD, E0F0, G0H0, A0B0, C0D0, EF and GH, directions, respectively. C: green, O: red, Cl: brown, H: white,
Br: deep red, N: blue.
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crown diameters, the substrate [(p-Br-C6H4)CNQN(COOCH3)]
cannot enter the small crowns of Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 or Rh2(S-
TCPCH3)4. Thus, the small crown of the catalyst Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4

cannot be the active site in the process of C–H functionalization.
Accordingly, we simplified the structure of the chiral dirhodium
catalyst [Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4] to the structure [Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4]
shown in Fig. 3 in order to reduce the computational costs.
We considered as reactants the donor/acceptor carbene [(p-Br-
C6H4)CNQN(COOCH3)] (here called Sub-1) and 2-methylpentane
[(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3] (Sub-2), respectively.

As a result of several test calculations we chose to use
the B3LYP21 method although it does not include any
explicit description of dispersion interactions, which could be
relevant for the present systems. This method was the only
one of those we have considered that was able to provide a
realistic structure for the donor/acceptor chlorine carbenoids
(see Fig. S1, ESI†). The other methods, B3LYP-D331,32 (with
empirical dispersion corrections), B3LYP-D3BJ31,32 (with Becke
and Johnson damping), WB97XD33 and M062x,34 have all been
designed to include dispersion interactions but failed in
describing the structures of the donor/acceptor dirhodium
carbenoids.

Further arguments for this choice are given below when
discussing the N2 elimination. Therefore, most of the results to
be reported below were obtained with the B3LYP21 method.

N2 elimination

According to the work of Davies and coworkers,10 the donor/
acceptor dirhodium carbenoids Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)-
C(COOR)] play a very important role in the reactions for the
C–H bond functionalization. An N2 elimination is considered
as the first step (Fig. 4). Therefore, we shall start by discussing
this N2 elimination.

In Fig. 4, it is seen that for the first step optimized with
B3LYP method, the donor/acceptor carbene at first is located
at the top of the Rh1 atom inside the chiral crown of the
dirhodium catalyst. This step is exothermic by 5.98 kcal mol�1.
Moreover, the C9 atom of Sub-1 coordinates to the upper Rh

atom (Rh1) of Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4. Subsequently, Sub-1 will have to
overcome an energy barrier of 11.96 kcal mol�1 for the nitrogen
elimination that leads to the stable donor/acceptor dirhodium
carbenoid intermediate 3 and the formation of a C9QRh1
bond. As seen in Fig. 5, the Rh1–C9 bond length changes from
2.587 Å for structure 1 to 2.169 Å for structure TS1–2. After N2

has left the crown, the Rh1–C9 bond length becomes 2.026 Å
for structure 3.

According to our theoretical approach, the carbenoid inter-
mediate 3 possesses two weak hydrogen bonds C–H� � �O formed
between [( p-Br-C6H4)CNQN(COOCH3)] and the ligand oxygen
atoms of the catalyst. In this step, according to the O� � �H
distances, these bonds can be regarded as weak hydrogen
bonds.35 Such weak hydrogen bonds play an important role
in stabilizing structures of intermediates and transition states.

In Fig. S1(a) (ESI†) we show the resulting structure as found
with six different computational approaches. In this figure,
the structures of the donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoids
Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)] (3, 3-1 and 3-2) and
of the of the donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoids Rh2(S-
TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)] (30, 3-10 and 3-20) obtained at the
B3LYP,21 B3LYP-D3,31,32 and B3LYP-D3BJ31,32 level are shown.

It is seen that with the B3LYP method, the distances AB and
CD for structure 3 are 14.98 and 18.06 Å, respectively, whereas
for structure 30, the A0B0 and C0D0 distances are 0.15 Å longer
and 0.87 Å shorter, respectively. On the other hand, the B3LYP-
D331,32 and D3BJ31,32 methods for which Grimme’s empirical
dispersion corrections are included, the chiral crowns of the
dirhodium catalysts become very distorted (cf. Fig. S1(a), ESI†).
This would imply that it becomes impossible for Sub-2 to enter
the chiral crowns of the dirhodium catalysts and to react

Fig. 4 Energy profile for the N2 elimination in the first step. The relative
free energies in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) as solvent are given in
kcal mol�1.

Fig. 5 Optimized structures and geometric parameters for the N2 elimi-
nation of Fig. 4. Numbers in blue and pink give intra- and intermolecular
distances in Å, respectively. C: green, O: red, Cl: brown, H: white, Br: deep
red, N: blue. Pink numbers represent the distances between C–H and
O for the weak hydrogen bonds.
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with Sub-1. This is an unrealistic finding that also was found
using the WB97XD33 and M06-2X34 methods (see Fig. S1(b),
ESI†). Only for the B3LYP method, the structures of 3 and 30

become realistic. In that case, there is enough space for Sub-2 to
react with Sub-1 inside the chiral crowns. In addition, it is seen
that the structures 30 and 3 are very similar, justifying using the
simplified chiral dirhodium catalyst [Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4] instead
of the experimentally studied catalyst Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 in our
theoretical studies.

As a consequence of the N2 elimination the net charge of C9
in TS1–2 is less negative than for the intermediate 1 and the
charges of the Rh1 and N1 atoms become more negative as can
be seen from the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis (Table S1,
ESI†). The breaking of the C9QN1 double bond and the
formation of the C9QRh1 double bond and of the NRN triple
bond are all involved in this process.

In the process 1 - 2 - 3 via TS1–2, the stable donor/
acceptor dirhodium carbenoid intermediate 3 is formed with

the creation of the C9QRh1 double bond and with an electron
transfer from Sub-1 to Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 (Fig. 4 and Table S1,
ESI†). Thus, the first step for the tertiary C–H functionalization
involves the formation of a carbenoid accompanied by the
elimination of molecular nitrogen.5,10,13

Next, we shall discuss why the C–H bond functionalization
has a high site- and enantio-selectivity at the tertiary site, and
how the chiral crown formed by the S-ligands in the catalyst
plays an important role in this C–H functionalization by
comparing with the catalytic properties of a simplified dirho-
dium formate Rh2–(O2CH)4 catalyst.

C–H functionalization: site-selectivity

Following the first step, i.e., the N2 elimination, there are more
different possible reaction steps as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. S2
(ESI†). In all cases, the second reactant, 2-methylpentane
(Sub-2), will approach the chiral crown of the dirhodium
catalyst after having formed the carbenoid intermediate 3.

Fig. 6 Energy profiles for the three different pathways for the C–H functionalization of 2-methylpentane. Pathway A for the tertiary C–H
functionalization (black pathway). Pathway B for the secondary C–H functionalization where the secondary carbon atom is bonded to the primary
carbon (blue pathway). Pathway C for the primary C–H functionalization where the primary carbon atom is bonded to the secondary carbon (red
pathway). The relative free energies in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) as solvent are given in kcal mol�1.
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Thereby, one may imagine functionalization of the primary,
secondary, or tertiary C–H bond (Fig. 2). What exactly will
happen shall be addressed next.

Fig. 6 and Fig. S2 (ESI†) show that the carbon atom of the
donor/acceptor carbene can be inserted into five different C–H
bonds. The case that Sub-2 approaches the chiral crown of
Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 and the subsequent formation of the inter-
mediate 4A (the black pathway for the tertiary C–H function-
alization in Fig. 6) is an endothermic reaction with an energy of
13.52 kcal mol�1. The intermediates 4B and 4C have very similar,
although slightly higher energies as 4A. The formation of the
intermediates 4D (pathway D for the secondary C–H function-
alization in Fig. S2, ESI†) and 4E (pathway E for the primary C–H
functionalization in Fig. S2, ESI†) are connected with reaction
energies of 11.32 and 14.11 kcal mol�1, respectively.

When C9 of Sub-1 is inserted into the tertiary C–H bond
there is an energy barrier of 12.21 kcal mol�1. This may be
compared with the very similar energy barrier for the N2

elimination in Fig. 4, i.e., 11.96 kcal mol�1. Thus, both steps
for the tertiary C–H bond functionalization can be considered
as being rate-determining. However, it should be added that
the N2 elimination is irreversible and not decisive for the
selectivity. As with the Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 recovery, the more
stable structure 5A is formed at the end of the functionalization

process. Subsequently, the R-product (R-P) is formed inside the
crown of Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4, and two weak hydrogen bonds
are created between the R-P and the chiral dirhodium
catalyst (Fig. 7). The energy barriers related to the C–H bond
functionalization are 14.45 kcal mol�1 for the secondary
C–H and 22.43 kcal mol�1 for the primary C–H, i.e., 2.24 and
10.22 kcal mol�1 higher than that for the tertiary C–H bond
functionalization, respectively.

For the other secondary C–H bond functionalization, i.e., the
process in which the secondary carbon atom is bonded to the
tertiary carbon atom (see Fig. S2(a), ESI†), an energy barrier
of 24.20 kcal mol�1 has to be overcome. Also this barrier is
higher than that of pathway B. The other primary C–H bond
functionalization in which the primary carbon atom becomes
bonded to the tertiary carbon atom takes place with a barrier
(26.28 kcal mol�1) that is higher than that of pathway C in Fig. 6
(see Fig. S2(b), ESI†).

Next, we use information on the structure, the NBO charges,
and the Hirshfeld surfaces analysis to explain why the C–H bond
functionalization has a high site-selectivity at the tertiary site.

According to previous theoretical studies,13,36 the C–H inser-
tion can be considered as a concerted nonsynchronous
process, so that for the transition state the Cn–Hn–C9 plane
(n = 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 for the tertiary, secondary, and primary C–H

Fig. 7 Optimized structures and geometric parameters for the pathways for the C–H bond insertion reactions of Fig. 6. The red dotted bordered
rectangles represent the Hirshfeld surfaces of the complex [(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)–(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3]. For these surfaces, the red region implies
interactions with higher electron density, which mainly originates from weak hydrogen bonding interactions; blue marks regions with very little
interaction and very low electron density; white shows weaker interactions with some electron density. Pink circles represent the intermolecular
interaction regions that are mainly due to the weak hydrogen bonding interactions. Numbers in blue and pink give intra- and intermolecular distances
in Å, respectively. Pink numbers represent the distances between C–H and O for weak hydrogen bonds. C: green, O: red, Cl: brown, H: white, Br: deep
red, N: blue.
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functionalization) becomes almost orthogonal to the carbenoid
plane (see Fig. S4, ESI†).

Thus, when X–C–H reacts with C0–Y (with X any Y being
some groups of atoms), C0–Y is inserted into the C–H bond,
whereby the C–H–C0 angle becomes (much) smaller than 1801.
For the case of C–H functionalization of 1,4-cyclohexadiene, the
C–H–C angle becomes 1651 whereas in the case of C–H func-
tionalization of cyclopentane, the C–H–C angle becomes 1271.13

These values compare well with those for the C–H insertion
reactions between simple alkanes and diazomethane and
methyl diazoacetate, for which the C–H–C angles lie in the
range 117–1281.36

As can be seen in Fig. 7 and Fig. S3 (ESI†), each of the
transition structures TSA4–5, TSB4–5, TSC4–5, TSD4–5, and TSE4–5

contains a central triangular region (formed by the Cn, Hn, and
C9 atoms) with a Cn–Hn–C9 angle that varies strongly (149.81,
137.41, 126.51, 143.31, and 126.51, respectively, for n = 1–5). These
values, significantly below 1801, suggest that the transition states
involve the three-centred interactions mentioned above.

The substituents around the activated carbon atoms of
2-methylpentane will preferably approach the insertion site
so that steric hindrance is kept at a minimum.13 As shown in
Fig. S4 (ESI†), the triangle links three groups of atoms of
different sizes. Of those, the larger group prefers to be above
the plane of the dirhodium carbenoid, whereas the other
groups prefer positions near the carbenoid plane, which leads
to the smallest steric hindrance compared to other arrange-
ments of the three groups. Nevertheless, for the tertiary C–H
bond the steric hindrance is present making the C1–H1–C9
angle of TSA4–5 larger than for the other cases and the C1–C9
distance of TSA4–5 larger than those of Cn–C9 for the other
transition states (Fig. 7 and Fig. S3, ESI†). Of the same reason,
the Rh1–C9 distance of TSA4–5 is smaller than those in the other
transition states, and the Rh1–C9 distances of the five TS
structures are all longer than those in the structures of 4A,
4B, 4C, 4D and 4E, respectively (Fig. 7 and Fig. S3, ESI†).
Thereby, Rh1–C9 can be characterized as being between double
and single bond.

It can be seen from the above analyses that for the tertiary
C–H functionalization the steric hindrance forces Sub-2 away
from the carbenoid plane compared to the other C–H function-
alizations, whereby Sub-2 comes closer to the ligands of the
catalyst. This explains why there are more intermolecular
hydrogen bonds formed between the complex [(p-Br-C6H4)-
C(COOR)–(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3] and the ligands of the catalyst
in the structure of TSA4–5 than is the case for TSB4–5, TSC4–5,
TSD4–5, and TSE4–5 (Fig. 7 and Fig. S3, Table S2, ESI†). Accord-
ingly, for the tertiary C–H functionalization the larger number
of weak hydrogen bonds leads to a better compensation of the
steric hindrance than what is the case for the primary and
secondary C–H functionalization.

The existence of weak interactions for this system can also
be interfered by the Hirshfeld surface analysis.28 The results of
this analysis28 are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. S5 (ESI†), where the
existence of weak hydrogen bonds for all structures 4A, 4B, 4C,
4D and 4E can be recognized. In addition, from an energetic

point of view, 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D and 4E are very similar; cf. Fig. 6
and Fig. S2 (ESI†).

When Cn–Hn (n = 1–5) of Sub-2 approaches the carbene
carbon atom C9 of Sub-1 in the intermediate structure, one
intermolecular hydrogen bond is formed between Sub-2 and
Sub-1, as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. S3 (ESI†). Also this can be
demonstrated through the Hirshfeld surfaces of Sub-2
[(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3] for the five intermediates, cf. Fig. 7
and Fig. S5 (ESI†). For the structures 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D and 4E,
the attractive interaction is mainly due to weak hydrogen
bonding but also steric hindrance affects the stability of the
system. In particular, when the tertiary C1–H1 approaches the
carbene carbon atom C9 in the structure 4A, the angle (175.51)
of Rh2–Rh1–C9 becomes slightly smaller than those (176.61,
176.81, 176.61 and 176.21) of the structures 4B, 4C, 4D and 4E,
(Fig. 7 and Fig. S3, Table S2, ESI†) since the tertiary carbon
atom C1 experiences a larger steric hindrance than the other
carbon atoms.

Through this structural change, Sub-2 has more space inside
the crown of the catalyst for the structure 4A than for the other
cases. The slight deformation of the structure makes it easier
for the tertiary C1–H1 to approach the carbene carbon C9.

Fig. 7 and Fig. S5 (ESI†) show also the Hirshfeld surfaces of
the complex [(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)–(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3] for the
TS structures. The weaker hydrogen bonds are shown as red circles
in Fig. 7 and Fig. S5 (ESI†) and are formed between the C–H of
the complex [(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)–(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3] and the
oxygen atoms of the catalyst. This interpretation is consistent
with the ONIOM layers structures for the TS structures shown in
Fig. S5 (ESI†). We also identify regions (shown in white for the
Hirshfeld surfaces) between the complex [(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)–
(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3] and the catalyst that represent weaker
interactions (mainly p–p stacking, and CQO� � �p and s� � �p inter-
actions) and which have a low electron density. Also this has an
influence on the stability of the system.

According to the NBO charges of Table S3 (ESI†), the net
charges of Rh1, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12 and O1 in the five
intermediate structures change very little compared with those
of structure 3. From Fig. 8 and Fig. S6 (ESI†) (generated by
Multiwfn29 and VMD37 softwares based on the NBO calcula-
tions), the net charges change mostly for Cn (n: 1–5, i.e., the
activated carbon atom) and for C9 in the five TS structures.
Compared with the atomic charge distributions of 4A, 4B, 4C,
4D and 4E, Cn loses electrons and C9 atom obtains electrons in
the TS structures. This suggests that charge is transferred from
Sub-2 to Sub-1. When the three-centred triangles of Cn–Hn–C9
(n = 1–5) are formed in the TS structures (Fig. 7 and Fig. S3,
ESI†), C9 gets electrons from Cn and Hn, which leads to a
weakening of the double bonds between C9 and Rh1 and of the
single bond between Cn and Hn. The main difference for the
different TS structures is that the bonding environment for
the five activated carbon atoms is different. The net charge of the
C1 atom in TSA4–5 is more positive than those in the other TS
structures. In addition, H1 of TSA4–5 becomes more positively
charged. Thereby the negatively charged C9 atom becomes
bonded to the positively charged C1 and H1. Thus, even if
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the functionalization by the tertiary carbocation is also influ-
enced by steric effects, also electrostatic interactions play a role
in explaining why the tertiary C–H functionalization is more
favourable.

In total, we arrive at the following conclusion. When Sub-1 is
reacting with Sub-2 catalysed by the chiral dirhodium catalyst
Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4, the energy barrier for this step is significantly
lower than those for the primary and secondary C–H bond
functionalizations, which can be explained by the analysis of
the structures, NBO charges, and Hirshfeld surfaces. Thereby
intermolecular hydrogen bonding and other weak interactions
together with steric hindrance can explain why the dirhodium
catalyst Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4 has a higher site-selectivity for the
functionalization of the non-activated tertiary C–H bond. This
selectivity was already observed but only marginally explained
in the earlier experimental study by Davies and co-workers.10

C–H functionalization: enantio-selectivity

According to experiment, the functionalization of the tertiary
C–H bonds of 2-methylpentane with the aryldiazoacetate deriva-
tives have good yields and high enantioselectivity (77–86% e.e.)
when catalysed by the dirhodium catalyst Rh2(S-ligands)4 at
lower temperatures. After the reaction of 2-methylpentane with
the aryldiazoacetate derivatives, the products are mainly the
R-configuration according to the work of Davies and co-workers.10

Here, we find (see Fig. 4) that the donor/acceptor dirhodium
carbenoid 3 is very stable after the N2 elimination. Subsequently,
2-methylpentane attacks the donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoid
at the position of the methoxy group, and the R-configuration
product is obtained via an energy barrier of 12.21 kcal mol�1.

On the other hand, when the 2-methylpentane attacks the
donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoid at the position of the
carbonyl group, as shown in Fig. 9, the intermediate 4S is
formed. The S-configuration 5S is obtained via an energy
barrier of 15.21 kcal mol�1. This energy barrier is accordingly
higher than that for the R-configuration product (R-P).

The changes in NBO charges of the atoms for TS4S–5S are
shown in Table S4 (ESI†) and are similar to those for the structure
of TSA4–5 (Table S3, ESI†). Only C9 of TS4S–5S has 0.014 |e| less
electrons than in TSA4–5. According to experiment,10 the e.e. value
for the R-configuration products catalysed by the Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4

is in good agreement with our results.
The AB and CD distances for the structure of TSA4–5 are both

longer (by 0.52 and 1.57 Å, respectively) than those for the structure
of the intermediate 3 (Fig. S7, ESI†). For the structure of TSA4–5, the
chiral crown is nearly intact but for the structure of TS4S–5S it is
deformed. Then, the AB and CD distances of the structure of TS4S–5S

become, respectively, 2.23 Å shorter and 2.60 Å longer compared to
the intermediate 3. For the structure TS4S–5S (Fig. S7, ESI†), the chiral
crown of the catalyst is even stronger deformed since the orientation
of the ligand 2 (L2) is changed. When Sub-2 approaches C9 of Sub-1
at the position of the carbonyl group, the phenylene ring of Sub-1
requires more space due to the repulsions with L2 of the catalyst.
Thus, the shape of the crown is strongly affected by steric hindrance.

On the other hand, hydrogen bonding plays an important role
in the stability for both systems TS4S–5S and TSA4–5 as they both
have six weak intermolecular hydrogen bonds (Fig. 7 and 10).
Therefore, steric hindrance is the reason that the structure of
TS4S–5S is less stable, and the formation of the S-configuration
products will have to overcome a higher energy barrier (by about
3.00 kcal mol�1) than that of the R-configuration products when
catalysed by the chiral dirhodium catalyst Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4.

C–H functionalization: Rh2–(O2CH)4 as catalyst

To get further understanding of the selectivity of the catalyst we
have also studied a simplified, achiral dirhodium formate

Fig. 8 The Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) charges (in |e|) for selected atoms
for the structures shown in Fig. 7 (generated by Multiwfn29 and VMD37

softwares based on the NBO calculations). In brackets, the charge
differences for TSA4–5, TSB4–5, and TSC4–5 compared with 4A, 4B,
and 4C, respectively, are listed. Blue and red colours represent positive
and negative charge, respectively.

Fig. 9 Energy profile for the pathway of the S-configuration product for
the C–H functionalization of 2-methylpentane. The relative free energies
in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) as solvent are given in kcal mol�1.
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catalyst, Rh2–(O2CH)4.13 For this, we studied the reactions of
( p-Br-C6H4)CNQN(COOCH3) with 2-methylpentane leading to
the tertiary C–H bond functionalization. The mechanisms of N2

elimination and C–H bond insertion of carbene carbon are
similar to those of the reactions catalysed by Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4.
The optimized structures and geometric parameters of path-
ways HA for the whole C–H bond functionalization reactions
are shown in Fig. S8 (ESI†). For the N2 elimination process in
Fig. S8 (ESI†), the formation of the intermediate 1H is accom-
panied by an energy increase of 3.69 kcal mol�1, which is
markedly different from the case of the intermediate 1 (Fig. 4),
for which the energy is reduced by about 5.98 kcal mol�1.
Moreover, for this catalyst, the formation of the dirhodium
carbenoid 3H needs to overcome an energy barrier of
12.96 kcal mol�1, which is about 1.00 kcal mol�1 larger than
that for the formation of dirhodium carbenoid 3 in Fig. 4.

For the same Rh2–(O2CH)4 catalyst, the next reaction step,
i.e., the tertiary C–H functionalization has to overcome an
energy barrier of 18.35 kcal mol�1 which is 6.14 kcal mol�1

higher than that of pathway A for the tertiary C–H functiona-
lization in Fig. 6 for the ‘true’ catalyst. This demonstrates that
the chiral structure of the ligands is important for processes of
the tertiary C–H bond functionalization.

From these results it is seen that the higher site-selectivity
for the tertiary C–H bond functionalization depends on the
stability of the tertiary carbocation and the chiral structure of
the dirhodium catalyst. In order to obtain even further under-
standing of the vital role of the S-ligand in the dirhodium
catalyst Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4, 2D scatter graphs and RDG (Reduced
Density Gradient) isosurfaces can be employed. These have
been suggested as useful for the visualization of weak interac-
tions and were here generated using the Multiwfn29 and VMD
software,37 respectively. The RDG method is a very popular
method for studying weak interactions, and is based on the
noncovalent interaction (NCI) method.38 From the 2D scatter
graphs (Fig. 11(a and b)) we can see that there are weakly
attractive interactions (mainly hydrogen bonding interactions),
steric hindrance, and some other weaker interactions for
the structure of TSA4–5. On the contrary, for the structure of
TS4HA–5HA, only the first two types of interactions are found,
which can be related to the absence of the S-ligands. From the

RDG isosurfaces (Fig. 11(a0 and b0)), we can identify the weaker
interactions for structure TSA4–5 as originating from p–p stack-
ing, CQO� � �p and s� � �p interactions.

Thus, all parts of the structure of the dirhodium catalyst are
decisive for the reaction. Compared with the reactions of Fig. S8
(ESI†), the chiral ligands of the dirhodium catalyst can decrease
the energy barriers of the insertion by providing intermolecular
bonding, weak interactions, and increased steric hindrance as
illustrated in Fig. 6 (black pathway).

Fig. 10 Optimized structures and geometric parameters for the pathway for the C–H bond insertion reactions of Fig. 9. Numbers in blue and pink give
intra- and intermolecular distances in Å, respectively. C: green, O: red, Cl: brown, H: white, Br: deep red, N: blue. Pink numbers represent the distances
between C–H and O for the weak hydrogen bonds.

Fig. 11 The 2D scatter graphs for TSA4–5 (a) and TS4HA–5HA (b). The

reduced density gradient is given as RDGðrÞ ¼ 1

2 3p2ð Þ1=3
jrrðrÞj
rðrÞ4=3 ; l2 is

the second eigenvalue of the electron-density Hessian matrix; r is the
quantum-mechanical electron density. For the range of r shown in the
figure, spikes for higher r and lower RDG for negative values represent
non-covalent interactions, e.g., dipole–dipole or strong hydrogen bonding
interactions. Spikes for even lower r and for values closer to zero represent
weak attractive interactions. Spikes for positive values of the abscissa
represent weak nonbonding interactions, e.g., steric clashes.36 To the right
are shown RDG (Reduced Density Gradient) isosurfaces (s = 0.5 a.u.) for
TSA4–5 (a0) and TS4HA–5HA (b0). For the isosurfaces, blue implies attractive
interactions, green represents weak non-covalent interactions, and red
shows nonbonding interactions.29,38
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4. Conclusions

In this work, we have studied the catalytic properties of a
dirhodium complex, Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 containing S-ligands, for
the C–H functionalization of 2-methylpentane when reacting
with a donor/acceptor carbene. In the process of the tertiary
C–H functionalization, shown in the top row of Fig. 12, the
donor/acceptor carbene (p-Br-C6H4)CNQN(COOCH3) initially
enters the chiral crown of Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 after which an N2

elimination reaction takes place. After N2 has left the crown, the
dirhodium carbenoid is formed. Subsequently, the 2-methyl-
pentane approaches the crown of the catalyst along the direction
towards the methoxy group. The insertion reaction of the

carbene carbon atom into the tertiary C–H bond involves an
energy barrier of 12.21 kcal mol�1. Finally, the R-configuration
product (R-P) is formed.

By analysing the structures, NBO charges, and Hirshfeld
surfaces, the site-selectivity of the catalyst could be ascribed to
intermolecular hydrogen bonding, steric hindrance, and weak
interactions. For the tertiary C–H bond functionalization the
larger number of weak hydrogen bonds gives a better compen-
sation of the steric hindrance than what is the case for
the primary and secondary C–H bond functionalization. As a
consequence, the tertiary site is best suited for the C–H
functionalization compared with the secondary and primary
sites. The whole energy barrier of the C–H functionalization at

Fig. 12 Energy profiles for the whole processes for the formation of R-P (the tertiary C–H functionalization of 2-methylpentane with (p-Br-
C6H4)CNQN(COOCH3)) catalysed by the dirhodium catalysts Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 and Rh2–(O2CH)4. The relative free energies in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2)
as solvent are given in kcal mol�1.
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the tertiary site is 2.24, 11.99, 10.22, and 14.07 kcal mol�1 lower
than those at the two secondary and the two primary sites,
respectively.

For the chiral dirhodium catalyst Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 with
S-ligands, the enantioselective C–H functionalization at the tertiary
site of 2-methylpentane resulted mainly in the R-configuration
product for the reaction of the donor/acceptor carbene (!p-Br-C6H4)-
CNQN(COOCH3). Since the R- and S-configuration products involve
similar hydrogen bonding the difference in the yield is mainly due to
steric hindrance, because of differences in the deformation of the
chiral crown of the catalyst. Therefore, when 2-methylpentane
reacts with (p-Br-C6H4)CNQN(COOCH3) for the chiral dirhodium
catalyst Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4, the energy barrier for the formation of
the R-configuration product is 3.00 kcal mol�1 lower than that of the
S-configuration product.

We also considered a simplified, achiral dirhodium formate
catalyst Rh2–(O2CH)4 as illustrated in the bottom of Fig. 12. Here,
the mechanism for the tertiary C–H functionalization is similar to
that catalysed by Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4. However, due to the lack of the
S-configuration phthalimido ligands for this catalyst, the formation
of the R-P has to overcome an energy barrier that is 6.14 kcal mol�1

higher than that found for the Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 catalyst. Hence, the
chiral arrangement of the ligands of the dirhodium catalyst plays
an important role in the excellent site-selectivity. The chiral ligands
can provide intermolecular bonding, steric hindrance, and weak
interactions with the reactants.

In summary, we have arrived at a detailed understanding of
the mechanisms for the high site- and enantio-selectivity when
the reactions are catalysed by a chiral dirhodium complex. It
demonstrates that the dirhodium carbenoids, derived from the
reactions of the dirhodium(II) catalysts (S-configuration
ligands) with the donor/acceptor diazo compounds, preferably
leads to a C–H functionalization at the tertiary sites resulting in
a R-configuration product. The excellent site- and enantio-
selectivity for some C–H bond functionalization could be
rationalized through energy barriers, intermolecular hydrogen
bonding, steric hindrance, and weak interactions.

Even though we have studied a specific reaction in great
detail we are convinced that our conclusions are generally valid
also for other catalytic reactions involving chiral catalysts and
for which limited space is available for the catalytic reaction.
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Fig. S1 (a) Space-filling models for the structures of the donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoids {Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)] (3, 3-
1 and 3-2) and Rh2(S-TCPTAD)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)] (3', 3-1' and 3-2')}. 3 and 3' are optimized using B3LYP21, 3-1 and 3-1' using B3LYP-
D331,32, and 3-2 and 3-2' using B3LYP-D3BJ31,32. The AB, CD, A'B' and C'D' distances are defined as the ones between the two top chlorine 
atoms of the two opposite ligands of the dirhodium catalysts along the AB, CD, A'B' and C'D' directions, respectively. (b) Space-filling 
models for the structures of the donor/acceptor dirhodium carbenoids {Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4[(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)]. 3-WB97XD33 and 3-
M062X34 are respectively optimized using WB97XD33 and M062X34 methods. The A1B1, C1D1, A2B2 and C2D2 distances are defined as the 
ones between the two top chlorine atoms of the two opposite ligands of the dirhodium catalysts along the A1B1, C1D1, A2B2 and C2D2 
directions, respectively. C: green, O: red, Cl: brown, H: white, Br: deep red, N:  blue. 

 

 

Table S1 The Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) charges in |e| for selected atoms for different structures of Fig. 5 

Atom 1 TS1-2 2 3 

Rh1 0.557 0.490 0.486 0.486 

C9 -0.158 -0.041 0.111 0.110 

N1 0.121 0.079 -0.015  

N2 0.135 0.160 0.015  

 

 



 

 

 

Fig. S2 Energy profiles for the two pathways for the C–H functionalization of 2-methylpentane. (a) Pathway D for the secondary C–H 
functionalization. In this case, the secondary carbon atom is bonded to the tertiary carbon. (b) Pathway E for the primary C–H functional-
ization. In this case, the primary carbon atom is bonded to the tertiary carbon. The relative free energies in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) as 
solvent are given in kcal/mol. 

 

 

Fig. S3 Optimized structures and geometric parameters for the pathways for the C–H bond insertion reactions of Fig. S2. Blue, red, and 
black numbers give intramolecular distances, whereas pink numbers give intermolecular distances (Å). C: green, O: red, Cl: brown, H: 
white, Br: deep red, N: blue. Pink numbers represent the distances between C-H and oxygen atom for the weak hydrogen bonds. 

 



 

 

 

 

Fig. S4 The configurations for the structures of TSA4-5, TSB4-5, TSC4-5, TSD4-5 and TSE4-5. L: the larger group; M: the medium-sized group; S: 
the smaller group. C: green, O: red, Cl: brown, H: white, Br: deep red, N: blue. 

 

 

Table S2 A part of the geometric parameters for the structures shown in Figs. 7 and S3 

Geometric parameter ∠Rh2-Rh1-C9  N (number of intermolecular hydrogen bonding) 

4A 175.5° 2 

4B 176.6° 2 

4C 176.8° 2 

4D 176.6° 2 

4E 176.2° 2 

Geometric parameter ∠Rh2-Rh1-C9 ∠Cn-Hn-C9 N (number of intermolecular hydrogen bonding) 

TSA4-5 175.3° ∠C1-H1-C9 = 149.8° 6 

TSB4-5 176.7° ∠C2-H2-C9 = 137.4° 3 

TSC4-5 178.1° ∠C3-H3-C9 = 126.5° 2 

TSD4-5 175.8° ∠C4-H4-C9 = 143.3° 2 

TSE4-5 178.1° ∠C5-H5-C9 = 126.5° 3 



 

 

 

Fig. S5 The black dotted bordered rectangles represent the Hirshfeld surfaces of the second substrate [(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3] for the in-
termediates structures. The second column: the ONIOM layers structures for the intermediates structures; The red dotted bordered 
rectangles represent the Hirshfeld surfaces of the complex [(p-Br-C6H4)C(COOR)-(CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3]. The fourth column: the ONIOM 
layers structures for the transition state structures. Pink numbers represent the distances between C-H and oxygen atom for the weak 
hydrogen bonds. For Hirshfeld surfaces, the red region implies the closer interactions with higher electron density, which mainly origi-
nate from the weak hydrogen bonding interaction; blue, no obvious interaction with very lower electron density; white, weaker interac-
tion with less electron density. Pink circles represent the intermolecular interaction regions, and mainly due to the weak hydrogen bond-
ing interactions. 



 

 

 

Table S3 The Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) charges (in |e|) for selected atoms for the structures shown in Figs. 7 and S3 

Atom 3 Atom 4A TSA4-5 Atom 4B TSB4-5 

Rh1 0.486 Rh1 0.487 0.542 Rh1 0.486 0.543 

C8 0.817 C8 0.819 0.859 C8 0.818 0.857 

C9 0.110 C9 0.107 -0.341 C9 0.109 -0.358 

C10 -0.165 C10 -0.165 -0.061 C10 -0.165 -0.062 

C11 -0.106 C11 -0.105 -0.185 C11 -0.105 -0.199 

C12 -0.131 C12 -0.130 -0.192 C12 -0.131 -0.195 

O1 -0.554 O1 -0.552 -0.583 O1 -0.555 -0.583 

O2 -0.611 C1 -0.250 0.181 C2 -0.460 -0.012 

  H1 0.240 0.243 H2 0.227 0.254 

Atom 4C TSC4-5 Atom 4D TSD4-5 Atom 4E TSE4-5 

Rh1 0.486 0.535 Rh1 0.485 0.542 Rh1 0.487 0.536 

C8 0.818 0.857 C8 0.817 0.855 C8 0.818 0.856 

C9 0.110 -0.306 C9 0.110 -0.350 C9 0.108 -0.311 

C10 -0.164 -0.076 C10 -0.165 -0.060 C10 -0.165 -0.070 

C11 -0.105 -0.194 C11 -0.105 -0.204 C11 -0.104 -0.203 

C12 -0.133 -0.193 C12 -0.130 -0.195 C12 -0.129 -0.195 

O1 -0.556 -0.578 O1 -0.554 -0.578 O1 -0.556 -0.575 

C3 -0.689 -0.327 C4 -0.460 0.013 C5 -0.690 -0.310 

H3 0.231 0.285 H4 0.227 0.246 H5 
0.239 

 
0.285 

 

 

 

Fig. S6 The Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) charges (in |e|) for selected atoms for the structures shown in Fig. S3 and Table S3. 
In bracket, the charge differences for TSD4-5 and TSE4-5 compared with 4D, and 4E, respectively. Blue and red colors repre-
sent positive and negative charge, respectively. 



 

 

 

 

Table S4. The Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) charges (in |e|) for selected atoms for the structures shown in Fig. 9 

Atom 4S TS4S-5S 

Rh1 0.486 0.539 

C8 0.817 0.861 

C9 0.110 -0.327 

C10 -0.168 -0.069 

C11 -0.101 -0.192 

C12 -0.133 -0.197 

O2 -0.611 -0.666 

C1 -0.246 0.186 

H1 0.232 0.242 

 

 

 

Fig. S7 Space-filling models and ONIOM layers structures. The AB and CD distances are defined as the ones between the two top chlorine 
atoms of the two opposite ligands of Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 along the AB and CD direction, respectively. C: green, O: red, Cl: brown, H: white, Br: 
deep red, N: blue. Also shown are the geometric parameters for the structures Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4, 3, TSA4-5 and TS4S-5S with blue numbers 
being intramolecular and pink numbers being intermolecular distances (in Å). 

 

 



 

 

 

Fig. S8 Energy profiles for the pathway HA for the tertiary C–H functionalization reactions of (p-Br-C6H4)CN=N(COOCH3) with 2-
methylpentane catalyzed by Rh2-(O2CH)4. The relative free energies in dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) as solvent are given in kcal/mol. 

 

 

Fig. S9 Optimized structures and geometric parameters for the tertiary C–H bond functionalization reactions of (p-Br-C6H4)CN=N(COOCH3) 
with 2-methylpentane catalyzed by Rh2-(O2CH)4 in Fig. S8. Blue, red, and black numbers give intramolecular bond lenths, pink numbers 
intermolecular bond lengths (in Å). C: green, O: red, H: white, Br: deep red, N: blue. Pink numbers represent the distances between C-H 
and O for the weak hydrogen bonds) 

 

 

 



 

 

Cartesian coordinates (in Å) for optimized struc-
tures of this study 

(Energies are gas-phase electronic energies in 
Hartree a.u.) 

Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4   
-3567.243430  
Rh                -0.00025400   -0.00001300   -3.56885500 
 O                 -0.11279500    2.04951500   -3.51044900 
 O                  0.11230200   -2.04956000   -3.51082400 
 O                 -0.06339300    2.05249300   -1.24462700 
 O                  0.06312900   -2.05293100   -1.24499400 
 O                  2.04928400    0.11252300   -3.51073800 
 O                 -2.04978600   -0.11255600   -3.51053600 
 O                 -2.05284800   -0.06345000   -1.24470400 
 O                  2.05258200    0.06301100   -1.24491800 
 C                 -2.62181400   -0.08708600   -2.37984700 
 C                  2.62143500    0.08683500   -2.38011200 
 C                 -0.08715300    2.62150600   -2.37974300 
 C                  0.08679200   -2.62174400   -2.38021100 
 Rh                -0.00013000   -0.00022900   -1.18616400 
 C                  4.15636900    0.13518400   -2.37689300 
 C                  4.23338600   -2.06157800   -1.13808600 
 C                  5.62250800   -0.34539600   -0.38653900 
 O                  3.43118600   -2.63946100   -1.84168100 
 C                  4.97473200   -2.55843300    0.06982900 
 O                  6.15574400    0.74088600   -0.35127400 
 C                  5.82178300   -1.53502200    0.50972600 
 C                  4.92323700   -3.77862100    0.72351200 
 C                  6.64887200   -1.71194400    1.60602300 
 Cl                 3.81698500   -5.04726400    0.19341100 
 C                  5.75907800   -3.97159800    1.83846900 
 C                  6.61671100   -2.94949700    2.27349800 
 Cl                 7.71817400   -0.41739500    2.15554200 
 Cl                 5.72418000   -5.51517400    2.69681700 
 Cl                 7.66205600   -3.21349300    3.67330300 
 C                 -0.13545800    4.15644000   -2.37631500 
 N                  0.74570300    4.66345800   -1.32478400 
 C                  2.06123100    4.23317200   -1.13736200 
 C                  0.34511800    5.62239600   -0.38583600 
 O                  2.63910200    3.43099600   -1.84099400 
 C                  2.55807100    4.97440200    0.07063000 
 O                 -0.74111300    6.15573900   -0.35062700 
 C                  1.53471600    5.82153700    0.51049800 
 C                  3.77820400    4.92273800    0.72440200 
 C                  1.71164800    6.64855400    1.60684600 
 Cl                 5.04674800    3.81634800    0.19435200 
 C                  3.97119300    5.75851300    1.83940600 
 C                  2.94915200    6.61623500    2.27440200 
 Cl                 0.41717000    7.71796300    2.15632800 
 Cl                 3.21316500    7.66149700    3.67426700 
 C                 -4.15674300   -0.13539900   -2.37648300 
 N                 -4.66380000    0.74557500   -1.32481700 
 C                 -4.23348900    2.06106400   -1.13715200 
 C                 -5.62245800    0.34470600   -0.38570700 
 O                 -3.43140100    2.63909500   -1.84075200 
 C                 -4.97451200    2.55760700    0.07108600 
 O                 -6.15567200   -0.74159100   -0.35056600 
 C                 -5.82149300    1.53410500    0.51091100 
 C                 -4.92281000    3.77761100    0.72509100 
 C                 -6.64831500    1.71075900    1.60745300 
 Cl                -3.81662500    5.04635000    0.19506800 
 C                 -5.75837700    3.97031800    1.84030000 
 C                 -6.61594700    2.94813000    2.27525600 
 Cl                -7.71754700    0.41610800    2.15686700 
 Cl                -5.72320400    5.51365300    2.69906900 
 Cl                -7.66095700    3.21178800    3.67537500 
 C                  0.13514400   -4.15667300   -2.37704000 
 N                 -0.74588900   -4.66389600   -1.32550200 
 C                 -2.06141300   -4.23367200   -1.13786500 
 C                 -0.34515500   -5.62291200   -0.38670400 
 O                 -2.63938000   -3.43140400   -1.84131200 
 C                 -2.55808300   -4.97506300    0.07009600 
 O                  0.74111400   -6.15619000   -0.35165700 
 C                 -1.53463800   -5.82219900    0.50975100 
 C                 -3.77815100   -4.92353900    0.72400400 
 C                 -1.71141000   -6.64935500    1.60602100 
 Cl                -5.04680100   -3.81714800    0.19422800 
 C                 -3.97097300   -5.75945100    1.83893500 
 C                 -2.94884300   -6.61717500    2.27371700 
 Cl                -0.41682000   -7.71876500    2.15523600 

 Cl                -5.51439500   -5.72452700    2.69756200 
 Cl                -3.21264800   -7.66260900    3.67349300 
 H                  1.14909400   -4.42448400   -2.05745400 
 H                 -4.42454600   -1.14936300   -2.05693500 
 H                 -1.14936300    4.42423800   -2.05657700 
 H                  4.42418300    1.14908200   -2.05714900 
 Cl                 5.51470300    5.72340600    2.69786300 
 N                  4.66357600   -0.74601200   -1.32547900 
 C                  0.16873400    4.78589700   -3.73759300 
 H                 -0.53776500    4.41734400   -4.48461500 
 H                  0.07105800    5.87349700   -3.66682200 
 H                  1.18071500    4.53482700   -4.06585900 
 C                 -4.78614700    0.16904300   -3.73772900 
 H                 -4.41757700   -0.53733000   -4.48486200 
 H                 -5.87375100    0.07137200   -3.66700900 
 H                 -4.53505200    1.18108000   -4.06580400 
 C                 -0.16916700   -4.78592700   -3.73838600 
 H                  0.53725000   -4.41725200   -4.48542400 
 H                 -0.07147000   -5.87353700   -3.66778700 
 H                 -1.18118600   -4.53482300   -4.06651100 
 C                  4.78564600   -0.16892400   -3.73827500 
 H                  4.41698100    0.53760600   -4.48521200 
 H                  5.87325500   -0.07123700   -3.66764600 
 H                  4.53454600   -1.18089200   -4.06655600 
 
Sub-1: (p-Br-C6H4)CN=N(COOCH3) 
-620.239555 
C                  2.06826800    0.42786200    0.00020300 
 C                  0.60011900    0.26669700   -0.00001800 
 C                 -0.24466500    1.39260800   -0.00207100 
 C                  0.00875900   -1.00979900    0.00191400 
 C                 -1.62975300    1.25651400   -0.00213900 
 H                  0.17206200    2.39584800   -0.00372200 
 C                 -1.37806000   -1.15037000    0.00178200 
 H                  0.63849100   -1.88928000    0.00340300 
 C                 -2.19245500   -0.01954400   -0.00019900 
 H                 -2.26236000    2.13730200   -0.00374900 
 H                 -1.81755100   -2.14190900    0.00327400 
 Br                -4.10495400   -0.21653600   -0.00028600 
 C                  3.07385000   -0.64696500   -0.00018400 
 O                  2.82827500   -1.83837600   -0.00014400 
 O                  4.33210000   -0.14298900   -0.00051500 
 N                  2.55609300    1.65271100    0.00060700 
 N                  2.95274700    2.71924400    0.00109200 
 C                  5.38427600   -1.12115300   -0.00075700 
 H                  5.32201900   -1.75210700   -0.89116900 
 H                  6.31106500   -0.54710100   -0.00090400 
 H                  5.32235000   -1.75221500    0.88959800 
 
Sub-2: (CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH3 

-237.084754 
C                -4.09003700    0.20687500    0.05269900 

 H                 -3.67097900    0.83926300   -0.74589600 
 C                 -5.61154500    0.13785500   -0.15138500 
 H                 -6.06433000    1.13309500   -0.06785500 
 H                 -5.87858800   -0.26321900   -1.13491300 
 H                 -6.07786000   -0.50309600    0.60893200 
 C                 -3.75783000    0.87076300    1.39742700 
 H                 -4.14901400    0.27766400    2.23461300 
 H                 -2.67479300    0.96983600    1.53792000 
 H                 -4.19855600    1.87250200    1.46708900 
 C                 -3.41674300   -1.17660800   -0.04886300 
 H                 -2.35323400   -1.06687100    0.21093500 
 H                 -3.84719900   -1.84064800    0.71710500 
 C                 -3.51318000   -1.85651900   -1.42144300 
 H                 -4.56427600   -2.04647200   -1.67427900 
 H                 -3.13282300   -1.17016200   -2.19183200 
 C                 -2.73586900   -3.17595400   -1.48636600 
 H                 -2.82114200   -3.64385900   -2.47389800 
 H                 -1.66929100   -3.01859300   -1.28295000 
 H                 -3.10997300   -3.89294400   -0.74499400 
 
1 
-4187.493735 
Rh                -0.14274300   -0.17019000   -3.85751200 
 O                  0.16966100    1.84338300   -3.66050900 

 O                 -0.50085000   -2.20102800   -3.92845600 
 O                  0.14278400    1.73296800   -1.39402300 
 O                 -0.69326500   -2.28988300   -1.67035400 
 O                  1.88029900   -0.48443600   -3.71318400 
 O                 -2.16925900    0.16414300   -3.89808800 
 O                 -2.27931100    0.14899600   -1.63587000 
 O                  1.75024500   -0.72910000   -1.46358200 
 C                 -2.77681600    0.29313500   -2.79762700 
 C                  2.37454100   -0.69889700   -2.57108900 
 C                  0.26017000    2.34514900   -2.50188600 
 C                 -0.75195500   -2.78899100   -2.83829400 
 Rh                -0.27269400   -0.29149600   -1.45143300 
 C                  3.89687000   -0.89243500   -2.48616900 
 C                  3.66947800   -3.25028200   -1.62161100 
 C                  4.95532600   -1.76471600   -0.36893500 
 O                  2.92475300   -3.64064500   -2.49472000 
 C                  4.20988900   -3.99223500   -0.43184700 
 O                  5.46065800   -0.71801000   -0.02630100 
 C                  4.98230200   -3.10071400    0.32001600 
 C                  4.04912400   -5.31030600   -0.03835500 
 C                  5.61361000   -3.50542800    1.48434100 
 Cl                 3.06339200   -6.42758400   -0.98639500 
 C                  4.68797200   -5.73712300    1.14013200 
 C                  5.46312800   -4.84247300    1.89497200 
 Cl                 6.58526300   -2.37439000    2.43126500 
 Cl                 4.51057200   -7.41261500    1.67087900 
 Cl                 6.25704500   -5.39693900    3.37239400 
 C                  0.47128400    3.86400100   -2.42907100 
 N                  1.50778400    4.18296200   -1.44499900 
 C                  2.75769500    3.56253300   -1.38791500 
 C                  1.38591100    5.24748700   -0.54260200 
 O                  3.11001300    2.63289200   -2.08418100 
 C                  3.52437000    4.29931000   -0.32560200 
 O                  0.40855300    5.95198900   -0.42011600 
 C                  2.70211700    5.31356100    0.17759500 
 C                  4.81737700    4.13057400    0.14085700 
 C                  3.15254800    6.18126900    1.15792100 
 Cl                 5.84770000    2.83739600   -0.48062400 
 C                  5.29175000    5.01113800    1.12944200 
 C                  4.46630900    6.02709100    1.63400500 
 Cl                 2.10659800    7.45680100    1.79239800 
 Cl                 5.07770300    7.12128600    2.87909400 
 C                 -4.27897600    0.60907900   -2.86745000 
 N                 -4.62757300    1.57723000   -1.82589100 
 C                 -3.90796300    2.74443800   -1.56669300 
 C                 -5.75524100    1.43820400   -1.00544400 
 O                 -2.92280800    3.10941000   -2.17458200 
 C                 -4.61990100    3.41171700   -0.42439800 
 O                 -6.55151500    0.52853600   -1.05986800 
 C                 -5.73997900    2.63817900   -0.10093300 
 C                 -4.32895100    4.57712100    0.26569400 
 C                 -6.60556600    3.01891600    0.91047800 
 Cl                -2.88516200    5.52175800   -0.11051200 
 C                 -5.20106200    4.97630700    1.29472300 
 C                 -6.33099200    4.20680500    1.61170300 
 Cl                -8.01912300    2.03920200    1.31368400 
 Cl                -4.86537900    6.45914600    2.19503300 
 Cl                -7.41660300    4.72810100    2.90483900 
 C                 -1.14335100   -4.27477900   -2.90088200 
 N                 -2.13366300   -4.54664200   -1.85881500 
 C                 -3.32210600   -3.82358400   -1.71112400 
 C                 -1.88512300   -5.39793700   -0.77801700 
 O                 -3.71489400   -2.96782400   -2.47623800 
 C                 -3.95007600   -4.33430800   -0.44710200 
 O                 -0.88116300   -6.06200900   -0.62920500 
 C                 -3.09041900   -5.28715200    0.10760200 
 C                 -5.13992900   -3.99498400    0.17409100 
 C                 -3.40278400   -5.92863900    1.29282100 
 Cl                -6.20106500   -2.75951900   -0.50671200 
 C                 -5.47218200   -4.64349600    1.37698000 
 C                 -4.61215300   -5.60382700    1.93068200 
 Cl                -2.30437700   -7.12491700    1.99629300 
 Cl                -6.98527500   -4.24115000    2.19696600 
 Cl                -5.04629100   -6.40952100    3.44323300 
 H                 -0.25460300   -4.84082000   -2.59751100 
 H                 -4.79619700   -0.31552500   -2.58628500 



 

 

 H                 -0.45703000    4.27257600   -2.01541100 
 H                  4.28587800    0.02343900   -2.02637700 
 Cl                 6.94041000    4.83439800    1.73788500 
 N                  4.19759000   -1.95898300   -1.52899600 
 C                  0.76443600    4.51029100   -3.78527000 
 H                 -0.05072500    4.30031900   -4.48115300 
 H                  0.85042600    5.59442200   -3.66175600 
 H                  1.69122400    4.11970300   -4.21379900 
 C                 -4.74412000    1.06628300   -4.25218800 
 H                 -4.51222300    0.29934200   -4.99431400 
 H                 -5.82637000    1.22768100   -4.23871900 
 H                 -4.24355300    1.99264900   -4.54602100 
 C                 -1.60744200   -4.73200800   -4.28502400 
 H                 -0.81892300   -4.54510300   -5.01737400 
 H                 -1.82431400   -5.80443100   -4.26498500 
 H                 -2.50323300   -4.18885900   -4.59488600 
 C                  4.56854400   -1.12535200   -3.84055200 
 H                  4.35826400   -0.28307900   -4.50322500 
 H                  5.65169500   -1.20519300   -3.70522000 
 H                  4.19467400   -2.03721900   -4.31189600 
 C                 -0.47137600   -0.43814500    1.12394200 
 C                  0.57268300    0.40293100    1.80029700 
 C                  1.93107200    0.21547200    1.50568000 
 C                  0.21771700    1.35346400    2.76950400 
 C                  2.91403700    0.93843000    2.17911000 
 H                  2.21783500   -0.48728400    0.73628000 
 C                  1.19145400    2.09183900    3.44052400 
 H                 -0.82449700    1.51838900    3.02963400 
 C                  2.53610000    1.86891500    3.14794700 
 H                  3.95943500    0.77583200    1.93898200 
 H                  0.90374600    2.81665700    4.19394600 
 Br                 3.88318100    2.85060600    4.10572400 
 C                 -0.55885300   -1.93216800    1.27476800 
 O                 -1.60074500   -2.55553200    1.21470600 
 O                  0.64704800   -2.46434600    1.49927500 
 C                  0.67446300   -3.89529600    1.68608500 
 H                  0.48533200   -4.40593100    0.74048800 
 H                  1.67841200   -4.11411800    2.04907200 
 H                 -0.07409800   -4.19771700    2.42108600 
 N                 -1.71262300    0.08832000    1.15632400 
 N                 -2.74475000    0.53793200    1.14642600 
 
TS1-2 

-4187.508343 
Rh                 0.68303800   -0.61039800   -2.89084700 
 O                  1.03429900    1.40318700   -2.69273000 
 O                  0.26936300   -2.63326800   -2.93486200 
 O                  1.04774000    1.31339100   -0.42368100 
 O                  0.16469000   -2.73277100   -0.66947300 
 O                  2.70900400   -0.96923200   -2.80674200 
 O                 -1.33656400   -0.23669800   -2.85002200 
 O                 -1.38375900   -0.25251300   -0.58337600 
 O                  2.65901600   -1.16095200   -0.54559000 
 C                 -1.90910000   -0.10503200   -1.73493400 
 C                  3.23903000   -1.15920000   -1.67990000 
 C                  1.13083400    1.91523500   -1.54460100 
 C                  0.03240100   -3.21314400   -1.84136300 
 Rh                 0.63367000   -0.72907400   -0.44201800 
 C                  4.76587600   -1.34472700   -1.64816000 
 C                  4.60781900   -3.56709600   -0.47042300 
 C                  5.94909000   -1.92409100    0.49661000 
 O                  3.84076800   -4.08359300   -1.25363700 
 C                  5.19770000   -4.13052800    0.79275200 
 O                  6.48607100   -0.84959200    0.65028600 
 C                  6.00359800   -3.14530400    1.37223900 
 C                  5.05140100   -5.37407600    1.38376800 
 C                  6.68315300   -3.38004600    2.55595700 
 Cl                 4.02896800   -6.61547400    0.64811600 
 C                  5.73262900   -5.62629400    2.58768200 
 C                  6.54259000   -4.63809400    3.16834600 
 Cl                 7.70152400   -2.13274000    3.28244600 
 Cl                 5.56311300   -7.20039900    3.37457500 
 Cl                 7.39260500   -4.97359400    4.68097200 
 C                  1.28951000    3.44434500   -1.49833300 
 N                  2.30083600    3.83594900   -0.51179600 
 C                  3.56592600    3.25715600   -0.40740100 
 C                  2.14755400    4.95792100    0.31432900 
 O                  3.95397600    2.29680900   -1.04068500 

 C                  4.29884300    4.06959200    0.62443900 
 O                  1.16054900    5.65651700    0.37116700 
 C                  3.44722900    5.09170900    1.05605300 
 C                  5.58156800    3.94447800    1.13185100 
 C                  3.85707800    6.01350500    2.00460600 
 Cl                 6.64069400    2.63268100    0.60459500 
 C                  6.01419000    4.87697800    2.09190200 
 C                  5.15912400    5.90222300    2.52487400 
 Cl                 2.77521900    7.29953800    2.54885500 
 Cl                 5.71881400    7.06284400    3.73298600 
 C                 -3.41431100    0.21016600   -1.76978200 
 N                 -3.74657300    1.22144800   -0.76184800 
 C                 -3.03415200    2.40573100   -0.56763700 
 C                 -4.90364200    1.14932500    0.02565300 
 O                 -2.03790300    2.73220700   -1.17915400 
 C                 -3.77023100    3.14823000    0.51224600 
 O                 -5.71463900    0.25102400   -0.00166700 
 C                 -4.90228100    2.40169900    0.85547000 
 C                 -3.49123100    4.35453300    1.13346300 
 C                 -5.79088200    2.84886400    1.81858900 
 Cl                -2.03539100    5.26825000    0.73233200 
 C                 -4.38671800    4.82144300    2.11276200 
 C                 -5.52801300    4.07782100    2.44973300 
 Cl                -7.21966400    1.90196800    2.24718400 
 Cl                -4.06625800    6.35741300    2.92512100 
 Cl                -6.64341200    4.68417200    3.67895300 
 C                 -0.43963100   -4.67771900   -1.91061200 
 N                 -1.44645800   -4.91363500   -0.87403600 
 C                 -2.58138500   -4.11832000   -0.68802500 
 C                 -1.31402300   -5.90263000    0.10367900 
 O                 -2.90208100   -3.18777100   -1.39667400 
 C                 -3.27024800   -4.67598500    0.52451000 
 O                 -0.39166600   -6.68635800    0.18466200 
 C                 -2.51566300   -5.75704800    0.99035900 
 C                 -4.43307500   -4.28491900    1.16634300 
 C                 -2.90786600   -6.47717000    2.10528000 
 Cl                -5.35825500   -2.89290200    0.60242100 
 C                 -4.84587400   -5.01167600    2.29774800 
 C                 -4.09173900   -6.09979100    2.76216200 
 Cl                -1.94150900   -7.83682500    2.69550500 
 Cl                -6.32709100   -4.54550200    3.14119600 
 Cl                -4.62723700   -7.00199900    4.18496000 
 H                  0.41496900   -5.29720500   -1.61490800 
 H                 -3.91898600   -0.70407400   -1.43927400 
 H                  0.33998300    3.82621200   -1.10815700 
 H                  5.17426000   -0.37765600   -1.33046300 
 Cl                 7.64617000    4.75225700    2.75536000 
 N                  5.13016100   -2.27595100   -0.58139500 
 C                  1.57495900    4.07011000   -2.86616600 
 H                  0.77508100    3.81608800   -3.56456900 
 H                  1.62260500    5.15908500   -2.76633800 
 H                  2.51876800    3.70168500   -3.27733000 
 C                 -3.91985400    0.61065400   -3.15808400 
 H                 -3.70699600   -0.18555500   -3.87439900 
 H                 -5.00188900    0.77080400   -3.12022000 
 H                 -3.42947600    1.52424400   -3.50465200 
 C                 -0.92938400   -5.09587600   -3.29871200 
 H                 -0.13418600   -4.94372800   -4.03165800 
 H                 -1.20371200   -6.15534100   -3.28862200 
 H                 -1.79466900   -4.50128500   -3.60168000 
 C                  5.36488000   -1.74502600   -2.99822100 
 H                  5.10512500   -0.99771100   -3.75079200 
 H                  6.45487200   -1.80013200   -2.91552200 
 H                  4.97852400   -2.71329300   -3.32547700 
 C                  0.65932200   -0.95330300    1.71486000 
 C                  1.65940200   -0.32893800    2.62085000 
 C                  2.73784700    0.40785100    2.10497800 
 C                  1.57892400   -0.51786200    4.01715100 
 C                  3.72560900    0.91050200    2.95313100 
 H                  2.82736500    0.55352400    1.03791600 
 C                  2.53114100    0.01652700    4.87464800 
 H                  0.75163500   -1.08442600    4.43785000 
 C                  3.60867700    0.72323600    4.32947600 
 H                  4.58114500    1.43276200    2.54162800 
 H                  2.45099900   -0.12269600    5.94693500 
 Br                 4.94539900    1.44061900    5.50009700 
 C                  0.22347900   -2.34980400    2.10149000 
 O                 -0.91939600   -2.73448800    2.24307300 

 O                  1.32327500   -3.10631700    2.22555800 
 C                  1.13308300   -4.51774900    2.45578200 
 H                  1.03472100   -5.03463300    1.50045500 
 H                  2.03223300   -4.85477700    2.97162400 
 H                  0.24729500   -4.68617000    3.07007100 
 N                 -0.85655200   -0.10913300    2.15108900 
 N                 -1.69211100    0.61485000    2.07173700 
 
2 
-4187.508343 
Rh                -0.09730900   -0.22386900   -4.01971300 
 O                  0.19748500    1.81486800   -3.95524300 
 O                 -0.38016200   -2.25821700   -3.92830500 
 O                  0.28970200    1.82649600   -1.68632300 
 O                 -0.47683700   -2.24197200   -1.65810600 
 O                  1.94328100   -0.53374500   -3.93556900 
 O                 -2.13942100    0.09562300   -3.93768500 
 O                 -2.11965300    0.16291600   -1.66811900 
 O                  1.92584500   -0.62647000   -1.66663900 
 C                 -2.67663100    0.25434300   -2.81136700 
 C                  2.48371100   -0.69778400   -2.81208900 
 C                  0.34318400    2.37395900   -2.83654600 
 C                 -0.51475600   -2.80430300   -2.80088200 
 Rh                -0.10336700   -0.20563500   -1.55038000 
 C                  3.99809200   -0.97157600   -2.79123800 
 C                  3.67487000   -3.11998500   -1.50929000 
 C                  5.18461400   -1.56655000   -0.65143900 
 O                  2.85048300   -3.59981800   -2.25793600 
 C                  4.23259100   -3.67225700   -0.22797300 
 O                  5.80625900   -0.53098300   -0.55005100 
 C                  5.15566000   -2.74920600    0.27518500 
 C                  3.96715400   -4.85795800    0.43752300 
 C                  5.84830900   -2.99639100    1.44835200 
 Cl                 2.76546500   -5.99406100   -0.17577000 
 C                  4.66425300   -5.12105300    1.63089900 
 C                  5.59953900   -4.20121200    2.12931400 
 Cl                 7.01904900   -1.83009600    2.07634400 
 Cl                 4.35487900   -6.62336000    2.50780600 
 Cl                 6.46960900   -4.55351400    3.62671100 
 C                  0.54193700    3.89887900   -2.85295300 
 N                  1.51833000    4.29871600   -1.83623600 
 C                  2.74615900    3.67092100   -1.63033200 
 C                  1.34211600    5.42942100   -1.02657300 
 O                  3.15304600    2.69920200   -2.23367900 
 C                  3.42174800    4.45398300   -0.53855500 
 O                  0.38009000    6.16301300   -1.04853200 
 C                  2.58388700    5.51598500   -0.18365000 
 C                  4.64789400    4.27251200    0.07851300 
 C                  2.95441300    6.42563900    0.79256200 
 Cl                 5.68560900    2.90553800   -0.35012900 
 C                  5.04020600    5.19029400    1.06880500 
 C                  4.20101400    6.25833500    1.42228600 
 Cl                 1.89140000    7.76367700    1.23817000 
 Cl                 4.70995500    7.40125500    2.66961900 
 C                 -4.18275800    0.56475300   -2.76584100 
 N                 -4.44570600    1.47984400   -1.65390100 
 C                 -3.77303500    2.69385600   -1.47768600 
 C                 -5.21717400    1.12692900   -0.54314600 
 O                 -2.98631500    3.17529100   -2.26549300 
 C                 -4.23871200    3.22397400   -0.15249700 
 O                 -5.81777400    0.08155600   -0.41098800 
 C                 -5.12017500    2.29015700    0.40029400 
 C                 -3.92597900    4.39676800    0.51395200 
 C                 -5.72257800    2.51387600    1.62576600 
 Cl                -2.77386400    5.54840700   -0.16606900 
 C                 -4.53348400    4.63758100    1.75911100 
 C                 -5.42889600    3.70713100    2.30761200 
 Cl                -6.83658700    1.32764700    2.32209100 
 Cl                -4.16324200    6.12581000    2.63790200 
 Cl                -6.19354700    4.03320700    3.86827500 
 C                 -0.67678300   -4.33397100   -2.79043900 
 N                 -1.70270000   -4.72717800   -1.82233700 
 C                 -2.97623200   -4.15871500   -1.75702300 
 C                 -1.52271800   -5.77174600   -0.90899000 
 O                 -3.37820900   -3.25108500   -2.45318400 
 C                 -3.69818500   -4.91449300   -0.67470200 
 O                 -0.51675900   -6.43430900   -0.78787400 
 C                 -2.82546000   -5.88194400   -0.16573500 



 

 

 C                 -4.98840000   -4.78607900   -0.18695300 
 C                 -3.22009500   -6.74250500    0.84486100 
 Cl                -6.08273300   -3.55429600   -0.82325400 
 C                 -5.40417700   -5.65550600    0.83788600 
 C                 -4.52738700   -6.62449600    1.34987900 
 Cl                -2.11243000   -7.96085700    1.48612800 
 Cl                -7.04394800   -5.52319400    1.48366900 
 Cl                -5.06694400   -7.70591300    2.63935000 
 H                  0.26272400   -4.73161400   -2.39031700 
 H                 -4.67922600   -0.37126700   -2.48436800 
 H                 -0.41101700    4.32702800   -2.52083700 
 H                  4.47367800   -0.02395700   -2.51189100 
 Cl                 6.60143100    4.99272800    1.87241600 
 N                  4.31240000   -1.88942800   -1.69533800 
 C                  0.90697300    4.45017300   -4.23356000 
 H                  0.13379500    4.18163700   -4.95618000 
 H                  0.98076700    5.54102300   -4.18414500 
 H                  1.85859900    4.03781300   -4.58021300 
 C                 -4.74283200    1.07884200   -4.09309300 
 H                 -4.55217600    0.34528200   -4.87950100 
 H                 -5.82301600    1.23075800   -4.00426600 
 H                 -4.26813300    2.02081700   -4.37734600 
 C                 -0.94812400   -4.92858900   -4.17432300 
 H                 -0.13932400   -4.66152900   -4.85767600 
 H                 -1.00159900   -6.01935900   -4.10002000 
 H                 -1.88562700   -4.54673500   -4.58695000 
 C                  4.55040100   -1.45896600   -4.13234900 
 H                  4.32791200   -0.72472700   -4.90939200 
 H                  5.63553200   -1.58291600   -4.06174500 
 H                  4.09584200   -2.41074200   -4.41762600 
 C                 -0.19080000   -0.13451800    0.46907400 
 C                  0.84785600    0.14678400    1.41101200 
 C                  2.12449000    0.61120400    0.98835600 
 C                  0.64445400   -0.05490800    2.80760000 
 C                  3.14231700    0.84359300    1.90267300 
 H                  2.30020000    0.78631900   -0.06401300 
 C                  1.65792300    0.16450600    3.72393200 
 H                 -0.31860000   -0.40068700    3.16697300 
 C                  2.90389700    0.61437600    3.26345300 
 H                  4.11406300    1.18598300    1.56492200 
 H                  1.49372100   -0.00250200    4.78238300 
 Br                 4.29932400    0.92562900    4.52476100 
 C                 -1.56407000   -0.28420700    1.02049400 
 O                 -2.23509700    0.70355100    1.26288600 
 O                 -1.96392400   -1.54781700    1.18589400 
 C                 -3.32440500   -1.71528100    1.65044500 
 H                 -3.42903600   -2.78280000    1.83993200 
 H                 -3.48658200   -1.14524500    2.56802900 
 H                 -4.02914500   -1.38676700    0.88414300 
 N                 -2.28030300    1.31758100    4.41878700 
 N                 -2.76989400    2.30350400    4.32315300 
 
N2 
-109.524129 
N                  0.30404500    2.55968700    1.13193900 
N                 -0.79362100    2.61719700    1.01383000 
 
3 
-4077.985946 
Rh                 0.65066100   -0.55072900   -2.94888600 
 O                  0.98714900    1.48202800   -2.90782900 
 O                  0.32133200   -2.57628400   -2.83530800 
 O                  1.02319500    1.52509400   -0.63774000 
 O                  0.17049200   -2.52675700   -0.56858700 
 O                  2.68117400   -0.90619700   -2.81001100 
 O                 -1.38654600   -0.18772500   -2.92537200 
 O                 -1.41925900   -0.08800600   -0.65725500 
 O                  2.60580100   -0.96210800   -0.54127300 
 C                 -1.94677400   -0.00016700   -1.81487400 
 C                  3.18951300   -1.06678400   -1.67131900 
 C                  1.11917500    2.05394500   -1.79377100 
 C                  0.14632900   -3.10361200   -1.70442700 
 Rh                 0.58394100   -0.49655600   -0.48123600 
 C                  4.69443400   -1.38318900   -1.60574400 
 C                  4.27696600   -3.49790600   -0.29534000 
 C                  5.77883400   -1.95491400    0.59345200 
 O                  3.47235400   -3.97617100   -1.06615900 
 C                  4.76535200   -4.03043800    1.02212500 

 O                  6.41446800   -0.92837300    0.70059800 
 C                  5.68267200   -3.11309000    1.54570700 
 C                  4.44553300   -5.19398200    1.70274200 
 C                  6.31400500   -3.34341900    2.75630600 
 Cl                 3.25094800   -6.32201800    1.06174500 
 C                  5.08129700   -5.44056800    2.93334800 
 C                  6.01022200   -4.52622000    3.45331500 
 Cl                 7.47453700   -2.18224800    3.41243900 
 Cl                 4.70213000   -6.91482700    3.83020800 
 Cl                 6.80226400   -4.85713300    4.99810800 
 C                  1.35772800    3.57284200   -1.82808500 
 N                  2.31956900    3.96400200   -0.79427000 
 C                  3.52564300    3.30865200   -0.54862600 
 C                  2.15681300    5.11644300   -0.01298400 
 O                  3.92060900    2.31579600   -1.12471800 
 C                  4.19700800    4.09547600    0.54319200 
 O                  1.21703500    5.87627400   -0.07380300 
 C                  3.38051300    5.18656500    0.85733000 
 C                  5.40380600    3.89460200    1.19154300 
 C                  3.75367300    6.10628600    1.82308300 
 Cl                 6.41401400    2.49279600    0.81376600 
 C                  5.79838200    4.82187300    2.17205100 
 C                  4.98088700    5.91907300    2.48448600 
 Cl                 2.71778100    7.48137100    2.21678100 
 Cl                 5.49304700    7.07429100    3.71920300 
 C                 -3.44566700    0.34765500   -1.80788800 
 N                 -3.70851500    1.28175700   -0.71160900 
 C                 -3.00866100    2.48063500   -0.53677000 
 C                 -4.48980800    0.94990600    0.39915000 
 O                 -2.20512400    2.93890700   -1.32147600 
 C                 -3.46646800    3.02614300    0.78470600 
 O                 -5.11470400   -0.08086200    0.53269900 
 C                 -4.36677600    2.11232400    1.34022800 
 C                 -3.12511800    4.19146100    1.45003100 
 C                 -4.95636900    2.34678400    2.56974300 
 Cl                -1.95286800    5.31949400    0.76471200 
 C                 -3.71927000    4.44314200    2.69935000 
 C                 -4.62967400    3.53051100    3.25298300 
 Cl                -6.09170300    1.18432500    3.27123800 
 Cl                -3.31173500    5.92228500    3.57809100 
 Cl                -5.36972800    3.86611700    4.82388100 
 C                 -0.05268200   -4.62874200   -1.67851700 
 N                 -1.11759800   -4.98438400   -0.73817300 
 C                 -2.37878700   -4.38573600   -0.71986000 
 C                 -0.99302500   -6.02516900    0.18870400 
 O                 -2.73613600   -3.47510400   -1.43621600 
 C                 -3.15378200   -5.11463500    0.34413200 
 O                 -0.00841300   -6.71153800    0.34692800 
 C                 -2.32123200   -6.09710100    0.89028400 
 C                 -4.45614900   -4.95220300    0.78737000 
 C                 -2.76878300   -6.93843400    1.89501600 
 Cl                -5.50046500   -3.70274600    0.10347400 
 C                 -4.92560100   -5.80195200    1.80555400 
 C                 -4.08892200   -6.78561200    2.35531100 
 Cl                -1.71113100   -8.17518200    2.58371600 
 Cl                -6.58235600   -5.62622800    2.39489800 
 Cl                -4.69540700   -7.84176100    3.63599200 
 H                  0.86404900   -5.04288800   -1.24394900 
 H                 -3.97130900   -0.57230000   -1.52637100 
 H                  0.40868400    4.03097600   -1.52643000 
 H                  5.18972600   -0.44430500   -1.33115000 
 Cl                 7.33510100    4.59902800    3.01540500 
 N                  4.95170600   -2.28740900   -0.48358800 
 C                  1.77086100    4.09197300   -3.20780000 
 H                  1.00817700    3.83322700   -3.94497800 
 H                  1.87373000    5.18103100   -3.17320400 
 H                  2.71863500    3.64791000   -3.52434900 
 C                 -3.96303300    0.85904500   -3.15317800 
 H                 -3.77366000    0.11103900   -3.92621600 
 H                 -5.04073500    1.03885700   -3.09030800 
 H                 -3.45881400    1.78531900   -3.43805100 
 C                 -0.29541100   -5.23633400   -3.06209400 
 H                  0.54030200   -4.99838700   -3.72346500 
 H                 -0.37744200   -6.32436200   -2.97462900 
 H                 -1.21022400   -4.83821100   -3.50878700 
 C                  5.26746900   -1.91234100   -2.92193600 
 H                  5.08687300   -1.18719000   -3.71820300 
 H                  6.34632500   -2.06566700   -2.81994700 

 H                  4.79347700   -2.85620700   -3.20156200 
 C                  0.43955100   -0.37899100    1.53574600 
 C                  1.44464000   -0.06787900    2.50475000 
 C                  2.75630100    0.31817900    2.11137600 
 C                  1.17358200   -0.16124300    3.90161800 
 C                  3.74387800    0.57164900    3.05284900 
 H                  2.98527700    0.40950500    1.05865200 
 C                  2.15355300    0.08610900    4.84633700 
 H                  0.18109600   -0.44089600    4.23865400 
 C                  3.43719000    0.45043500    4.41362800 
 H                  4.74348000    0.84787100    2.73656000 
 H                  1.93695200    0.00389000    5.90532800 
 Br                 4.78931600    0.79127400    5.71357600 
 C                 -0.95195600   -0.50626200    2.04732200 
 O                 -1.62143700    0.48921500    2.25915600 
 O                 -1.36651700   -1.76496300    2.21558500 
 C                 -2.74079000   -1.91700000    2.64282900 
 H                 -2.85667200   -2.98026100    2.84915000 
 H                 -2.92858900   -1.32858300    3.54396500 
 H                 -3.42101000   -1.59874200    1.85060300 
 
 
3-1 
-4078.246099  
Rh                 0.77204800   -0.76423300   -3.09437700 
 O                  0.98511900    1.28739400   -3.01372500 
 O                  0.51976000   -2.81386000   -2.94663000 
 O                  1.03038200    1.30474500   -0.73977400 
 O                  0.50601800   -2.76419300   -0.67161200 
 O                  2.82737800   -1.07189100   -3.04706800 
 O                 -1.26410700   -0.43246700   -2.98350800 
 O                 -1.23646800   -0.55589000   -0.71628100 
 O                  2.82496100   -0.95751700   -0.78171800 
 C                 -1.78925500   -0.33050400   -1.84659800 
 C                  3.36783000   -1.17252700   -1.92037500 
 C                  1.06181600    1.85229600   -1.89105300 
 C                  0.35763100   -3.32464600   -1.80922200 
 Rh                 0.80092000   -0.73609300   -0.61737400 
 C                  4.84139700   -1.62031200   -1.82537100 
 C                  4.07581400   -3.27913100   -0.13840300 
 C                  5.41799600   -1.52492100    0.59059300 
 O                  3.46603300   -3.98929500   -0.90672100 
 C                  3.98526300   -3.21589200    1.35534100 
 O                  6.08670300   -0.51690200    0.53788900 
 C                  4.81421300   -2.18122300    1.79530300 
 C                  3.19304500   -3.93033200    2.23873900 
 C                  4.88999200   -1.84173800    3.13517200 
 Cl                 2.16041900   -5.24143500    1.67210500 
 C                  3.21580000   -3.55613300    3.59492500 
 C                  4.05414800   -2.52000700    4.03938600 
 Cl                 6.00702300   -0.58744000    3.69264400 
 Cl                 2.17635100   -4.40024500    4.75298000 
 Cl                 4.04777100   -2.04481400    5.74552500 
 C                  1.14330400    3.38374100   -1.87949700 
 N                  2.14417000    3.80795000   -0.90151000 
 C                  3.42342800    3.25990400   -0.81434800 
 C                  1.91523600    4.81673200    0.03966300 
 O                  3.84605600    2.35021800   -1.49744600 
 C                  4.10436100    4.00902200    0.29631600 
 O                  0.89769900    5.46421400    0.14158900 
 C                  3.18427000    4.91014500    0.83833200 
 C                  5.38011500    3.88600900    0.81863100 
 C                  3.50509700    5.69180900    1.93462800 
 Cl                 6.51717500    2.71551500    0.14331100 
 C                  5.72550100    4.67733200    1.92979400 
 C                  4.79359100    5.56832000    2.48681300 
 Cl                 2.31483000    6.79482200    2.63455300 
 Cl                 5.23385500    6.53247600    3.90201400 
 C                 -3.26109900    0.11231800   -1.75646300 
 N                 -3.45209800    0.73160400   -0.44102200 
 C                 -2.58621800    1.74358900    0.00693000 
 C                 -4.00208800    0.00933200    0.62626600 
 O                 -1.90372300    2.43973900   -0.71373800 
 C                 -2.66282300    1.71545300    1.50364200 
 O                 -4.66663800   -0.99769700    0.51992400 
 C                 -3.54903700    0.70196000    1.87249100 
 C                 -1.92702900    2.40338200    2.45305300 
 C                 -3.74522300    0.36031900    3.19780700 



 

 

 Cl                -0.77349700    3.65136800    1.97006400 
 C                 -2.10084600    2.05490700    3.80360900 
 C                 -3.00571300    1.04693800    4.17472000 
 Cl                -4.82742400   -0.96982000    3.63793200 
 Cl                -1.14563900    2.88641300    5.04802500 
 Cl                -3.18294800    0.60460600    5.88140600 
 C                 -0.12202200   -4.78244600   -1.71717500 
 N                 -1.43377300   -4.76066300   -1.05348500 
 C                 -2.52521100   -4.02045200   -1.52705100 
 C                 -1.66080600   -5.29376100    0.22043500 
 O                 -2.53965600   -3.36441200   -2.54611100 
 C                 -3.59934600   -4.17527500   -0.49389700 
 O                 -0.86752500   -5.94751100    0.86209100 
 C                 -3.06246700   -4.88742000    0.58299500 
 C                 -4.90472800   -3.71934900   -0.47791800 
 C                 -3.80807800   -5.10834900    1.72810800 
 Cl                -5.61155600   -2.95673800   -1.90796700 
 C                 -5.66118500   -3.90146300    0.69335100 
 C                 -5.10953100   -4.57685700    1.79383800 
 Cl                -3.13566000   -6.03148400    3.08417300 
 Cl                -7.30569700   -3.26916200    0.77900500 
 Cl                -6.05661000   -4.76653900    3.27664000 
 H                  0.54541000   -5.29249000   -1.01749300 
 H                 -3.86544700   -0.79947100   -1.74672600 
 H                  0.18216600    3.72709100   -1.48123800 
 H                  5.44910900   -0.71059200   -1.76597900 
 Cl                 7.33478000    4.52072900    2.64484100 
 N                  4.99252400   -2.27687400   -0.51743100 
 C                  1.41168400    3.99005300   -3.25606600 
 H                  0.63148700    3.68244200   -3.95562700 
 H                  1.41534200    5.08177400   -3.18113800 
 H                  2.37452100    3.64706100   -3.64413400 
 C                 -3.69122000    1.00963600   -2.91527300 
 H                 -3.53632600    0.47954300   -3.85749300 
 H                 -4.75144900    1.25893900   -2.81275500 
 H                 -3.10336600    1.92964800   -2.92735500 
 C                 -0.16934500   -5.49862600   -3.06300700 
 H                  0.83063800   -5.50847200   -3.50482300 
 H                 -0.50572700   -6.53051500   -2.92261000 
 H                 -0.84274300   -4.98120300   -3.74873500 
 C                  5.28807200   -2.48706400   -2.99938600 
 H                  5.15568200   -1.93023900   -3.92992400 
 H                  6.34394200   -2.74876200   -2.88425000 
 H                  4.69261400   -3.40037700   -3.04943400 
 C                  0.82088200   -0.65640300    1.37810400 
 C                  1.62893100    0.17919200    2.20372300 
 C                  2.82386300    0.76262600    1.69969700 
 C                  1.28533800    0.42085200    3.56589200 
 C                  3.65455800    1.49576400    2.52993300 
 H                  3.11238300    0.59188700    0.67190400 
 C                  2.07468100    1.21773500    4.37506100 
 H                  0.36428900    0.01115100    3.96661500 
 C                  3.26545100    1.74237400    3.85158400 
 H                  4.60531800    1.85557900    2.16461600 
 H                  1.78404800    1.42772200    5.39731900 
 Br                 4.38295000    2.81668300    4.95856200 
 C                 -0.21166100   -1.46091300    2.06621000 
 O                 -1.32001200   -1.00876800    2.29505600 
 O                  0.20705600   -2.68215800    2.39053900 
 C                 -0.76880800   -3.53050000    3.04425700 
 H                 -0.41093900   -4.54609100    2.90798200 
 H                 -0.82453200   -3.27004100    4.10418800 
 H                 -1.74655600   -3.39230000    2.58396700 
 
 
3-2 
-4078.444842 
Rh                 0.76816200   -0.75819000   -3.09505500 
 O                  0.98730500    1.28891300   -3.01993800 
 O                  0.51305100   -2.80535200   -2.95174900 
 O                  1.03400300    1.30677000   -0.74798700 
 O                  0.48717100   -2.75425300   -0.67920900 
 O                  2.81876900   -1.07266800   -3.04840100 
 O                 -1.26488000   -0.41891300   -2.99213600 
 O                 -1.23963500   -0.54010000   -0.72698200 
 O                  2.81585400   -0.95759300   -0.78489200 
 C                 -1.79197200   -0.31617600   -1.85669700 
 C                  3.35954900   -1.17306600   -1.92244500 

 C                  1.06767000    1.85435300   -1.89852600 
 C                  0.34588800   -3.31666200   -1.81606700 
 Rh                 0.79322400   -0.73086600   -0.62576100 
 C                  4.83089500   -1.62054900   -1.82787300 
 C                  4.05938700   -3.25365900   -0.12065600 
 C                  5.41365200   -1.49573900    0.57949900 
 O                  3.44917800   -3.97605100   -0.87640600 
 C                  3.96918700   -3.16390700    1.37141100 
 O                  6.08998900   -0.49439900    0.50884000 
 C                  4.80550400   -2.12686700    1.79408800 
 C                  3.17936500   -3.86178100    2.26904300 
 C                  4.88626500   -1.76981400    3.12817500 
 Cl                 2.15016200   -5.18421300    1.73381300 
 C                  3.20607500   -3.46539200    3.61725900 
 C                  4.04745800   -2.42667100    4.04250800 
 Cl                 6.01759400   -0.52733900    3.67147900 
 Cl                 2.17426700   -4.28838400    4.79010400 
 Cl                 4.04741100   -1.92608400    5.73673700 
 C                  1.15791100    3.38352000   -1.88764600 
 N                  2.16067600    3.79740200   -0.91054900 
 C                  3.44054700    3.24909300   -0.83601900 
 C                  1.92686200    4.77932400    0.05733900 
 O                  3.86183700    2.35156200   -1.53529900 
 C                  4.12112600    3.97718100    0.28791000 
 O                  0.90650400    5.41859200    0.17714900 
 C                  3.19548400    4.85744100    0.85652900 
 C                  5.39861600    3.85200700    0.80385600 
 C                  3.51478100    5.61045800    1.97214700 
 Cl                 6.54732800    2.71638100    0.10001600 
 C                  5.74106400    4.61795700    1.93174200 
 C                  4.80564800    5.48516700    2.51386200 
 Cl                 2.32323300    6.67932000    2.71296200 
 Cl                 5.24400000    6.41691700    3.94547900 
 C                 -3.26220900    0.12536200   -1.76627100 
 N                 -3.44937900    0.74512800   -0.45254500 
 C                 -2.57550500    1.74896800   -0.00114600 
 C                 -4.00507900    0.02272000    0.61150100 
 O                 -1.89369800    2.44776800   -0.71901300 
 C                 -2.64942900    1.71259300    1.49505100 
 O                 -4.67773800   -0.97782200    0.50045100 
 C                 -3.54560000    0.70515700    1.85974200 
 C                 -1.90361900    2.38276800    2.44839300 
 C                 -3.73965800    0.35643900    3.18255900 
 Cl                -0.73198400    3.61434500    1.97946500 
 C                 -2.08080900    2.02933600    3.79560700 
 C                 -2.99344200    1.02960700    4.16124500 
 Cl                -4.82241000   -0.96998000    3.62038800 
 Cl                -1.12095500    2.84338600    5.04114200 
 Cl                -3.16986500    0.57797600    5.86094000 
 C                 -0.12869200   -4.77418100   -1.72435400 
 N                 -1.43781200   -4.75505400   -1.06001400 
 C                 -2.52883600   -4.01067000   -1.52752700 
 C                 -1.65738300   -5.28606300    0.21639400 
 O                 -2.54822000   -3.35650800   -2.54733500 
 C                 -3.59608300   -4.16068600   -0.48767800 
 O                 -0.85933700   -5.93727300    0.85422900 
 C                 -3.05657700   -4.87894000    0.58534500 
 C                 -4.89910000   -3.70031600   -0.46313200 
 C                 -3.80092900   -5.10259800    1.72999300 
 Cl                -5.61621800   -2.93582100   -1.88262000 
 C                 -5.64947500   -3.88203400    0.71020300 
 C                 -5.09731700   -4.56403000    1.80327100 
 Cl                -3.14208700   -6.04186000    3.07730600 
 Cl                -7.28608900   -3.24376600    0.80676300 
 Cl                -6.03733300   -4.75434100    3.28514000 
 H                  0.53765100   -5.28324700   -1.02352000 
 H                 -3.86817500   -0.78515900   -1.75015400 
 H                  0.20152600    3.73612500   -1.48718200 
 H                  5.44138400   -0.71251900   -1.77510100 
 Cl                 7.34918100    4.45649500    2.63674700 
 N                  4.98249100   -2.26316700   -0.51550400 
 C                  1.42738700    3.98958500   -3.26242200 
 H                  0.64132600    3.69245000   -3.95957800 
 H                  1.44080000    5.08077500   -3.18440000 
 H                  2.38505900    3.64079900   -3.65695800 
 C                 -3.69702700    1.01748400   -2.92523400 
 H                 -3.55202200    0.48252700   -3.86600800 
 H                 -4.75564000    1.26966400   -2.81588800 

 H                 -3.10825600    1.93639800   -2.94822000 
 C                 -0.17282200   -5.49402800   -3.06672700 
 H                  0.82860600   -5.50931300   -3.50462600 
 H                 -0.51086500   -6.52456400   -2.92218300 
 H                 -0.84261900   -4.98137600   -3.75899000 
 C                  5.27632000   -2.49596100   -2.99400400 
 H                  5.15227400   -1.94425000   -3.92843800 
 H                  6.33020500   -2.76180600   -2.87264100 
 H                  4.67793400   -3.40715500   -3.04279500 
 C                  0.80439500   -0.66768100    1.36780300 
 C                  1.62217600    0.15114600    2.19654400 
 C                  2.79969300    0.75829400    1.68263600 
 C                  1.30283400    0.35453200    3.56952500 
 C                  3.63225500    1.49043100    2.51061800 
 H                  3.06868500    0.60407100    0.64764800 
 C                  2.09696300    1.14223400    4.38127100 
 H                  0.39825100   -0.08156700    3.97877700 
 C                  3.26486800    1.70057500    3.84411600 
 H                  4.56881400    1.87621800    2.13719900 
 H                  1.82909200    1.32014100    5.41530600 
 Br                 4.38276800    2.76620700    4.95294600 
 C                 -0.23596000   -1.46343400    2.05208100 
 O                 -1.35209100   -1.01674300    2.24756200 
 O                  0.18247600   -2.67313700    2.41775100 
 C                 -0.80348400   -3.50483900    3.07352100 
 H                 -0.46157500   -4.52589500    2.94025800 
 H                 -0.85128300   -3.24062000    4.13253600 
 H                 -1.77851700   -3.34881300    2.61507000 
 
 
3' 
-5478.773259 
Rh                 0.78141900   -0.68307800   -2.94469100 
 O                  1.17936200    1.34005900   -2.94354100 
 O                  0.38054500   -2.69687500   -2.79349000 
 O                  1.17161400    1.43710700   -0.68207700 
 O                  0.15843300   -2.58031200   -0.54180800 
 O                  2.79707300   -1.09600500   -2.74671100 
 O                 -1.24274600   -0.26045900   -2.99107700 
 O                 -1.33636300   -0.10642900   -0.73372000 
 O                  2.66100200   -1.09762500   -0.48746000 
 C                 -1.84404600   -0.05664200   -1.90442300 
 C                  3.28578900   -1.22396600   -1.59520300 
 C                  1.29678600    1.94601900   -1.84576200 
 C                  0.15612000   -3.19651200   -1.65916700 
 Rh                 0.65008800   -0.56543900   -0.48847600 
 C                  4.79999300   -1.49107700   -1.43152200 
 C                  4.25921000   -3.64507600   -0.17992200 
 C                  5.72448600   -2.13778400    0.81117100 
 O                  3.46115400   -4.09353600   -0.97439600 
 C                  4.68145400   -4.21039500    1.14718400 
 O                  6.34724000   -1.11190300    0.98295100 
 C                  5.56726200   -3.30575700    1.73932000 
 C                  4.33313200   -5.39164100    1.78200100 
 C                  6.12801600   -3.55723000    2.98024800 
 Cl                 3.20168200   -6.52522800    1.04329100 
 C                  4.89776500   -5.66195500    3.04204500 
 C                  5.78797900   -4.75359800    3.63545100 
 Cl                 7.24506100   -2.40688700    3.72485400 
 Cl                 4.48036700   -7.15872700    3.88233500 
 Cl                 6.48787700   -5.11160100    5.21820500 
 C                  1.54275100    3.47285800   -1.86312100 
 N                  2.52614900    3.80261800   -0.81906000 
 C                  3.71345100    3.11124900   -0.57511000 
 C                  2.29369900    4.81679800    0.12484400 
 O                  4.11642000    2.14760400   -1.19403200 
 C                  4.35362400    3.80242800    0.59878000 
 O                  1.31239000    5.52221400    0.17290900 
 C                  3.49990700    4.82637600    1.01759200 
 C                  5.56163800    3.57536200    1.23735500 
 C                  3.82862000    5.64680100    2.08398200 
 Cl                 6.63131700    2.26572300    0.72328800 
 C                  5.91347900    4.40371800    2.31796400 
 C                  5.05402600    5.43021300    2.73850000 
 Cl                 2.74144500    6.93547400    2.61047800 
 Cl                 5.51183200    6.45936400    4.09990500 
 C                 -3.36225700    0.22423700   -1.89882300 
 N                 -3.62681700    1.23369400   -0.86202900 



 

 

 C                 -2.91692500    2.43039600   -0.70093500 
 C                 -4.43576100    0.95025100    0.24506800 
 O                 -2.06091600    2.84799500   -1.45123300 
 C                 -3.43526600    3.04242300    0.56942200 
 O                 -5.05396500   -0.07955300    0.41560100 
 C                 -4.35146200    2.15254200    1.13482900 
 C                 -3.13691700    4.24794300    1.18234500 
 C                 -4.99218900    2.44282800    2.32645300 
 Cl                -1.96029900    5.35901200    0.48102400 
 C                 -3.78410700    4.55818200    2.39179500 
 C                 -4.70441800    3.66394200    2.95880600 
 Cl                -6.14599000    1.30676800    3.04120700 
 Cl                -3.43238600    6.08940300    3.20290800 
 Cl                -5.50918600    4.07215500    4.48008900 
 C                 -0.09085500   -4.71856100   -1.53742300 
 N                 -1.28631500   -4.92732600   -0.70456500 
 C                 -2.50795400   -4.26995000   -0.86465200 
 C                 -1.26176300   -5.73887600    0.43981400 
 O                 -2.75724000   -3.42900800   -1.70236900 
 C                 -3.40533300   -4.80994500    0.21556000 
 O                 -0.30304400   -6.35491200    0.84663400 
 C                 -2.64947700   -5.67497500    1.01205900 
 C                 -4.74643200   -4.58252100    0.47890000 
 C                 -3.20848200   -6.31864800    2.10368700 
 Cl                -5.71089700   -3.51613900   -0.54584900 
 C                 -5.32967300   -5.23233000    1.58199700 
 C                 -4.56604900   -6.08906900    2.39010000 
 Cl                -2.24599300   -7.40535900    3.11147100 
 Cl                -7.03756900   -4.96784300    1.94939900 
 Cl                -5.31472500   -6.89280900    3.77489000 
 H                  0.73210000   -5.07456200   -0.90649000 
 H                 -3.80170800   -0.69163500   -1.48343400 
 H                  0.60477000    3.89988000   -1.48577700 
 H                  5.19355900   -0.55262100   -1.02021300 
 Cl                 7.45083800    4.14654900    3.15097400 
 N                  4.97537400   -2.45179900   -0.33009800 
 C                  0.44980200   -0.37753200    1.51963800 
 C                  1.42835200   -0.03981400    2.50742700 
 C                  2.77695500    0.23258100    2.14514200 
 C                  1.09663700    0.00365400    3.89403700 
 C                  3.74251300    0.49888700    3.10538500 
 H                  3.05248500    0.21654900    1.10006700 
 C                  2.05170300    0.27447500    4.85768900 
 H                  0.07463500   -0.17804000    4.20880100 
 C                  3.37396200    0.51631100    4.45597300 
 H                  4.77115600    0.67631400    2.81193300 
 H                  1.78709200    0.30063700    5.90860500 
 Br                 4.69302300    0.88088000    5.78270200 
 C                 -0.95834200   -0.46239400    1.99598900 
 O                 -1.62031400    0.54685400    2.16050600 
 O                 -1.39378400   -1.70998500    2.19549100 
 C                 -2.77216100   -1.82853600    2.61854600 
 H                 -2.91026800   -2.88627300    2.83933900 
 H                 -2.95095500   -1.22469100    3.51147100 
 H                 -3.44402600   -1.50474900    1.82121100 
 C                  1.95378400    4.14913200   -6.21400400 
 H                  1.75262900    3.08869900   -6.41945000 
 H                  2.09688600    4.64262600   -7.18554300 
 C                  3.22772700    4.29066900   -5.35611200 
 H                  4.07909200    3.84073800   -5.88393000 
 C                  0.75944000    4.77996200   -5.46874000 
 H                 -0.15124800    4.67309000   -6.07272700 
 C                  0.55170000    4.05021600   -4.12577600 
 H                  0.30773300    3.00085800   -4.30785400 
 H                 -0.30059000    4.49094000   -3.58960100 
 C                  3.03501800    3.55710700   -4.01032900 
 H                  3.94828500    3.65157300   -3.40911900 
 H                  2.87702200    2.48921300   -4.18398400 
 C                  1.82740200    4.15464700   -3.24238300 
 C                  2.10793600    5.66651800   -3.00919400 
 H                  1.27935200    6.12080100   -2.45165400 
 H                  3.01141900    5.79113200   -2.39745900 
 C                  3.50806100    5.78416400   -5.09857500 
 H                  3.67290600    6.31057300   -6.04891900 
 H                  4.42664200    5.89944300   -4.50578200 
 C                  1.04081800    6.27210700   -5.21085100 
 H                  1.17218600    6.80667000   -6.16194200 
 H                  0.18647300    6.73477000   -4.69768200 

 C                  2.31149100    6.40328900   -4.34930700 
 H                  2.51129700    7.46299500   -4.14161800 
 C                 -3.49490700    1.64191400   -4.09398500 
 H                 -2.43881500    1.44988200   -4.30647900 
 H                 -3.54017600    2.57810500   -3.52543700 
 C                 -4.08500400    0.47791800   -3.25783000 
 C                 -4.28158600    1.80230100   -5.41363700 
 H                 -3.83996800    2.62649000   -5.98942900 
 C                 -4.20079800    0.49767300   -6.23164100 
 H                 -3.15411500    0.26890500   -6.47522400 
 H                 -4.73365800    0.61589700   -7.18563900 
 C                 -4.03542400   -0.82935200   -4.09918700 
 H                 -4.46139200   -1.65786800   -3.51629400 
 H                 -2.99691000   -1.09310000   -4.31548400 
 C                 -4.81857100   -0.65686500   -5.41678800 
 H                 -4.75433700   -1.59074600   -5.99069800 
 C                 -6.29355600   -0.33848400   -5.10536600 
 H                 -6.86649500   -0.23075900   -6.03695000 
 H                 -6.74821800   -1.16624400   -4.54343800 
 C                 -5.57929000    0.79531900   -2.96983000 
 H                 -5.65977000    1.71973600   -2.38291500 
 H                 -6.02255800   -0.00698800   -2.36429700 
 C                 -5.75750000    2.12104400   -5.10206700 
 H                 -5.83005400    3.06165100   -4.53796500 
 H                 -6.32170400    2.26304200   -6.03428300 
 C                 -6.36742000    0.96404000   -4.28508800 
 H                 -7.41430000    1.19182400   -4.04365300 
 C                 -1.10352400   -5.16807500   -3.91046800 
 H                 -0.95089900   -4.12340100   -4.19453100 
 H                 -2.11882700   -5.24208200   -3.50172600 
 C                 -0.06349900   -5.58330600   -2.83812500 
 C                 -0.98580000   -6.08158100   -5.15063200 
 H                 -1.72389000   -5.75903300   -5.89693100 
 C                  0.43276900   -5.97367800   -5.74536900 
 H                  0.63513200   -4.93857900   -6.05321500 
 H                  0.51286100   -6.59825100   -6.64617300 
 C                  1.36338200   -5.51356300   -3.45225100 
 H                  2.10235400   -5.81960400   -2.69955800 
 H                  1.59999400   -4.48293900   -3.72908900 
 C                  1.46551300   -6.42419600   -4.69263200 
 H                  2.47826400   -6.34125600   -5.10900200 
 C                  1.18838800   -7.88477300   -4.28825400 
 H                  1.27616700   -8.54649100   -5.16127300 
 H                  1.93341600   -8.22180300   -3.55416800 
 C                 -0.33501800   -7.06637900   -2.45457400 
 H                 -1.34076300   -7.16371900   -2.02423400 
 H                  0.37455900   -7.39079100   -1.68213400 
 C                 -1.26248100   -7.54338600   -4.74666400 
 H                 -2.28027800   -7.63760100   -4.34232600 
 H                 -1.20571500   -8.19931500   -5.62638200 
 C                 -0.22856200   -7.98295700   -3.69086700 
 H                 -0.43017700   -9.01741000   -3.38189100 
 C                  5.14685500   -3.01501200   -3.52793900 
 H                  4.11177400   -2.85082800   -3.84166200 
 H                  5.15256400   -3.92051200   -2.90952200 
 C                  5.64864000   -1.80197400   -2.70428700 
 C                  6.04890700   -3.22961900   -4.76378500 
 H                  5.66794300   -4.08705800   -5.33415700 
 C                  6.02769200   -1.96754300   -5.64906800 
 H                  5.00417900   -1.76553100   -5.99353600 
 H                  6.64315200   -2.12515900   -6.54569200 
 C                  5.66328600   -0.53822200   -3.61017300 
 H                  6.03053500    0.32200400   -3.03250400 
 H                  4.64667000   -0.29796800   -3.93135600 
 C                  6.56179300   -0.76571400   -4.84324500 
 H                  6.53984800    0.13707900   -5.46785300 
 C                  8.00612100   -1.04813800   -4.38836000 
 H                  8.65881800   -1.19572800   -5.25998400 
 H                  8.40339100   -0.18749300   -3.83241000 
 C                  7.11449700   -2.08280600   -2.26927200 
 H                  7.15040000   -2.97526600   -1.63033300 
 H                  7.49498700   -1.24513600   -1.66907400 
 C                  7.49450100   -3.51119200   -4.30820000 
 H                  7.52775600   -4.42257100   -3.69471900 
 H                  8.14003900   -3.68914400   -5.17943800 
 C                  8.01856900   -2.30697900   -3.50024600 
 H                  9.04156600   -2.50827700   -3.15533500 
 

 
3-1' 
-5479.205074 
Rh                 0.85156600   -0.72426700   -3.11399800 
 O                  1.05333700    1.33090300   -3.05143800 
 O                  0.59599400   -2.76955300   -2.94322600 
 O                  0.99802200    1.36358600   -0.78362500 
 O                  0.41844800   -2.67904400   -0.68139300 
 O                  2.89254500   -1.03897400   -2.91861100 
 O                 -1.17893100   -0.38900200   -3.15499400 
 O                 -1.30549600   -0.48674200   -0.89454200 
 O                  2.74169600   -0.86178800   -0.66799900 
 C                 -1.79024000   -0.28854400   -2.06213500 
 C                  3.36918600   -1.09386100   -1.76073900 
 C                  1.10901800    1.90499000   -1.93423400 
 C                  0.37931200   -3.27294700   -1.81126800 
 Rh                 0.71475500   -0.65669400   -0.64613700 
 C                  4.84807900   -1.45169600   -1.51273100 
 C                  3.93218700   -3.13327300    0.12513000 
 C                  5.22083500   -1.38438700    0.93937500 
 O                  3.34841600   -3.83619500   -0.66843200 
 C                  3.76242500   -3.08574900    1.61130900 
 O                  5.86317900   -0.35692300    0.93769700 
 C                  4.55939700   -2.05230700    2.10422300 
 C                  2.92783600   -3.81345700    2.44350000 
 C                  4.55913300   -1.72157600    3.44832400 
 Cl                 1.94527000   -5.13411300    1.81311300 
 C                  2.86983400   -3.44685800    3.80053900 
 C                  3.67700900   -2.41007300    4.29910000 
 Cl                 5.64046800   -0.46868100    4.07400300 
 Cl                 1.76554400   -4.29989300    4.89024400 
 Cl                 3.57587800   -1.95072600    6.00652200 
 C                  1.32752300    3.42465800   -1.84421800 
 N                  2.57209600    3.62793900   -1.08367400 
 C                  3.74052000    2.88074400   -1.25685300 
 C                  2.62859200    4.45138100    0.05025100 
 O                  3.90595600    1.99386200   -2.06753300 
 C                  4.69131200    3.36174100   -0.20118200 
 O                  1.72622700    5.14371800    0.46315200 
 C                  4.01247100    4.27592200    0.60842400 
 C                  6.00612200    3.00969900    0.05193800 
 C                  4.61909300    4.84025700    1.71735300 
 Cl                 6.89404800    1.96313700   -1.06111800 
 C                  6.62873800    3.54969000    1.19397900 
 C                  5.94018000    4.45699000    2.01917800 
 Cl                 3.74842500    5.99603200    2.73023000 
 Cl                 6.74303200    5.13721600    3.44053000 
 C                 -3.28616000    0.07294500   -2.04094700 
 N                 -3.50724800    0.81859900   -0.78807200 
 C                 -2.60948200    1.80333700   -0.33623500 
 C                 -4.15642700    0.18654700    0.28439200 
 O                 -1.85374400    2.43990300   -1.03819600 
 C                 -2.75830700    1.84751400    1.15258100 
 O                 -4.86524500   -0.79195500    0.19153700 
 C                 -3.72719900    0.91268100    1.52009100 
 C                 -2.02154800    2.53182400    2.10461400 
 C                 -4.01148800    0.65248300    2.84792100 
 Cl                -0.73672000    3.65115300    1.63255800 
 C                 -2.29130100    2.26916600    3.45925400 
 C                 -3.28054000    1.34303300    3.82852400 
 Cl                -5.20449500   -0.57687100    3.29296800 
 Cl                -1.35444300    3.10574300    4.71356200 
 Cl                -3.58052000    1.00885300    5.54327200 
 C                 -0.00278900   -4.75521200   -1.66702600 
 N                 -1.38998500   -4.78236500   -1.16096300 
 C                 -2.45018900   -4.01506000   -1.66795300 
 C                 -1.69311000   -5.32941800    0.09455700 
 O                 -2.41404800   -3.31628500   -2.65685600 
 C                 -3.58183500   -4.18810700   -0.69766500 
 O                 -0.93714500   -5.98873100    0.77449700 
 C                 -3.10611400   -4.91965700    0.39308200 
 C                 -4.88476200   -3.72189700   -0.73577800 
 C                 -3.90395100   -5.14386000    1.50234000 
 Cl                -5.53611100   -2.97410400   -2.19884900 
 C                 -5.69356300   -3.90168800    0.40052500 
 C                 -5.19937500   -4.59525400    1.51801300 
 Cl                -3.29840300   -6.08257000    2.87828400 
 Cl                -7.33563100   -3.25814200    0.41669000 



 

 

 Cl                -6.21393400   -4.78957900    2.95410700 
 H                  0.59276000   -5.10948600   -0.82087600 
 H                 -3.79811200   -0.87980700   -1.87436500 
 H                  0.53414200    3.77593100   -1.17646200 
 H                  5.33835300   -0.49115500   -1.31638400 
 Cl                 8.28900700    3.08724600    1.58246600 
 N                  4.87458000   -2.13400900   -0.19905200 
 C                  0.61712100   -0.55725500    1.34424800 
 C                  1.39364800    0.26291300    2.21457800 
 C                  2.58775300    0.89022000    1.76124100 
 C                  1.01548000    0.45175100    3.57578100 
 C                  3.37642000    1.62479700    2.62922900 
 H                  2.90794800    0.74336900    0.74027200 
 C                  1.76967400    1.23527300    4.43011800 
 H                  0.09652300    0.00724400    3.94318900 
 C                  2.95418300    1.81350900    3.95122400 
 H                  4.32146000    2.03221200    2.29684500 
 H                  1.45600700    1.39757800    5.45419000 
 Br                 4.02077900    2.86930700    5.11970100 
 C                 -0.45861900   -1.35470000    1.97420700 
 O                 -1.57958200   -0.90361600    2.13005200 
 O                 -0.05854700   -2.57447700    2.33351700 
 C                 -1.06807500   -3.42400300    2.92987800 
 H                 -0.70126000   -4.43974500    2.81643400 
 H                 -1.18300000   -3.16553300    3.98556900 
 H                 -2.01936100   -3.28761800    2.41594600 
 C                  0.77221300    4.50473600   -6.06484900 
 H                  0.66455100    3.44651000   -6.33935800 
 H                  0.65570300    5.09298200   -6.98539900 
 C                  2.16706300    4.75241300   -5.45412900 
 H                  2.94184600    4.47474300   -6.18047000 
 C                 -0.31513900    4.89657800   -5.04360600 
 H                 -1.30909000    4.71481400   -5.47348900 
 C                 -0.15479900    4.03207300   -3.77925400 
 H                 -0.28442300    2.97911800   -4.03689700 
 H                 -0.93223900    4.28103600   -3.04442100 
 C                  2.33866800    3.88949300   -4.18640100 
 H                  3.33305500    4.06574000   -3.75545100 
 H                  2.28191400    2.82710800   -4.43501500 
 C                  1.24644100    4.24916600   -3.15046800 
 C                  1.38721100    5.75437600   -2.79780200 
 H                  0.64059400    6.03289400   -2.04283300 
 H                  2.37358700    5.94193100   -2.35270000 
 C                  2.30802900    6.24351100   -5.08898900 
 H                  2.20755600    6.86565900   -5.98891100 
 H                  3.30659000    6.43706100   -4.67262100 
 C                 -0.17044600    6.38511300   -4.67483700 
 H                 -0.30049300    7.01325700   -5.56680600 
 H                 -0.95279700    6.67341000   -3.95929900 
 C                  1.22313100    6.62346700   -4.06098600 
 H                  1.32974800    7.68003200   -3.78241100 
 C                 -3.22046200    1.98725400   -3.79213600 
 H                 -2.16920500    1.77533900   -4.00683300 
 H                 -3.23710200    2.74088400   -2.99869800 
 C                 -3.91918600    0.69536400   -3.31007600 
 C                 -3.92586800    2.53641100   -5.04868000 
 H                 -3.41018500    3.45009000   -5.37346300 
 C                 -3.87940700    1.48520500   -6.17453600 
 H                 -2.83603000    1.25583200   -6.43113800 
 H                 -4.35768700    1.88099100   -7.08124600 
 C                 -3.89089900   -0.35144100   -4.45874000 
 H                 -4.38074100   -1.27585500   -4.12970100 
 H                 -2.85750300   -0.60961100   -4.69988900 
 C                 -4.60036900    0.20412500   -5.70809900 
 H                 -4.56093300   -0.55178300   -6.50320800 
 C                 -6.06867600    0.52729400   -5.37091600 
 H                 -6.58987200    0.90615900   -6.26087900 
 H                 -6.59110600   -0.38610900   -5.05383900 
 C                 -5.40217700    1.02329500   -2.99349800 
 H                 -5.45071300    1.76259300   -2.18389600 
 H                 -5.91470500    0.12087100   -2.63323200 
 C                 -5.39515300    2.86200000   -4.71179200 
 H                 -5.43935800    3.62618900   -3.92331900 
 H                 -5.90339900    3.27726400   -5.59298700 
 C                 -6.11173600    1.57830400   -4.24432000 
 H                 -7.15495700    1.80809000   -3.99056600 
 C                 -0.53005500   -5.39231500   -4.13140600 
 H                 -0.34529600   -4.36456800   -4.45248900 

 H                 -1.60282500   -5.47174000   -3.91689800 
 C                  0.28507300   -5.69982100   -2.85299400 
 C                 -0.15190000   -6.38822600   -5.24791300 
 H                 -0.73228400   -6.14907400   -6.14841000 
 C                  1.35489400   -6.27290500   -5.55808500 
 H                  1.59185800   -5.25531300   -5.89750000 
 H                  1.62535900   -6.95834400   -6.37311800 
 C                  1.80175400   -5.61268800   -3.17587600 
 H                  2.38671900   -5.82209500   -2.27032500 
 H                  2.05710100   -4.59680000   -3.48843400 
 C                  2.16909000   -6.60758800   -4.29219900 
 H                  3.24257900   -6.51864100   -4.50728300 
 C                  1.84549300   -8.04253200   -3.83279000 
 H                  2.11961400   -8.76313600   -4.61549900 
 H                  2.43463800   -8.29435100   -2.94017600 
 C                 -0.03037400   -7.15170500   -2.40647100 
 H                 -1.09879300   -7.24248000   -2.16750800 
 H                  0.52136600   -7.38731300   -1.48629100 
 C                 -0.47265400   -7.82521500   -4.79039500 
 H                 -1.54801300   -7.92413400   -4.58667800 
 H                 -0.22809300   -8.54117700   -5.58709500 
 C                  0.33903600   -8.15133100   -3.52079100 
 H                  0.10406800   -9.16847800   -3.18085100 
 C                  4.95590300   -3.39066800   -3.24361300 
 H                  3.95974600   -3.13191000   -3.61469100 
 H                  4.81715200   -4.14148100   -2.46127700 
 C                  5.63884900   -2.13268900   -2.65553900 
 C                  5.81412100   -3.97843100   -4.38105700 
 H                  5.30598200   -4.86444600   -4.78525600 
 C                  5.99313900   -2.92936400   -5.49544600 
 H                  5.01395200   -2.64722300   -5.90578300 
 H                  6.58249300   -3.35067700   -6.32140300 
 C                  5.84325700   -1.08861300   -3.78916300 
 H                  6.33299700   -0.19383400   -3.37878800 
 H                  4.87292800   -0.77163700   -4.18062900 
 C                  6.70190800   -1.68594800   -4.92035300 
 H                  6.82581800   -0.93245500   -5.70892800 
 C                  8.08161300   -2.08826600   -4.36390200 
 H                  8.70860000   -2.50159100   -5.16578100 
 H                  8.60210800   -1.20387300   -3.97070100 
 C                  7.03527500   -2.53588600   -2.11601400 
 H                  6.92034800   -3.27082300   -1.30917600 
 H                  7.53332700   -1.65803600   -1.67955200 
 C                  7.19415800   -4.38051300   -3.82346300 
 H                  7.07660100   -5.14345700   -3.04145700 
 H                  7.81076900   -4.82422300   -4.61716300 
 C                  7.89707600   -3.13412800   -3.24678600 
 H                  8.87600200   -3.41650400   -2.83770000 
 
 
3-2' 
-5479.501261 
Rh                 0.84391300   -0.71984800   -3.11549900 
 O                  1.02448400    1.33494700   -3.06633000 
 O                  0.61494800   -2.76580300   -2.94166400 
 O                  0.98794700    1.37300000   -0.80042200 
 O                  0.42316300   -2.66828000   -0.68365400 
 O                  2.88684200   -1.00694500   -2.92809100 
 O                 -1.18942500   -0.40893700   -3.15681300 
 O                 -1.30608000   -0.48041900   -0.89730100 
 O                  2.73801000   -0.84274100   -0.67828200 
 C                 -1.79773400   -0.29820300   -2.06342700 
 C                  3.36725200   -1.06118200   -1.77208200 
 C                  1.08639300    1.91320600   -1.95197200 
 C                  0.39689800   -3.26830300   -1.81012200 
 Rh                 0.71214400   -0.64664500   -0.65561300 
 C                  4.84927600   -1.39966800   -1.53104700 
 C                  3.96042000   -3.06050500    0.13837900 
 C                  5.23839900   -1.28370900    0.91077500 
 O                  3.38889700   -3.79262600   -0.63663300 
 C                  3.79175400   -2.97884700    1.62254200 
 O                  5.87383000   -0.25268600    0.88333800 
 C                  4.58563400   -1.93065800    2.09105900 
 C                  2.96910200   -3.69583300    2.47445100 
 C                  4.59136100   -1.57721600    3.42840700 
 Cl                 1.99990100   -5.03979500    1.88282100 
 C                  2.91548500   -3.30212300    3.82247100 
 C                  3.71644000   -2.25134100    4.29496000 

 Cl                 5.67682600   -0.32235000    4.03230400 
 Cl                 1.83220400   -4.14277600    4.93488400 
 Cl                 3.62189900   -1.76027300    5.98922000 
 C                  1.29084100    3.43303100   -1.86974800 
 N                  2.52257900    3.65389200   -1.09949800 
 C                  3.70463000    2.92736900   -1.26629600 
 C                  2.55269000    4.46972500    0.04095000 
 O                  3.88833700    2.04102800   -2.07320100 
 C                  4.64047800    3.42756000   -0.20701400 
 O                  1.63169700    5.13633100    0.45422200 
 C                  3.93666900    4.32267400    0.60446100 
 C                  5.96195700    3.10803400    0.05057700 
 C                  4.52660700    4.89532700    1.71709800 
 Cl                 6.88420200    2.09238400   -1.05707700 
 C                  6.56613300    3.65850200    1.19565300 
 C                  5.85425400    4.54387600    2.02069400 
 Cl                 3.63197600    6.02212300    2.73584300 
 Cl                 6.63509000    5.23767300    3.44205200 
 C                 -3.29295200    0.05830400   -2.04011400 
 N                 -3.51667500    0.79513900   -0.78542800 
 C                 -2.62337600    1.78055000   -0.32581100 
 C                 -4.16110700    0.14944000    0.28133500 
 O                 -1.87753900    2.43269600   -1.02301500 
 C                 -2.76957300    1.80818900    1.16339200 
 O                 -4.86416500   -0.83162200    0.17887400 
 C                 -3.73478700    0.86501300    1.52266400 
 C                 -2.03304700    2.48051600    2.12311300 
 C                 -4.01246700    0.58740500    2.84743600 
 Cl                -0.74770200    3.60168400    1.67028700 
 C                 -2.30231500    2.20388300    3.47348500 
 C                 -3.28512200    1.27070900    3.83334200 
 Cl                -5.18615700   -0.65866400    3.28561200 
 Cl                -1.37387100    3.03184800    4.73318300 
 Cl                -3.57880500    0.91582800    5.54026200 
 C                  0.03082300   -4.75217400   -1.66128300 
 N                 -1.35037500   -4.79154800   -1.14795200 
 C                 -2.41853400   -4.03418000   -1.65248100 
 C                 -1.63688600   -5.32609000    0.11721700 
 O                 -2.39433600   -3.34265600   -2.64636100 
 C                 -3.54058900   -4.20775800   -0.67308300 
 O                 -0.86628600   -5.96489100    0.79972500 
 C                 -3.05255600   -4.93021300    0.41981700 
 C                 -4.84689500   -3.75338000   -0.70651400 
 C                 -3.84616800   -5.15719900    1.53076400 
 Cl                -5.51559200   -3.01923800   -2.16448500 
 C                 -5.64760400   -3.93382900    0.43337600 
 C                 -5.14354100   -4.61736600    1.54959100 
 Cl                -3.24299900   -6.09435900    2.90463100 
 Cl                -7.29059500   -3.30562100    0.45510000 
 Cl                -6.14796700   -4.81084100    2.98745900 
 H                  0.63177500   -5.10270400   -0.81796700 
 H                 -3.80915600   -0.89311500   -1.87850100 
 H                  0.48964500    3.78563000   -1.21300400 
 H                  5.33652800   -0.43416800   -1.35317200 
 Cl                 8.23184600    3.23745100    1.58720500 
 N                  4.89295700   -2.05946600   -0.20965600 
 C                  0.61241400   -0.55401900    1.33232200 
 C                  1.39177800    0.26553700    2.19663100 
 C                  2.56636300    0.91439100    1.72690400 
 C                  1.03451600    0.43417900    3.56473900 
 C                  3.35361700    1.66012600    2.58531400 
 H                  2.86797500    0.77380200    0.70011500 
 C                  1.78795700    1.22501100    4.41154800 
 H                  0.13335400   -0.03472800    3.94446200 
 C                  2.94872400    1.83257100    3.91419000 
 H                  4.28525100    2.08719200    2.24298600 
 H                  1.49281200    1.37129800    5.44304300 
 Br                 4.00852000    2.90438500    5.06889100 
 C                 -0.45701000   -1.35360300    1.96767700 
 O                 -1.59079100   -0.92667500    2.08949400 
 O                 -0.03893600   -2.55170500    2.37628300 
 C                 -1.04590900   -3.39820500    2.97669900 
 H                 -0.67426300   -4.41306900    2.87699100 
 H                 -1.16523800   -3.12704900    4.02833800 
 H                 -1.99387100   -3.26789500    2.45689400 
 C                  0.74260700    4.48123500   -6.09080800 
 H                  0.63674100    3.42126500   -6.35744800 
 H                  0.62564400    5.06249400   -7.01523500 



 

 

 C                  2.13434400    4.73508300   -5.48204100 
 H                  2.90970500    4.45388700   -6.20576800 
 C                 -0.34374100    4.87784800   -5.07425900 
 H                 -1.33699600    4.69199300   -5.50281900 
 C                 -0.18238000    4.02420300   -3.80599300 
 H                 -0.31099500    2.96911200   -4.05344400 
 H                 -0.95813800    4.28059100   -3.07269800 
 C                  2.30756400    3.88304600   -4.21022500 
 H                  3.30087600    4.06754100   -3.78183600 
 H                  2.25459300    2.81908800   -4.45109900 
 C                  1.21549900    4.24672900   -3.17978500 
 C                  1.35409900    5.75075500   -2.83659300 
 H                  0.60646000    6.03239000   -2.08443500 
 H                  2.34022900    5.94141600   -2.39330800 
 C                  2.27286300    6.22639600   -5.12727900 
 H                  2.17106100    6.84239000   -6.03076800 
 H                  3.27083200    6.42391700   -4.71247200 
 C                 -0.20150800    6.36666700   -4.71548300 
 H                 -0.33141700    6.98873500   -5.61120300 
 H                 -0.98453600    6.65827500   -4.00267800 
 C                  1.18922000    6.61046600   -4.10322400 
 H                  1.29412000    7.66848300   -3.83125800 
 C                 -3.21473400    1.96608600   -3.79479300 
 H                 -2.16690800    1.74464000   -4.01422900 
 H                 -3.22147000    2.72327300   -3.00523900 
 C                 -3.92227800    0.68504100   -3.30513100 
 C                 -3.91926600    2.51379200   -5.04938000 
 H                 -3.39715400    3.42078200   -5.38104400 
 C                 -3.88642100    1.45792300   -6.16804700 
 H                 -2.84653100    1.21799300   -6.42731600 
 H                 -4.36465400    1.85296300   -7.07461900 
 C                 -3.90771000   -0.36624800   -4.44508900 
 H                 -4.40645500   -1.28239900   -4.10735600 
 H                 -2.87744400   -0.63579200   -4.68622600 
 C                 -4.61559200    0.18761300   -5.69286800 
 H                 -4.58606900   -0.57243700   -6.48385200 
 C                 -6.07730700    0.52499500   -5.35171700 
 H                 -6.59866100    0.90381000   -6.24110000 
 H                 -6.60617900   -0.38173400   -5.02775300 
 C                 -5.39715700    1.02775100   -2.98353900 
 H                 -5.43358900    1.77200100   -2.17858900 
 H                 -5.91576300    0.13262900   -2.61548800 
 C                 -5.38179500    2.85360500   -4.70901300 
 H                 -5.41585100    3.62192600   -3.92467100 
 H                 -5.88980000    3.26830600   -5.59010000 
 C                 -6.10636600    1.58076000   -4.23232400 
 H                 -7.14608200    1.82087600   -3.97556800 
 C                 -0.49262000   -5.39729400   -4.12257700 
 H                 -0.31426600   -4.36975800   -4.44683700 
 H                 -1.56478900   -5.48518500   -3.91122700 
 C                  0.32078700   -5.69525300   -2.84421900 
 C                 -0.10605800   -6.39278000   -5.23325000 
 H                 -0.68602700   -6.16028200   -6.13524000 
 C                  1.39804500   -6.26934500   -5.54047600 
 H                  1.62931300   -5.25178000   -5.88250600 
 H                  1.67429700   -6.95561300   -6.35230000 
 C                  1.83433300   -5.59985500   -3.16341300 
 H                  2.41674800   -5.80495300   -2.25582800 
 H                  2.08289000   -4.58307400   -3.47705600 
 C                  2.21011700   -6.59414700   -4.27377000 
 H                  3.28303800   -6.49970500   -4.48663900 
 C                  1.89493700   -8.02717900   -3.81050700 
 H                  2.17473300   -8.74860600   -4.58986400 
 H                  2.48366900   -8.27203400   -2.91619700 
 C                  0.01331700   -7.14404200   -2.39378500 
 H                 -1.05485100   -7.23993300   -2.15815200 
 H                  0.56422500   -7.37182500   -1.47171300 
 C                 -0.41853600   -7.82787200   -4.77219900 
 H                 -1.49331800   -7.93251700   -4.57058500 
 H                 -0.16769800   -8.54485600   -5.56545000 
 C                  0.39097000   -8.14385200   -3.50161800 
 H                  0.16159800   -9.16080900   -3.15865000 
 C                  4.94871700   -3.35026500   -3.24468000 
 H                  3.95372500   -3.09243400   -3.61845600 
 H                  4.80818600   -4.09427200   -2.45675600 
 C                  5.63339700   -2.09126500   -2.66784700 
 C                  5.80427600   -3.94559500   -4.37681100 
 H                  5.29577700   -4.83378500   -4.77430300 

 C                  5.98212300   -2.90614400   -5.49715900 
 H                  5.00289500   -2.62665700   -5.90808900 
 H                  6.57024300   -3.33334700   -6.32041500 
 C                  5.83520600   -1.05699400   -3.80611000 
 H                  6.32546400   -0.16073500   -3.40106100 
 H                  4.86389400   -0.74294600   -4.19683200 
 C                  6.69078100   -1.66086400   -4.93254800 
 H                  6.81394400   -0.91321800   -5.72620200 
 C                  8.06890300   -2.05940000   -4.37597800 
 H                  8.69431800   -2.47837300   -5.17558000 
 H                  8.59004300   -1.17290700   -3.98958900 
 C                  7.02698400   -2.49052500   -2.12761800 
 H                  6.91153400   -3.21903800   -1.31583600 
 H                  7.52525600   -1.60989300   -1.69828100 
 C                  7.18246500   -4.34397500   -3.81894700 
 H                  7.06504400   -5.10055300   -3.03136700 
 H                  7.79750500   -4.79381100   -4.60985200 
 C                  7.88574000   -3.09589800   -3.25314500 
 H                  8.86476900   -3.37571200   -2.84365600 
 
 
3-WB97XD 
-4077.043351 
Rh                 0.78188700   -0.72724900   -3.07623800   
O                  1.01299700    1.32118700   -2.98057400   
O                  0.51584500   -2.77380100   -2.94065800   
O                  1.07925200    1.31671100   -0.71979800   
O                  0.47289400   -2.72513400   -0.67836400   
O                  2.83389000   -1.06118600   -3.03192600   
O                 -1.25317500   -0.39324700   -2.94936400   
O                 -1.21032400   -0.49726500   -0.69247800   
O                  2.82272900   -0.97898800   -0.77693700   
C                 -1.77314100   -0.29829000   -1.81715500   
C                  3.36477800   -1.19003100   -1.91122700   
C                  1.10560000    1.87388100   -1.86114600   
C                  0.33453800   -3.28274300   -1.81276700   
Rh                 0.81120200   -0.71348600   -0.61492100   
C                  4.82490400   -1.66333200   -1.81302500   
C                  4.03107800   -3.28642200   -0.12155200   
C                  5.39364800   -1.55520000    0.58913200   
O                  3.42419200   -4.00268900   -0.87676000   
C                  3.92760900   -3.19871700    1.37054300   
O                  6.07279600   -0.56176300    0.52958700   
C                  4.77570600   -2.18602300    1.79997900   
C                  3.12535100   -3.88979200    2.25688700   
C                  4.86799500   -1.84491700    3.13417600   
Cl                 2.09600000   -5.19155900    1.71654600   
C                  3.15459200   -3.50369000    3.60371900   
C                  4.01735800   -2.49121600    4.03916200   
Cl                 6.02737800   -0.65318500    3.68493400   
Cl                 2.10906700   -4.30781100    4.75919400   
Cl                 4.03669200   -2.02234200    5.72829600   
C                  1.20010600    3.40019300   -1.83676200   
N                  2.20811000    3.80892700   -0.86934300   
C                  3.48602600    3.27005300   -0.81095800   
C                  1.99524100    4.81307100    0.07167500   
O                  3.90075700    2.37359900   -1.50529300   
C                  4.18517100    4.01532400    0.29115700   
O                  0.98883100    5.46467800    0.18480700   
C                  3.27496300    4.90360400    0.85275800   
C                  5.46981400    3.90185400    0.78238700   
C                  3.61171100    5.68310600    1.94042500   
Cl                 6.60562100    2.77809600    0.07197700   
C                  5.83030000    4.68830200    1.88545100   
C                  4.90691500    5.56595400    2.46353900   
Cl                 2.44837800    6.77344800    2.65991900   
Cl                 5.36630400    6.52071900    3.85718100   
C                 -3.25361800    0.08830600   -1.71753100   
N                 -3.45122000    0.71834200   -0.41688600   
C                 -2.60886100    1.75006200    0.00964800   
C                 -3.98979500    0.01071800    0.65716500   
O                 -1.94605700    2.44671200   -0.71855500   
C                 -2.68913800    1.75240000    1.50561700   
O                 -4.62057800   -1.01321900    0.57332100   
C                 -3.56496900    0.74582200    1.88988900   
C                 -1.97025200    2.46909300    2.44011200   
C                 -3.78054300    0.44778300    3.21822900   
Cl                -0.83167200    3.70316600    1.94832800   

C                 -2.15478400    2.15727300    3.79228100   
C                 -3.06166200    1.16541000    4.18003200   
Cl                -4.86859200   -0.84403700    3.68692300   
Cl                -1.21881100    3.00990100    5.01056400   
Cl                -3.27097900    0.78917000    5.88105400   
C                 -0.14418400   -4.73587500   -1.73149400   
N                 -1.44677900   -4.72686100   -1.06645400   
C                 -2.54216600   -3.99375400   -1.52155200   
C                 -1.67365500   -5.31410300    0.17568800   
O                 -2.56609900   -3.31252600   -2.51648500   
C                 -3.62110100   -4.20195600   -0.50238400   
O                 -0.88085500   -5.97999400    0.79358800   
C                 -3.08528100   -4.94899600    0.54131100   
C                 -4.93089300   -3.77108300   -0.48053600   
C                 -3.83613400   -5.24298700    1.66094200   
Cl                -5.63369000   -2.95040700   -1.85765000   
C                 -5.69679500   -4.03691400    0.66187800   
C                 -5.14924800   -4.75706100    1.72869100   
Cl                -3.16651700   -6.19589100    2.97392100   
Cl                -7.34579800   -3.46428600    0.75005700   
Cl                -6.11393600   -5.06630300    3.15751400   
H                  0.52725500   -5.25109400   -1.03896300   
H                 -3.81816100   -0.84913000   -1.68152800   
H                  0.24550500    3.74808700   -1.42559200   
H                  5.44773600   -0.76342200   -1.75944900   
Cl                 7.44108100    4.54844100    2.55629200   
N                  4.96298000   -2.30968400   -0.50653800   
C                  1.44984900    4.01804200   -3.20646400   
H                  0.65233000    3.73144700   -3.89430300   
H                  1.46708200    5.10796800   -3.11659500   
H                  2.39973300    3.67029500   -3.62047900   
C                 -3.74074800    0.93652000   -2.88408200   
H                 -3.58343500    0.39191300   -3.81691400   
H                 -4.80811500    1.14074900   -2.76511900   
H                 -3.19582800    1.88131800   -2.93281900   
C                 -0.18916300   -5.44572400   -3.07593400   
H                  0.81171100   -5.46191800   -3.51364300   
H                 -0.52940400   -6.47584400   -2.93691200   
H                 -0.85652400   -4.92799600   -3.76720600   
C                  5.26271600   -2.53640200   -2.98004600   
H                  5.14575600   -1.97939300   -3.91181500   
H                  6.31372200   -2.81081500   -2.85753200   
H                  4.65739800   -3.44269300   -3.03617100   
C                  0.83224100   -0.65096400    1.38151800   
C                  1.66971100    0.14840300    2.21093100   
C                  2.84388600    0.73928100    1.68287300   
C                  1.36526200    0.35996600    3.58161300   
C                  3.68973000    1.46901300    2.49614300   
H                  3.10074100    0.58284800    0.64292200   
C                  2.17321200    1.14389800    4.37876600   
H                  0.46092200   -0.06396200    4.00601800   
C                  3.33748900    1.68846300    3.82787700   
H                  4.62536600    1.84771800    2.10707700   
H                  1.91841400    1.32755700    5.41550300   
Br                 4.46796500    2.74470700    4.91712100   
C                 -0.23020100   -1.41632300    2.07579700   
O                 -1.29798900   -0.90698000    2.34103700   
O                  0.12034900   -2.65965200    2.35397800   
C                 -0.88550200   -3.46049900    2.99580500   
H                 -0.55986100   -4.49067900    2.87589800   
H                 -0.95096200   -3.19225000    4.05280500   
H                 -1.85278800   -3.29359100    2.51920700   
 
 
3-M062x 
-4075.763280 
Rh                -0.23561600    0.01952200   -3.90290900       
 O                 -0.61875300    2.06289000   -3.57332600       
 O                  0.10818500   -2.03903100   -3.94772200       
 O                 -0.66253700    1.78536300   -1.32886000       
 O                 -0.08573500   -2.25739600   -1.70333200       
 O                  1.85528700    0.26062800   -3.61682100       
 O                 -2.31558000   -0.24178300   -3.95107600       
 O                 -2.43856100   -0.53120500   -1.71271800       
 O                  1.58042700    0.07163900   -1.38483300       
 C                 -2.93269900   -0.33678900   -2.87116200       
 C                  2.27746100    0.15496400   -2.45467300       
 C                 -0.67456900    2.47528500   -2.39864300       



 

 

 C                  0.06728800   -2.69669800   -2.88618200       
 Rh                -0.42624300   -0.24361100   -1.44824000       
 C                  3.79015700    0.08719700   -2.17313300       
 C                  3.21631100   -1.89571500   -0.83325900       
 C                  3.88383400    0.00696200    0.29131400       
 O                  2.96201200   -2.61822000   -1.76039200       
 C                  2.80622500   -2.04116000    0.60233700       
 O                  4.17642500    1.16275800    0.46382900       
 C                  3.28670700   -0.93688000    1.29252800       
 C                  2.04107600   -3.00459100    1.23166900       
 C                  3.07292700   -0.78527600    2.64783000       
 Cl                 1.49875000   -4.42570300    0.37509400       
 C                  1.73523300   -2.81305500    2.58581800       
 C                  2.25855100   -1.72331000    3.29248100       
 Cl                 3.83977700    0.51164000    3.54081000       
 Cl                 0.71278000   -3.97024300    3.41384500       
 Cl                 1.89848400   -1.52808300    4.99671200       
 C                 -0.76465100    3.98544800   -2.15491000       
 N                  0.31696600    4.34900400   -1.24214000       
 C                  1.62915100    3.92715500   -1.41983000       
 C                  0.13747300    5.08570200   -0.07278500       
 O                  2.01640500    3.19149100   -2.29377700       
 C                  2.40456500    4.52166100   -0.27958600       
 O                 -0.89981000    5.55692500    0.31151500       
 C                  1.50110100    5.16491200    0.56003800       
 C                  3.75089900    4.46406300    0.01774700       
 C                  1.90807900    5.72838500    1.75132700       
 Cl                 4.89601600    3.79849100   -1.12057400       
 C                  4.17891100    5.01060700    1.23751700       
 C                  3.26407000    5.63024000    2.09816400       
 Cl                 0.76366500    6.52750100    2.80346700       
 Cl                 3.81663900    6.31733500    3.60959500       
 C                 -4.46476200   -0.18208200   -2.90371400       
 N                 -4.86628700    0.36407100   -1.61184300       
 C                 -4.15593200    1.42496300   -1.04393900       
 C                 -5.49659100   -0.42527000   -0.64844400       
 O                 -3.51289800    2.23578400   -1.66188300       
 C                 -4.35022400    1.30157900    0.43732500       
 O                 -6.11763500   -1.43086000   -0.87133700       
 C                 -5.19696100    0.22520400    0.67101700       
 C                 -3.74919200    1.98005800    1.47717000       
 C                 -5.49571100   -0.18866600    1.95096300       
 Cl                -2.62472100    3.28718800    1.17303200       
 C                 -4.04533900    1.57251600    2.78342400       
 C                 -4.91149000    0.50057400    3.01934200       
 Cl                -6.52213600   -1.57826600    2.22964500       
 Cl                -3.32323300    2.42354500    4.13928000       
 Cl                -5.24595300   -0.00602800    4.66404800       
 C                  0.26706900   -4.21014200   -3.00454300       
 N                 -0.74440700   -4.88671000   -2.20227800       
 C                 -2.07282300   -4.47902500   -2.11539400       
 C                 -0.50324600   -6.10128900   -1.56962500       
 O                 -2.54744500   -3.50897900   -2.64753900       
 C                 -2.74890100   -5.51311800   -1.25552000       
 O                  0.55250700   -6.67941200   -1.54284600       
 C                 -1.81507000   -6.49712800   -0.94997000       
 C                 -4.03743500   -5.56933800   -0.76570200       
 C                 -2.14789800   -7.58215800   -0.16536600       
 Cl                -5.16143900   -4.26512200   -1.06212600       
 C                 -4.39470600   -6.67028600    0.02634500       
 C                 -3.46117100   -7.67094800    0.31807500       
 Cl                -0.96120000   -8.80835300    0.22164900       
 Cl                -6.02077000   -6.78193900    0.66055800       
 Cl                -3.92849100   -9.03956300    1.30245100       
 H                  1.22768300   -4.42917000   -2.52329400       
 H                 -4.89580100   -1.18965400   -2.94387500       
 H                 -1.69438100    4.15658800   -1.60068400       
 H                  4.11112900    1.10694200   -1.92989200       
 Cl                 5.87008400    4.93195400    1.67202300       
 N                  3.92675000   -0.68124800   -0.92625500       
 C                 -0.71564900    4.80159500   -3.43644100       
 H                 -1.54597100    4.51394400   -4.08403800       
 H                 -0.79637500    5.86596100   -3.20156900       
 H                  0.21687700    4.61030600   -3.97275900       
 C                 -4.94006500    0.65874000   -4.07987200       
 H                 -4.62351800    0.19218900   -5.01387600       
 H                 -6.02983200    0.73230800   -4.06209500       
 H                 -4.50724900    1.65994400   -4.02597300       

 C                  0.25305600   -4.70478600   -4.44383700       
 H                  1.04128900   -4.21032700   -5.01345900       
 H                  0.42246500   -5.78464200   -4.46005400       
 H                 -0.70600700   -4.47407000   -4.91466900       
 C                  4.59711100   -0.46960200   -3.33350200       
 H                  4.43665100    0.16160500   -4.20959200       
 H                  5.65956800   -0.46966800   -3.07997600       
 H                  4.28090900   -1.48593900   -3.57265600       
 C                 -0.63635500   -0.37322000    0.51059900       
 C                 -0.10033200    0.50375600    1.48398600       
 C                  0.90797900    1.44421800    1.12954300       
 C                 -0.53503600    0.45465800    2.84030400       
 C                  1.47460400    2.25600400    2.09087700       
 H                  1.26252400    1.48604500    0.10595100       
 C                 -0.01185300    1.31038400    3.78738300       
 H                 -1.31411700   -0.24405900    3.13240600       
 C                  0.99147100    2.20729800    3.40142400       
 H                  2.30961800    2.90246100    1.84822500       
 H                 -0.36222700    1.29008700    4.81260100       
 Br                 1.73810200    3.37622100    4.67794700       
 C                 -1.60539000   -1.40013200    0.99047700       
 O                 -2.73878100   -1.10823700    1.29603300       
 O                 -1.09021700   -2.62029100    1.03168600       
 C                 -2.01417600   -3.64152700    1.43486300       
 H                 -1.48504800   -4.58358200    1.29349700       
 H                 -2.28236400   -3.50877700    2.48565200       
 H                 -2.91503200   -3.58600000    0.81989800       
 
 
4A 
-4315.039871 
Rh                -0.17063300   -0.01962500   -4.19783300 
 O                  0.13965300    2.01860700   -4.21614400 
 O                 -0.47054600   -2.04627700   -4.02121900 
 O                  0.23963000    2.11358200   -1.94918400 
 O                 -0.59134200   -1.93675800   -1.75445500 
 O                  1.86630500   -0.33640900   -4.09895700 
 O                 -2.20926300    0.31977300   -4.14595900 
 O                 -2.19849300    0.48827600   -1.88217500 
 O                  1.83728600   -0.36401100   -1.82902800 
 C                 -2.75007500    0.53443300   -3.03104100 
 C                  2.40205300   -0.46611300   -2.96930900 
 C                  0.29756700    2.61668700   -3.11918000 
 C                 -0.62343000   -2.54423400   -2.87408900 
 Rh                -0.18874100    0.09582500   -1.73126300 
 C                  3.91691000   -0.73265700   -2.93086000 
 C                  3.61100600   -2.89596600   -1.66845600 
 C                  5.06564500   -1.31571100   -0.76644300 
 O                  2.79983100   -3.38088100   -2.42829200 
 C                  4.17080700   -3.45514900   -0.39116700 
 O                  5.65540000   -0.26427300   -0.63987200 
 C                  5.05446900   -2.51135300    0.14334900 
 C                  3.93958800   -4.66288600    0.24638500 
 C                  5.73516300   -2.75593100    1.32397700 
 Cl                 2.79381400   -5.83334100   -0.41084200 
 C                  4.62741200   -4.92563100    1.44509800 
 C                  5.51900600   -3.98192400    1.97769200 
 Cl                 6.85104000   -1.56018100    1.99491100 
 Cl                 4.36036500   -6.45574200    2.28648900 
 Cl                 6.37473700   -4.33094400    3.48385800 
 C                  0.52072300    4.13624700   -3.19356600 
 N                  1.50420000    4.55870600   -2.19330300 
 C                  2.72518100    3.92339400   -1.96813700 
 C                  1.34442400    5.72036800   -1.42548600 
 O                  3.11836400    2.92631500   -2.53784300 
 C                  3.41420700    4.73870300   -0.90857700 
 O                  0.39084100    6.46397000   -1.47103000 
 C                  2.59055700    5.82348400   -0.59106900 
 C                  4.64107500    4.56679600   -0.29012200 
 C                  2.97629800    6.76570000    0.34765100 
 Cl                 5.66112500    3.17295300   -0.66983900 
 C                  5.04852700    5.51726200    0.66258600 
 C                  4.22376300    6.60811200    0.97804300 
 Cl                 1.93139400    8.13297200    0.74525800 
 Cl                 4.75226900    7.79271800    2.17758200 
 C                 -4.25288400    0.86355800   -3.00582600 
 N                 -4.51001800    1.82078800   -1.92856000 
 C                 -3.82444800    3.03309200   -1.79508300 

 C                 -5.27041300    1.50726900   -0.79811700 
 O                 -3.03868700    3.48166400   -2.60307800 
 C                 -4.27094600    3.60661500   -0.48152400 
 O                 -5.87800300    0.47143800   -0.62864500 
 C                 -5.15081100    2.69570300    0.11028100 
 C                 -3.93550000    4.79288400    0.14881700 
 C                 -5.72597100    2.95393400    1.34181800 
 Cl                -2.78758000    5.91751300   -0.58185700 
 C                 -4.51510200    5.06881500    1.39988800 
 C                 -5.40535700    4.15898900    1.98981600 
 Cl                -6.83536500    1.79518000    2.08913400 
 Cl                -4.11459700    6.57504600    2.23482000 
 Cl                -6.12711600    4.52492700    3.56248600 
 C                 -0.80566300   -4.07002200   -2.79891700 
 N                 -1.88630600   -4.40477500   -1.86787600 
 C                 -3.15412100   -3.82028800   -1.89785400 
 C                 -1.76956000   -5.40559500   -0.89670200 
 O                 -3.50171900   -2.93234400   -2.64683500 
 C                 -3.94935500   -4.52969700   -0.83628000 
 O                 -0.77093900   -6.05155700   -0.66875700 
 C                 -3.12146100   -5.48830700   -0.24261200 
 C                 -5.26723800   -4.37556000   -0.43833700 
 C                 -3.59317200   -6.32104000    0.75841200 
 Cl                -6.30522600   -3.15535200   -1.18139000 
 C                 -5.75878100   -5.21168500    0.58063500 
 C                 -4.92943200   -6.17669000    1.17281000 
 Cl                -2.54944800   -7.54346100    1.49251900 
 Cl                -7.43489900   -5.04481600    1.11444400 
 Cl                -5.56598300   -7.22072500    2.44877100 
 H                  0.10588500   -4.45993900   -2.33266300 
 H                 -4.76177500   -0.05605200   -2.69400700 
 H                 -0.42475700    4.59248800   -2.87799200 
 H                  4.38333700    0.21758200   -2.64529500 
 Cl                 6.61087300    5.33190900    1.46704500 
 N                  4.22364500   -1.64954800   -1.83167400 
 C                  0.89341300    4.62838100   -4.59452800 
 H                  0.11461600    4.34643000   -5.30592900 
 H                  0.98646500    5.71884800   -4.58661100 
 H                  1.83711800    4.18639000   -4.92579800 
 C                 -4.79935000    1.33498300   -4.35432900 
 H                 -4.61276000    0.57057700   -5.11180100 
 H                 -5.87819400    1.50216400   -4.27758500 
 H                 -4.31242600    2.26049500   -4.67006300 
 C                 -1.01559200   -4.72739100   -4.16487400 
 H                 -0.16851800   -4.50430400   -4.81703000 
 H                 -1.08967600   -5.81260900   -4.04197700 
 H                 -1.92434100   -4.35318000   -4.64320800 
 C                  4.48857400   -1.21624000   -4.26502200 
 H                  4.27281100   -0.48180000   -5.04383600 
 H                  5.57335600   -1.33482600   -4.18067200 
 H                  4.04220700   -2.16947200   -4.55787400 
 C                 -0.31319100    0.30551500    0.28409400 
 C                  0.67662800    0.74747600    1.21710100 
 C                  2.00747800    1.02289800    0.79619900 
 C                  0.37671000    0.90529200    2.60300300 
 C                  2.98747600    1.39999100    1.70326000 
 H                  2.25854800    0.92107100   -0.25051900 
 C                  1.34536500    1.29247200    3.51229600 
 H                 -0.63306800    0.73147400    2.95798300 
 C                  2.65029700    1.53262100    3.05543800 
 H                  4.00218500    1.58244300    1.36749000 
 H                  1.10359800    1.41098700    4.56237900 
 Br                 3.98825000    2.06095400    4.30633600 
 C                 -1.69750100    0.15454300    0.81252900 
 O                 -2.39866100    1.13043900    1.01573200 
 O                 -2.07378800   -1.11348900    1.00065200 
 C                 -3.43669700   -1.29975400    1.44943300 
 H                 -3.52287200   -2.36576200    1.65563400 
 H                 -3.62384500   -0.71783500    2.35491500 
 H                 -4.13679000   -0.99539200    0.66908200 
 C                 -0.01090100   -3.21528900    3.55814700 
 H                 -0.56587700   -2.60988200    2.82618000 
 C                  1.47262300   -3.14397100    3.16267700 
 H                  1.61227800   -3.49995100    2.13506500 
 H                  1.85154800   -2.11563800    3.21727700 
 H                  2.09707400   -3.76676300    3.81456600 
 C                 -0.53853400   -4.65451300    3.44999100 
 H                  0.00674000   -5.33680800    4.11307600 



 

 

 H                 -1.60099000   -4.71179900    3.71888200 
 H                 -0.42847000   -5.03767800    2.42898200 
 C                 -0.28754100   -2.58135600    4.94093700 
 H                  0.03390200   -1.52863000    4.91039700 
 H                 -1.37578900   -2.56029800    5.10420100 
 C                  0.37336700   -3.25553000    6.15306600 
 H                  0.04377000   -4.30012700    6.22415600 
 H                  1.46220400   -3.28607700    6.01626000 
 C                  0.05260200   -2.53715400    7.46915400 
 H                  0.52976300   -3.03224900    8.32261300 
 H                  0.40309000   -1.49739200    7.44944700 
 H                 -1.02816900   -2.51702000    7.65733700 
 
TSA4-5 
-4315.039871 
Rh                 0.64898000   -0.61299500   -2.81022300 
 O                  0.97539400    1.40818400   -2.73095200 
 O                  0.31678900   -2.64492000   -2.75069000 
 O                  0.97780100    1.42047300   -0.45935400 
 O                  0.10440100   -2.64617900   -0.48809900 
 O                  2.66961800   -0.95530200   -2.62595600 
 O                 -1.38108800   -0.23783900   -2.85106100 
 O                 -1.45875300   -0.17577700   -0.58279800 
 O                  2.58842200   -1.06965300   -0.35897800 
 C                 -1.95620700   -0.04543100   -1.74602900 
 C                  3.17983000   -1.12083400   -1.48741100 
 C                  1.08748500    1.96467500   -1.60305900 
 C                  0.10553800   -3.19456600   -1.63727700 
 Rh                 0.53935300   -0.60991700   -0.35149900 
 C                  4.70086700   -1.35107900   -1.45603500 
 C                  4.41465500   -3.62470900   -0.37849900 
 C                  6.10619000   -2.24036700    0.43061200 
 O                  3.48568800   -3.99907400   -1.06268400 
 C                  5.13378800   -4.35957100    0.72033000 
 O                  6.80991400   -1.26114700    0.53762300 
 C                  6.16050000   -3.53550000    1.19333200 
 C                  4.91984300   -5.61814400    1.25795400 
 C                  7.00648500   -3.95417500    2.20668100 
 Cl                 3.59219600   -6.63640800    0.69001100 
 C                  5.77422400   -6.05866100    2.28519900 
 C                  6.81026000   -5.23542900    2.75325500 
 Cl                 8.30000800   -2.90843900    2.80098600 
 Cl                 5.53610500   -7.66068900    2.99166500 
 Cl                 7.87401300   -5.80640200    4.04308000 
 C                  1.31704000    3.48536200   -1.62188300 
 N                  2.41394000    3.85455400   -0.71893400 
 C                  3.62568200    3.17265800   -0.61391100 
 C                  2.40535500    5.05933100   -0.00183100 
 O                  3.90852600    2.13800700   -1.18226600 
 C                  4.47587700    3.99885500    0.31220600 
 O                  1.48782600    5.84815400    0.02896300 
 C                  3.75048000    5.14145900    0.66378900 
 C                  5.75885900    3.79158300    0.78993500 
 C                  4.29566100    6.11161000    1.48753300 
 Cl                 6.65246200    2.31672700    0.39020600 
 C                  6.32770300    4.76982200    1.62441700 
 C                  5.60383200    5.92193500    1.96677400 
 Cl                 3.37534300    7.55465200    1.92394100 
 Cl                 6.33640100    7.14291700    3.01359800 
 C                 -3.43979700    0.36704900   -1.77452900 
 N                 -3.69008200    1.31340200   -0.68574400 
 C                 -2.95190100    2.48504100   -0.49480700 
 C                 -4.53402800    1.02879200    0.39094000 
 O                 -2.10779400    2.90907700   -1.25587200 
 C                 -3.43440100    3.05997600    0.80538200 
 O                 -5.21902600    0.03375100    0.49884600 
 C                 -4.39468100    2.19070300    1.33060300 
 C                 -3.06671000    4.21344400    1.47717500 
 C                 -5.01668600    2.45750800    2.53689600 
 Cl                -1.82480400    5.28958100    0.82974400 
 C                 -3.69341500    4.49767400    2.70343000 
 C                 -4.66201800    3.62865100    3.22750500 
 Cl                -6.22608500    1.34882100    3.20263200 
 Cl                -3.25317300    5.96258700    3.59139400 
 Cl                -5.44104600    4.00376000    4.77131600 
 C                 -0.12568700   -4.71761600   -1.65473800 
 N                 -1.23873600   -5.06267500   -0.76578300 
 C                 -2.51469400   -4.49927600   -0.86331700 

 C                 -1.12465800   -5.97125100    0.28875400 
 O                 -2.85068500   -3.65492500   -1.66440000 
 C                 -3.32816800   -5.15703600    0.21743200 
 O                 -0.11395100   -6.56078800    0.60623800 
 C                 -2.49233500   -6.03731100    0.91235400 
 C                 -4.66135300   -5.00986700    0.56278500 
 C                 -2.96839700   -6.78612800    1.97550000 
 Cl                -5.71052100   -3.89479200   -0.31599800 
 C                 -5.15998600   -5.76936400    1.63714500 
 C                 -4.31993000   -6.64821100    2.33890700 
 Cl                -1.90558500   -7.89114000    2.85741500 
 Cl                -6.85615100   -5.61245800    2.10404800 
 Cl                -4.96246400   -7.58974500    3.68954000 
 H                  0.75840800   -5.16481800   -1.18733000 
 H                 -4.01598700   -0.52603400   -1.50666100 
 H                  0.41744700    3.92982700   -1.18381400 
 H                  5.13616000   -0.42386600   -1.06662800 
 Cl                 7.96625000    4.54194100    2.24657500 
 N                  5.04050700   -2.37988600   -0.46734600 
 C                  1.54263800    4.05197800   -3.02581500 
 H                  0.68634000    3.81821600   -3.66198000 
 H                  1.65066000    5.13963300   -2.96751600 
 H                  2.43708900    3.62099900   -3.48393400 
 C                 -3.90357300    0.89982500   -3.13122900 
 H                 -3.73118800    0.14327800   -3.89989800 
 H                 -4.97322500    1.12864400   -3.09242900 
 H                 -3.35140900    1.80169000   -3.40538300 
 C                 -0.32062400   -5.29551700   -3.05784900 
 H                  0.55194900   -5.06699200   -3.67345700 
 H                 -0.43472600   -6.38264500   -2.99638700 
 H                 -1.20140200   -4.86470000   -3.53970400 
 C                  5.30256200   -1.66880800   -2.82675200 
 H                  5.07750400   -0.85946800   -3.52402400 
 H                  6.38922100   -1.76681800   -2.73787700 
 H                  4.88678800   -2.59530500   -3.23183900 
 C                  0.31859500   -0.46531500    1.89745700 
 C                  1.07974700    0.60427400    2.58687700 
 C                  2.42913100    0.83738400    2.23885300 
 C                  0.54063700    1.37391300    3.64284700 
 C                  3.21357700    1.75455700    2.93359500 
 H                  2.86223200    0.29382900    1.40739800 
 C                  1.30734500    2.31369300    4.32730400 
 H                 -0.49795000    1.24830000    3.92097400 
 C                  2.64673300    2.48718200    3.97816800 
 H                  4.25444400    1.89570200    2.66475300 
 H                  0.87010800    2.89587000    5.13110000 
 Br                 3.72187600    3.74895900    4.94858600 
 C                 -1.14439400   -0.52115400    2.17499200 
 O                 -1.86499100    0.46066400    2.25060900 
 O                 -1.63126900   -1.78273000    2.27406800 
 C                 -3.06003000   -1.88633500    2.42597100 
 H                 -3.24788200   -2.93025200    2.68046100 
 H                 -3.41440800   -1.22865800    3.22278900 
 H                 -3.56367700   -1.62217100    1.49490000 
 C                  1.31154000   -2.57556700    3.15202700 
 H                  0.80322300   -1.52895000    2.12788300 
 C                  2.77627900   -2.28011200    3.00457400 
 H                  3.06520500   -2.21519700    1.95242600 
 H                  3.07457400   -1.36484200    3.52086100 
 H                  3.33255600   -3.11581100    3.45639200 
 C                  0.80776500   -3.78469900    2.41850700 
 H                  1.13700600   -4.67740100    2.97460400 
 H                 -0.28134800   -3.79507000    2.37319100 
 H                  1.21188700   -3.85079000    1.40777500 
 C                  0.68133500   -2.24909000    4.47747500 
 H                  0.89431600   -1.20550500    4.74246300 
 H                 -0.40404000   -2.36834900    4.40741300 
 C                  1.21410800   -3.15626500    5.62132400 
 H                  1.04589800   -4.20959400    5.36430300 
 H                  2.29792800   -3.02319500    5.72391400 
 C                  0.52931900   -2.83542200    6.95354000 
 H                  0.91248500   -3.48064400    7.75154200 
 H                  0.70488500   -1.79475800    7.24978500 
 H                 -0.55433200   -2.98794300    6.88994200 
 
5A 
-4315.130481 
Rh                -0.19589100   -0.13106100   -4.00893400 

 O                  0.02834700    1.91126200   -4.02326600 
 O                 -0.45236700   -2.16442800   -3.87621600 
 O                 -0.11190000    2.01355800   -1.76148700 
 O                 -0.81514200   -2.05460800   -1.64053600 
 O                  1.81716400   -0.34057200   -3.69599400 
 O                 -2.22795900    0.10789300   -4.21336100 
 O                 -2.48103000    0.33109500   -1.97040500 
 O                  1.56768000   -0.35640200   -1.44059900 
 C                 -2.90470500    0.32742800   -3.16745600 
 C                  2.25132100   -0.41992600   -2.51170600 
 C                  0.05228500    2.51990900   -2.91441500 
 C                 -0.73443300   -2.66665300   -2.75162500 
 Rh                -0.48065000   -0.00932400   -1.62284800 
 C                  3.77664700   -0.53875700   -2.35556300 
 C                  3.57226500   -2.90043600   -1.45990900 
 C                  5.11743300   -1.47885800   -0.44720700 
 O                  2.70012200   -3.26794800   -2.21784800 
 C                  4.29861000   -3.67996600   -0.39974200 
 O                  5.73835300   -0.46310900   -0.21924200 
 C                  5.23098800   -2.82849400    0.20286500 
 C                  4.16959400   -4.99950200    0.00096800 
 C                  6.05963500   -3.27592900    1.21821700 
 Cl                 2.97485200   -6.06454900   -0.74489000 
 C                  5.00770200   -5.46925200    1.02853400 
 C                  5.94476700   -4.61561000    1.63116400 
 Cl                 7.23385300   -2.19561300    1.97566800 
 Cl                 4.87667200   -7.14787600    1.56217000 
 Cl                 6.98866200   -5.22412200    2.91957300 
 C                  0.24845900    4.04267100   -2.96492000 
 N                  1.20377900    4.45159000   -1.93274500 
 C                  2.45294200    3.85831500   -1.74291700 
 C                  0.97302700    5.52671100   -1.06535600 
 O                  2.88399100    2.91463200   -2.37297500 
 C                  3.10686900    4.63974900   -0.63822500 
 O                 -0.03007100    6.20425600   -1.04083300 
 C                  2.21902600    5.64216800   -0.23264600 
 C                  4.35886900    4.51586200   -0.05953800 
 C                  2.56042600    6.54009800    0.76446900 
 Cl                 5.47110200    3.23641100   -0.56031500 
 C                  4.72723600    5.43286300    0.94128400 
 C                  3.83270800    6.43269000    1.35377800 
 Cl                 1.43056900    7.79749600    1.28025900 
 Cl                 4.30770500    7.57002000    2.61946000 
 C                 -4.41048600    0.57580200   -3.35500900 
 N                 -4.85562800    1.59286600   -2.40096500 
 C                 -4.21907700    2.82312400   -2.22110200 
 C                 -5.93028400    1.40105400   -1.52583000 
 O                 -3.27120300    3.22284400   -2.86363400 
 C                 -4.96328400    3.50177200   -1.10517200 
 O                 -6.63174000    0.41530000   -1.47997400 
 C                 -6.00131800    2.65578600   -0.70016400 
 C                 -4.76364300    4.73276500   -0.50170600 
 C                 -6.87275300    3.02489100    0.31061900 
 Cl                -3.42392100    5.77623800   -0.98265800 
 C                 -5.64348500    5.12090900    0.52521200 
 C                 -6.69009300    4.27615400    0.92575400 
 Cl                -8.18253100    1.95221700    0.81924000 
 Cl                -5.42366800    6.68535700    1.31693100 
 Cl                -7.78487600    4.78227100    2.21804200 
 C                 -0.96160800   -4.18704900   -2.71051100 
 N                 -2.04812300   -4.49089200   -1.77840400 
 C                 -3.29898800   -3.86928600   -1.81360100 
 C                 -1.91728700   -5.39543700   -0.71868900 
 O                 -3.64806200   -3.04434700   -2.63104400 
 C                 -4.06667100   -4.44588700   -0.65727600 
 O                 -0.92331700   -6.03830800   -0.46359800 
 C                 -3.24278100   -5.37215100   -0.00904000 
 C                 -5.35320900   -4.19329200   -0.21009100 
 C                 -3.68855700   -6.07424700    1.09783000 
 Cl                -6.37152600   -2.99055600   -1.00394200 
 C                 -5.82040900   -4.90477400    0.90993300 
 C                 -4.99645800   -5.83851800    1.55695700 
 Cl                -2.63906000   -7.23623400    1.91970100 
 Cl                -7.45857000   -4.61518500    1.50570300 
 Cl                -5.60152900   -6.72218600    2.96317100 
 H                 -0.06365600   -4.61763300   -2.25239200 
 H                 -4.91247200   -0.34727000   -3.04285000 
 H                 -0.70892500    4.47933400   -2.66015200 



 

 

 H                  4.10124300    0.38725000   -1.86902900 
 Cl                 6.33052200    5.33025600    1.67283800 
 N                  4.11092900   -1.61069300   -1.41161500 
 C                  0.64557200    4.56755800   -4.34640100 
 H                 -0.11209700    4.28599300   -5.08098000 
 H                  0.71897800    5.65925800   -4.31705700 
 H                  1.60383100    4.14840300   -4.66390400 
 C                 -4.80177100    0.92394700   -4.79288100 
 H                 -4.49083200    0.12126800   -5.46497000 
 H                 -5.88787700    1.04067500   -4.86072700 
 H                 -4.31814800    1.84962800   -5.11497300 
 C                 -1.19332400   -4.81201800   -4.08794600 
 H                 -0.34097500   -4.60106500   -4.73720300 
 H                 -1.30015000   -5.89649700   -3.98584200 
 H                 -2.09247200   -4.40286300   -4.55539800 
 C                  4.51735600   -0.71121700   -3.68353300 
 H                  4.29728900    0.13269800   -4.34079600 
 H                  5.59601200   -0.74170500   -3.49971300 
 H                  4.20831800   -1.63004300   -4.18855500 
 C                  0.58714600   -0.86099200    1.99359400 
 C                  1.65207900    0.00647500    2.66760000 
 C                  2.88951800    0.15690000    2.02522700 
 C                  1.46456500    0.66421500    3.89368600 
 C                  3.92926500    0.89612400    2.59144100 
 H                  3.03595800   -0.29641700    1.05018400 
 C                  2.48966200    1.41166900    4.47416100 
 H                  0.51093500    0.60413800    4.40435500 
 C                  3.71952200    1.51245800    3.82381900 
 H                  4.87764500    0.98535100    2.07325500 
 H                  2.33136900    1.90934600    5.42482300 
 Br                 5.13509100    2.52930400    4.63679500 
 C                 -0.67157500   -0.05823300    1.71467500 
 O                 -1.05562900    0.26308500    0.59526200 
 O                 -1.36227200    0.30552800    2.79999300 
 C                 -2.54741200    1.09917500    2.57550700 
 H                 -2.95601700    1.28861800    3.56769000 
 H                 -2.28462100    2.03490900    2.07710600 
 H                 -3.26029600    0.54646100    1.95962600 
 C                  0.31313100   -2.28608700    2.64608600 
 H                  0.96092900   -1.08062600    0.99022800 
 C                  1.58929400   -3.12156000    2.41717600 
 H                  1.80706400   -3.20966200    1.34640700 
 H                  2.45855000   -2.67236400    2.91020900 
 H                  1.46610900   -4.13680700    2.80616500 
 C                 -0.85138600   -2.93910000    1.87050600 
 H                 -0.92998200   -4.00284700    2.11614200 
 H                 -1.81260300   -2.47001900    2.11728900 
 H                 -0.70255200   -2.85608000    0.78853600 
 C                 -0.00814500   -2.20461100    4.16108900 
 H                  0.85933900   -1.77920500    4.68100400 
 H                 -0.83578300   -1.50136800    4.31271300 
 C                 -0.37724500   -3.52678600    4.85683700 
 H                 -1.27022200   -3.96451000    4.39345900 
 H                  0.42608900   -4.26361900    4.73259800 
 C                 -0.64047400   -3.32641100    6.35445800 
 H                 -0.90958200   -4.27118800    6.84007600 
 H                  0.24586600   -2.92958400    6.86456900 
 H                 -1.46266300   -2.61956100    6.52235800 
 
R-P 
-747.864638 
C                  0.56746000   -0.84040100    2.00235900 
 C                  1.65265900    0.00399100    2.66914000 
 C                  2.92114300    0.06083500    2.07177700 
 C                  1.45306500    0.74009100    3.84801600 
 C                  3.96358000    0.80353100    2.62706800 
 H                  3.10221500   -0.48442300    1.14908800 
 C                  2.48269900    1.49118700    4.41689300 
 H                  0.47986700    0.74248700    4.32396400 
 C                  3.73414600    1.51459500    3.80319800 
 H                  4.93546800    0.83177800    2.14656000 
 H                  2.30883300    2.05447300    5.32741800 
 Br                 5.15743300    2.54902900    4.58300400 
 C                 -0.71186100   -0.04189100    1.74265000 
 O                 -1.10928800    0.24458400    0.63426100 
 O                 -1.37262600    0.32188000    2.86867900 
 C                 -2.56668200    1.09643600    2.65663900 
 H                 -2.96510300    1.29616900    3.65173800 

 H                 -2.32934900    2.03037900    2.14100000 
 H                 -3.28702300    0.53338200    2.05794300 
 C                  0.31569800   -2.27730700    2.63161800 
 H                  0.91726700   -1.04199400    0.98541500 
 C                  1.60434000   -3.09942100    2.41830200 
 H                  1.87345400   -3.14251600    1.35557800 
 H                  2.45221800   -2.67295800    2.96491600 
 H                  1.46926300   -4.13044000    2.76039000 
 C                 -0.82945900   -2.93952500    1.83528300 
 H                 -0.92363900   -3.99883200    2.09460700 
 H                 -1.79580900   -2.46270300    2.03781100 
 H                 -0.64706600   -2.87881300    0.75596700 
 C                 -0.02831900   -2.20530600    4.14238300 
 H                  0.81647600   -1.74322600    4.66960200 
 H                 -0.88176000   -1.53123500    4.27789600 
 C                 -0.35462700   -3.53699500    4.84060300 
 H                 -1.22044000   -4.01383200    4.36366300 
 H                  0.48108600   -4.24060200    4.73707400 
 C                 -0.65524700   -3.33878000    6.33149900 
 H                 -0.89327400   -4.29073600    6.81979100 
 H                  0.20337900   -2.90068100    6.85511800 
 H                 -1.50951000   -2.66609200    6.47779300 
 
4B 
-4315.068672 
Rh                 0.40098000   -0.03161000   -4.25549000 
 O                 -0.01352500    1.99652500   -4.33174700 
 O                  0.83481100   -2.03557100   -4.02444800 
 O                 -0.06560500    2.13990400   -2.06579100 
 O                  0.56621900   -1.92300500   -1.77205600 
 O                  2.40636400    0.41466700   -4.09483200 
 O                 -1.60791900   -0.48720500   -4.25878300 
 O                  2.31736700    0.45247900   -1.82659700 
 C                 -2.23107700   -0.47923300   -3.16453700 
 C                  2.91527600    0.53518800   -2.94922300 
 C                 -0.11375500    2.62273100   -3.24545000 
 C                  0.80271100   -2.53139900   -2.86939900 
 Rh                 0.26594000    0.13268300   -1.79745800 
 C                  4.41088900    0.88911700   -2.89891600 
 C                  4.91089900   -1.16238700   -1.50399600 
 C                  6.00134300    0.82221200   -0.95474500 
 O                  4.18976000   -1.93180000   -2.10562800 
 C                  5.81438600   -1.43444400   -0.33224500 
 O                  6.34019900    1.98121200   -1.03214100 
 C                  6.47240300   -0.24409900   -0.00610600 
 C                  6.05482800   -2.60065600    0.37456300 
 C                  7.38663300   -0.19104400    1.03262500 
 Cl                 5.20376200   -4.09778400   -0.02747800 
 C                  6.98227900   -2.56358400    1.43090900 
 C                  7.64295300   -1.36911600    1.75703000 
 Cl                 8.21142500    1.31639100    1.44070000 
 Cl                 7.31461900   -4.03398300    2.35267200 
 Cl                 8.80459800   -1.34119600    3.08774600 
 C                 -0.35613300    4.14107400   -3.30387900 
 N                  0.32405000    4.77319100   -2.17259300 
 C                  1.68304200    4.59185000   -1.89279700 
 C                 -0.36098100    5.39398300   -1.12415000 
 O                  2.46784800    4.00181700   -2.60501400 
 C                  1.91507200    5.26262300   -0.57010500 
 O                 -1.55966600    5.57394200   -1.08116900 
 C                  0.68864300    5.75480100   -0.11420600 
 C                  3.07156800    5.41725600    0.17525200 
 C                  0.59021200    6.42185600    1.09399500 
 Cl                 4.60891700    4.75565300   -0.38555200 
 C                  2.98592500    6.09568600    1.40390900 
 C                  1.75648600    6.59600800    1.85836700 
 Cl                -0.96617300    7.03876500    1.66832900 
 Cl                 1.66970900    7.44815400    3.40589100 
 C                 -3.71635400   -0.87856600   -3.20583900 
 N                 -4.50041600    0.02446600   -2.36087300 
 C                 -4.45069400    1.41684600   -2.45383200 
 C                 -5.39649200   -0.42635500   -1.38668000 
 O                 -3.73818300    2.04512400   -3.20702100 
 C                 -5.44628900    1.92273900   -1.44634300 
 O                 -5.61028900   -1.58624200   -1.11094300 
 C                 -6.01128200    0.81636500   -0.80317200 
 C                 -5.83304900    3.21358200   -1.12543400 
 C                 -6.97518200    0.97445300    0.17829700 

 Cl                -5.11483800    4.60701100   -1.93806500 
 C                 -6.81187000    3.38899600   -0.13035800 
 C                 -7.37726500    2.27906900    0.51640400 
 Cl                -7.68770100   -0.42635800    0.98768500 
 Cl                -7.33182800    5.02042400    0.30548400 
 Cl                -8.60500600    2.51931100    1.76476400 
 C                  1.13261600   -4.02747000   -2.72830900 
 N                  0.27279700   -4.62114700   -1.70301500 
 C                 -1.12336800   -4.54504000   -1.72613600 
 C                  0.76448400   -5.19426600   -0.52610000 
 O                 -1.77983300   -4.02466000   -2.60293200 
 C                 -1.58405300   -5.21955900   -0.46507600 
 O                  1.93586100   -5.30392800   -0.23390500 
 C                 -0.44991500   -5.61334800    0.25327600 
 C                 -2.85928800   -5.47145200    0.01313300 
 C                 -0.56356800   -6.27049700    1.46662600 
 Cl                -4.28599000   -4.96226500   -0.89111000 
 C                 -2.98919500   -6.13907600    1.24471700 
 C                 -1.85166300   -6.53588300    1.96452000 
 Cl                 0.87299200   -6.76868300    2.36832000 
 Cl                -4.59915800   -6.47930500    1.88713800 
 Cl                -2.03493900   -7.37481100    3.50896500 
 H                  2.14461600   -4.07233000   -2.30871800 
 H                 -3.77985600   -1.85614200   -2.71475000 
 H                 -1.42495100    4.28683800   -3.10732300 
 H                  4.45611200    1.95287700   -2.63729300 
 Cl                 4.44187800    6.31618700    2.38214900 
 N                  5.06654700    0.19351500   -1.78900200 
 C                  0.02080400    4.77266900   -4.64493700 
 H                 -0.53879700    4.28762500   -5.44773200 
 H                 -0.22754200    5.83846100   -4.63353200 
 H                  1.08791900    4.65378100   -4.84639400 
 C                 -4.28550300   -0.96899200   -4.62331100 
 H                 -3.70998900   -1.69133400   -5.20610800 
 H                 -5.32759400   -1.30128400   -4.57994300 
 H                 -4.23361800   -0.00130200   -5.12854100 
 C                  1.07863300   -4.79828300   -4.04837500 
 H                  1.76750700   -4.34590700   -4.76497100 
 H                  1.37537700   -5.83841300   -3.88082800 
 H                  0.07327500   -4.77357200   -4.47524500 
 C                  5.13795600    0.64789000   -4.22439800 
 H                  4.65809100    1.22086400   -5.02027200 
 H                  6.17959200    0.97165100   -4.13481400 
 H                  5.10969200   -0.41039300   -4.49828500 
 C                  0.19332100    0.38003800    0.21354700 
 C                  0.80995500   -0.39338100    1.24553200 
 C                  1.66542700   -1.48739600    0.93567100 
 C                  0.56734800   -0.11293500    2.62290900 
 C                  2.22455800   -2.26967500    1.93605800 
 H                  1.87670700   -1.71398000   -0.10010700 
 C                  1.12122300   -0.88792500    3.62635800 
 H                 -0.06873300    0.72155200    2.89823700 
 C                  1.94690400   -1.96639200    3.27435800 
 H                  2.85753400   -3.11220100    1.68164900 
 H                  0.92467700   -0.66728900    4.66945400 
 Br                 2.71136200   -3.03581800    4.65475500 
 C                 -0.48020400    1.63630000    0.64070500 
 O                  0.17496200    2.63805900    0.86778300 
 O                 -1.81219600    1.55521700    0.71437800 
 C                 -2.49488000    2.78639100    1.05082600 
 H                 -3.53802000    2.50305300    1.18400600 
 H                 -2.09155200    3.20718300    1.97469900 
 H                 -2.38726400    3.51117400    0.24169900 
 H                 -3.31635200   -0.20878600    2.36316000 
 C                 -3.06643900    0.53095800    5.06429700 
 H                 -2.48125300    1.14322000    4.35788600 
 C                 -4.39786600    1.25488000    5.31929400 
 H                 -4.23009500    2.23458700    5.78238800 
 H                 -4.96321700    1.41809300    4.39579600 
 H                 -5.03270300    0.67109800    5.99885800 
 C                 -2.26100600    0.42072600    6.36806600 
 H                 -2.80195000   -0.17835900    7.11201800 
 H                 -1.28954400   -0.06184700    6.20153900 
 H                 -2.07535800    1.40756300    6.80862900 
 C                 -3.26020300   -0.85938600    4.42548800 
 H                 -2.27865100   -1.35319800    4.36043300 
 H                 -3.86546200   -1.48113800    5.10329000 
 C                 -3.89817900   -0.86292400    3.02894700 



 

 

 H                 -4.90916800   -0.43852900    3.07763300 
 C                 -3.97845400   -2.26508300    2.41449600 
 H                 -4.45325800   -2.24358100    1.42797600 
 H                 -2.97727600   -2.70026300    2.29813500 
 H                 -4.56132200   -2.94321300    3.05011300 
 O                 -1.76185200   -0.22738300   -2.00649900 
 
TSB4-5 
-4315.036613 
Rh                 0.57523900   -0.85613000   -4.04520600 
 O                  0.22911900    1.17289300   -4.23803800 
 O                  0.97629900   -2.84539100   -3.72513100 
 O                  0.05266100    1.40206200   -1.98684700 
 O                  0.58029200   -2.68456300   -1.49579500 
 O                  2.56433800   -0.43252500   -3.78779800 
 O                 -1.44619300   -1.30689300   -4.14774000 
 O                  2.35120800   -0.32355900   -1.52918700 
 C                 -2.12925100   -1.27699200   -3.09094000 
 C                  3.01235700   -0.29132700   -2.61369700 
 C                  0.12653100    1.84620100   -3.17616200 
 C                  0.89495500   -3.31394200   -2.55774500 
 Rh                 0.29718200   -0.61357500   -1.62755300 
 C                  4.51391100    0.01875700   -2.49852600 
 C                  4.90884700   -2.14615800   -1.23976700 
 C                  6.13151900   -0.26892700   -0.60278700 
 O                  4.13887600   -2.83547700   -1.87650300 
 C                  5.83817900   -2.54920900   -0.12806700 
 O                  6.53359600    0.87294000   -0.61435800 
 C                  6.58614200   -1.42638100    0.24011800 
 C                  6.03862000   -3.77378800    0.48633000 
 C                  7.56060200   -1.50378600    1.22064100 
 Cl                 5.05292600   -5.17835500    0.05760700 
 C                  7.02977100   -3.86959700    1.47868300 
 C                  7.78625400   -2.74506400    1.84066500 
 Cl                 8.50167700   -0.08097100    1.68091400 
 Cl                 7.31864400   -5.41954400    2.27716900 
 Cl                 9.02696100   -2.88396900    3.09164400 
 C                  0.04886400    3.37921400   -3.31258600 
 N                  0.70814800    3.99639500   -2.16135400 
 C                  2.02370100    3.71658400   -1.77964600 
 C                  0.02428900    4.76114100   -1.21256300 
 O                  2.79926600    3.02614800   -2.40664500 
 C                  2.23113600    4.44391900   -0.48325000 
 O                 -1.14695500    5.07017700   -1.27753200 
 C                  1.03392200    5.08423000   -0.15077200 
 C                  3.34329500    4.53065600    0.33686700 
 C                  0.92193500    5.83595400    1.00517200 
 Cl                 4.83876800    3.68372900   -0.06597100 
 C                  3.24339600    5.29356800    1.51394000 
 C                  2.04443100    5.94322100    1.84377000 
 Cl                -0.59835400    6.63935200    1.42440600 
 Cl                 1.94009400    6.90060100    3.32769200 
 C                 -3.59951200   -1.72825100   -3.18128900 
 N                 -4.44029400   -0.81800100   -2.39711900 
 C                 -4.59755500    0.54188000   -2.69306900 
 C                 -5.02163300   -1.17354500   -1.17861700 
 O                 -4.09804900    1.12022400   -3.63192300 
 C                 -5.47600300    1.09182500   -1.60326100 
 O                 -4.95210400   -2.26448300   -0.65275100 
 C                 -5.72176400    0.06380500   -0.68818000 
 C                 -6.00361200    2.35909000   -1.41874300 
 C                 -6.49529300    0.28146300    0.43951800 
 Cl                -5.69036600    3.65119600   -2.57997400 
 C                 -6.79765400    2.59219800   -0.28091500 
 C                 -7.03991600    1.56194000    0.64174500 
 Cl                -6.79235400   -1.01850400    1.60333200 
 Cl                -7.49145600    4.19374200   -0.01292600 
 Cl                -8.03597600    1.87334000    2.06762200 
 C                  1.28378000   -4.79248900   -2.38992200 
 N                  0.34778600   -5.46932800   -1.48604000 
 C                 -1.03984200   -5.43670100   -1.62811800 
 C                  0.76862900   -6.30782300   -0.44604600 
 O                 -1.64764200   -4.78544300   -2.45214000 
 C                 -1.57792600   -6.35079700   -0.56102100 
 O                  1.91914000   -6.51294600   -0.13033300 
 C                 -0.49159500   -6.87114200    0.15061200 
 C                 -2.87841000   -6.70297500   -0.23957300 
 C                 -0.67866800   -7.75203100    1.20282500 

 Cl                -4.24932400   -6.04285600   -1.13744800 
 C                 -3.08416700   -7.59946200    0.82482200 
 C                 -1.99408000   -8.11890100    1.54018300 
 Cl                 0.69710100   -8.40058100    2.10086300 
 Cl                -4.72916600   -8.07188700    1.26290900 
 Cl                -2.27232000   -9.24203500    2.87491100 
 H                  2.24295600   -4.78702300   -1.86058100 
 H                 -3.64687700   -2.68304300   -2.64552500 
 H                 -1.00732400    3.65294500   -3.20663100 
 H                  4.57860300    1.05668600   -2.15517000 
 Cl                 4.64292100    5.43142900    2.58614200 
 N                  5.12521900   -0.78167300   -1.43274200 
 C                  0.58638600    3.90277500   -4.64632700 
 H                  0.03572100    3.44232800   -5.46944700 
 H                  0.45608800    4.98831400   -4.69633600 
 H                  1.64539100    3.66114300   -4.76136900 
 C                 -4.11084700   -1.91099200   -4.61054300 
 H                 -3.49041800   -2.64940700   -5.12304000 
 H                 -5.14390000   -2.27288000   -4.58986000 
 H                 -4.06580400   -0.97451900   -5.16925600 
 C                  1.42872500   -5.54482400   -3.71480800 
 H                  2.17438300   -5.04851200   -4.33909300 
 H                  1.75775000   -6.57074400   -3.52090900 
 H                  0.48231000   -5.56453800   -4.26150100 
 C                  5.27408100   -0.13832700   -3.81808800 
 H                  4.83504500    0.51028800   -4.57900600 
 H                  6.32061500    0.14789200   -3.67330200 
 H                  5.22595800   -1.16977300   -4.17793900 
 C                  0.04499200   -0.25204600    0.63611700 
 C                  1.19377700   -0.64243800    1.47222600 
 C                  1.66641500   -1.97376500    1.40551200 
 C                  1.83313800    0.22952600    2.38098800 
 C                  2.69479500   -2.42813900    2.22697100 
 H                  1.23259700   -2.65156700    0.67830700 
 C                  2.87544200   -0.20954300    3.19408600 
 H                  1.51804400    1.26312800    2.43836700 
 C                  3.28968600   -1.54059200    3.12591900 
 H                  3.03009400   -3.45771600    2.16134900 
 H                  3.35384500    0.47765300    3.88361400 
 Br                 4.68720400   -2.15750100    4.29157300 
 C                 -0.51077500    1.12046000    0.75670500 
 O                  0.15730900    2.12934500    0.91812700 
 O                 -1.86043700    1.16630300    0.61224700 
 C                 -2.44648200    2.48088700    0.63407600 
 H                 -3.52227900    2.31454400    0.70186800 
 H                 -2.09254500    3.04742200    1.49825100 
 H                 -2.20252500    3.02813100   -0.27772700 
 H                 -0.78008400   -1.05566600    0.61306800 
 C                 -1.66777300   -0.38732600    3.86986800 
 H                 -1.18341300    0.45139000    3.35344500 
 C                 -3.15857000   -0.05579000    4.03612300 
 H                 -3.28750900    0.85989600    4.62378100 
 H                 -3.66131300    0.09702300    3.07454400 
 H                 -3.68336800   -0.86406800    4.56185000 
 C                 -0.98779000   -0.55240800    5.23725200 
 H                 -1.41639700   -1.39794000    5.79107700 
 H                  0.08823300   -0.72915900    5.12909200 
 H                 -1.12168200    0.34598200    5.84989800 
 C                 -1.45171000   -1.65589200    3.02234400 
 H                 -0.39432200   -1.96685100    3.05577500 
 H                 -1.99184600   -2.50237500    3.48613000 
 C                 -1.88509500   -1.62015500    1.59683800 
 H                 -2.56393600   -0.83132700    1.28716000 
 C                 -1.99545500   -2.91074200    0.85152100 
 H                 -1.94534300   -2.77156900   -0.23028900 
 H                 -1.24163700   -3.63446900    1.17625300 
 H                 -2.99446800   -3.32232600    1.06858000 
 O                 -1.73143800   -0.95837200   -1.92165900 
 
5B 
-4315.123896 
Rh                 0.30080600   -0.28567800   -3.66370600 
 O                 -0.24796400    1.68731800   -3.53573300 
 O                  0.87553500   -2.25522100   -3.69077200 
 O                 -0.17313200    1.63430200   -1.27032700 
 O                  0.82287400   -2.36480100   -1.42841200 
 O                  2.25745700    0.31013800   -3.60773900 
 O                 -1.65345200   -0.91979400   -3.61008100 

 O                  2.31683300    0.12976200   -1.34854700 
 C                 -2.21220800   -1.07034000   -2.48554000 
 C                  2.83831800    0.36406400   -2.48198900 
 C                 -0.30212400    2.22189400   -2.38872200 
 C                  0.98316000   -2.86349400   -2.58583400 
 Rh                 0.32210700   -0.36565300   -1.26967200 
 C                  4.30464700    0.81765600   -2.48671500 
 C                  5.03231000   -1.42981700   -1.58625400 
 C                  6.06540000    0.47524600   -0.72663900 
 O                  4.29531900   -2.10281100   -2.27702300 
 C                  6.05891500   -1.86958100   -0.58169700 
 O                  6.32319400    1.64877900   -0.57765200 
 C                  6.68905100   -0.72713500   -0.07720500 
 C                  6.41824400   -3.13592500   -0.15159800 
 C                  7.70102500   -0.82303000    0.86262400 
 Cl                 5.58784500   -4.57152100   -0.75617400 
 C                  7.44739300   -3.24853700    0.80060500 
 C                  8.08456900   -2.10285300    1.30160900 
 Cl                 8.49403900    0.62366300    1.49543200 
 Cl                 7.93992200   -4.84794100    1.36777500 
 Cl                 9.37799700   -2.26597600    2.49511800 
 C                 -0.59066400    3.73181000   -2.34767300 
 N                  0.13847800    4.33456500   -1.23421000 
 C                  1.49847300    4.13046300   -0.98830300 
 C                 -0.46820100    5.16366000   -0.28599100 
 O                  2.24468500    3.48696400   -1.69639700 
 C                  1.79282200    4.88035100    0.27820300 
 O                 -1.62796400    5.51515600   -0.31361500 
 C                  0.61524100    5.51247600    0.69165300 
 C                  2.96759800    5.00472000    1.00138000 
 C                  0.58715800    6.29565200    1.83197000 
 Cl                 4.44078600    4.17680900    0.49104100 
 C                  2.95064300    5.79415100    2.16501000 
 C                  1.77211800    6.43623000    2.57497600 
 Cl                -0.89917000    7.10537600    2.34411500 
 Cl                 1.77395100    7.42870500    4.03832900 
 C                 -3.64542900   -1.62476700   -2.48465800 
 N                 -4.48475900   -0.82994800   -1.58581800 
 C                 -4.64664500    0.55404300   -1.69548200 
 C                 -5.23512800   -1.38532900   -0.54260700 
 O                 -4.07043000    1.26449700   -2.49089400 
 C                 -5.64458700    0.92703200   -0.63554600 
 O                 -5.25411500   -2.55650500   -0.23596100 
 C                 -5.98470000   -0.23341800    0.06722600 
 C                 -6.21138600    2.14905300   -0.31696100 
 C                 -6.88768500   -0.19684500    1.11671900 
 Cl                -5.79989500    3.60637000   -1.22880500 
 C                 -7.13192300    2.20092700    0.74405800 
 C                 -7.46506000    1.03929200    1.45763000 
 Cl                -7.30714100   -1.66455700    2.00651700 
 Cl                -7.87343800    3.74547500    1.18250000 
 Cl                -8.62104300    1.12558400    2.79066200 
 C                  1.39763000   -4.34082900   -2.65253400 
 N                  0.73090900   -5.08730100   -1.58599700 
 C                 -0.63615100   -5.01101300   -1.31466500 
 C                  1.40968300   -5.96650400   -0.73116700 
 O                 -1.43831000   -4.35136100   -1.94297000 
 C                 -0.86125000   -5.90700200   -0.12985600 
 O                  2.59232400   -6.21786600   -0.78343800 
 C                  0.36238000   -6.49625400    0.20725400 
 C                 -2.01416300   -6.18875200    0.58441000 
 C                  0.46022500   -7.39403300    1.25697300 
 Cl                -3.54244900   -5.40066900    0.18714000 
 C                 -1.92921300   -7.09982000    1.65271200 
 C                 -0.70466000   -7.70029500    1.98341800 
 Cl                 2.00709300   -8.13631700    1.67619200 
 Cl                -3.37932700   -7.48656500    2.58501800 
 Cl                -0.62031500   -8.84593100    3.32560300 
 H                  2.46383700   -4.36420200   -2.39773000 
 H                 -3.57839700   -2.61210000   -2.01460200 
 H                 -1.64968100    3.84139400   -2.08579500 
 H                  4.30954100    1.80856000   -2.01953300 
 Cl                 4.42941000    5.97721000    3.11571500 
 N                  5.09273400   -0.03523600   -1.59615500 
 C                 -0.31329500    4.44270800   -3.67516200 
 H                 -0.91019700    3.99175600   -4.47074000 
 H                 -0.58303900    5.49951700   -3.58635300 
 H                  0.74251800    4.36137700   -3.94580100 



 

 

 C                 -4.26056600   -1.74801900   -3.87999300 
 H                 -3.63620400   -2.39328900   -4.50209500 
 H                 -5.25752700   -2.19329600   -3.80315600 
 H                 -4.33534100   -0.77149400   -4.36403100 
 C                  1.17844800   -4.97927600   -4.02655200 
 H                  1.72647200   -4.41967900   -4.78742100 
 H                  1.54622000   -6.00980500   -4.01315800 
 H                  0.11809700   -4.97817800   -4.29268900 
 C                  4.91957200    0.89598900   -3.88625200 
 H                  4.34113600    1.58115400   -4.51002400 
 H                  5.94558700    1.26965900   -3.81270700 
 H                  4.92512800   -0.08570600   -4.36730300 
 C                 -1.96188900    0.75764500    2.22575500 
 C                 -0.51874100    0.28586100    2.27220600 
 C                 -0.15061800   -0.86136300    1.54268600 
 C                  0.45783000    0.89251100    3.07231300 
 C                  1.14142900   -1.40009800    1.62322000 
 H                 -0.90241200   -1.38616600    0.95998000 
 C                  1.74938200    0.36776500    3.16447900 
 H                  0.22100100    1.79156100    3.62708400 
 C                  2.07944900   -0.77813900    2.44569300 
 H                  1.39729500   -2.28711600    1.05605900 
 H                  2.48701900    0.84692500    3.79928800 
 Br                 3.83884800   -1.53205800    2.62801800 
 C                 -2.09888900    2.27997200    2.12287000 
 O                 -1.19432400    3.09123200    2.12533300 
 O                 -3.39552600    2.63166300    1.99799900 
 C                 -3.65611500    4.05212100    1.94048800 
 H                 -4.74161900    4.14617600    1.95006500 
 H                 -3.21938300    4.54998300    2.80922700 
 H                 -3.23593900    4.48361300    1.03148900 
 H                 -2.39464400    0.38797600    1.28628700 
 C                 -2.53493800    1.85606300    5.36202800 
 H                 -2.00615500    2.55098700    4.69513700 
 C                 -3.99803200    2.31567500    5.46531600 
 H                 -4.06007500    3.32746900    5.88343600 
 H                 -4.49538400    2.32932200    4.49050300 
 H                 -4.56839000    1.64941800    6.12614300 
 C                 -1.85223200    1.93856200    6.73734400 
 H                 -2.33109900    1.25726600    7.45288400 
 H                 -0.79202700    1.66495500    6.67724200 
 H                 -1.91491100    2.95203400    7.15082100 
 C                 -2.40773500    0.42026700    4.80621200 
 H                 -1.36607700    0.08804800    4.90894800 
 H                 -2.99088600   -0.23817700    5.46699200 
 C                 -2.87303900    0.14190700    3.35991000 
 H                 -3.85982900    0.59270400    3.21176700 
 C                 -3.03372800   -1.37492400    3.15641100 
 H                 -3.37445100   -1.62138500    2.14371200 
 H                 -2.09416700   -1.91003500    3.33450400 
 H                 -3.77712000   -1.77070800    3.85712100 
 O                 -1.69037600   -0.85887400   -1.34461800 
 
R-PB 
-747.868272 
C                 -1.97436900    0.74125700    2.31416700 
 C                 -0.53230900    0.26210100    2.31463600 
 C                 -0.16424900   -0.78164000    1.45384100 
 C                  0.45570300    0.79716000    3.15604200 
 C                  1.13395100   -1.29335600    1.43097400 
 H                 -0.90478600   -1.20759200    0.78104600 
 C                  1.75978100    0.30048400    3.14619800 
 H                  0.21881800    1.62987500    3.80652800 
 C                  2.08858700   -0.74523200    2.28475600 
 H                  1.39603000   -2.10088800    0.75611600 
 H                  2.51196400    0.72847800    3.79994400 
 Br                 3.88596000   -1.43517500    2.26777100 
 C                 -2.10924900    2.26075600    2.21187300 
 O                 -1.25960400    3.09393400    2.44448800 
 O                 -3.35640700    2.58518100    1.79379600 
 C                 -3.61458500    3.99250900    1.65543500 
 H                 -4.64175700    4.06664900    1.29719100 
 H                 -3.50549000    4.49962300    2.61776600 
 H                 -2.92235600    4.43975400    0.93750100 
 H                 -2.44175300    0.36940500    1.39375800 
 C                 -2.51993700    1.85857400    5.46840900 
 H                 -1.92755000    2.53590300    4.84099900 
 C                 -3.96906900    2.37201400    5.48334100 

 H                 -4.02078200    3.37513500    5.92336300 
 H                 -4.39908500    2.43089600    4.47779300 
 H                 -4.61134100    1.71419200    6.08432900 
 C                 -1.92338300    1.90647700    6.88466600 
 H                 -2.47699900    1.24747100    7.56668700 
 H                 -0.87523000    1.58420900    6.88956000 
 H                 -1.96402300    2.92150500    7.29724000 
 C                 -2.40665300    0.42183000    4.91152200 
 H                 -1.36913400    0.07834900    5.01781800 
 H                 -2.99985900   -0.23048300    5.57006600 
 C                 -2.87413200    0.14310700    3.46633800 
 H                 -3.86352800    0.59141200    3.31980400 
 C                 -3.02919500   -1.37389400    3.26143500 
 H                 -3.39228200   -1.60895200    2.25359600 
 H                 -2.07921700   -1.89986000    3.40782000 
 H                 -3.75060100   -1.78165600    3.97836100 
 
4C 
-4315.068882 
Rh                 0.37118300    0.16694000   -4.20316400 
 O                  0.12626000    2.22406200   -4.17291600 
 O                  0.63744900   -1.87530500   -4.07082100 
 O                  0.22100200    2.27475900   -1.90464300 
 O                  0.50697400   -1.83736900   -1.80371800 
 O                  2.41509900    0.43225900   -4.14440900 
 O                 -1.66574800   -0.11363900   -4.10154100 
 O                 -1.67321200    0.06632400   -1.83606400 
 O                  2.45380500    0.38163800   -1.87428400 
 C                 -2.22569100   -0.09421900   -2.97334300 
 C                  2.99425700    0.45766600   -3.02652000 
 C                  0.14460000    2.80945000   -3.05998300 
 C                  0.62074800   -2.41603100   -2.93569500 
 Rh                 0.38896400    0.23711000   -1.73505800 
 C                  4.51669300    0.67220000   -3.05129900 
 C                  4.90249800   -1.46769700   -1.75655500 
 C                  6.19754300    0.38928800   -1.20523700 
 O                  4.08240900   -2.14644700   -2.34030000 
 C                  5.84030100   -1.86398800   -0.64896900 
 O                  6.63641300    1.51531200   -1.26390700 
 C                  6.62014600   -0.75019500   -0.32125200 
 C                  6.01137600   -3.07324500    0.00369100 
 C                  7.58990400   -0.81842000    0.66491100 
 Cl                 5.00745200   -4.47224800   -0.39978100 
 C                  6.99354000   -3.15910700    1.00636600 
 C                  7.77643900   -2.04136200    1.33410300 
 Cl                 8.56951900    0.59271100    1.07494000 
 Cl                 7.23987200   -4.68742000    1.85819000 
 Cl                 9.00555100   -2.16722300    2.59692800 
 C                  0.03082300    4.34382800   -3.04581600 
 N                  0.84144600    4.86825800   -1.94566400 
 C                  2.19600400    4.56260300   -1.77356600 
 C                  0.28891600    5.50306300   -0.82963500 
 O                  2.87382600    3.93583300   -2.56036600 
 C                  2.57939000    5.16098900   -0.45104900 
 O                 -0.88341500    5.78229500   -0.69230200 
 C                  1.43523700    5.73492500    0.11084200 
 C                  3.79569600    5.19263000    0.20970700 
 C                  1.48119100    6.36175500    1.34339300 
 Cl                 5.22687900    4.42821500   -0.48464700 
 C                  3.85722300    5.83097100    1.46115100 
 C                  2.71046100    6.41250700    2.02245400 
 Cl                 0.02763500    7.07964600    2.05345000 
 Cl                 2.80763700    7.21121600    3.59739300 
 C                 -3.74084000   -0.35948800   -2.94477200 
 N                 -4.39328900    0.55456700   -2.00507800 
 C                 -4.21034600    1.93888100   -2.00881200 
 C                 -5.29551500    0.12530800   -1.02621400 
 O                 -3.47627200    2.54857300   -2.75672500 
 C                 -5.10548600    2.46544800   -0.92050400 
 O                 -5.61510600   -1.02408600   -0.81857300 
 C                 -5.75997600    1.37721400   -0.33405600 
 C                 -5.34138200    3.76058400   -0.48933600 
 C                 -6.66816200    1.55810600    0.69516800 
 Cl                -4.50200400    5.13027700   -1.22251300 
 C                 -6.26160000    3.95904700    0.55610300 
 C                 -6.91970900    2.86705700    1.14283800 
 Cl                -7.49776600    0.17943400    1.42894300 
 Cl                -6.58961200    5.59708100    1.13198300 

 Cl                -8.07469300    3.13577700    2.45349000 
 C                  0.80615900   -3.94225100   -2.87554200 
 N                 -0.03327300   -4.49402200   -1.81093800 
 C                 -1.41236300   -4.27882500   -1.72303100 
 C                  0.48168800   -5.16846000   -0.69968100 
 O                 -2.07523600   -3.65912300   -2.52746300 
 C                 -1.84578600   -4.96031700   -0.45571100 
 O                  1.65390200   -5.40659300   -0.50288900 
 C                 -0.70910600   -5.50212800    0.15379800 
 C                 -3.10109600   -5.10186600    0.11280900 
 C                 -0.80024700   -6.20313700    1.34430600 
 Cl                -4.52767300   -4.39493300   -0.64608500 
 C                 -3.20815100   -5.81479400    1.32112100 
 C                 -2.06847500   -6.36187600    1.93049600 
 Cl                 0.63945800   -6.88611800    2.10947100 
 Cl                -4.79268500   -6.02193400    2.07422100 
 Cl                -2.22379900   -7.25640800    3.44660800 
 H                  1.83616900   -4.10650600   -2.53738200 
 H                 -3.86244500   -1.35609900   -2.50516200 
 H                 -1.00459500    4.57008900   -2.76528500 
 H                  4.67506900    1.71695100   -2.75922800 
 Cl                 5.39409100    5.89779400    2.33240100 
 N                  5.16505000   -0.12105100   -2.00447700 
 C                  0.36589100    4.99765200   -4.38717100 
 H                 -0.29129200    4.59862400   -5.16295600 
 H                  0.21605700    6.07954200   -4.31780200 
 H                  1.40057900    4.79483100   -4.67308900 
 C                 -4.39519800   -0.31589100   -4.32727700 
 H                 -3.91600900   -1.04377500   -4.98535400 
 H                 -5.45723400   -0.56583500   -4.23877600 
 H                 -4.29217900    0.67449600   -4.77810700 
 C                  0.57673300   -4.64371600   -4.21553200 
 H                  1.25245300   -4.22945600   -4.96677300 
 H                  0.77777200   -5.71448800   -4.11052000 
 H                 -0.45012400   -4.50107200   -4.56024300 
 C                  5.14429900    0.41568500   -4.42408200 
 H                  4.67808700    1.06092400   -5.17123500 
 H                  6.21523200    0.63775400   -4.38416600 
 H                  5.00090100   -0.62406600   -4.73083100 
 C                  0.44108900    0.39937800    0.28297400 
 C                  1.00181200   -0.49245200    1.24948400 
 C                  1.76322800   -1.62686400    0.85340500 
 C                  0.79173400   -0.28978600    2.64531400 
 C                  2.26642300   -2.51774400    1.79095500 
 H                  1.94983700   -1.79446200   -0.19817600 
 C                  1.28532100   -1.17621100    3.58602900 
 H                  0.21956200    0.56752000    2.98365300 
 C                  2.02076500   -2.28861600    3.15020600 
 H                  2.83055300   -3.38688500    1.47205100 
 H                  1.11141300   -1.01656300    4.64408200 
 Br                 2.70392400   -3.51032300    4.44446700 
 C                 -0.06669700    1.69925900    0.79923000 
 O                  0.70451100    2.61806000    1.00970200 
 O                 -1.39076900    1.74869600    0.97537200 
 C                 -1.91848800    3.02286000    1.41629700 
 H                 -2.96437800    2.82888000    1.65089900 
 H                 -1.38434500    3.37096100    2.30323000 
 H                 -1.82790100    3.76531300    0.62121800 
 H                 -2.62134900   -0.62400600    1.83167700 
 C                 -4.34698900    0.41891900    5.61526700 
 H                 -4.92840100   -0.43384600    5.99905700 
 C                 -3.06573900    0.53102500    6.45589900 
 H                 -3.30314600    0.73870900    7.50600800 
 H                 -2.47212400   -0.38924800    6.42857500 
 H                 -2.43174400    1.35183600    6.09291000 
 C                 -5.20641500    1.68235100    5.77623300 
 H                 -4.66862900    2.57052200    5.41785000 
 H                 -6.14056700    1.60795900    5.20699000 
 H                 -5.46604800    1.85664300    6.82723600 
 C                 -4.05776000    0.14831300    4.12503800 
 H                 -5.01114900    0.16532600    3.57788300 
 H                 -3.45965500    0.98165200    3.72115500 
 C                 -3.34633100   -1.17696800    3.81656700 
 H                 -2.35452600   -1.18927000    4.28855000 
 H                 -3.91073700   -2.00381100    4.27101500 
 C                 -3.19036900   -1.42938500    2.31211300 
 H                 -2.66000600   -2.36978500    2.12024800 
 H                 -4.16389500   -1.49140500    1.81156300 



 

 

 
 
TSC4-5 
-4315.029506 
Rh                 0.59629400   -0.45958400   -3.97581300 
 O                  0.44923500    1.59974500   -4.12677200 
 O                  0.80570100   -2.49047700   -3.68019300 
 O                  0.24582900    1.80367300   -1.87563500 
 O                  0.22919200   -2.31350100   -1.49280300 
 O                  2.60137600   -0.22630300   -3.62806500 
 O                 -1.45021300   -0.73844500   -4.16842900 
 O                 -1.81000700   -0.39488000   -1.95308900 
 O                  2.28831900   -0.18683100   -1.37964000 
 C                 -2.17046200   -0.71155900   -3.13359300 
 C                  3.00416500   -0.18379400   -2.42960200 
 C                  0.40821900    2.25968400   -3.05123000 
 C                  0.57122300   -2.96296700   -2.53659000 
 Rh                 0.22637500   -0.23852100   -1.57934600 
 C                  4.52191400   -0.05054700   -2.22709600 
 C                  4.62636200   -2.32449600   -1.11176300 
 C                  5.97917700   -0.62645900   -0.26727200 
 O                  3.82223800   -2.88203800   -1.83021200 
 C                  5.45349400   -2.89861300    0.00567600 
 O                  6.48635400    0.46837300   -0.16873500 
 C                  6.27117200   -1.88035900    0.50675700 
 C                  5.51828200   -4.18242800    0.52021400 
 C                  7.17360400   -2.12162000    1.52866700 
 Cl                 4.47221200   -5.46761800   -0.09874400 
 C                  6.43386800   -4.44470300    1.55441300 
 C                  7.25540200   -3.42309100    2.05354000 
 Cl                 8.20136400   -0.82945300    2.15682700 
 Cl                 6.54681700   -6.07378300    2.22984800 
 Cl                 8.39982300   -3.77031300    3.35447900 
 C                  0.53648800    3.79215000   -3.15774000 
 N                  1.20028900    4.30412200   -1.95908200 
 C                  2.44486500    3.85379200   -1.50754900 
 C                  0.55966400    5.13207200   -1.03267000 
 O                  3.16599800    3.08414400   -2.10665500 
 C                  2.65884500    4.52337700   -0.18115300 
 O                 -0.55762000    5.58698600   -1.15979200 
 C                  1.53141800    5.30189400    0.09687000 
 C                  3.71998800    4.45617500    0.70599300 
 C                  1.43956700    6.03850500    1.26454200 
 Cl                 5.12206000    3.43766800    0.37137500 
 C                  3.64103400    5.20305000    1.89501900 
 C                  2.51201200    5.98890400    2.17128500 
 Cl                 0.00610900    7.01469600    1.61350700 
 Cl                 2.43223000    6.92097700    3.67211300 
 C                 -3.61612200   -1.21449000   -3.29090500 
 N                 -4.46886000   -0.66624800   -2.23419300 
 C                 -4.86324800    0.67668300   -2.15785100 
 C                 -4.76380700   -1.37485600   -1.06843300 
 O                 -4.61306700    1.53635200   -2.97149000 
 C                 -5.62550800    0.79871100   -0.86568700 
 O                 -4.41837600   -2.51200900   -0.82212900 
 C                 -5.56007200   -0.43334000   -0.20890300 
 C                 -6.29987800    1.87226400   -0.30816400 
 C                 -6.16163600   -0.61924700    1.02449400 
 Cl                -6.37683600    3.42870000   -1.14056900 
 C                 -6.92272900    1.69526900    0.94075000 
 C                 -6.85268700    0.45943400    1.60304100 
 Cl                -6.06334000   -2.17781200    1.85911500 
 Cl                -7.79542600    3.04046500    1.68066700 
 Cl                -7.63476300    0.25651700    3.17413900 
 C                  0.74311800   -4.47723400   -2.33246000 
 N                 -0.41585100   -4.99964500   -1.59934200 
 C                 -1.72717300   -4.95438100   -2.08195900 
 C                 -0.34626500   -5.44810100   -0.27478300 
 O                 -2.06575200   -4.48494900   -3.14813400 
 C                 -2.57766900   -5.56104300   -1.00276300 
 O                  0.65895100   -5.49327100    0.40048700 
 C                 -1.75232200   -5.83309900    0.09333200 
 C                 -3.93186300   -5.84742200   -0.97024600 
 C                 -2.26744300   -6.37487300    1.25919800 
 Cl                -4.95761800   -5.56003500   -2.37839300 
 C                 -4.46870600   -6.39656600    0.20744600 
 C                 -3.64452900   -6.65343100    1.31430300 
 Cl                -1.22210500   -6.70983300    2.64535700 

 Cl                -6.19398500   -6.76740100    0.29096100 
 Cl                -4.33846700   -7.33785200    2.78895000 
 H                  1.58599700   -4.58456400   -1.64146000 
 H                 -3.55721600   -2.28819000   -3.07382700 
 H                 -0.47993500    4.19971600   -3.10532700 
 H                  4.68143900    0.95013800   -1.81243600 
 Cl                 4.97762400    5.14636100    3.05104000 
 N                  4.98485300   -0.97843900   -1.19018500 
 C                  1.21374300    4.26044000   -4.44808400 
 H                  0.65803900    3.88735500   -5.31102800 
 H                  1.22749700    5.35424600   -4.48114800 
 H                  2.23806300    3.88579300   -4.50846500 
 C                 -4.19888500   -1.02095500   -4.69302500 
 H                 -3.55752400   -1.53043800   -5.41460100 
 H                 -5.20009500   -1.46069500   -4.74047900 
 H                 -4.25819200    0.03548800   -4.95943800 
 C                  1.02108200   -5.25461100   -3.61837600 
 H                  1.92975300   -4.86555600   -4.08324000 
 H                  1.17205600   -6.31321200   -3.38398200 
 H                  0.19851700   -5.15426500   -4.32911800 
 C                  5.32810400   -0.21164300   -3.51834400 
 H                  5.00388400    0.52829600   -4.25320200 
 H                  6.39057900   -0.05471700   -3.30716100 
 H                  5.18615900   -1.20689200   -3.94828800 
 C                 -0.09231700    0.03947900    0.70756700 
 C                  0.95599400   -0.54402700    1.56322000 
 C                  1.23304400   -1.92549300    1.46410600 
 C                  1.69655700    0.20603000    2.50088700 
 C                  2.17014100   -2.54524900    2.28470100 
 H                  0.71285700   -2.52446100    0.72567600 
 C                  2.65666900   -0.39953500    3.30965500 
 H                  1.53218300    1.27254300    2.57983000 
 C                  2.87534500   -1.77387400    3.21099600 
 H                  2.34145500   -3.61259400    2.19610000 
 H                  3.22057300    0.19505100    4.02031400 
 Br                 4.15467300   -2.61434200    4.37302100 
 C                 -0.51087100    1.45779600    0.86284500 
 O                  0.26178200    2.36168600    1.13749600 
 O                 -1.81720500    1.67509000    0.59149500 
 C                 -2.23522100    3.05409300    0.59700500 
 H                 -3.31735100    3.02759500    0.46920600 
 H                 -1.97053300    3.53219100    1.54296300 
 H                 -1.77283100    3.59806600   -0.22693000 
 H                 -0.96812100   -0.69293600    0.45977900 
 C                 -2.03394900   -0.39642500    5.21438900 
 H                 -2.88728300   -1.07405700    5.37564300 
 C                 -0.76702500   -1.09607100    5.73164600 
 H                 -0.83381900   -1.26992300    6.81179500 
 H                 -0.60278300   -2.06851500    5.25466500 
 H                  0.12314600   -0.48167800    5.54612100 
 C                 -2.30302100    0.89238200    6.00555400 
 H                 -1.47984200    1.60794400    5.88161200 
 H                 -3.22540300    1.38302300    5.67228000 
 H                 -2.40201200    0.68363000    7.07688600 
 C                 -1.96246900   -0.08710500    3.70527000 
 H                 -2.86232900    0.47361700    3.41610500 
 H                 -1.10997100    0.57861800    3.51798900 
 C                 -1.84785800   -1.32852100    2.81049500 
 H                 -0.90930700   -1.86940200    2.98457700 
 H                 -2.64359200   -2.04799500    3.07852400 
 C                 -2.03178300   -1.08737300    1.34797000 
 H                 -2.08759400   -1.98079300    0.72172300 
 H                 -2.72437400   -0.30719200    1.05070700 
 
5C 
-4315.126779 
Rh                 0.55539700   -0.05128800   -4.07502200 
 O                  0.20959400    1.95427500   -3.83782400 
 O                  0.90390400   -2.06819600   -4.21886900 
 O                  0.02829600    1.73562800   -1.58892900 
 O                  0.57652900   -2.33870900   -1.99351500 
 O                  2.54626000    0.28887700   -3.76157000 
 O                 -1.45602600   -0.41896800   -4.28897900 
 O                 -1.73716300   -0.54522600   -2.04301800 
 O                  2.32960700   -0.06650000   -1.53210900 
 C                 -2.15328200   -0.56701300   -3.24462400 
 C                  2.99903600    0.17943700   -2.58252400 
 C                  0.08262800    2.41017200   -2.66334100 

 C                  0.80352400   -2.76605600   -3.16815500 
 Rh                 0.29329400   -0.31071900   -1.70812200 
 C                  4.50297700    0.42457300   -2.39710900 
 C                  4.85613800   -1.98236000   -1.70578400 
 C                  5.98842100   -0.32887800   -0.51475700 
 O                  4.12821100   -2.47730800   -2.54124600 
 C                  5.70785400   -2.65642100   -0.66753500 
 O                  6.35749000    0.77895800   -0.19439500 
 C                  6.39366800   -1.66438500    0.04121400 
 C                  5.87870900   -3.99806400   -0.36960300 
 C                  7.27053800   -1.98951100    1.06200300 
 Cl                 4.98665000   -5.24604800   -1.24345900 
 C                  6.76931100   -4.34323200    0.66313900 
 C                  7.46010200   -3.34809700    1.37159400 
 Cl                 8.13201800   -0.73194200    1.95572200 
 Cl                 7.01795200   -6.04525100    1.06821700 
 Cl                 8.57702800   -3.80152400    2.66415100 
 C                 -0.06600900    3.93485200   -2.53433400 
 N                  0.68610700    4.40564300   -1.37096200 
 C                  1.99303200    4.01657900   -1.06704900 
 C                  0.17916100    5.35226700   -0.47610700 
 O                  2.67016900    3.26527300   -1.73713100 
 C                  2.34341200    4.74365200    0.19874000 
 O                 -0.91191000    5.87381100   -0.56516500 
 C                  1.26539300    5.56824100    0.53730500 
 C                  3.49108800    4.70559000    0.97350800 
 C                  1.31983400    6.39361300    1.64653200 
 Cl                 4.83045800    3.62997100    0.56501700 
 C                  3.55367000    5.53200700    2.10939600 
 C                  2.48007000    6.37299800    2.43958400 
 Cl                -0.02904000    7.46267000    2.05536500 
 Cl                 2.58404700    7.41442200    3.86481800 
 C                 -3.65020200   -0.85477000   -3.43812900 
 N                 -4.42673300   -0.04540600   -2.49648200 
 C                 -4.28205000    1.33678600   -2.35881300 
 C                 -5.39607100   -0.58107200   -1.63926700 
 O                 -3.49148100    2.02316800   -2.97111200 
 C                 -5.28321200    1.74447000   -1.31504100 
 O                 -5.70439500   -1.74945600   -1.57039600 
 C                 -5.94332200    0.59238600   -0.87406900 
 C                 -5.59945300    2.99208600   -0.80451700 
 C                 -6.92669200    0.65871400    0.09864500 
 Cl                -4.78217800    4.44566700   -1.38826000 
 C                 -6.59820200    3.07469600    0.18148800 
 C                 -7.25317300    1.91849300    0.63269900 
 Cl                -7.75342900   -0.79934800    0.65612000 
 Cl                -7.03709800    4.65115400    0.85134500 
 Cl                -8.50126400    2.04250700    1.87701500 
 C                  1.02340700   -4.27845200   -3.32048100 
 N                  0.11744800   -4.99619400   -2.42338900 
 C                 -1.25140700   -4.74104800   -2.32570400 
 C                  0.54654800   -6.01574000   -1.56268900 
 O                 -1.86148400   -3.92706200   -2.98801200 
 C                 -1.76006800   -5.67696400   -1.26587200 
 O                  1.68171700   -6.42564600   -1.47593600 
 C                 -0.68502300   -6.45451900   -0.82125800 
 C                 -3.03069100   -5.84209600   -0.73949400 
 C                 -0.85688500   -7.42581700    0.15062900 
 Cl                -4.37292300   -4.82517200   -1.26958900 
 C                 -3.21957300   -6.82581400    0.24799000 
 C                 -2.14369600   -7.61294500    0.68662300 
 Cl                 0.50344100   -8.40605300    0.70603300 
 Cl                -4.82690900   -7.06808700    0.94048000 
 Cl                -2.40234200   -8.84608100    1.92534900 
 H                  2.02989300   -4.47682900   -2.93366400 
 H                 -3.79842600   -1.89179500   -3.11685800 
 H                 -1.11814900    4.12312700   -2.29106800 
 H                  4.58360900    1.35360100   -1.82283600 
 Cl                 4.99998200    5.51083700    3.12528100 
 N                  5.07501200   -0.61365600   -1.53774900 
 C                  0.31205900    4.69706100   -3.80709100 
 H                 -0.30392500    4.35716200   -4.64245200 
 H                  0.14090600    5.76717400   -3.65487300 
 H                  1.36186900    4.53143300   -4.06313700 
 C                 -4.13283900   -0.67653100   -4.87885000 
 H                 -3.56380100   -1.33105700   -5.54286100 
 H                 -5.19232000   -0.94273400   -4.94643700 
 H                 -3.99615000    0.35486900   -5.21312800 



 

 

 C                  0.91414900   -4.77270900   -4.76507300 
 H                  1.63551200   -4.24557300   -5.39300900 
 H                  1.13105000   -5.84469600   -4.80240400 
 H                 -0.08768300   -4.59310300   -5.16388000 
 C                  5.27170300    0.55521800   -3.71421000 
 H                  4.85489700    1.37106000   -4.30901600 
 H                  6.32254500    0.77621600   -3.50261300 
 H                  5.20538200   -0.36576400   -4.29929400 
 C                 -2.00838500    1.38742800    1.68564800 
 C                 -0.71648600    0.58804800    1.71821500 
 C                 -0.67120900   -0.61397100    0.98392300 
 C                  0.38650800    0.91183600    2.51381000 
 C                  0.42988900   -1.47714300    1.05747500 
 H                 -1.53296900   -0.91296600    0.39316000 
 C                  1.49615300    0.06211200    2.59560500 
 H                  0.39531100    1.83784200    3.07421800 
 C                  1.50659400   -1.12705600    1.87636300 
 H                  0.43595800   -2.40797900    0.50330400 
 H                  2.33653200    0.32713400    3.22827300 
 Br                 2.99495400   -2.33001100    2.04636500 
 C                 -1.84381600    2.90167200    1.82628100 
 O                 -0.79820300    3.51414000    1.92744500 
 O                 -3.04694200    3.50439600    1.79520600 
 C                 -3.03860100    4.94035200    1.95410800 
 H                 -4.08794900    5.23348700    1.94872500 
 H                 -2.56781200    5.20791400    2.90328300 
 H                 -2.49765300    5.41205900    1.13327300 
 H                 -2.44344500    1.25997500    0.68442000 
 C                 -2.52152000    2.07744400    6.39953300 
 H                 -3.35467700    1.46294800    6.77542900 
 C                 -1.20833200    1.42150300    6.85444700 
 H                 -1.13992500    1.40169600    7.94858900 
 H                 -1.11639400    0.38911000    6.50048400 
 H                 -0.34201000    1.98279300    6.47917100 
 C                 -2.66172900    3.48084900    7.00828500 
 H                 -1.85394000    4.14006000    6.66398300 
 H                 -3.61423900    3.94576200    6.72666800 
 H                 -2.61588800    3.44532500    8.10316600 
 C                 -2.64940300    2.14288100    4.86328300 
 H                 -3.56358100    2.69963800    4.61287700 
 H                 -1.81161400    2.73774600    4.47175500 
 C                 -2.70238800    0.77293400    4.16778800 
 H                 -1.74978900    0.24475600    4.29498300 
 H                 -3.45863400    0.15647100    4.67440800 
 C                 -3.07008500    0.80109300    2.67399900 
 H                 -3.26050600   -0.22893900    2.34788500 
 H                 -4.00411800    1.35528400    2.53226700 
 
R-PC 

-747.869693 
C                 -2.03561900    1.32622400    1.77549000 

 C                 -0.74760800    0.52078200    1.73791300 
 C                 -0.65388500   -0.54068600    0.82668100 
 C                  0.33467300    0.74420300    2.60211400 
 C                  0.47135300   -1.36336800    0.77073900 
 H                 -1.47678200   -0.73226400    0.14114700 
 C                  1.47016400   -0.06688800    2.55885000 
 H                  0.30867200    1.57521000    3.29569800 
 C                  1.52883000   -1.11718600    1.64446500 
 H                  0.52469000   -2.17718700    0.05581400 
 H                  2.30121600    0.12228400    3.22963000 
 Br                 3.09287200   -2.23874500    1.58264500 
 C                 -1.84042100    2.83553700    1.90403500 
 O                 -0.84749800    3.42397200    2.27677300 
 O                 -2.97318800    3.47482700    1.53072300 
 C                 -2.93531300    4.90790000    1.62929000 
 H                 -3.91344100    5.24968500    1.28957800 
 H                 -2.75710000    5.21747200    2.66264800 
 H                 -2.14336800    5.31510100    0.99536900 
 H                 -2.53377600    1.19522000    0.80675500 
 C                 -2.55439300    2.11071900    6.52717200 
 H                 -3.36687000    1.46962800    6.90426500 
 C                 -1.22092100    1.50479700    6.99275800 
 H                 -1.15768400    1.49299500    8.08746500 
 H                 -1.09123800    0.47461000    6.64405500 
 H                 -0.37341000    2.09449000    6.61825600 
 C                 -2.74723000    3.51260700    7.12467400 
 H                 -1.96189000    4.19718200    6.77827300 

 H                 -3.71449900    3.94109100    6.83521900 
 H                 -2.70550000    3.48728900    8.22013800 
 C                 -2.67441800    2.15954700    4.98970100 
 H                 -3.61103500    2.67631700    4.73133700 
 H                 -1.86094600    2.78243400    4.59551900 
 C                 -2.67222700    0.78206100    4.30639000 
 H                 -1.69634600    0.29618500    4.42351000 
 H                 -3.39300800    0.13700100    4.82954300 
 C                 -3.06765500    0.77862100    2.81953000 
 H                 -3.27258200   -0.25650400    2.51959600 
 H                 -4.00296200    1.33546000    2.68434500 
 
4D 
-4315.063866 
Rh                 0.31550200    0.04363000   -4.32218700 
 O                 -0.04552600    2.08259400   -4.32898600 
 O                  0.69789900   -1.97693100   -4.15810900 
 O                 -0.04868000    2.16054700   -2.05960200 
 O                  0.48946400   -1.92463500   -1.89727500 
 O                  2.33521100    0.43123200   -4.19157600 
 O                 -1.70461600   -0.35631100   -4.29311400 
 O                  2.29375500    0.40827800   -1.92148000 
 C                 -2.30370300   -0.36907100   -3.18527600 
 C                  2.87056100    0.50507300   -3.05402800 
 C                 -0.10478800    2.67916000   -3.22332600 
 C                  0.68035400   -2.50604300   -3.01762200 
 Rh                 0.23710400    0.13822900   -1.85621700 
 C                  4.37678500    0.81347800   -3.02551100 
 C                  4.84192400   -1.28835700   -1.69429200 
 C                  6.00303400    0.64753700   -1.11713700 
 O                  4.08730500   -2.02054700   -2.30126900 
 C                  5.75804400   -1.61725300   -0.54715400 
 O                  6.37712000    1.79689800   -1.17309700 
 C                  6.45811900   -0.45604500   -0.20418300 
 C                  5.97466600   -2.80750900    0.12656600 
 C                  7.39141200   -0.45659500    0.81884300 
 Cl                 5.07099500   -4.26761400   -0.29657700 
 C                  6.92070400   -2.82475900    1.16683700 
 C                  7.62332000   -1.65936700    1.51005500 
 Cl                 8.26950100    1.01435600    1.24832600 
 Cl                 7.22316500   -4.32695800    2.04665900 
 Cl                 8.80719500   -1.69932900    2.82077000 
 C                 -0.30070500    4.20521900   -3.23400700 
 N                  0.42989800    4.78546600   -2.10637200 
 C                  1.78856000    4.55320300   -1.86620800 
 C                 -0.20532500    5.41473800   -1.03206100 
 O                  2.53369900    3.94973500   -2.60919800 
 C                  2.07799700    5.19322900   -0.53932800 
 O                 -1.39494600    5.63902700   -0.95685600 
 C                  0.88163400    5.72003800   -0.04370000 
 C                  3.25807900    5.29657600    0.17745000 
 C                  0.83752100    6.37000900    1.17701400 
 Cl                 4.75658900    4.59229900   -0.43357100 
 C                  3.22785200    5.95819000    1.41787000 
 C                  2.02863800    6.49228300    1.91266200 
 Cl                -0.68132200    7.02887000    1.80260300 
 Cl                 2.01133600    7.32176400    3.47463200 
 C                 -3.79853100   -0.73277400   -3.20853500 
 N                 -4.54094900    0.13826600   -2.29573900 
 C                 -4.45729000    1.53153500   -2.30880100 
 C                 -5.43218600   -0.34758400   -1.33274400 
 O                 -3.74870700    2.18624300   -3.04315300 
 C                 -5.41449100    2.00151100   -1.24757100 
 O                 -5.67888300   -1.51459900   -1.12713900 
 C                 -5.99593600    0.87365300   -0.65902400 
 C                 -5.75510200    3.28003400   -0.83716500 
 C                 -6.92764800    0.99700500    0.35779000 
 Cl                -5.01296500    4.70122600   -1.57792600 
 C                 -6.70306100    3.42035300    0.19269300 
 C                 -7.28293000    2.28840300    0.78630200 
 Cl                -7.65529500   -0.43211800    1.10302900 
 Cl                -7.16424600    5.03535600    0.74159700 
 Cl                -8.46797500    2.48435800    2.08296900 
 C                  0.96999300   -4.01464500   -2.93282200 
 N                  0.12816700   -4.61649500   -1.89759300 
 C                 -1.26432300   -4.49203700   -1.86385600 
 C                  0.64167200   -5.26732400   -0.77171900 
 O                 -1.93396300   -3.91383700   -2.69314400 

 C                 -1.70188600   -5.20636500   -0.61640700 
 O                  1.81795600   -5.43557700   -0.53206500 
 C                 -0.55760500   -5.68051700    0.03391800 
 C                 -2.96667800   -5.43052800   -0.09783100 
 C                 -0.64992000   -6.39481600    1.21641700 
 Cl                -4.40468000   -4.80830000   -0.90723800 
 C                 -3.07440200   -6.15815300    1.10131500 
 C                 -1.92725300   -6.63705200    1.75223300 
 Cl                 0.79937700   -6.99292100    2.03268700 
 Cl                -4.67146700   -6.47042600    1.79082000 
 Cl                -2.08452100   -7.54956100    3.25715000 
 H                  1.99432500   -4.10248200   -2.55162900 
 H                 -3.87054900   -1.73443300   -2.76954200 
 H                 -1.35844600    4.37864800   -3.00318300 
 H                  4.45897800    1.86814900   -2.73740400 
 Cl                 4.71567400    6.11465600    2.35984100 
 N                  5.03300500    0.06934800   -1.94771000 
 C                  0.05925300    4.86164300   -4.56780000 
 H                 -0.53711000    4.41688900   -5.36745400 
 H                 -0.15443900    5.93395400   -4.52066600 
 H                  1.11610000    4.71498500   -4.80252300 
 C                 -4.40550700   -0.73460200   -4.61322400 
 H                 -3.85804700   -1.43184000   -5.25091600 
 H                 -5.45176500   -1.05202100   -4.56026300 
 H                 -4.35058500    0.25923900   -5.06476500 
 C                  0.84699500   -4.74135500   -4.27333800 
 H                  1.52167000   -4.28525600   -5.00091900 
 H                  1.12013100   -5.79394500   -4.14895900 
 H                 -0.17227500   -4.67606200   -4.66140100 
 C                  5.06973400    0.58611700   -4.37154500 
 H                  4.59126100    1.19361500   -5.14224000 
 H                  6.12210800    0.87685500   -4.29528700 
 H                  5.00449300   -0.46332400   -4.67184200 
 C                  0.21072500    0.33100400    0.16223100 
 C                  0.81044600   -0.49649700    1.16168000 
 C                  1.62809700   -1.60557600    0.80682500 
 C                  0.58713800   -0.25585700    2.54965000 
 C                  2.16991700   -2.43875000    1.77503600 
 H                  1.82411500   -1.80210800   -0.23810400 
 C                  1.12097700   -1.08395800    3.52101900 
 H                 -0.02004300    0.58824700    2.85868200 
 C                  1.90986300   -2.17443800    3.12525200 
 H                  2.77654100   -3.28982300    1.48672900 
 H                  0.93699300   -0.89556800    4.57262100 
 Br                 2.64806700   -3.31599100    4.46180900 
 C                 -0.40349000    1.60197300    0.63281300 
 O                  0.29702500    2.57109200    0.86570700 
 O                 -1.73588300    1.57252600    0.73438000 
 C                 -2.36150800    2.82823300    1.09081500 
 H                 -3.40876000    2.58372500    1.26243600 
 H                 -1.90995200    3.23793500    1.99710300 
 H                 -2.25871200    3.54584300    0.27480700 
 H                 -3.04892100   -1.88211000    2.46552300 
 C                 -4.59227200    0.58325500    4.35043300 
 H                 -5.19404700    0.79598000    3.45269300 
 C                 -5.52070900   -0.08512900    5.37541100 
 H                 -6.32108900    0.60102200    5.67772100 
 H                 -5.99647500   -0.98453000    4.97164300 
 H                 -4.96923500   -0.37086300    6.28091200 
 C                 -4.07301100    1.92278300    4.89593300 
 H                 -3.47657500    1.77015200    5.80521400 
 H                 -3.43612300    2.43667100    4.16519300 
 H                 -4.89920500    2.59650100    5.15201500 
 C                 -3.41217100   -0.30750600    3.90568000 
 H                 -2.81823900    0.27517300    3.18732400 
 H                 -2.75312900   -0.48454700    4.77040600 
 C                 -3.77950200   -1.66154600    3.25527300 
 H                 -4.74716200   -1.57213300    2.74259700 
 C                 -3.81013100   -2.85371100    4.22163100 
 H                 -4.08289200   -3.77811800    3.69964200 
 H                 -2.82514200   -3.00836200    4.68027400 
 H                 -4.52924700   -2.70954600    5.03422700 
 O                 -1.80292300   -0.16818600   -2.03050900 
 
TSD4-5 
-4315.027328 
Rh                 0.37740800   -0.93916300   -3.88774900 
 O                  0.08577400    1.09343100   -4.09234700 



 

 

 O                  0.76606300   -2.93242200   -3.54941500 
 O                  0.06629100    1.36751000   -1.83896800 
 O                  0.35828100   -2.75277100   -1.32505400 
 O                  2.38323400   -0.56261000   -3.71394200 
 O                 -1.67225100   -1.26210000   -3.91299300 
 O                  2.27372300   -0.51034900   -1.44671300 
 C                 -2.32323000   -1.06609500   -2.85321200 
 C                  2.88470100   -0.44556300   -2.55917400 
 C                  0.06665000    1.78789500   -3.03957800 
 C                  0.73696800   -3.37827500   -2.37150200 
 Rh                 0.19540000   -0.65817100   -1.45928600 
 C                  4.38564600   -0.11488800   -2.50267500 
 C                  4.94775800   -2.34572500   -1.44791800 
 C                  6.05395300   -0.45587400   -0.65610800 
 O                  4.18394800   -3.01799900   -2.11111700 
 C                  5.95053600   -2.78978800   -0.41870100 
 O                  6.38114200    0.70602800   -0.56862600 
 C                  6.60570300   -1.65246700    0.06507000 
 C                  6.28923600   -4.05415100    0.03349700 
 C                  7.60102800   -1.74962100    1.02228400 
 Cl                 5.48547200   -5.49516500   -0.59962300 
 C                  7.29961200   -4.16894000    1.00476900 
 C                  7.94696900   -3.02647500    1.49774100 
 Cl                 8.42048200   -0.30764600    1.63114500 
 Cl                 7.75769400   -5.76722600    1.60460100 
 Cl                 9.20869600   -3.19014100    2.72448600 
 C                 -0.00076600    3.31724600   -3.20770300 
 N                  0.72732300    3.95936600   -2.11282800 
 C                  2.05491700    3.66744200   -1.78462500 
 C                  0.11623600    4.80249000   -1.18251300 
 O                  2.78061000    2.92599400   -2.41292200 
 C                  2.34731700    4.46051800   -0.54380200 
 O                 -1.04671900    5.14790500   -1.21004400 
 C                  1.18557800    5.15294300   -0.19042700 
 C                  3.50285300    4.56584900    0.21160400 
 C                  1.15224100    5.97344500    0.92303200 
 Cl                 4.95263700    3.65539900   -0.21363100 
 C                  3.48337300    5.39989200    1.34396000 
 C                  2.31930900    6.09935500    1.69562800 
 Cl                -0.32427600    6.84177600    1.37003000 
 Cl                 2.31548000    7.14403800    3.12304700 
 C                 -3.85670500   -1.20606900   -2.93257500 
 N                 -4.48752500   -0.11523000   -2.18328300 
 C                 -4.30890900    1.24104800   -2.48137700 
 C                 -5.21667100   -0.31631900   -1.01036300 
 O                 -3.62676700    1.67848900   -3.38157600 
 C                 -5.11278100    1.98745800   -1.45319300 
 O                 -5.43189800   -1.39098100   -0.48852100 
 C                 -5.64696700    1.05180200   -0.56162800 
 C                 -5.35434300    3.34287400   -1.30210600 
 C                 -6.42527400    1.45082500    0.51176100 
 Cl                -4.68205400    4.51726000   -2.43372600 
 C                 -6.15233200    3.76164600   -0.22128900 
 C                 -6.68009900    2.82355600    0.68024600 
 Cl                -7.08570400    0.26491800    1.64701700 
 Cl                -6.49024900    5.48010000   -0.00006000 
 Cl                -7.67346700    3.36754700    2.03637000 
 C                  1.31593300   -4.78783800   -2.15813100 
 N                  0.51711100   -5.55781700   -1.20003700 
 C                 -0.79407800   -5.98189300   -1.43509000 
 C                  1.01307500   -5.99246900    0.03353500 
 O                 -1.47049100   -5.68299800   -2.39460500 
 C                 -1.15578300   -6.84561900   -0.25659600 
 O                  2.09804800   -5.71389400    0.49562000 
 C                 -0.07300300   -6.84597700    0.62816200 
 C                 -2.31065800   -7.55514500    0.02538700 
 C                 -0.11967600   -7.55492200    1.81741700 
 Cl                -3.68110200   -7.53947200   -1.09117500 
 C                 -2.37091700   -8.28595700    1.22533500 
 C                 -1.28482800   -8.28486500    2.11453800 
 Cl                 1.24885500   -7.54833200    2.93530600 
 Cl                -3.82632600   -9.20876300    1.61442300 
 Cl                -1.37869300   -9.20623600    3.61915400 
 H                  2.27428100   -4.61874100   -1.65377800 
 H                 -4.11424700   -2.10794100   -2.36638800 
 H                 -1.04854400    3.60091200   -3.05435300 
 H                  4.44839300    0.90299300   -2.10400800 
 Cl                 4.94083500    5.56422000    2.33129000 

 N                  5.06855600   -0.95872700   -1.51738400 
 C                  0.46911900    3.80077900   -4.58181100 
 H                 -0.12870000    3.32478100   -5.36182900 
 H                  0.34590400    4.88599700   -4.65297600 
 H                  1.51865600    3.54578200   -4.74631500 
 C                 -4.39652300   -1.31440900   -4.35924700 
 H                 -3.94181700   -2.17411900   -4.85642700 
 H                 -5.48202800   -1.45399500   -4.33487300 
 H                 -4.15843100   -0.41943000   -4.93758100 
 C                  1.55752600   -5.56145300   -3.45614200 
 H                  2.23835000   -4.99165200   -4.09122200 
 H                  2.01829600   -6.52791400   -3.22704900 
 H                  0.62637100   -5.72440600   -4.00271000 
 C                  5.07794700   -0.18017800   -3.86632600 
 H                  4.58695200    0.50202000   -4.56344200 
 H                  6.12522000    0.12019500   -3.75953800 
 H                  5.03007400   -1.18973000   -4.28323500 
 C                  0.11906300   -0.25739900    0.78834000 
 C                  1.30736500   -0.73093400    1.53135600 
 C                  1.65346000   -2.09968300    1.46437600 
 C                  2.11155400    0.10236500    2.33804700 
 C                  2.71287100   -2.62877400    2.19452800 
 H                  1.09756700   -2.75422700    0.80305700 
 C                  3.18503200   -0.41126300    3.06286200 
 H                  1.89943600    1.16224600    2.38798800 
 C                  3.46839000   -1.77599300    3.00215400 
 H                  2.94337500   -3.68643600    2.12377200 
 H                  3.78831300    0.24637700    3.67946700 
 Br                 4.91377500   -2.49083800    4.04967100 
 C                 -0.30407700    1.16164300    0.92212500 
 O                  0.44405100    2.11924600    1.03518700 
 O                 -1.65179100    1.30589400    0.83965400 
 C                 -2.14351000    2.65471700    0.92089600 
 H                 -3.21318900    2.56264700    1.11515700 
 H                 -1.65422500    3.19755800    1.73263700 
 H                 -1.97367300    3.18391500   -0.01801600 
 H                 -1.72702000   -2.72122400    0.10500400 
 C                 -2.43250300   -0.79138000    2.88615800 
 H                 -2.83928900   -0.00949000    2.23357900 
 C                 -3.65578500   -1.49092000    3.54440900 
 H                 -4.18000800   -0.75464700    4.16277200 
 H                 -4.36354100   -1.86801400    2.80187100 
 H                 -3.34635900   -2.31549400    4.19591700 
 C                 -1.54520200   -0.14716500    3.96053400 
 H                 -1.16040900   -0.90309400    4.65603800 
 H                 -0.68669500    0.37384300    3.52893200 
 H                 -2.12125000    0.57869700    4.54417300 
 C                 -1.68240200   -1.74545400    2.00338100 
 H                 -0.80521900   -0.95749800    0.91470100 
 H                 -0.78319300   -2.18941000    2.43602100 
 C                 -2.37543300   -2.59435800    0.97923000 
 H                 -3.29697700   -2.11854500    0.63410000 
 C                 -2.67868400   -4.00576400    1.54320400 
 H                 -3.14828100   -4.60344500    0.75555900 
 H                 -1.76038000   -4.51159000    1.86073400 
 H                 -3.36266500   -3.97536900    2.39456600 
 O                 -1.86236500   -0.79847500   -1.69640500 
 
5D 
-4315.114472 
Rh                 0.33565800   -0.33000700   -3.91434700 
 O                 -0.09852400    1.66874100   -3.81763300 
 O                  0.76863100   -2.34037000   -3.90671600 
 O                 -0.15725000    1.62574700   -1.55130200 
 O                  0.56738400   -2.43157500   -1.65159600 
 O                  2.31430800    0.14656200   -3.74748300 
 O                 -1.65556600   -0.80745300   -3.98428000 
 O                  2.23848500   -0.03469600   -1.48893800 
 C                 -2.29516100   -0.90820600   -2.89792400 
 C                  2.83243500    0.17562400   -2.59138100 
 C                 -0.20053000    2.21039100   -2.67758500 
 C                  0.74408800   -2.94900000   -2.79893600 
 Rh                 0.20964900   -0.40364300   -1.51986800 
 C                  4.31477100    0.56820200   -2.51320000 
 C                  4.94379100   -1.77352200   -1.79199200 
 C                  6.02484900    0.01506300   -0.75865700 
 O                  4.18428100   -2.36082200   -2.53385800 
 C                  5.95887400   -2.33245700   -0.83556500 

 O                  6.31315300    1.16213100   -0.49985500 
 C                  6.61333200   -1.25922900   -0.22161100 
 C                  6.28863500   -3.64215500   -0.53044400 
 C                  7.61700400   -1.46980100    0.70837600 
 Cl                 5.44529800   -4.99509700   -1.29152100 
 C                  7.30800100   -3.87156200    0.41124100 
 C                  7.96713900   -2.79483300    1.02419600 
 Cl                 8.44031000   -0.11034700    1.48079900 
 Cl                 7.76093600   -5.52956500    0.82203400 
 Cl                 9.24795300   -3.10251800    2.20256600 
 C                 -0.44416200    3.72740700   -2.66011400 
 N                  0.29307400    4.32819300   -1.54925900 
 C                  1.63603100    4.06710500   -1.26715600 
 C                 -0.27938400    5.24921000   -0.66721100 
 O                  2.35959900    3.34777900   -1.92384600 
 C                  1.95174700    4.87340700   -0.04119900 
 O                 -1.41893500    5.65765900   -0.73594800 
 C                  0.80941300    5.60324700    0.30415200 
 C                  3.11946600    4.97272100    0.69709400 
 C                  0.81506900    6.46837400    1.38404400 
 Cl                 4.54562500    4.01861700    0.27757800 
 C                  3.13450100    5.84079800    1.80313200 
 C                  1.99407100    6.58589300    2.14032000 
 Cl                -0.61973600    7.41388200    1.80220800 
 Cl                 2.03696200    7.67988400    3.52872100 
 C                 -3.77699800   -1.29948400   -3.01149600 
 N                 -4.60428300   -0.36993100   -2.23534600 
 C                 -4.46991600    1.02056700   -2.26373500 
 C                 -5.71594500   -0.79418400   -1.49619700 
 O                 -3.60755100    1.63119600   -2.85871900 
 C                 -5.59634100    1.55091500   -1.42166600 
 O                 -6.06479300   -1.94491700   -1.35475700 
 C                 -6.34394800    0.46230400   -0.96055600 
 C                 -5.94440900    2.84998100   -1.09210300 
 C                 -7.45616100    0.64636900   -0.15644100 
 Cl                -5.00190100    4.22291900   -1.68349200 
 C                 -7.07009500    3.05150500   -0.27404000 
 C                 -7.82001900    1.95989900    0.18999800 
 Cl                -8.39497300   -0.73299700    0.42544200 
 Cl                -7.54191300    4.69601800    0.17319700 
 Cl                -9.23177500    2.23387000    1.21590800 
 C                  0.98454600   -4.46662800   -2.82840000 
 N                  0.12771200   -5.10450000   -1.82773400 
 C                 -1.24257700   -4.86732700   -1.71350900 
 C                  0.62148200   -5.94925200   -0.82399300 
 O                 -1.89700300   -4.16848500   -2.46006100 
 C                 -1.68831500   -5.64649300   -0.50900000 
 O                  1.77655400   -6.28721500   -0.70091800 
 C                 -0.57278300   -6.30907200    0.01526600 
 C                 -2.93669400   -5.76835000    0.07902200 
 C                 -0.68060900   -7.11976200    1.13268700 
 Cl                -4.33540200   -4.89843800   -0.56105700 
 C                 -3.06070100   -6.58937000    1.21435900 
 C                 -1.94374700   -7.26121200    1.73483100 
 Cl                 0.73071200   -7.95463300    1.78844200 
 Cl                -4.63726500   -6.77236200    1.99074400 
 Cl                -2.12019300   -8.28936200    3.16063000 
 H                  2.00864800   -4.62159000   -2.46899500 
 H                 -3.87065200   -2.26564900   -2.50512400 
 H                 -1.50255900    3.86499400   -2.41039400 
 H                  4.34229500    1.51583800   -1.96552800 
 Cl                 4.60495100    5.99382400    2.77208400 
 N                  5.04625400   -0.38591200   -1.67712700 
 C                 -0.13470800    4.41326100   -3.99335100 
 H                 -0.73819900    3.97037500   -4.78851100 
 H                 -0.37393900    5.47863700   -3.91987700 
 H                  0.92027500    4.29716300   -4.25504300 
 C                 -4.27136200   -1.41862200   -4.45458500 
 H                 -3.67411500   -2.15956800   -4.99078600 
 H                 -5.31655700   -1.74336100   -4.45614500 
 H                 -4.18574100   -0.46350500   -4.97935500 
 C                  0.81939700   -5.08989200   -4.21599600 
 H                  1.50271800   -4.60994000   -4.91987900 
 H                  1.05383800   -6.15777000   -4.16876000 
 H                 -0.20202000   -4.96059400   -4.58264900 
 C                  4.97694600    0.73749600   -3.88278200 
 H                  4.44477400    1.49514800   -4.46255400 
 H                  6.01326700    1.06301800   -3.74843500 



 

 

 H                  4.96071300   -0.19976700   -4.44504700 
 C                 -1.90867500    1.20657100    1.98101100 
 C                 -0.50175500    0.62101200    1.91298300 
 C                 -0.36071900   -0.64165000    1.29912700 
 C                  0.63757200    1.19168900    2.48924600 
 C                  0.85485400   -1.33760000    1.31474000 
 H                 -1.23198800   -1.12836000    0.86971800 
 C                  1.86014100    0.51134300    2.50967300 
 H                  0.58523200    2.17696500    2.93035400 
 C                  1.95580000   -0.75413200    1.94259800 
 H                  0.93101900   -2.31598600    0.85594900 
 H                  2.72499500    0.96682200    2.98023700 
 Br                 3.60538600   -1.73102700    2.06321600 
 C                 -1.97987800    2.73078900    1.91305200 
 O                 -1.04307100    3.50607500    1.91116900 
 O                 -3.26136200    3.14064900    1.82729700 
 C                 -3.46524000    4.57172400    1.81381300 
 H                 -4.54537100    4.70561900    1.75820300 
 H                 -3.06930900    5.01399700    2.73151900 
 H                 -2.97211200    5.02255800    0.95218100 
 H                 -4.60981300    1.00600500    2.08578400 
 C                 -2.89136400    1.39282100    4.47317500 
 H                 -3.54274200    2.25453500    4.27145300 
 C                 -3.54013500    0.56390200    5.60052300 
 H                 -3.57884300    1.15297600    6.52384800 
 H                 -4.56318300    0.24924500    5.37686300 
 H                 -2.94964500   -0.33773100    5.81055000 
 C                 -1.54442900    1.92364000    4.99675500 
 H                 -0.83342000    1.10467400    5.16115400 
 H                 -1.08002700    2.64542500    4.32237700 
 H                 -1.69169000    2.42973100    5.95797300 
 C                 -2.77641200    0.56353700    3.15701900 
 H                 -2.40581200    0.88934300    1.05691100 
 H                 -2.24562100   -0.36076200    3.42533600 
 C                 -4.16573600    0.14984900    2.60820100 
 H                 -4.83418100   -0.07405400    3.44426600 
 C                 -4.14301500   -1.08095200    1.69164100 
 H                 -5.15746700   -1.36916200    1.39622300 
 H                 -3.57031700   -0.91790800    0.77067800 
 H                 -3.69932400   -1.94279500    2.20553700 
 O                 -1.82675000   -0.77077900   -1.72333600 
 
R-PD 
-747.861097 
C                 -1.95926800    1.07097500    2.13315800 
 C                 -0.49174500    0.63080800    2.12341500 
 C                 -0.22466900   -0.73024700    1.90613700 
 C                  0.60120800    1.49973600    2.23716500 
 C                  1.07770500   -1.22064100    1.82782500 
 H                 -1.04957700   -1.42845400    1.78529300 
 C                  1.91367900    1.02764300    2.15619100 
 H                  0.43496200    2.55754200    2.40304500 
 C                  2.14370900   -0.33099400    1.95640800 
 H                  1.25868900   -2.27687600    1.66024500 
 H                  2.74606900    1.71683400    2.25012400 
 Br                 3.94963700   -0.98919500    1.84735500 
 C                 -2.16356700    2.57693300    2.05082500 
 O                 -1.65899700    3.41980600    2.76588700 
 O                 -3.03993000    2.88789500    1.06747300 
 C                 -3.34351000    4.28689900    0.92886200 
 H                 -4.06350600    4.34941200    0.11262700 
 H                 -3.77273700    4.68060700    1.85389400 
 H                 -2.43904000    4.85194500    0.68901400 
 H                 -4.72449900    1.44252500    2.78625200 
 C                 -2.68553900    1.09069500    4.69435200 
 H                 -3.03853200    2.12950800    4.63192900 
 C                 -3.54522600    0.36738500    5.75177100 
 H                 -3.33097600    0.77420600    6.74644200 
 H                 -4.62050600    0.47751600    5.58471900 
 H                 -3.31550900   -0.70641800    5.78102300 
 C                 -1.23008900    1.12929800    5.19075400 
 H                 -0.77752200    0.12960500    5.18541500 
 H                 -0.60892200    1.78992700    4.58626100 
 H                 -1.20002700    1.50069100    6.22200400 
 C                 -2.84928000    0.44739500    3.28313500 
 H                 -2.37655500    0.67210400    1.20577700 
 H                 -2.51498000   -0.59747500    3.36667600 
 C                 -4.33778400    0.41570800    2.84741100 

 H                 -4.90909600   -0.07459000    3.64052200 
 C                 -4.64557000   -0.32071500    1.53567300 
 H                 -5.72763700   -0.45475200    1.42401400 
 H                 -4.29896300    0.22530400    0.65252600 
 H                 -4.18955700   -1.31917000    1.52075400 
 
4E 
-4315.068960 
Rh                 0.15831400    0.18324200   -4.22665000 
 O                 -0.15940400    2.22830900   -4.17851600 
 O                  0.49522800   -1.85075600   -4.11543000 
 O                 -0.06457500    2.26195700   -1.91024900 
 O                  0.36895500   -1.83713400   -1.84813800 
 O                  2.19141700    0.52053400   -4.16886500 
 O                 -1.86675900   -0.16849800   -4.12381900 
 O                 -1.87874900   -0.01541400   -1.85629400 
 O                  2.23453300    0.44868100   -1.89946900 
 C                 -2.42600500   -0.18320800   -2.99501900 
 C                  2.77044900    0.55686600   -3.05126400 
 C                 -0.16207100    2.80401800   -3.06026700 
 C                  0.50030100   -2.40183300   -2.98556300 
 Rh                 0.17693300    0.23015900   -1.75681300 
 C                  4.28368000    0.82943700   -3.07381100 
 C                  4.75424200   -1.31273700   -1.81209100 
 C                  5.96763400    0.58775900   -1.22414100 
 O                  3.96596700   -2.01539400   -2.41100100 
 C                  5.70225900   -1.68720800   -0.70560500 
 O                  6.35899300    1.73205800   -1.26196200 
 C                  6.43295500   -0.54710800   -0.35571900 
 C                  5.92019000   -2.89836900   -0.07070700 
 C                  7.39860400   -0.59014300    0.63588400 
 Cl                 4.98000400   -4.33235300   -0.50360300 
 C                  6.89799200   -2.95847300    0.93811200 
 C                  7.63125800   -1.81422500    1.28831200 
 Cl                 8.31614400    0.85403500    1.07375400 
 Cl                 7.20138300   -4.48774900    1.76955500 
 Cl                 8.85532000   -1.90790400    2.55879900 
 C                 -0.33444800    4.33265600   -3.03210200 
 N                  0.45358100    4.87811300   -1.92590800 
 C                  1.81810900    4.62169700   -1.75257100 
 C                 -0.12411200    5.48764700   -0.80840800 
 O                  2.52027500    4.02501100   -2.54147900 
 C                  2.17637400    5.22654500   -0.42594700 
 O                 -1.30598000    5.72404300   -0.67285500 
 C                  1.01099300    5.75621600    0.13583100 
 C                  3.38914000    5.29818900    0.23821300 
 C                  1.03150400    6.37823700    1.37153200 
 Cl                 4.84831000    4.58877700   -0.45625500 
 C                  3.42460900    5.93155000    1.49316500 
 C                  2.25650800    6.46917900    2.05413700 
 Cl                -0.44824900    7.04063600    2.08131200 
 Cl                 2.32135500    7.26303400    3.63327200 
 C                 -3.92994900   -0.50762600   -2.97273800 
 N                 -4.61894200    0.36159700   -2.01692100 
 C                 -4.48767400    1.75148800   -1.99143000 
 C                 -5.51602400   -0.12043100   -1.05820900 
 O                 -3.77439900    2.40358200   -2.72347600 
 C                 -5.40642500    2.22174400   -0.89705000 
 O                 -5.80216500   -1.28417900   -0.88424700 
 C                 -6.02542600    1.09841100   -0.33881500 
 C                 -5.68840100    3.49787200   -0.43776400 
 C                 -6.94250200    1.22429600    0.69102600 
 Cl                -4.89338900    4.91180500   -1.13581300 
 C                 -6.61782100    3.64051800    0.60861000 
 C                 -7.23926600    2.51341600    1.16832900 
 Cl                -7.72678500   -0.19778400    1.39027500 
 Cl                -7.00319600    5.25261400    1.22091000 
 Cl                -8.40258000    2.71213100    2.48380300 
 C                  0.73836700   -3.92124300   -2.93804900 
 N                 -0.07868500   -4.50846100   -1.87496000 
 C                 -1.46399600   -4.33992600   -1.78325500 
 C                  0.46180400   -5.16341600   -0.76400600 
 O                 -2.14926600   -3.74227000   -2.58566800 
 C                 -1.87083200   -5.03485000   -0.51479400 
 O                  1.64206600   -5.35952600   -0.56905000 
 C                 -0.71494600   -5.53717400    0.09238900 
 C                 -3.11887700   -5.21611000    0.05800000 
 C                 -0.77957000   -6.23758300    1.28501200 

 Cl                -4.57030800   -4.55942000   -0.69961100 
 C                 -3.19882900   -5.92670300    1.26952400 
 C                 -2.03994500   -6.43472500    1.87647200 
 Cl                 0.68381200   -6.87272200    2.04663200 
 Cl                -4.77290700   -6.17980400    2.03023200 
 Cl                -2.16109100   -7.32817700    3.39638200 
 H                  1.77448100   -4.05283400   -2.60420400 
 H                 -4.01274500   -1.51683100   -2.55330300 
 H                 -1.37836800    4.51610300   -2.75159000 
 H                  4.40252500    1.87552300   -2.76788500 
 Cl                 4.95575500    6.04768700    2.36944000 
 N                  4.96173300    0.04755500   -2.03738700 
 C                 -0.02233900    5.01120900   -4.36677300 
 H                 -0.66050200    4.59287700   -5.14823700 
 H                 -0.21586900    6.08553100   -4.28849000 
 H                  1.02060200    4.85281000   -4.65081600 
 C                 -4.58513800   -0.46299100   -4.35500500 
 H                 -4.07746800   -1.15808200   -5.02694900 
 H                 -5.63642700   -0.75653100   -4.27221500 
 H                 -4.52159900    0.53952800   -4.78593900 
 C                  0.52913500   -4.61962000   -4.28288600 
 H                  1.18763300   -4.17592400   -5.03262400 
 H                  0.76787500   -5.68349500   -4.18728000 
 H                 -0.50315600   -4.51021400   -4.62340400 
 C                  4.91958400    0.61471600   -4.44985600 
 H                  4.42762300    1.25015100   -5.18886500 
 H                  5.98097200    0.87836500   -4.40772700 
 H                  4.81695400   -0.42607800   -4.76899400 
 C                  0.25207000    0.38988800    0.26391800 
 C                  0.90579800   -0.45261500    1.21582800 
 C                  1.66338300   -1.58292900    0.79986700 
 C                  0.79794700   -0.20827800    2.61693500 
 C                  2.25394900   -2.43351100    1.72335300 
 H                  1.77234800   -1.78302400   -0.25683300 
 C                  1.38450300   -1.05078200    3.54435800 
 H                  0.24263000    0.65313900    2.97168000 
 C                  2.10800800   -2.16332200    3.08940000 
 H                  2.81017800   -3.30192300    1.38885600 
 H                  1.29006100   -0.85760400    4.60686400 
 Br                 2.91518300   -3.32697200    4.36565000 
 C                 -0.32236100    1.65910900    0.78779200 
 O                  0.39530600    2.62050700    0.99900200 
 O                 -1.64710100    1.63500800    0.96496900 
 C                 -2.24247800    2.88083500    1.40060500 
 H                 -3.28423900    2.63851300    1.60609900 
 H                 -1.74828100    3.24528400    2.30399300 
 H                 -2.16528100    3.63277200    0.61324900 
 H                 -2.93803600   -0.82314400    1.62495900 
 C                 -4.08837200   -0.89478700    3.48396600 
 H                 -4.78541200   -0.10644000    3.15866300 
 C                 -2.97650400   -0.22689300    4.30877300 
 H                 -2.41814800    0.49066500    3.69475200 
 H                 -3.36965700    0.31308000    5.17690600 
 H                 -2.26227000   -0.97627400    4.67660300 
 C                 -3.50270900   -1.54860000    2.22270000 
 H                 -2.81633700   -2.36331200    2.49250600 
 H                 -4.29018600   -1.96858400    1.58711200 
 C                 -4.89833000   -1.91922400    4.30293400 
 H                 -5.58852600   -2.43889600    3.62284900 
 H                 -4.21268100   -2.69154600    4.68612600 
 C                 -5.71009800   -1.33704100    5.46874900 
 H                 -5.04012600   -0.85176200    6.19072600 
 H                 -6.37311000   -0.54751900    5.08662700 
 C                 -6.54687300   -2.39566600    6.19602400 
 H                 -5.91020100   -3.18532400    6.61426700 
 H                 -7.11841800   -1.95653100    7.02184400 
 H                 -7.26012600   -2.87429400    5.51370700 
 
TSE4-5 
-4315.027208 
Rh                 0.44913700   -0.54163700   -3.82762900 
 O                  0.17781300    1.50776500   -3.84680300 
 O                  0.75998500   -2.56925600   -3.67234000 
 O                  0.16779600    1.58730800   -1.57851300 
 O                  0.55975700   -2.52775600   -1.41327400 
 O                  2.46680300   -0.21439600   -3.69876900 
 O                 -1.59021000   -0.90198100   -3.79707700 
 O                 -1.68650900   -0.70675600   -1.53717700 



 

 

 O                  2.42877000   -0.23999600   -1.42807000 
 C                 -2.19017700   -0.91450300   -2.69000100 
 C                  3.00755500   -0.16016900   -2.55626100 
 C                  0.16730800    2.10996200   -2.73837100 
 C                  0.72987800   -3.10880200   -2.53331500 
 Rh                 0.36557700   -0.45181300   -1.39267200 
 C                  4.52252400    0.09826700   -2.53767200 
 C                  4.93979800   -2.15447600   -1.45476100 
 C                  6.25342500   -0.35239600   -0.77897300 
 O                  4.10682900   -2.77862400   -2.07910000 
 C                  5.93110900   -2.65312100   -0.43946200 
 O                  6.68349300    0.77868000   -0.74154100 
 C                  6.73073900   -1.57464200   -0.04743100 
 C                  6.13957000   -3.92134000    0.07561000 
 C                  7.76395200   -1.74055000    0.85923900 
 Cl                 5.09251400   -5.27074700   -0.38210000 
 C                  7.19000200   -4.10670600    0.99135900 
 C                  7.99662900   -3.02612300    1.37819400 
 Cl                 8.76996900   -0.37359000    1.35068000 
 Cl                 7.49110100   -5.71430400    1.66059500 
 Cl                 9.31065900   -3.27765500    2.53298600 
 C                  0.11671200    3.64892600   -2.76517300 
 N                  0.87500300    4.16859100   -1.62685700 
 C                  2.20546000    3.82664600   -1.36373000 
 C                  0.27892200    4.86121300   -0.56928200 
 O                  2.91169000    3.16665600   -2.09655300 
 C                  2.52399400    4.44178200   -0.03198200 
 O                 -0.88646300    5.19484200   -0.52258800 
 C                  1.36870600    5.07246400    0.43960400 
 C                  3.69507400    4.44376800    0.70699200 
 C                  1.35745100    5.72625900    1.65886800 
 Cl                 5.13929200    3.61301700    0.12502700 
 C                  3.69786900    5.10818300    1.94644000 
 C                  2.54012700    5.74547100    2.41762900 
 Cl                -0.11018700    6.51549200    2.25449000 
 Cl                 2.56423800    6.57545300    3.97924400 
 C                 -3.68879700   -1.26576200   -2.69651200 
 N                 -4.41977000   -0.30078400   -1.86912600 
 C                 -4.40731200    1.07936700   -2.09975800 
 C                 -5.12134400   -0.64969100   -0.71296700 
 O                 -3.79986800    1.63653600   -2.98698000 
 C                 -5.27532200    1.67466800   -1.02692300 
 O                 -5.21027500   -1.76722600   -0.25031300 
 C                 -5.70842000    0.63605900   -0.19636500 
 C                 -5.65696300    2.98608300   -0.79733400 
 C                 -6.53862100    0.88635800    0.88320000 
 Cl                -5.10435700    4.29055800   -1.85043500 
 C                 -6.49821500    3.25441500    0.29788100 
 C                 -6.93552800    2.21264900    1.13101700 
 Cl                -7.10224100   -0.42941600    1.92284800 
 Cl                -7.00822000    4.91343600    0.62170800 
 Cl                -7.99433500    2.56703500    2.50049200 
 C                  0.98188200   -4.62480900   -2.48727400 
 N                  0.17577000   -5.23526800   -1.42743400 
 C                 -1.19895100   -5.04328300   -1.28082100 
 C                  0.71503100   -6.08359900   -0.45244500 
 O                 -1.89410200   -4.35529100   -1.99892100 
 C                 -1.59252200   -5.85290800   -0.07553100 
 O                  1.87954300   -6.40251800   -0.36555700 
 C                 -0.44452800   -6.48265300    0.41720700 
 C                 -2.82321900   -6.02905800    0.53539700 
 C                 -0.49850200   -7.30539400    1.52998000 
 Cl                -4.26765600   -5.21875600   -0.07810400 
 C                 -2.89309400   -6.86064700    1.66774000 
 C                 -1.74185500   -7.49472500    2.15988700 
 Cl                 0.95483700   -8.09625800    2.14711000 
 Cl                -4.44548700   -7.10502600    2.47633400 
 Cl                -1.85024200   -8.53615600    3.58249600 
 H                  2.02182900   -4.74394400   -2.16084800 
 H                 -3.77425200   -2.21856500   -2.16281600 
 H                 -0.92233900    3.93195800   -2.56018500 
 H                  4.64678200    1.10988700   -2.13625300 
 Cl                 5.17496600    5.13695800    2.91755000 
 N                  5.18248900   -0.78534200   -1.57251600 
 C                  0.56556500    4.25498200   -4.09642100 
 H                 -0.05743200    3.86586600   -4.90468600 
 H                  0.45998800    5.34369700   -4.06017900 
 H                  1.60640700    4.00091900   -4.30921600 

 C                 -4.28994400   -1.39252600   -4.09677500 
 H                 -3.75198300   -2.16137500   -4.65604100 
 H                 -5.34248800   -1.68400500   -4.02168900 
 H                 -4.21161200   -0.45146300   -4.64512100 
 C                  0.77681700   -5.32269400   -3.83398400 
 H                  1.42650300   -4.86989800   -4.58551400 
 H                  1.02915400   -6.38367100   -3.74129200 
 H                 -0.25873200   -5.22568400   -4.17056500 
 C                  5.17680300    0.00367500   -3.91838500 
 H                  4.70444100    0.71110900   -4.60317100 
 H                  6.23997600    0.25041000   -3.83596300 
 H                  5.06826500   -1.00154500   -4.33476200 
 C                  0.25851000   -0.29183200    0.94808800 
 C                  1.43724400   -0.81458200    1.66753700 
 C                  1.89368300   -2.12510400    1.40944900 
 C                  2.13231200   -0.05999500    2.63525300 
 C                  2.95336800   -2.68159500    2.11942100 
 H                  1.42207900   -2.70889900    0.62692500 
 C                  3.20912300   -0.59919300    3.33562500 
 H                  1.83375600    0.96133900    2.83178400 
 C                  3.60151500   -1.91431700    3.08952400 
 H                  3.27283100   -3.69725900    1.91164900 
 H                  3.72787400   -0.00205500    4.07771100 
 Br                 5.04868900   -2.67685300    4.09819200 
 C                 -0.25869200    1.07166800    1.22011000 
 O                  0.45135700    2.03292900    1.46816900 
 O                 -1.60101100    1.16748800    1.09408900 
 C                 -2.14888200    2.49007300    1.25178000 
 H                 -3.22436800    2.34477100    1.35920100 
 H                 -1.73701400    2.97552800    2.13908500 
 H                 -1.93220400    3.10172800    0.37469700 
 H                 -0.59104000   -1.03607900    0.68693500 
 C                 -2.14089100   -1.28383700    2.84260400 
 H                 -2.66806200   -0.36383000    2.57024200 
 C                 -1.23285100   -1.02150700    4.04959900 
 H                 -0.47961700   -0.26127400    3.82678800 
 H                 -1.81451500   -0.66862100    4.90580200 
 H                 -0.70409500   -1.93351800    4.35371400 
 C                 -1.40741300   -1.78741200    1.63465000 
 H                 -0.67241500   -2.57164400    1.81064600 
 H                 -2.02954100   -1.95640500    0.75198300 
 C                 -3.23176600   -2.36810200    3.13107500 
 H                 -3.82528100   -2.52211400    2.22089300 
 H                 -2.74077100   -3.32569800    3.35746300 
 C                 -4.18827400   -2.00796800    4.28018100 
 H                 -3.63223500   -1.91931000    5.22107700 
 H                 -4.63464900   -1.02383400    4.08391000 
 C                 -5.29944800   -3.05094000    4.44487900 
 H                 -4.88468300   -4.04497500    4.65167300 
 H                 -5.96486600   -2.78766000    5.27472300 
 H                 -5.90746500   -3.12783700    3.53621000 
 
5E 
-4315.124083 
Rh                 0.37515400   -0.10320000   -4.10325200 
 O                 -0.08915900    1.87903800   -3.86607700 
 O                  0.84162700   -2.09733900   -4.24249400 
 O                 -0.20780800    1.66357000   -1.61247800 
 O                  0.62361400   -2.36273600   -2.00294300 
 O                  2.34868200    0.36507900   -3.85725000 
 O                 -1.61804100   -0.59368000   -4.24922200 
 O                 -1.80950900   -0.73957300   -1.99499500 
 O                  2.22513400    0.03964800   -1.61612800 
 C                 -2.26631600   -0.78738500   -3.18107200 
 C                  2.84336700    0.31213100   -2.69121100 
 C                 -0.22976600    2.33208200   -2.69207700 
 C                  0.83223100   -2.78747900   -3.18191400 
 Rh                 0.20857200   -0.35617500   -1.72710300 
 C                  4.32988600    0.67067300   -2.55872800 
 C                  4.87169700   -1.68340800   -1.81182300 
 C                  5.92382100    0.07957300   -0.70743800 
 O                  4.15786000   -2.25174900   -2.61200300 
 C                  5.79507300   -2.26523700   -0.77957100 
 O                  6.22717100    1.21938800   -0.43366800 
 C                  6.43384600   -1.20745800   -0.12398900 
 C                  6.06200700   -3.58224000   -0.44483800 
 C                  7.35979100   -1.44042700    0.87847900 
 Cl                 5.22703100   -4.91332400   -1.24931300 

 C                  7.00279400   -3.83380500    0.57015700 
 C                  7.64714700   -2.77271100    1.22473700 
 Cl                 8.16279600   -0.10008500    1.70398900 
 Cl                 7.37411500   -5.50159000    1.02194300 
 Cl                 8.82856200   -3.10939600    2.49547200 
 C                 -0.50206800    3.83954700   -2.56790100 
 N                  0.26016800    4.38786400   -1.44572800 
 C                  1.60638500    4.11078700   -1.19676200 
 C                 -0.28112900    5.30899200   -0.54389700 
 O                  2.30991900    3.39671300   -1.88048500 
 C                  1.95698700    4.89760500    0.03248100 
 O                 -1.41526900    5.73550100   -0.58623400 
 C                  0.83263700    5.64026900    0.40709400 
 C                  3.14104500    4.97475100    0.74715200 
 C                  0.87407300    6.49694100    1.49271800 
 Cl                 4.54347100    4.00277000    0.29350300 
 C                  3.19166100    5.83380900    1.85918400 
 C                  2.06971400    6.59272800    2.22523300 
 Cl                -0.53752300    7.46299700    1.94715400 
 Cl                 2.15703500    7.67668800    3.61966700 
 C                 -3.74711600   -1.17306300   -3.32312100 
 N                 -4.53934600   -0.43219300   -2.33935800 
 C                 -4.46640000    0.95152600   -2.16875100 
 C                 -5.45254300   -1.04245400   -1.47014200 
 O                 -3.73894700    1.69672600   -2.79091500 
 C                 -5.44819700    1.27536400   -1.07844300 
 O                 -5.69618600   -2.22721300   -1.42678900 
 C                 -6.03555700    0.07843500   -0.65424300 
 C                 -5.80261900    2.48840400   -0.51250200 
 C                 -6.98657700    0.06508400    0.35217400 
 Cl                -5.07104200    3.99775100   -1.06806500 
 C                 -6.76616500    2.48965400    0.51144100 
 C                 -7.35229100    1.28910800    0.94137700 
 Cl                -7.72368800   -1.44872300    0.88555800 
 Cl                -7.24493600    4.01859500    1.25897000 
 Cl                -8.56140700    1.31130800    2.22888100 
 C                  1.14983300   -4.28319100   -3.32851700 
 N                  0.33990000   -5.04811100   -2.38032000 
 C                 -1.03737200   -4.88577800   -2.22073900 
 C                  0.87987100   -6.01487700   -1.52119300 
 O                 -1.73381600   -4.13282400   -2.86968900 
 C                 -1.42761100   -5.82733000   -1.11679300 
 O                  2.04397200   -6.34293300   -1.48185700 
 C                 -0.28098500   -6.51878400   -0.71040600 
 C                 -2.65614800   -6.06328400   -0.52208200 
 C                 -0.33745000   -7.47391600    0.29062100 
 Cl                -4.08904400   -5.15222800   -1.00619300 
 C                 -2.72785300   -7.03092200    0.49626000 
 C                 -1.58008400   -7.73223400    0.89674700 
 Cl                 1.11259700   -8.34611500    0.79686500 
 Cl                -4.27814800   -7.36140700    1.27664400 
 Cl                -1.69136900   -8.94523200    2.17649000 
 H                  2.18483400   -4.40587500   -2.98810400 
 H                 -3.81322100   -2.22248100   -3.01447200 
 H                 -1.55408100    3.93869500   -2.27655300 
 H                  4.35800900    1.61927800   -2.01200900 
 Cl                 4.68382500    5.95878500    2.79833400 
 N                  5.00029900   -0.29836200   -1.69019400 
 C                 -0.25026800    4.61679100   -3.86245400 
 H                 -0.87024600    4.21425100   -4.66651700 
 H                 -0.50874300    5.66936000   -3.71106700 
 H                  0.79765900    4.54140700   -4.16464600 
 C                 -4.29638200   -1.00712200   -4.74138300 
 H                 -3.70932400   -1.60917700   -5.43849000 
 H                 -5.33647400   -1.34626200   -4.77355100 
 H                 -4.24559300    0.03660800   -5.06156800 
 C                  1.00780900   -4.80490900   -4.76050700 
 H                  1.65861200   -4.23674100   -5.42849500 
 H                  1.29944200   -5.85906600   -4.79623800 
 H                 -0.02219600   -4.70351400   -5.11233300 
 C                  5.04906400    0.81987200   -3.90160800 
 H                  4.55702400    1.58663300   -4.50418500 
 H                  6.08652100    1.12199500   -3.72770300 
 H                  5.03402500   -0.11934600   -4.46075400 
 C                 -1.99795500    1.14968500    1.56776700 
 C                 -0.66139200    0.42934900    1.66827500 
 C                 -0.52202900   -0.78698100    0.96901600 
 C                  0.39976300    0.84583900    2.47689900 



 

 

 C                  0.63022100   -1.57441400    1.09042500 
 H                 -1.35780800   -1.16558100    0.38610700 
 C                  1.55620800    0.06948300    2.60933100 
 H                  0.33775500    1.78387100    3.01366800 
 C                  1.66129800   -1.13547000    1.92184400 
 H                  0.71260500   -2.50898800    0.54890300 
 H                  2.36267200    0.40402800    3.25313200 
 Br                 3.22548400   -2.22858000    2.15028500 
 C                 -1.92027500    2.66279300    1.79356900 
 O                 -0.91182900    3.34046200    1.74997100 
 O                 -3.14281400    3.18479000    2.00388300 
 C                 -3.19592500    4.61604500    2.18964100 
 H                 -4.24662900    4.83974700    2.37208900 
 H                 -2.58357000    4.90615200    3.04679600 
 H                 -2.83735500    5.12960600    1.29685100 
 H                 -2.32091600    1.05838100    0.51975400 
 C                 -2.95770400    0.57783000    3.96461400 
 H                 -2.34373800    1.46250800    4.19492200 
 C                 -2.24570200   -0.65671900    4.54479000 
 H                 -1.28442900   -0.83625000    4.05504100 
 H                 -2.05185100   -0.54392600    5.61652700 
 H                 -2.86339600   -1.55475200    4.41041800 
 C                 -3.11510200    0.48001700    2.42331200 
 H                 -3.17799100   -0.57484700    2.12716600 
 H                 -4.06104200    0.94205200    2.12572600 
 C                 -4.33890800    0.80493800    4.61656700 
 H                 -4.80202000    1.68028000    4.13918400 
 H                 -4.99008000   -0.05171600    4.38200200 
 C                 -4.32632500    1.02833700    6.13519000 
 H                 -3.94008500    0.13694000    6.64521400 
 H                 -3.62957600    1.84489000    6.37508400 
 C                 -5.71467200    1.36177000    6.69338600 
 H                 -6.42636000    0.55116300    6.49364600 
 H                 -5.68241200    1.51658100    7.77789200 
 H                 -6.11833000    2.27432900    6.23746700 
 
R-PE 
-747.868116 

C                -2.16100200    1.13740400    1.68614900 
 C                 -0.79817000    0.45811700    1.76686100 
 C                 -0.56099100   -0.64344000    0.93132200 
 C                  0.22379300    0.85797700    2.63930700 
 C                  0.64662800   -1.33983900    0.96395900 
 H                 -1.33369300   -0.96703600    0.23721200 
 C                  1.44167100    0.17532300    2.68089900 
 H                  0.07195400    1.71536000    3.28436700 
 C                  1.64306900   -0.92119200    1.84492600 
 H                  0.81141100   -2.18873500    0.30936300 
 H                  2.22430200    0.49784800    3.35918700 
 Br                 3.31964400   -1.86639100    1.89873100 
 C                 -2.11853900    2.63801500    1.94242500 
 O                 -1.64485400    3.19265300    2.91498000 
 O                 -2.73824600    3.30977900    0.94794400 
 C                 -2.80718000    4.73651800    1.11428100 
 H                 -3.33555200    5.10711300    0.23558700 
 H                 -3.35129500    4.99088100    2.02774900 
 H                 -1.80266900    5.16411400    1.16888900 
 H                 -2.52142600    1.01849700    0.65948800 
 C                 -3.01297900    0.47913400    4.12530600 
 H                 -2.33524900    1.30678400    4.37026000 
 C                 -2.35709700   -0.83868200    4.57400900 
 H                 -1.44921400   -1.05176900    4.00287800 
 H                 -2.07957700   -0.81110300    5.63296900 
 H                 -3.04753300   -1.68152700    4.43195800 
 C                 -3.26108500    0.49201100    2.59501800 
 H                 -3.41286800   -0.53467000    2.23648900 
 H                 -4.19352600    1.02910700    2.37487200 
 C                 -4.33944000    0.74178300    4.87224900 
 H                 -4.77652300    1.67423100    4.48500700 
 H                 -5.05831500   -0.05555900    4.62517900 
 C                 -4.22080900    0.86111500    6.39786500 
 H                 -3.86205700   -0.08483100    6.82276800 
 H                 -3.45943300    1.61582000    6.64195300 
 C                 -5.54734400    1.23890200    7.06690300 
 H                 -6.32240600    0.48979600    6.86186700 
 H                 -5.43861900    1.31543100    8.15489900 
 H                 -5.91699500    2.20470800    6.70027600 
 

4S 
-4315.066376 
Rh                 0.17591200    0.11939200   -4.12695900 
 O                 -0.14881500    2.15356500   -4.01472900 
 O                  0.53077000   -1.91895100   -4.05539900 
 O                 -0.42562300    2.08695300   -1.76181600 
 O                 -0.05456500   -2.02542900   -1.86274100 
 O                  2.15826000    0.44912200   -3.65966500 
 O                 -1.84392200   -0.16403000   -4.45357000 
 O                 -2.29438200   -0.11032400   -2.22860700 
 O                  1.76093900    0.12849800   -1.44769800 
 C                 -2.61746400   -0.14568100   -3.46098500 
 C                  2.50957600    0.36634900   -2.45597300 
 C                 -0.32226500    2.68135100   -2.88422800 
 C                  0.39966800   -2.51027600   -2.95004000 
 Rh                -0.30074900    0.02015900   -1.70634700 
 C                  3.99117100    0.60833500   -2.11667600 
 C                  4.53409600   -1.81030300   -1.60385700 
 C                  4.80157200   -0.25493000    0.10754600 
 O                  4.19048900   -2.25814200   -2.67705200 
 C                  5.07482800   -2.53136800   -0.40319700 
 O                  4.76298900    0.81162400    0.68380600 
 C                  5.20350800   -1.60265500    0.63450900 
 C                  5.41949500   -3.85991700   -0.22349600 
 C                  5.65109300   -1.98738700    1.88698800 
 Cl                 5.31592700   -5.01554300   -1.55450600 
 C                  5.87696600   -4.26416300    1.04270800 
 C                  5.98554200   -3.33720800    2.09093700 
 Cl                 5.79780900   -0.81222300    3.20059900 
 Cl                 6.32208000   -5.95273900    1.31375100 
 Cl                 6.55464400   -3.86557800    3.67901800 
 C                 -0.48115300    4.21069600   -2.85267800 
 N                  0.15174600    4.75900800   -1.65058500 
 C                  1.43737900    4.43604400   -1.21763500 
 C                 -0.47995000    5.70104600   -0.82708400 
 O                  2.19351500    3.66078500   -1.76665400 
 C                  1.65882400    5.24640400    0.03009100 
 O                 -1.59032000    6.14976700   -0.99963000 
 C                  0.51146100    6.01267600    0.25880700 
 C                  2.74901700    5.32169300    0.88077900 
 C                  0.42932300    6.87664300    1.33759400 
 Cl                 4.18618200    4.32808600    0.60884200 
 C                  2.68184300    6.19677400    1.97952500 
 C                  1.53167200    6.96837500    2.20592700 
 Cl                -1.02411900    7.84075800    1.62078700 
 Cl                 1.46285700    8.06032100    3.59293400 
 C                 -4.13085600   -0.21098800   -3.73695600 
 N                 -4.84128600    0.59164500   -2.74250300 
 C                 -4.59044300    1.94827500   -2.51191500 
 C                 -5.71672000    0.03829200   -1.80423700 
 O                 -3.80453800    2.62826300   -3.13704800 
 C                 -5.48375300    2.33169100   -1.36715100 
 O                 -6.02503300   -1.13337700   -1.74288600 
 C                 -6.15887000    1.18316900   -0.94185100 
 C                 -5.69709300    3.55597100   -0.75652700 
 C                 -7.06026100    1.22906900    0.10716500 
 Cl                -4.82332700    4.99680000   -1.27902200 
 C                 -6.62044300    3.61913800    0.30245900 
 C                 -7.29277900    2.46577200    0.73336300 
 Cl                -7.90138100   -0.22933600    0.64882300 
 Cl                -6.93507000    5.16795900    1.09466800 
 Cl                -8.44004200    2.56398900    2.07550700 
 C                  0.93757600   -3.94910700   -2.87009100 
 N                  0.39265900   -4.63846300   -1.70094400 
 C                 -0.94150700   -5.04226700   -1.57421000 
 C                  1.09022700   -4.71426200   -0.49050000 
 O                 -1.79522000   -4.95351500   -2.42800200 
 C                 -1.06587000   -5.58145500   -0.17414500 
 O                  2.21911100   -4.31687800   -0.30061500 
 C                  0.15195600   -5.37453200    0.47904100 
 C                 -2.12981700   -6.18694000    0.47282600 
 C                  0.33347900   -5.76130700    1.79630000 
 Cl                -3.66798000   -6.45336800   -0.36005800 
 C                 -1.96050500   -6.58790500    1.80964800 
 C                 -0.73876000   -6.37502700    2.46705300 
 Cl                 1.87501900   -5.49340500    2.62047400 
 Cl                -3.29798400   -7.36270700    2.66695200 
 Cl                -0.54501600   -6.88106800    4.14931900 

 H                  2.00584700   -3.82772300   -2.65163400 
 H                 -4.44219000   -1.24197000   -3.53187600 
 H                 -1.55301100    4.40087100   -2.72340900 
 H                  4.00690900    1.51037800   -1.49571100 
 Cl                 4.05699300    6.32185600    3.08191500 
 N                  4.47220800   -0.46087200   -1.23622400 
 C                  0.02015000    4.89971600   -4.12431200 
 H                 -0.50715500    4.50046500   -4.99300300 
 H                 -0.17005300    5.97552700   -4.05867900 
 H                  1.09108600    4.72946600   -4.26429500 
 C                 -4.50715200    0.16933300   -5.17081800 
 H                 -3.98595200   -0.48475400   -5.87310200 
 H                 -5.58615800    0.05253800   -5.31180400 
 H                 -4.22438600    1.20202900   -5.38676700 
 C                  0.77948600   -4.74449000   -4.16891300 
 H                  1.27053600   -4.20015100   -4.97785600 
 H                  1.25663300   -5.72373900   -4.06262000 
 H                 -0.27203700   -4.88563900   -4.42453100 
 C                  4.88447400    0.80213200   -3.34180800 
 H                  4.51799600    1.64879400   -3.92693200 
 H                  5.90902500    1.01500700   -3.02013100 
 H                  4.88098900   -0.08433000   -3.97872600 
 C                 -0.80490000   -0.06209600    0.26455000 
 C                 -0.07748500    0.33946200    1.42568600 
 C                  1.17950000    0.99737600    1.31788700 
 C                 -0.56978600    0.06420100    2.73675500 
 C                  1.91329900    1.34039100    2.44408800 
 H                  1.57278900    1.21873400    0.33557100 
 C                  0.15501600    0.40210000    3.86509300 
 H                 -1.53001100   -0.42513700    2.85909300 
 C                  1.39636200    1.03905100    3.70966500 
 H                  2.88208500    1.81451500    2.33913300 
 H                 -0.22630700    0.18253000    4.85571100 
 Br                 2.39595900    1.50328400    5.26456200 
 C                 -2.19534700   -0.54591700    0.48959000 
 O                 -3.11103900    0.24429400    0.63830000 
 O                 -2.31731500   -1.87607700    0.47958900 
 C                 -3.66868100   -2.38507800    0.59381500 
 H                 -3.56395700   -3.46757000    0.63697200 
 H                 -4.14316800   -2.00471200    1.50158700 
 H                 -4.25714700   -2.09435400   -0.27742300 
 C                 -2.58425500    3.57133800    3.83274900 
 H                 -1.53889900    3.24009200    3.73453700 
 C                 -3.11415000    3.82332600    2.41203100 
 H                 -2.50962200    4.57666100    1.89303300 
 H                 -3.09825300    2.90458400    1.81292500 
 H                 -4.14339800    4.20076000    2.43002300 
 C                 -2.57330000    4.86549500    4.66186700 
 H                 -3.57921900    5.29078300    4.75913900 
 H                 -2.18506000    4.69064000    5.67322500 
 H                 -1.94401500    5.62817600    4.18826900 
 C                 -3.32999200    2.41746500    4.54229900 
 H                 -3.24000700    1.51484200    3.91888600 
 H                 -2.80913500    2.19181800    5.48579100 
 C                 -4.81710500    2.64691100    4.85270300 
 H                 -4.93142300    3.52571300    5.50049900 
 H                 -5.36313700    2.87484900    3.92847500 
 C                 -5.46638900    1.43568300    5.53243400 
 H                 -4.96959700    1.19972300    6.48206400 
 H                 -6.52574100    1.61721700    5.74662000 
 H                 -5.40461300    0.54352800    4.89648800 
 
TS4S-5S 
-4315.038380 
Rh                 0.28044100   -0.67654500   -3.95124700 
 O                  0.09931800    1.37704700   -3.85445600 
 O                  0.45489300   -2.72898200   -3.88482400 
 O                 -0.12288700    1.36018200   -1.59455700 
 O                 -0.08074800   -2.79787000   -1.67674400 
 O                  2.28160600   -0.50979300   -3.49289100 
 O                 -1.75095400   -0.78652400   -4.28970900 
 O                 -2.19578100   -0.66313000   -2.06739900 
 O                  1.87654500   -0.73896600   -1.27057000 
 C                 -2.51879600   -0.66935700   -3.29571700 
 C                  2.63329100   -0.60402800   -2.28791000 
 C                 -0.01347900    1.93072400   -2.73040300 
 C                  0.29131400   -3.31368100   -2.77645800 
 Rh                -0.18680400   -0.73540400   -1.53204100 



 

 

 C                  4.13936400   -0.52557200   -1.97399200 
 C                  4.49426600   -3.03534400   -1.81904800 
 C                  5.06555200   -1.74095100    0.03015900 
 O                  4.01409900   -3.31611000   -2.89601500 
 C                  5.10936700   -3.94053000   -0.79082600 
 O                  5.15237400   -0.76409800    0.74439300 
 C                  5.44479300   -3.16460900    0.32285900 
 C                  5.36658500   -5.30013200   -0.82110300 
 C                  6.03917900   -3.73262600    1.43717600 
 Cl                 4.98284600   -6.26827400   -2.24797100 
 C                  5.95943100   -5.89190600    0.30735900 
 C                  6.29217700   -5.11509100    1.42783700 
 Cl                 6.48529400   -2.74314400    2.83402300 
 Cl                 6.29620000   -7.62686900    0.30909200 
 Cl                 7.04421400   -5.87567400    2.83518700 
 C                 -0.07292400    3.47064500   -2.71850500 
 N                  0.83139000    3.99559200   -1.68793700 
 C                  2.19113700    3.68024000   -1.60813100 
 C                  0.42193800    4.88622100   -0.68946700 
 O                  2.77622400    2.90567900   -2.33433400 
 C                  2.72444800    4.47936500   -0.45115600 
 O                 -0.70846000    5.29090400   -0.52712300 
 C                  1.66110600    5.19931300    0.10330000 
 C                  4.00301700    4.57306300    0.07275600 
 C                  1.84966600    6.02317000    1.20020800 
 Cl                 5.34424800    3.66604800   -0.63332000 
 C                  4.21146900    5.41271200    1.18211600 
 C                  3.14295900    6.13045200    1.74219500 
 Cl                 0.49779200    6.91698600    1.90762200 
 Cl                 3.42047000    7.17609200    3.13862300 
 C                 -4.02606200   -0.56312500   -3.59873500 
 N                 -4.68042100    0.28157200   -2.59921300 
 C                 -4.29953600    1.59130800   -2.30652800 
 C                 -5.70340800   -0.18444600   -1.76644600 
 O                 -3.40224100    2.20207100   -2.84929100 
 C                 -5.22715900    2.04481400   -1.21294500 
 O                 -6.17268200   -1.30130500   -1.79492700 
 C                 -6.06681800    0.97561500   -0.88622800 
 C                 -5.33760800    3.26375700   -0.56528100 
 C                 -7.03426600    1.09673500    0.09642900 
 Cl                -4.27040500    4.61283200   -0.97483500 
 C                 -6.31563300    3.40236100    0.43550500 
 C                 -7.15647400    2.32813100    0.76410200 
 Cl                -8.09139300   -0.25871400    0.50419900 
 Cl                -6.48337900    4.94375900    1.28550100 
 Cl                -8.37952200    2.52087600    2.02577500 
 C                  0.68339600   -4.80073100   -2.75170100 
 N                  0.17297700   -5.46924400   -1.55576300 
 C                 -1.17252600   -5.76407600   -1.31922200 
 C                  0.98235400   -5.73179900   -0.44550100 
 O                 -2.09592500   -5.53283300   -2.06887200 
 C                 -1.20891000   -6.41231000    0.03967400 
 O                  2.16527800   -5.48224000   -0.36147000 
 C                  0.08383300   -6.37879800    0.56946000 
 C                 -2.25303800   -6.98978800    0.74216900 
 C                  0.36176300   -6.90886000    1.81836700 
 Cl                -3.88093000   -7.07486500    0.05208500 
 C                 -1.98959200   -7.52500500    2.01504700 
 C                 -0.69330300   -7.48133100    2.55048500 
 Cl                 2.00008700   -6.87722700    2.47831100 
 Cl                -3.30177400   -8.26080000    2.94407700 
 Cl                -0.38058900   -8.15524300    4.15489600 
 H                  1.77271000   -4.79528200   -2.62566000 
 H                 -4.45088300   -1.56022500   -3.43496900 
 H                 -1.07869100    3.73556600   -2.37585700 
 H                  4.25632200    0.26795000   -1.22997700 
 Cl                 5.82917400    5.56187900    1.87340100 
 N                  4.56387200   -1.74612300   -1.27586100 
 C                  0.19659200    4.10619100   -4.08339000 
 H                 -0.52990800    3.73535100   -4.80962300 
 H                  0.09729700    5.19398300   -4.00977000 
 H                  1.19749800    3.85526900   -4.44226700 
 C                 -4.32920500   -0.10334000   -5.02748100 
 H                 -3.86581600   -0.78875700   -5.73989900 
 H                 -5.41125800   -0.09789700   -5.19231100 
 H                 -3.93187200    0.89863700   -5.20680300 
 C                  0.33773600   -5.54840500   -4.04413500 
 H                  0.81166500   -5.03780900   -4.88431500 

 H                  0.71996700   -6.57277000   -3.99212800 
 H                 -0.74071200   -5.57801200   -4.21085000 
 C                  5.00686400   -0.22708000   -3.19652300 
 H                  4.69844100    0.72718600   -3.63066700 
 H                  6.05675800   -0.15272500   -2.89453500 
 H                  4.90016900   -1.00380000   -3.95594000 
 C                 -0.81146000   -0.92627700    0.64254900 
 C                  0.05519500   -1.63496200    1.61577600 
 C                  1.44046200   -1.35811900    1.66906400 
 C                 -0.45946900   -2.52750500    2.58506200 
 C                  2.26333900   -1.90997200    2.64869900 
 H                  1.88194200   -0.72009300    0.91468900 
 C                  0.35474000   -3.10288200    3.55661800 
 H                 -1.51359900   -2.77861600    2.58149400 
 C                  1.71170100   -2.77635300    3.59409100 
 H                  3.32028200   -1.66673600    2.66902400 
 H                 -0.06463800   -3.78178100    4.29134500 
 Br                 2.82243100   -3.52035500    4.96964500 
 C                 -2.25836000   -1.32210900    0.61230800 
 O                 -3.20999600   -0.57128700    0.76765100 
 O                 -2.40486400   -2.63332300    0.33911400 
 C                 -3.75779700   -3.08982000    0.14179500 
 H                 -3.66727400   -4.11188500   -0.22097400 
 H                 -4.31190100   -3.05794300    1.08473400 
 H                 -4.26988000   -2.47145600   -0.59485800 
 C                 -1.00072400    1.43395400    1.82171100 
 H                 -0.80451500    0.24165900    0.88944500 
 C                 -1.96782800    2.21487600    0.97922800 
 H                 -1.64877600    2.25290700   -0.06337700 
 H                 -2.97179100    1.79816000    1.04231700 
 H                 -1.97798800    3.25135200    1.35267000 
 C                  0.43658800    1.87116900    1.76896400 
 H                  0.51595400    2.83144500    2.30098100 
 H                  1.10227200    1.16389800    2.27116400 
 H                  0.76542400    2.02248500    0.73830500 
 C                 -1.50632100    0.88787200    3.12634900 
 H                 -2.47198900    0.40027500    2.95922300 
 H                 -0.80737400    0.14096700    3.52097300 
 C                 -1.68434000    2.00363900    4.19368700 
 H                 -0.72279000    2.49955800    4.37509100 
 H                 -2.37016200    2.76997000    3.81247200 
 C                 -2.22493900    1.43452800    5.50920800 
 H                 -1.54306900    0.68498300    5.92733600 
 H                 -2.34850600    2.22873500    6.25363000 
 H                 -3.20033900    0.95636800    5.36269600 
 
5S 
-4315.121019 
Rh                 0.45117900    0.04230900   -4.09217600 
 O                  0.21611900    2.08062400   -3.99816200 
 O                  0.68055500   -1.99953800   -4.07162400 
 O                  0.26034300    2.05223000   -1.73199900 
 O                  0.52178400   -2.05325800   -1.81046600 
 O                  2.48565900    0.29176800   -3.99648900 
 O                 -1.57353200   -0.22337200   -4.08861500 
 O                 -1.66596700   -0.14474400   -1.82477900 
 O                  2.45741400    0.14056800   -1.73624400 
 C                 -2.18698700   -0.23580500   -2.98027600 
 C                  3.03992700    0.25483600   -2.86025900 
 C                  0.20546800    2.63382300   -2.86174800 
 C                  0.61956800   -2.59374900   -2.95542200 
 Rh                 0.38921400   -0.00597500   -1.69697600 
 C                  4.56715700    0.41519800   -2.82353800 
 C                  4.85289000   -1.91730900   -1.89683000 
 C                  6.05597400   -0.19270000   -0.88667800 
 O                  4.08952200   -2.46316700   -2.66558500 
 C                  5.68176100   -2.51129500   -0.79345300 
 O                  6.46259500    0.92862600   -0.67956200 
 C                  6.40341200   -1.47688100   -0.18792900 
 C                  5.80626700   -3.82079500   -0.35984200 
 C                  7.26476600   -1.72615100    0.86715900 
 Cl                 4.88211200   -5.12191100   -1.11522100 
 C                  6.68075600   -4.08909400    0.70877900 
 C                  7.40328800   -3.05106900    1.31717200 
 Cl                 8.16966500   -0.41436800    1.63041800 
 Cl                 6.86869600   -5.74802400    1.28731500 
 Cl                 8.49682600   -3.40777000    2.65858800 
 C                  0.07788900    4.16395200   -2.82259500 

 N                  0.92022600    4.68457600   -1.74405400 
 C                  2.27690600    4.37983200   -1.60780800 
 C                  0.41651000    5.41609900   -0.66109300 
 O                  2.92360000    3.70788000   -2.38409000 
 C                  2.71345500    5.04226500   -0.33164400 
 O                 -0.74026800    5.73952200   -0.50989900 
 C                  1.59962400    5.67668500    0.22891800 
 C                  3.95279200    5.09082800    0.28565700 
 C                  1.70046100    6.38444800    1.41470800 
 Cl                 5.34600300    4.25537200   -0.40350300 
 C                  4.06970700    5.80914000    1.48964500 
 C                  2.95411900    6.45231100    2.04785100 
 Cl                 0.29011200    7.18611000    2.11691900 
 Cl                 3.12110400    7.35162900    3.55965000 
 C                 -3.70710400   -0.45386500   -3.04105100 
 N                 -4.42143000    0.67662300   -2.43812700 
 C                 -4.09100800    2.02239000   -2.60604800 
 C                 -5.61112300    0.49710000   -1.72355700 
 O                 -3.10490900    2.43844300   -3.17800200 
 C                 -5.20178100    2.79538500   -1.95530900 
 O                 -6.10286500   -0.57651600   -1.44886000 
 C                 -6.11790100    1.88006500   -1.43077500 
 C                 -5.40164700    4.15922000   -1.83045200 
 C                 -7.25419800    2.30747500   -0.76867800 
 Cl                -4.24063800    5.31634000   -2.49444200 
 C                 -6.55388400    4.60863900   -1.16194000 
 C                 -7.47335000    3.68917600   -0.63529200 
 Cl                -8.40870200    1.14343200   -0.09821400 
 Cl                -6.84542100    6.34386500   -0.98790100 
 Cl                -8.91920400    4.26979500    0.20166700 
 C                  0.70831500   -4.12784000   -2.97559500 
 N                 -0.19506100   -4.66947800   -1.95976100 
 C                 -1.53001000   -4.28721600   -1.82783700 
 C                  0.21914700   -5.56448000   -0.96421400 
 O                 -2.11836700   -3.52695400   -2.56868900 
 C                 -2.03931300   -5.01232500   -0.61426800 
 O                  1.32752000   -6.03854700   -0.86574800 
 C                 -0.99327300   -5.78758700   -0.10239400 
 C                 -3.28566800   -5.00280700   -0.01061200 
 C                 -1.17111200   -6.57961900    1.01951800 
 Cl                -4.60130500   -4.00721800   -0.64822800 
 C                 -3.47953400   -5.79866300    1.13218500 
 C                 -2.43267600   -6.58262900    1.64125300 
 Cl                 0.15143300   -7.56081100    1.65767000 
 Cl                -5.05566200   -5.80795700    1.93333000 
 Cl                -2.69679800   -7.57971200    3.07631100 
 H                  1.71650300   -4.38019200   -2.62711600 
 H                 -3.91500100   -1.30916900   -2.39193100 
 H                 -0.95158200    4.37269900   -2.50955200 
 H                  4.75699600    1.39796400   -2.37691900 
 Cl                 5.63489500    5.89948100    2.30295700 
 N                  5.13727100   -0.54940200   -1.88212300 
 C                  0.36393200    4.84285300   -4.16304800 
 H                 -0.31906800    4.45609400   -4.92243700 
 H                  0.21164600    5.92243100   -4.06799400 
 H                  1.38907500    4.65034000   -4.48862100 
 C                 -4.21838000   -0.74314900   -4.45453600 
 H                 -3.71665100   -1.62696200   -4.85610500 
 H                 -5.29472400   -0.93793800   -4.41899900 
 H                 -4.02190100    0.09876800   -5.12338600 
 C                  0.46264900   -4.74131800   -4.35561200 
 H                  1.18444400   -4.34242900   -5.07169700 
 H                  0.58354500   -5.82757200   -4.30050600 
 H                 -0.54352300   -4.50753100   -4.71269500 
 C                  5.22817600    0.33143200   -4.20090300 
 H                  4.80945600    1.09515200   -4.86007400 
 H                  6.30429700    0.50424400   -4.10136400 
 H                  5.05915500   -0.64741600   -4.65674700 
 C                 -2.04932800    1.45267800    1.94280500 
 C                 -0.98684000    0.35771500    1.88580700 
 C                  0.22209400    0.62653200    1.21431500 
 C                 -1.13355900   -0.90169500    2.48026100 
 C                  1.25444200   -0.31892900    1.14935600 
 H                  0.37599200    1.60130100    0.76159500 
 C                 -0.11763900   -1.86071100    2.41752100 
 H                 -2.05193600   -1.14957300    2.99759400 
 C                  1.06879300   -1.56515900    1.75558000 
 H                  2.18722300   -0.07928900    0.65293100 



 

 

 H                 -0.25336400   -2.82669300    2.89240700 
 Br                 2.46017600   -2.88514100    1.68269300 
 C                 -3.44067600    0.95008400    1.55951100 
 O                 -4.04971100    1.36304900    0.59215500 
 O                 -3.94931600    0.02499800    2.39679300 
 C                 -5.25866200   -0.48358400    2.06166700 
 H                 -5.49272100   -1.20705700    2.84262800 
 H                 -5.99122400    0.32649100    2.05638400 
 H                 -5.24606600   -0.96251600    1.08085600 
 C                 -2.04865000    2.34661300    3.26106000 
 H                 -1.82287400    2.14898700    1.13013900 
 C                 -3.23242700    3.33250100    3.16042900 
 H                 -3.23109500    3.85503400    2.19708100 
 H                 -4.19736200    2.82278600    3.26673000 
 H                 -3.17242200    4.09119900    3.94689600 
 C                 -0.73647700    3.15821700    3.26280300 
 H                  0.14310100    2.50971000    3.34063000 
 H                 -0.64495400    3.75707900    2.34839800 
 H                 -0.71299400    3.85482000    4.10651700 
 C                 -2.15083400    1.48335300    4.54547200 
 H                 -3.03490000    0.83944000    4.46909400 
 H                 -1.28342500    0.81129300    4.58357300 
 C                 -2.22615800    2.24131600    5.88214100 
 H                 -1.35793700    2.90221300    5.99840300 
 H                 -3.11196200    2.88856400    5.90108900 
 C                 -2.28374200    1.28202500    7.07747500 
 H                 -1.39213400    0.64422900    7.11761200 
 H                 -2.34486000    1.82974900    8.02473600 
 H                 -3.15874300    0.62296400    7.01639500 
 
S-P 
-747.864661 
C                 -2.03748900    1.45397200    1.96300900 
 C                 -0.96786300    0.36404600    1.89959600 
 C                  0.20397300    0.61236300    1.16881800 
 C                 -1.09292300   -0.88557300    2.52731100 
 C                  1.22612300   -0.33260400    1.07378100 
 H                  0.32382100    1.56398100    0.65758800 
 C                 -0.08292800   -1.84484700    2.44077900 
 H                 -1.99363400   -1.12299900    3.08069000 
 C                  1.07317600   -1.55968000    1.71597900 
 H                  2.12274900   -0.11732400    0.50279900 
 H                 -0.19883100   -2.80532200    2.93129300 
 Br                 2.46807700   -2.87994300    1.59173000 
 C                 -3.41607400    0.93543500    1.54730000 
 O                 -3.97740100    1.26914200    0.52653600 
 O                 -3.96495800    0.06270000    2.42715400 
 C                 -5.25199000   -0.45991600    2.05152300 
 H                 -5.54011800   -1.13298900    2.85946600 
 H                 -5.97780400    0.35029400    1.94614200 
 H                 -5.18294500   -1.00057400    1.10422300 
 C                 -2.04780100    2.34218100    3.28055400 
 H                 -1.80918800    2.15652000    1.15571200 
 C                 -3.22837000    3.33052500    3.16811200 
 H                 -3.21862500    3.85039900    2.20289200 
 H                 -4.19436000    2.82110200    3.26445400 
 H                 -3.17636100    4.09127500    3.95347600 
 C                 -0.73033100    3.14588900    3.29535100 
 H                  0.14320500    2.49019300    3.37656600 
 H                 -0.62218000    3.74285700    2.38124600 
 H                 -0.70757900    3.84118400    4.14041700 
 C                 -2.16379200    1.48331400    4.56726400 
 H                 -3.04862900    0.84185600    4.48492600 
 H                 -1.29782700    0.81047000    4.61491000 
 C                 -2.24904200    2.24625200    5.90063400 
 H                 -1.38125400    2.90686000    6.02224600 
 H                 -3.13447300    2.89446000    5.91072900 
 C                 -2.31682400    1.29135900    7.09901100 
 H                 -1.42591800    0.65325000    7.14822100 
 H                 -2.38528800    1.84218300    8.04411200 
 H                 -3.19149600    0.63230400    7.03298000 
 
Rh2-(O2CH)4 
-975.819482 
Rh                -0.00024900   -0.00001200   -3.57440500 
 O                 -0.06496200    2.05738400   -3.51719300 
 O                  0.06444700   -2.05743400   -3.51756900 
 O                 -0.06636000    2.05713400   -1.24168100 

 O                  0.06612600   -2.05756400   -1.24205700 
 O                  2.05716800    0.06467800   -3.51748400 
 O                 -2.05765100   -0.06473100   -3.51727800 
 O                 -2.05747500   -0.06646300   -1.24176600 
 O                  2.05722300    0.06602400   -1.24197200 
 C                 -2.61443900   -0.08274500   -2.37949400 
 C                  2.61407100    0.08249700   -2.37975300 
 C                 -0.08281000    2.61413500   -2.37938700 
 C                  0.08243300   -2.61437500   -2.37986100 
 Rh                -0.00011900   -0.00022700   -1.18484000 
 H                 -0.11668100    3.71172100   -2.37928300 
 H                 -3.71202500   -0.11661400   -2.37942900 
 H                  0.11629600   -3.71196200   -2.37994100 
 H                  3.71165800    0.11636000   -2.37979400 
 
1H 
-1596.067328 
Rh                 0.02038800    0.40959300   -3.21688200 
 O                 -0.86956300    2.26176900   -3.42081800 
 O                  0.88006200   -1.43569100   -2.88784900 
 O                 -1.30413400    2.38106200   -1.18850200 
 O                  0.41582100   -1.33350500   -0.65894300 
 O                  1.82943600    1.32645000   -2.82579900 
 O                 -1.80829800   -0.49120200   -3.50088300 
 O                 -2.28185200   -0.37955900   -1.27601400 
 O                  1.37379300    1.45009900   -0.59928200 
 C                 -2.53405700   -0.67406100   -2.48354900 
 C                  2.09117400    1.63636800   -1.63186600 
 C                 -1.31905000    2.81923700   -2.37941900 
 C                  0.87997700   -1.88144700   -1.70365700 
 Rh                -0.46729400    0.52592000   -0.84815400 
 H                 -1.78095000    3.80666400   -2.51689100 
 H                 -3.50815200   -1.14993100   -2.66504600 
 H                  1.34133200   -2.86842800   -1.55899100 
 H                  3.05782900    2.12925800   -1.45716800 
 C                 -0.94032900    0.68570000    1.61894500 
 C                  0.01364700   -0.20231900    2.36413600 
 C                  1.39602200    0.03424700    2.27566600 
 C                 -0.43702100   -1.24379200    3.18980900 
 C                  2.30424500   -0.73880300    2.99413700 
 H                  1.77173300    0.80861400    1.61535200 
 C                  0.46795500   -2.03254600    3.89916700 
 H                 -1.49468000   -1.45252200    3.27596000 
 C                  1.83354700   -1.77284100    3.80290800 
 H                  3.36803100   -0.54399800    2.91370700 
 H                  0.10542100   -2.83647200    4.53031900 
 Br                 3.07938900   -2.85125500    4.79125000 
 C                 -2.43487200    0.55499400    1.55349800 
 O                 -3.18316800    1.50417600    1.44753900 
 O                 -2.82389900   -0.72709200    1.60074700 
 C                 -4.23407100   -0.94138500    1.40011300 
 H                 -4.37113600   -2.02023600    1.47136600 
 H                 -4.81339500   -0.42352500    2.16827500 
 H                 -4.52290700   -0.57755200    0.41268900 
 N                 -0.62271800    2.00333300    1.69467400 
 N                 -0.33266900    3.08971800    1.69360700 
 
TS1H-2H 
-1596.051532 
Rh                 0.38033200   -0.00711700   -3.71157000 
 O                 -0.55316900    1.83895000   -3.74570600 
 O                  1.27868200   -1.86033000   -3.52730300 
 O                 -0.94549100    1.78705200   -1.50124400 
 O                  0.85994300   -1.93148600   -1.28614600 
 O                  2.18355900    0.91640400   -3.27054400 
 O                 -1.44474600   -0.91968400   -4.01410200 
 O                 -1.87875800   -0.97166400   -1.77647300 
 O                  1.76994100    0.86450900   -1.03041000 
 C                 -2.14556800   -1.18204400   -3.00064600 
 C                  2.46061800    1.14127600   -2.06552400 
 C                 -0.99326300    2.30564300   -2.66122300 
 C                  1.30791200   -2.38986700   -2.38346100 
 Rh                -0.06655600   -0.07389800   -1.29627800 
 H                 -1.48235600    3.28897200   -2.71387900 
 H                 -3.11854800   -1.65762000   -3.19299300 
 H                  1.78433000   -3.37906800   -2.31717500 
 H                  3.42026200    1.64049200   -1.86672500 
 C                 -0.48384200   -0.18219700    0.83225800 

 C                  0.39820000   -0.90051200    1.78056200 
 C                  1.77562900   -1.02405800    1.51158600 
 C                 -0.10327100   -1.46319300    2.97336800 
 C                  2.62103500   -1.68957200    2.39417000 
 H                  2.18239600   -0.58489500    0.60974600 
 C                  0.72888000   -2.14579600    3.85342900 
 H                 -1.15789200   -1.38290700    3.21129000 
 C                  2.09001400   -2.25149900    3.55659300 
 H                  3.67999000   -1.77693700    2.17818400 
 H                  0.32972300   -2.58229500    4.76205300 
 Br                 3.24661700   -3.17921400    4.77050600 
 C                 -1.97624900   -0.24175400    1.03132800 
 O                 -2.71897300    0.71294000    1.11875600 
 O                 -2.37260000   -1.52533800    1.01732300 
 C                 -3.79462900   -1.72812400    0.91236900 
 H                 -3.93091700   -2.80927800    0.91470100 
 H                 -4.31053800   -1.26851600    1.75895900 
 H                 -4.15937800   -1.29367400   -0.02041000 
 N                 -0.25215400    1.52431700    1.25747800 
 N                  0.20877600    2.53239400    1.22908500 
 
2H 
-1596.083356 
Rh                 0.04236600    0.73069200   -3.27187300 
 O                 -0.97123300    2.51425700   -3.01960800 
 O                  1.02399900   -1.09191100   -3.38267900 
 O                 -1.44443400    2.02633400   -0.84190000 
 O                  0.58395300   -1.56398800   -1.19540600 
 O                  1.78656900    1.63707600   -2.61408000 
 O                 -1.73382500   -0.20415200   -3.77058100 
 O                 -2.20739200   -0.66723300   -1.58720500 
 O                  1.32752400    1.15910400   -0.43139800 
 C                 -2.43767600   -0.67197600   -2.83855400 
 C                  2.02345500    1.64959400   -1.37984700 
 C                 -1.47353800    2.74846000   -1.88865500 
 C                  1.07100200   -1.80403400   -2.34855600 
 Rh                -0.45932200    0.21303000   -0.90508800 
 H                 -2.01145900    3.70052300   -1.77573900 
 H                 -3.38175600   -1.15407300   -3.13242300 
 H                  1.60059100   -2.76434000   -2.43547400 
 H                  2.95268100    2.14523200   -1.06201600 
 C                 -0.88986500   -0.22208500    1.01868400 
 C                  0.00917500   -0.61356400    2.05743800 
 C                  1.36140300   -0.94261500    1.76566100 
 C                 -0.42004200   -0.70164400    3.41371400 
 C                  2.22861400   -1.35406400    2.76675800 
 H                  1.70365400   -0.89109100    0.74225700 
 C                  0.44652400   -1.08976400    4.41998100 
 H                 -1.43872800   -0.43063500    3.67024900 
 C                  1.76791400   -1.42060000    4.08637800 
 H                  3.25401300   -1.61767000    2.53370200 
 H                  0.11354100   -1.14182300    5.45024300 
 Br                 2.96237000   -1.97513100    5.46720500 
 C                 -2.31969300   -0.05090800    1.38534300 
 O                 -2.75972300    1.00726800    1.79088400 
 O                 -3.03353500   -1.16776700    1.19550100 
 C                 -4.45892700   -1.03399700    1.36262700 
 H                 -4.86687200   -2.02172300    1.15055900 
 H                 -4.70069800   -0.72709500    2.38343800 
 H                 -4.84997800   -0.29557100    0.65872000 
 N                 -0.21669800    3.09437300    2.37791900 
 N                 -0.37555400    3.87090900    1.60833500 
 
3H 
-1486.559446 
Rh                 0.05102600    0.75552500   -3.26098900 
 O                 -0.95813900    2.53647500   -2.97633600 
 O                  1.02766300   -1.06765300   -3.40735800 
 O                 -1.44070600    2.00356900   -0.81099100 
 O                  0.57203100   -1.58853900   -1.23423600 
 O                  1.79327300    1.64368500   -2.57292000 
 O                 -1.72532900   -0.16409700   -3.78829700 
 O                 -2.21329300   -0.67229600   -1.61788500 
 O                  1.32203800    1.11302400   -0.40496700 
 C                 -2.43618600   -0.64921400   -2.87031200 
 C                  2.02359900    1.62514000   -1.33723200 
 C                 -1.46417000    2.74711300   -1.84230600 
 C                  1.06607200   -1.80332000   -2.38958700 



 

 

 Rh                -0.46516400    0.18628300   -0.90926200 
 H                 -2.00114700    3.69770700   -1.71162700 
 H                 -3.38019600   -1.12151700   -3.18003000 
 H                  1.59351300   -2.76297000   -2.49510500 
 H                  2.95212300    2.11087000   -1.00251700 
 C                 -0.90130000   -0.25676100    1.00970500 
 C                  0.00509800   -0.62084500    2.05316300 
 C                  1.34132400   -1.00307100    1.75389700 
 C                 -0.40068300   -0.62773800    3.41927800 
 C                  2.21561800   -1.38965800    2.75903900 
 H                  1.66196300   -1.02005000    0.72209800 
 C                  0.47604600   -0.98488100    4.42853300 
 H                 -1.40608300   -0.31323100    3.67859800 
 C                  1.78049500   -1.37180700    4.08870200 
 H                  3.22753700   -1.69716300    2.52094000 
 H                  0.16276500   -0.97197300    5.46622700 
 Br                 2.98692800   -1.88671600    5.47482500 
 C                 -2.33033700   -0.08741600    1.38063100 
 O                 -2.76608700    0.96165900    1.81381800 
 O                 -3.04746000   -1.19659400    1.16323700 
 C                 -4.47069500   -1.06669000    1.34978300 
 H                 -4.88159400   -2.04854100    1.11724700 
 H                 -4.70049300   -0.78588900    2.38084800 
 H                 -4.86939800   -0.31030000    0.66964700 
 
4HA 
-1723.640895 
Rh                 3.29786400   -0.75057500   -0.57629000 
 O                  2.85348800   -2.74042400   -0.20275300 
 O                  3.60927500    1.27083700   -0.87496300 
 O                  0.83572500   -2.20903800    0.72002100 
 O                  1.61543800    1.81080400    0.09546700 
 O                  2.32094400   -0.86997500   -2.40048300 
 O                  4.14760800   -0.59073600    1.30016600 
 O                  2.13687100   -0.06967500    2.24424700 
 O                  0.31278000   -0.32839600   -1.46442700 
 C                  3.38879400   -0.29473500    2.26088600 
 C                  1.08710700   -0.63505600   -2.43056000 
 C                  1.75471600   -3.00910500    0.34642300 
 C                  2.72349500    2.07044800   -0.47504500 
 Rh                 1.12473000   -0.17232800    0.44817300 
 H                  1.54511700   -4.07249000    0.53376300 
 H                  3.85687400   -0.21668100    3.25267000 
 H                  2.91976900    3.14017500   -0.63667700 
 H                  0.59690100   -0.69964200   -3.41313300 
 C                 -0.63757200    0.28945300    1.32284300 
 C                 -1.87954600   -0.40937200    1.21504300 
 C                 -2.06098600   -1.42120800    0.23235300 
 C                 -2.97859700   -0.10918800    2.07183500 
 C                 -3.27363700   -2.08147000    0.10091400 
 H                 -1.24440000   -1.65328900   -0.43600900 
 C                 -4.18341000   -0.78011800    1.96004200 
 H                 -2.86152100    0.63837900    2.84918300 
 C                 -4.32443300   -1.76116400    0.96763300 
 H                 -3.40784000   -2.84116600   -0.66079000 
 H                 -5.00904300   -0.55242300    2.62456700 
 Br                -5.98925500   -2.67764000    0.79885500 
 C                 -0.58371700    1.43080200    2.27269500 
 O                 -0.37464500    1.27054300    3.45952300 
 O                 -0.76586100    2.61382200    1.67145900 
 C                 -0.58916600    3.77385200    2.50944200 
 H                 -0.76919300    4.62807800    1.85794700 
 H                 -1.30139300    3.76222400    3.33842900 
 H                  0.42855200    3.79744500    2.90591900 
 C                 -1.21688200    3.24010300   -2.70727600 
 H                 -0.84156700    2.20773600   -2.65394400 
 C                 -1.57536400    3.52628900   -4.17419100 
 H                 -0.70853400    3.36690800   -4.82707600 
 H                 -2.38234100    2.87036400   -4.52448600 
 H                 -1.90382300    4.56319300   -4.31676000 
 C                 -0.07849500    4.15304700   -2.22465900 
 H                 -0.36070900    5.21243500   -2.26607400 
 H                  0.20281800    3.91048700   -1.19346500 
 H                  0.81162100    4.02999100   -2.85453300 
 C                 -2.44751800    3.28875900   -1.77289300 
 H                 -3.16840000    2.52764200   -2.10858200 
 H                 -2.12691600    2.98386200   -0.76651800 
 C                 -3.17890600    4.63645300   -1.66841200 

 H                 -2.48443400    5.41422700   -1.32373800 
 H                 -3.52554100    4.95438500   -2.66054800 
 C                 -4.37888700    4.57769200   -0.71552900 
 H                 -4.89029100    5.54534300   -0.65165100 
 H                 -5.11324300    3.83413900   -1.04982700 
 H                 -4.06644400    4.29770900    0.29862500 
 
TS4HA-5HA 
-1723.615647 
Rh                 3.48327200   -1.17189600   -0.30658200 
 O                  2.57227500   -2.97944400    0.09872800 
 O                  4.27792300    0.70669400   -0.68513900 
 O                  0.57168200   -1.96324200    0.50623100 
 O                  2.25782100    1.72454500   -0.38865300 
 O                  2.94714600   -1.35647100   -2.30766400 
 O                  3.87777200   -0.92386900    1.70354000 
 O                  1.89374100    0.14981700    2.04212700 
 O                  0.92336000   -0.36059900   -1.96825700 
 C                  3.01360400   -0.32651700    2.40247000 
 C                  1.82244300   -0.92831300   -2.67081400 
 C                  1.35217300   -2.95978200    0.42116500 
 C                  3.50208500    1.69828700   -0.64369400 
 Rh                 1.31008900   -0.07369100    0.07168100 
 H                  0.89786300   -3.93294800    0.65908700 
 H                  3.25603000   -0.19652400    3.46741300 
 H                  3.95795700    2.67739500   -0.85801300 
 H                  1.57447100   -1.05566200   -3.73582800 
 C                 -0.70844700    0.86695000    0.49285000 
 C                 -1.88142000   -0.03241400    0.42434300 
 C                 -1.99956200   -0.94759600   -0.64725900 
 C                 -2.92590400   -0.01215900    1.37701400 
 C                 -3.10334300   -1.78551400   -0.77508800 
 H                 -1.19984500   -1.01087300   -1.37543200 
 C                 -4.02839700   -0.85559900    1.26687500 
 H                 -2.85674100    0.65058400    2.22954100 
 C                 -4.11401700   -1.73391000    0.18626800 
 H                 -3.16969600   -2.48304600   -1.60309700 
 H                 -4.81353900   -0.82825600    2.01470800 
 Br                -5.63749400   -2.89301700    0.02364100 
 C                 -0.52671400    1.66608400    1.73544500 
 O                 -0.79429000    1.28043000    2.85850100 
 O                  0.06375000    2.87073400    1.50974500 
 C                  0.48903700    3.56562500    2.69234500 
 H                  0.94985000    4.48887600    2.33828600 
 H                 -0.36071500    3.78514400    3.34464100 
 H                  1.21426500    2.96035300    3.24090000 
 C                 -1.35200600    2.67285200   -1.34900400 
 H                 -0.62929200    1.55854900   -0.45075100 
 C                 -1.72382000    1.75781300   -2.47659500 
 H                 -0.85994700    1.19961300   -2.84537800 
 H                 -2.51964900    1.06118600   -2.19915500 
 H                 -2.10540800    2.38033100   -3.30163300 
 C                 -0.12567900    3.51431900   -1.54924400 
 H                 -0.38114300    4.29487800   -2.28571600 
 H                  0.18780200    3.99831400   -0.62420200 
 H                  0.70753100    2.93293900   -1.94744200 
 C                 -2.47365400    3.25083100   -0.53278800 
 H                 -3.13937400    2.44639800   -0.19503500 
 H                 -2.06382000    3.74895000    0.35140700 
 C                 -3.31992900    4.27653700   -1.33753000 
 H                 -2.66859000    5.07322200   -1.71855300 
 H                 -3.76389500    3.78414100   -2.21117500 
 C                 -4.42825800    4.88725300   -0.47410700 
 H                 -5.01732400    5.60806100   -1.05171900 
 H                 -5.11239000    4.11578000   -0.10233300 
 H                 -4.01193000    5.41236600    0.39339100 
 
5HA 
-1723.703810 
Rh                 3.71754700   -1.30340400   -0.33986600 
 O                  2.20029700   -2.69459900   -0.24061000 
 O                  5.16433700    0.16223800   -0.40572300 
 O                  0.69223100   -1.08806500    0.32862600 
 O                  3.65727000    1.77622900    0.14474600 
 O                  3.27586200   -0.94483200   -2.32183100 
 O                  4.07815200   -1.58007200    1.67065900 
 O                  2.57787000    0.03757300    2.23073200 
 O                  1.74623900    0.64960000   -1.76935600 

 C                  3.43634600   -0.86028200    2.48857700 
 C                  2.40576800   -0.06599300   -2.58449200 
 C                  1.04840200   -2.27914200    0.07611000 
 C                  4.81458400    1.35087700   -0.15580100 
 Rh                 2.12038300    0.39166700    0.25128700 
 H                  0.25634900   -3.03748200    0.13876900 
 H                  3.64665100   -1.03069600    3.55323400 
 H                  5.60744500    2.10992700   -0.20411400 
 H                  2.19261600    0.10053000   -3.64953500 
 C                 -1.41154500    1.51926200   -0.15743900 
 C                 -2.41098500    0.43969300    0.25642200 
 C                 -2.45163900   -0.75475900   -0.47871200 
 C                 -3.30350400    0.57975100    1.32962600 
 C                 -3.35512500   -1.77271800   -0.17422900 
 H                 -1.75915700   -0.89792600   -1.30275500 
 C                 -4.20830100   -0.43308900    1.65510200 
 H                 -3.28356200    1.48039500    1.93146900 
 C                 -4.23060600   -1.60175700    0.89718600 
 H                 -3.37300400   -2.68639000   -0.75863500 
 H                 -4.88678500   -0.30882700    2.49212100 
 Br                -5.47735200   -3.00111900    1.33766400 
 C                 -0.75868300    2.17965600    1.04581300 
 O                 -1.32536000    2.73534500    1.95949200 
 O                  0.61775000    2.16408900    0.98658300 
 C                  1.27530200    2.94612200    2.02301900 
 H                  2.32182400    2.98310900    1.73053400 
 H                  0.83511200    3.94359900    2.05312400 
 H                  1.15390000    2.45462300    2.98912400 
 C                 -1.99372000    2.63396800   -1.14636500 
 H                 -0.61673700    1.02796700   -0.72273500 
 C                 -2.39000600    1.92710600   -2.45811300 
 H                 -1.53755500    1.38497000   -2.88547300 
 H                 -3.20730000    1.21478100   -2.30737700 
 H                 -2.71703900    2.65952600   -3.20325900 
 C                 -0.86102200    3.63637700   -1.45665300 
 H                 -1.16049300    4.31669800   -2.26042800 
 H                 -0.60969800    4.25320200   -0.58526500 
 H                  0.04820100    3.11726200   -1.78017300 
 C                 -3.21719300    3.35105200   -0.52085000 
 H                 -4.00049200    2.60432500   -0.33726000 
 H                 -2.93216000    3.74175200    0.46316000 
 C                 -3.83518500    4.50236700   -1.33306600 
 H                 -3.09108800    5.29177700   -1.49945100 
 H                 -4.14098700    4.15085100   -2.32686900 
 C                 -5.05182500    5.10707200   -0.62147200 
 H                 -5.48344600    5.93124600   -1.20088100 
 H                 -5.83748400    4.35634800   -0.47181100 
 H                 -4.77830000    5.49945500    0.36568200 
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ABSTRACT: We study the interplay between surface and
bulk properties of macroscopic materials. It is demonstrated
that the so-called polar surfaces may be stabilized through a
charge redistribution between the complete set of surfaces that
depends upon the overall shape of the sample and the nature
of the material. This charge redistribution, in turn, is governed
by certain constraints that we call generalized Tasker
conditions. The same surface, but for samples of different
shapes, may have different surface charges. Besides its
stabilizing effect, the charge redistribution is also shown to particularly affect the dipole moment per repeat unit, a bulk
property. For the latter, it is established that essentially any physically meaningful value is possible (depending upon the shape
and material), in contrast to the often made assumption that different samples of the same material will have values that differ by,
at most, a lattice vector. Finally, some recent experimental and theoretical results for polar surfaces are discussed in terms of the
analysis presented here.

■ INTRODUCTION

For macroscopic, crystalline materials, the properties of the
surfaces as well as the bulk are interesting and are also of
technological importance. Heterogeneous catalysis, for instance,
depends crucially on the local properties at the surfaces of the
catalyst. On the other hand, the responses to the mechanical,
magnetic, and electric perturbations are determined primarily
by the bulk properties of the system.
Most often, it is indirectly assumed that the bulk and surface

properties are essentially independent of one another. Thus,
limited attention has been paid to the coupling between the
two. An exception can be found within the treatment of the so-
called polar surfaces. In a seminal paper, Tasker1 discussed
various arrangements of the parallel layers of different ions at
the surfaces of a thin film and demonstrated that certain
arrangements lead to a nonvanishing electric field acting on the
ions in the bulk, so that such arrangements should not be
realizable. This is the result of a coupling between the surface
and the bulk.
It turns out that oxides represent an especially challenging

case as far as the understanding of ionic surfaces is concerned
(see, e.g., the review papers by Noguera et al.2,3). The polar
surfaces of crystalline ZnO have attracted particular attention
(see, e.g., the theoretical studies of Wander et al.,4 Meyer and
Marx,5 and Mora-Fonz et al.6). Tasker’s criterion indicates that
these surfaces should not exist, but they are nevertheless
observed in the experiment. Several studies have been devoted
to rationalizing this discrepancy, including the three theoretical
papers mentioned above. In these papers, a number of different
scenarios have been proposed, including the charge transfer

between the opposite, parallel sides of a slab4,5 as well as the
existence of lower symmetry surfaces.6 The first suggestion is
noteworthy with regard to our present work as it implies that it
is not sufficient to study an individual polar surface without
taking into consideration the other surfaces. We shall explore
this circumstance in detail here.
In a further very recent study, Setvin et al.7 discussed the

stability of the (001) surface of KTaO3, another surface that,
according to the criteria of Tasker, should not be stable but
nevertheless is found experimentally. In their combined
experimental and theoretical study, the authors of this work
could explain the stability of the surface as being due to several
different mechanisms. We shall return to this work at the end of
this paper.
Surfaces can also influence bulk properties. In a recent work,8

we have demonstrated that the dipole moment per unit cell (or
per unit volume, which corresponds to the polarization)
contains a finite contribution from the surfaces independent of
the size of the system. This contribution can be important for a
quantitative description of properties that depend upon the
linear response of the system to electric fields, such as the so-
called converse piezoelectric effect (the creation of strain due to
an electrostatic field). In that regard, we have shown that the
samples of the same material that vary in shape can have
different response properties because of the differences in the
surface contributions.
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In the present work, we shall generalize the conditions set up
by Tasker and thereby demonstrate that (almost) all surfaces,
whether polar or not, can be stabilized through a charge
transfer that causes the electric field acting on the ions in the
inner part of the sample to vanish. We, then, demonstrate that
such a charge transfer between surfaces affects the dipole
moment per unit indicating that typical bulk properties can
thereby be affected. In addition, the same surface in the samples
of different shapes may have a different charge density.
Subsequently, we illustrate these theoretical findings through
the results from model calculations on finite quasi-two-
dimensional systems with up to almost 10 000 atoms that are
designed as models for certain three-dimensional systems.

■ THEORY

The System. We consider a neutral, large, finite, regular
system that consists of very many mostly identical units. Only
at the boundaries, many deviations from this regularity occur.
The system is assumed to be so large that the thermodynamic
limit has been reached. In that limit, we can define a central
region and various boundary regions. Inside each region, the
units are assumed to be identical. The central region consists of
units whose properties are independent of the size and the
shape of the system, whereas this is not the case for the
boundary regions. For a three-dimensional (3D) system, the
boundary regions can be separated into a set of two-
dimensional (2D) side regions, a set of one-dimensional
(1D) edge regions, and a set of zero-dimensional (0D) corner
regions. In each of the boundary regions, the repeated units
may be larger than those of the central region (because of the
structural relaxations at the boundaries and/or to the
adsorbants).
Often, such systems are treated as being infinite and periodic.

Here, we will explicitly consider instead the large, finite system.
In passing, we add that, even when treating the system as being
infinite and periodic (i.e., without surfaces), it is possible to
include effects that can be ascribed to the surfaces of the finite
system as we have demonstrated elsewhere for the calculations
of the dipole moment per unit.8

The units of the central region are equivalent to the unit cells
of the infinite, periodic system and are, accordingly, nonunique.
As the complete system is separated into nonoverlapping units,
the units of the boundary regions are also nonunique.
Ultimately, this implies that the separation of any extensive
quantity, Z, into contributions from the individual units

∫∑ ∑= = ⃗ ⃗
⃗∈Ω

Z Z Z r r( ) d
n

n
n r n (1)

is nonunique, although the total value Z is unique. In this
expression, Ωn is the volume associated with the nth unit. For
different regions, Ωn may have different sizes and even different
compositions (corresponding, e.g., to the surface reconstruc-
tions and/or adsorbants).
By construction, all units in each region will be identical and,

initially, independent of the presence or properties of the other
regions, that is, Zn will take the same value for all units n of the
same region. If we now imagine scaling the size of the system
by some factor f, the properties of the units in the different
regions will, per construction, remain unchanged. As the
number of units in the central region scales as f 3 and the
number in each of the other regions scales as f p with p < 3, the
units of the central region must be neutral (otherwise, the

charge distribution in the sample will depend on its size, f,
which is in conflict with the assumption of having reached the
thermodynamic limit). Thus, the charge will accumulate only in
the boundary regions. This fact will become important below.
We add that similar arguments apply to extended 2D or 1D

systems. A 2D system will separate into a central region, various
side regions, and corner regions. A 1D system will separate into
a central region and two termination regions. Again, only the
boundary regions can accumulate charge.

Generalizing Tasker’s Condition. In his seminal work,1

Tasker considered a crystal as consisting of atomic layers.
Assuming that a layer is infinitely large and that its charge
density, q, can be approximated as being constant throughout,
he calculated the electrostatic field at a point far away from the
layer, corresponding to the position of an atom in the middle of
the central region. Tasker found the strength of the field to be E
= 2πq, independent of the distance to the point of interest.
Subsequently, he studied the total field created by several such
layers both above and below that point. Thereby, he identified
certain situations where the total field would not vanish and
concluded that such situations would be unstable.
The discussion by Tasker demonstrates that the electrostatic

field is determined not by a single surface butin his caseby
the two parallel surfaces at the “top” and at the “bottom”. As a
generalization of his discussion, we consider a system like that
of Figure 1 in which each surface may be composed of several

atomic layers. Then, the field at the reference point in the
middle of the central region becomes

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑π π π⃗ = ′ ⃗ = ′ ⃗ = ⃗
∈

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥E q q q2 1 2 1 2 1

i
i i

k i k
i k

k
k k

(2)

Here, 1 ⃗i is an inward-pointing normal for the ith atomic layer,
qi′ is the charge density of that layer, which is assumed to be
constant, and the layer is assumed to be infinitely large. These
two assumptions will be retained throughout our discussion.
Moreover, qk is the sum of the charge densities of all atomic
layers associated with the kth surface.
Equation 2 demonstrates that, even in the case of more

parallel atomic layers (as illustrated in Figure 1), only the sum
of the charge densities is relevant. Since, as demonstrated
above, the units of the central region are neutral, only the total
charge densities associated with the surfaces contribute to E⃗.
Accordingly, it is straightforward to separate the total charge
density into contributions from individual surfaces. Moreover,
as this charge density is confined to the surfaces, it is far from
the reference point, and, thus, it is a good approximation to
assume that its spatial variation can be ignored.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a 3D system with several
different sides. The red circle marks the position of an atom in the
middle of the central region. qi is the charge density of the ith layer of
atoms, and 1i⃗ is a normal to this layer. For the sake of simplicity, the
top and bottom surfaces are ignored. Moreover, the system of the
figure has just one layer of charges at each surface, except for the front
surface that has two such layers.
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Stability (i.e., the generalized condition of Tasker) requires
that the electrostatic field vanish at the ions of the central
region

∑π⃗ = ⃗ ≡ ⃗E q2 1 0
k

k k
(3)

If the charge densities at the surfaces are such that this
condition is not satisfied, then a charge redistribution at the
surfaces must occur to achieve structural stability. This simple
generalization of the result obtained by Tasker is of central
importance for the present work and its consequences will be
developed in the following. For 2D and 1D systems, the
contribution from the individual boundary regions decays with
the distance to the reference point, so that the treatment
leading to eq 3 must be modified. Moreover, for 3D systems,
only the side regions contribute to E⃗ in the thermodynamic
limit; the edge and corner regions provide contributions that
become negligible for sufficiently large systems.
Stabilizing Polar Surfaces. Let us now discuss the

theoretical construction of a system with a more or less
arbitrary shape. We may start by cutting out a finite, neutral
sample with the shape we want to study from a very large 3D
piece of the material of interest (cf. Figure 1), while keeping the
charge distribution as it was before cutting. In general, this will
lead to an unstable situation if the surfaces are polar, as the
stability condition of eq 3 will not be fulfilled. Thus far,
structural and electronic relaxation effects have been ignored.
However, the electronic relaxation effects (including the
possible occurrence of surface states) will modify the original
surface charge densities qk0′

′ →q qk k0 0 (4)

so that the charge neutrality constraint

∑ =q L 0
k

k k0
(5)

(Lk is the size (area) of the kth surface) will make the individual
qk0 dependent on the overall shape.
There are many ways that the instability can be overcome (as

discussed in detail for a single case by Setvin et al.7), for
example, through structural relaxation. We notice, however,
that the structural relaxation of each individual surface region
will be independent of the overall shape of the system.
Moreover, such structural relaxations will mainly lead to local
redistributions of the electronic charge densities that will not
have any consequences for the generalized condition of Tasker,
eqs 2 and 3. Thus, to determine the effect of the overall shape,
we consider just the possibility of charge transfer between the
surfaces without structural relaxation.
If we ignore, at first, the charge transfer between surfaces,

then the field defined in eq 2 will be

∑π⃗ = ⃗ ≡ ⃗E q E2 1
k

k k0 0
(6)

in which we have made the simplification that a single charge
density is ascribed to each surface as in eq 2. As mentioned
above, qk0 depends on the overall shape.
Subsequently, assuming that E⃗0 does not vanish, there must

be a charge flow between the different surfaces to satisfy the
generalized condition of Tasker, eq 3, that is

→ + Δ ≡q q q qk k k k0 0 (7)

with the additional charges Δqk determined by the facts that E⃗
must vanish and that the complete system is neutral. This is a
nonlocal charge redistribution that differs from the local
redistribution related to structural relaxation.
Charge neutrality requires that

∑ Δ =q L 0
k

k k
(8)

Moreover, the condition of eq 3 becomes

∑π Δ ⃗ = − ⃗q E2 1
k

k k 0
(9)

For a 3D system, eqs 8 and 9 provide four conditions on the
charge transfers {Δqk}. Often, however, there will be more
surfaces so that many different solutions to these equations can
be found. This means that the general solution can be written
as

Δ = Δ + Δq q qk k k0 1 (10)

where {Δqk0} is a particular solution and {Δqk1} is the general
solution with −E⃗0 in (9) replaced by 0⃗. The set of solutions
{Δqk1} forms a P − 4 dimensional subspace of the P-
dimensional space of {Δqk}, and it is interesting to notice that
these solutions depend solely on the overall shape of the system
and not on the size of the units or on the number or types of
atoms in the system. Moreover, the resulting set {Δqk} does
not depend on the choice of {Δqk0}.
We see that, in general, it is always possible in principle to

stabilize any surface through appropriate charge transfers
between the different surfaces. This can occur with or without
simultaneous structural relaxation and/or the addition of
adsorbates. Typically, there will be a number of possible
solutions for {Δqk1}. What actually occurs in practice depends
upon the energetics and is well beyond the scope of the present
study.

The Dipole Moment Per Cell. An intensive nonlocal
property that explicitly depends on the surfaces of the system is
the dipole moment per cell.8 In considering a set of systems of
the same material and shape but increasing size, this property
can be calculated either as the dipole moment per unit or as the
change in the dipole moment per added unit, both evaluated in
the limit of infinitely large systems. Thus, for the extensive
property Z (in our case, one of the components of the total
dipole moment), we can define the corresponding intensive
quantity in the thermodynamic limit as

̅ = = + Δ −
Δ→∞ →∞

Z
Z N

N
Z N N Z N

N
lim

( )
lim

( ) ( )
N N (11)

with Z(N) being the value of Z for the system with N cells.
In the results to be reported below, we shall use the first

equality of eq 11. The size of the system will be increased, while
preserving the shape, by displacing the surfaces along their
outward pointing normal (i.e., along −1⃗i in Figure 1). For
discussion purposes, it can be more revealing to use the second
relation. Thus, one contribution to the dipole moment per cell
due to the increase in size arises because the number of
(neutral) units in the central region grows. As the units in the
surface regions in general contain charge, a second contribution
to the dipole moment per cell comes from the displaced surface
charges, as discussed in detail earlier.8 In the case of 1D
systems, the so-called charge quantization9,10 reduces the
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number of possible values for the dipole moment per cell, but
this effect does not occur in 2D or 3D.
In calculating the surface contribution to the dipole moment

per cell, according to (7), it will be assumed that the extra
charge density Δqk is placed along the kth boundary of the
sample. We emphasize that the surface charge densities will
provide a field in the middle of the sample only for 3D systems.
When scaling the size of a 3D system by the factor f mentioned
above, the numbers of cells in the central region and in the
complete system both scale as f 3. On the other hand, the
distances of the boundary regions to the origin of coordinates
(which conveniently is chosen as the center of the system) will
scale as f, so that, of the boundary regions, only the surface (as
opposed to the edge and corner) regions will give a finite
contribution to the dipole moment per unit in the infinite
system limit. In total, the dipole moment per unit can therefore
be written as

∑μ μ̅
⎯→ = ⃗ + ⃗Q 1

k
k kC

(12)

where μ⃗C is the dipole moment of a single (neutral) unit cell in
the central region, which is independent of the surfaces and/or
shape of the sample. Qk is the contribution to the dipole
moment per bulk unit cell that originates from the charge
associated with the kth surface and is accordingly related to qk0.
μ⃗C is equivalent to Zn of eq 1 for n representing a unit of the
central region and is, accordingly, nonunique, which must also
be the case for the contributions because of the charges
associated with the surface regions, Qk.
As discussed in detail in our previous work,8 Qk can be

interpreted as originating from the displacement of this charge
along the outward pointing normal to the kth surface when
increasing the size of the system. It will be confirmed by our
numerical results below that Qk depends on the overall shape of
the sample. We also find that, for some shapes, the occurrence
of (occupied or empty) surface states gives a contribution to
the charges of the individual surfaces, whereas for other shapes
the same surfaces may not possess such surface states.

■ RESULTS

To study the consequences of our theoretical analysis further,
we set up a simple model 2D system lying in the (x,y) plane. It
should be noted that this model is completely equivalent to a
3D system for which two neutral surfaces are parallel to the
(x,y) plane and for which the properties of different layers of
cells parallel to the (x,y) plane are identical. Our reason for this
choice, instead of the “true” 3D systems, is that we could
thereby study many cases having large spatial extensions
without requiring excessive computer resources. Thus, we shall
treat the numerical results for the 2D systems as if they were for
the abovementioned 3D systems.
Each unit cell contains M atoms. The position of the nth

atom in the (nx,ny)th unit cell is given as

⃗ = ⃗ + ⃗ + ⃗ =R n a n b u n M, 1, 2, . . . ,n n n x y n, ,x y (13)

where a ⃗ and b ⃗ are the two lattice vectors. We shall limit
ourselves to the case that the sample has four sides. It is
convenient to define the borders of the sample through four
straight lines

+ + ≥ =a x b y d i0, 1, 2, 3, 4i i i (14)

Here, the constants (ai,bi,di), i = 1,2,3,4 define the shape of
the sample, and the parameters di can be varied so that the size
of the sample is altered without changing its shape. Thus, the
thermodynamic limit is studied by gradually increasing all di. In
our case, we shall do so by letting

= + Δd d n di i d i0

= +n n n n, 1, . . . ,d d,min d,min d,max (15)

For a given nd, we include all N(nd) atoms whose positions
obey eqs 14 and 15. This implies that we may not include
equally many of the M atoms in every cell and, therefore, we
study the dipole moment not per cell but per atom. However,
when the number of cells becomes very large, this difference
becomes irrelevant. In the calculations whose results will be
reported below, we considered systems with sizes up to 8000
atoms, which meant having typically 40−80 different sizes for a
given shape and material.
We did not attempt to relax the structure of the system. It is

assumed that there is one electron per atom, and the electronic
orbitals are calculated using a Hückel-like Hamiltonian with
one basis function per atom. The entire basis set is
orthonormal, that is

χ χ δ δ δ⟨ | ⟩ =n n n m m m n m n m n m, , , , , , ,x y x y x x y y (16)

with χn,nx,ny being the basis function centered at the atom at the
position of eq 13. We take the diagonal elements of the
Hamilton matrix to be

χ χ ε⟨ | |̂ ⟩ =hn n n n n n n, , , ,x y x y (17)

whereas the off-diagonal elements are given by

χ χ⟨ | |̂ ⟩ = | ⃗ − ⃗ |h t R R( )n n n m m m nm n n n m m m, , , , , , , ,x y x y x y x y (18)

wherein the hopping integrals go smoothly to 0 at a prechosen
cutoff distance

= =
−

≤

≥

⎧
⎨⎪

⎩⎪
t R t R

t
R d

d
R d

R d

( ) ( )

( )

0
nm mn

nm
nm

nm
nm

nm

0,

2

2

(19)

Here, t0,nm and dnm are constants that have prechosen values.
If the typical values for the hopping integrals |tnm| are larger
than the typical values for the differences in the on-site
energies, |ϵp − ϵq|, we model a more covalent system, whereas
the opposite case corresponds to a more ionic system.
The dipole moment per atom is calculated using the

Mulliken populations. Thus, we write the jth orbital as

∑ψ χ= cj
n n n

j n n n n n n
, ,

, , , , ,
x y

x y x y

(20)

and assuming that all nuclear charges are equal to 1 obtain the
effective charge on the (n,nx,ny)th atom equal to

∑ ε= − | |q n c1 ( )n n n
j

j j n n n, , , , ,
2

x y x y
(21)

where n(ϵj) is the occupancy of the orbital with energy ϵj. This
gives the following expression for the dipole moment

∑μ ⃗ = ⃗q R
n n n

n n n n n n
, ,

, , , ,

x y
x y x y

(22)
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For a given shape and system, we have a set of values for the

total dipole moment for different values of nd [eq 15].

Subsequently, we use a least-squares fit of the type

≃ ̅ + +− −

N n
Z N n Z a N n b N n

1
( )

( ( )) [ ( )] [ ( )]
d

d 0 d
1/2

d
1

(23)

where Z(N(nd)) is a component of the total dipole moment for

the system with N(nd) atoms. Then, the value Z̅0 is identified as

the limiting infinite system value. The form of eq 23 was

chosen, so as to take into account the fact that the linear

dimensions of the system scale as N n( )d . Some simple tests

using a subset of the results allow us to estimate that the error

bars in Z̅0 are smaller than the sizes of the symbols in the

figures below.

■ DISCUSSION

We now discuss in detail the results obtained for the shapes
shown in Figure 2 with the two lattice vectors taken as a ⃗ =
(5,0) and b ⃗ = (0,3). For the present discussion, the units are
irrelevant. Some further examples are given in the Supporting
Information.
The systems of Figure 2 contain four atoms per unit cell.

Two different cases were considered, that is, a more covalent
and a more ionic one. Moreover, we also considered the same
systems, but keeping only two of the four atoms per unit cell.
The dipole moment per atom is calculated in all cases; as our
systems are, in effect, 2D, the dipole moment per atom has only

two nonzero components, μ μ μ̅
⎯→ = ̅ ̅( , )x y .

The shapes 21−24 correspond to the quasi-1D systems, that
is, chain-like compounds. For these systems, the charge
quantization discussed above implies that the dipole moment
per atom cannot take any value. Nevertheless, we shall include
these systems in our analysis as well.

Figure 2. Thirty-two shapes that were studied. For each shape, the four smallest systems are shown. Each system has four atoms per unit. The small
arrows show the lattice vectors.
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At first, we show in Figure 3 the calculated values of the
dipole moment per atom before taking the generalized

condition of Tasker into account. Thus, for each shape and

system we have a unique value for μ ̅
⎯→
. At first, we verified that

the charge distribution in the central region is independent of
the overall shape of the system, with the shapes 21−24 being
exceptions. This implies also that μ⃗C of eq 12 is independent of
the shape.
It may be suggested that the charges Qk of eq 12 are

independent of the shape, too. This would imply that the dipole
moment per atom for the three shapes 1, 3, and 5 of Figure 3
takes the same value. This was found not to be the case. In
addition, it was not possible to fit the dipole moment per atom
with the expressions of the type of eq 12 when assuming that
Qk is a constant for a given surface but independent of the
shape of the sample. This confirms that, in general, Qk do
depend on the overall shape of the sample. This can be
explained through the charge conservation constraint, that is,
the sum of the surface charges over all surfaces has to vanish.
For the four types of system studied here (i.e., with four or

two atoms per cell and with a more covalent or ionic character),
the infinite, periodic system possesses a well-defined energy gap
between the occupied and unoccupied orbitals. On the other
hand, for some (but certainly not all) shapes of Figure 2, even
the largest systems possess an energy gap identical to or close
to zero, which we ascribe to the existence of surface states that
will prevail even when the system approaches becoming
infinitely large. These surface states are certainly one reason
for the different values of the dipole moment per atom.
However, when focusing on only those shapes that have energy
gaps significantly different from zero, Qk is found to depend not
only on the specific surface but also on the complete shape of
the sample.
Finally, it is occasionally assumed that the dipole moment

per cell can take values that differ only by lattice vectors (see,
e.g., the introduction by Spaldin in ref 11). For the systems of
Figure 2, the lattice vectors are a ⃗ = (5,0) and b ⃗ = (0,3), which
would imply that the values of the dipole moment per atom

would have to differ by na(1.25,0) + nb(0,0.75), with na and nb
being the integers for the systems with four atoms per unit cell
and na and nb being the even integers for the systems with two
atoms per unit cell. The results of Figure 3 show clearly that
this is not the case, confirming our earlier theoretical
treatment.8

Next, we introduce the generalized Tasker constraints, that
is, eqs. 2 and 3. We do that by following the approach of the
Theory section. In the present case, it is assumed that, per
construction, the z component of E⃗ vanishes, whereby eqs 2
and 3 or 9 give two constraints for the charge density shifts Δqk.
In addition, the charge neutrality constraint of eq 8 gives a third
constraint for Δqk. With four sides, this means that eq 10 can
be written as

Δ ⃗ = Δ ⃗ + Δ ⃗q q t q0 1 (24)

where Δq0⃗ and Δq1⃗ are constants, whereas −∞ ≤ t ≤ +∞ is a
parameter.
Ultimately, this means that, in general, the possible values for

(μ̅x,μ̅y) will form a straight line where different points
correspond to different values of t. An exception, however,
occurs when the shape has the form of a parallelogram, which
indeed is the case for many of the shapes of Figure 2. Then,
(μ̅x,μ̅y) will reduce to a single point (i.e., Δq1⃗ = 0 ⃗). That this is
the case can be understood as follows. For a rectangle, the
generalized Tasker criterion requires that the charge densities
associated with opposite sides have to be identical with no
contribution to the dipole moment from these surfaces. Once
this is established, changing the charge densities will not change
the total dipole moment. For a parallelogram, the same
arguments apply as one can see by using a coordinate system
with axes that are parallel to the opposite sides.
In Figure 4 we show the results for the redistributed charge

densities that satisfy the generalized Tasker criterion. As in

Figure 3, we see that the dipole moment per atom can take
essentially any value. As most of the shapes are parallelograms,
there are only a few (five) cases for which the dipole moment
per atom is not uniquely identified. In those cases, the possible
values lie on one of the straight lines shown in the figure. The
different values along the straight line correspond to different
values of t in eq 24. As mentioned in the Theory section, Δqk1
does not depend on the system but solely on the overall shape.

Figure 3. Dipole moment per atom for the 32 shapes of Figure 2
before applying the generalized Tasker criterion. In the upper row, we
show results for the systems with four atoms per cell; the lower row
contains results for the systems with two atoms per cell. The more
covalent systems are represented in the left column; the more ionic
ones in the right column. Each small sphere represents the results for
one of the shapes of Figure 2. The size of the sphere indicates the
uncertainty in the fit of eq 23.

Figure 4. As Figure 3, but after redistributing the charge densities on
the surfaces so that the generalized Tasker criterion is satisfied. For the
five shapes that are not parallelograms, the dipole moment per atom is
not uniquely determined but can lie anywhere along the lines shown.
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Therefore, the straight lines have the same slope in the four
different panels of Figure 4, which can easily be verified by
inspection. We emphasize, however, that for a given system a
unique value of the dipole moment per atom will be found
corresponding to the value for the lowest total energy structure.
When comparing Figures 3 and 4, we see only a few

similarities. Thus, the generalized Tasker conditions lead to
significant changes in the charge distributions on the surfaces.
The redistributed charges, in turn, alter the dipole moment per
atom, which is a bulk property. Exactly how these charge
redistributions are realized is beyond the scope of the present
work, but could be accompanied by surface reconstructions
and/or induced by the effect of adsorbants.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the present work was to study the interplay
between the surface and bulk properties of macroscopic
crystalline materials with an emphasis on polar surfaces. To
that end, we generalized a classification scheme, originally
proposed by Tasker,1 to identify stable polar surfaces. It was
shown that it is always possible to stabilize a given surface
through a charge redistribution involving the entire set of
surfaces. A surface that should not be stable when considered
individually may very well be observed experimentally through
such a charge redistribution. Moreover, in two different
experiments focusing on the same surface, but for samples of
different shapes, one may observe different charge distributions
on that surface. As the charge density of the surface is modified,
even spatially local properties like catalytic activity can be
influenced.
An especially relevant property associated with the charge

distribution is the bulk dipole moment per unit. It was shown
how the values for this property can be calculated subject to the
generalized Tasker constraints. From the results of calculations
for very large systems, based on a sufficiently simple model, we
were able to show that applying these constraints leads to a
change in the dipole moment per atom (or per unit in the
thermodynamic limit). For some shapes, the resulting value of
the dipole moment per unit is not uniquely determined.
However, in the case of any real system, it will have a specific
value determined by detailed energetic considerations that lie
beyond the scope of this work. Essentially, any physically
reasonable value can be obtained in contrast with the
assumption often made that, for samples of the same material,
the possible values differ by at most a lattice vector.
Our analysis allows for further understanding of the

theoretical studies on the polar surfaces of ZnO mentioned
in the Introduction. When the system is modeled in these
studies using an infinite, periodic slab, there are only two
surfaces, and only the component of the electric field E⃗
perpendicular to these surfaces may be nonvanishing. This
leads to two conditions related to the charge redistribution (i.e.,
vanishing E⃗ and charge neutrality), whereby the changes in the
charges on the two surfaces are uniquely determined according
to our procedure. This coincides with the results of Meyer and
Marx,5 for example. Whether this is realized through surface
states or through a lower symmetry on the surface is a question
we do not try to address in the present work. On the other
hand, our study suggests that consideration of other shapes
(particularly containing more surfaces) would provide many
more possibilities to realize this same surface.
Our results can also be used to throw some further light on

the recent study on the (001) surface of KTaO3.
7 The authors

observed that after the surface is created it undergoes an
insulator-to-metal transition, which we interpret as being a first
consequence of stabilizing the surface through a charge
redistribution. When the surface is subsequently exposed to
water vapor, a further stabilization occurs which we consider is
likely accompanied by a further charge redistribution. A
detailed analysis of this qualitative picture, however, lies outside
the scope of the present work.
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We shall here give further details on the model calculations as well as results of other

sets of model calculations.

Table S1: The values of the parameters for the model for the different sets of
calculations.

System 1 2 3 4 5 6
Parameter

M 4 4 2 2 2 2
~a (5, 0) (5, 0) (5, 0) (5, 0) (4, 0) (5, 0)
~b (0, 3) (0, 3) (0, 3) (0, 3) (0, 4) (0, 5)
~u1 (1.0, 1.0) (1.0, 1.0) (1.0, 1.0) (1.0, 1.0) (2.0, 1.0) (0.0, 2.0)
~u2 (2.0, 2.5) (2.0, 2.5) (2.0, 2.5) (2.0, 2.5) (1.0, 3.0) (2.0, 0.0)
~u3 (4.0, 0.5) (4.0, 0.5)
~u4 (4.5, 2.0) (4.5, 2.0)
ε1 −6 −2 −6 −2 −6 −6
ε2 −8 −8 −8 −8 −8 −8
ε3 −7 −7
ε4 −5 −13

t0,11, d11 10, 3 5, 3 10, 3 5, 3 10, 5 10, 5
t0,12, d12 20, 3 9, 3 20, 3 9, 3 15, 5 15, 5
t0,13, d13 15, 3 7, 3
t0,14, d14 12, 3 6, 3
t0,22, d22 11, 3 5, 3 11, 3 5, 3 10, 5 10, 5
t0,23, d23 13, 3 6, 3
t0,24, d24 17, 3 8, 3
t0,33, d33 16, 3 8, 3
t0,34, d34 14, 3 7, 3
t0,44, d44 18, 3 9, 3

At first, we show in Table S1 the values for the parameters that enter the model calcu-

lations and whose meaning is described in the main paper. The systems 1–4 are the ones

whose results are given in the main paper, whereby the systems 1 and 2 contain 4 atoms

per unit cell, and the other systems (including 5 and 6) contain 2 atoms per unit cell. The

systems 1 and 3 are constructed as having a larger covalent character and a smaller ionic

one, whereas the opposite is the case for the systems 2 and 4.

Subsequently, we show results for the systems 5 and 6 of Table S1. For system 5 we studied

the 8 shapes of Fig. S1, and for system 6 we studied the 9 shapes of Fig. S4. The resulting
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Figure S1: The 8 shapes that were studied for system 5. In each case, the smallest systems
are shown.

dipole moments per atom are shown in Figs. S2 and S5, respectively, before enforcing the

generalized criterion of Tasker, and in Figs. S3 and S6, respectively, after enforcing the

generalized criterion of Tasker.
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Figure S2: The dipole moment per atom for the 8 shapes of Fig. S1 for system 5 before
applying the generalized criterion of Tasker.
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Figure S3: As Fig. S2, but after redistributing the charge densities on the surfaces so that the
generalized criterion of Tasker is satisfied. For the single shape that is not a parallellogram,
the dipole moment is not uniquely determined but can lie anywhere along the line shown.
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Figure S4: The 9 shapes that were studied for system 6. In each case, the smallest systems
are shown.
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Figure S5: The dipole moment per atom for the 9 shapes of Fig. S4 for system 6 before
applying the generalized criterion of Tasker.
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Figure S6: As Fig. S5, but after redistributing the charge densities on the surfaces so that the
generalized criterion of Tasker is satisfied. For the three shapes that are not a parallellogram,
the dipole moment is not uniquely determined but can lie anywhere along the lines shown.
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Theoretical Treatment for Properties of Surfaces and Their
Interplay with Bulk Properties of Crystals

Meijuan Zhou,* Michael Springborg,* and Bernard Kirtman

It is demonstrated that there is an interconnection between surfaces,
shapes, and bulk properties of macroscopic, crystalline materials. Thus, the
requirement that no atom in the bulk shall experience a force from charges
associated with the surface, a requirement formulated in terms of a generalized
Tasker condition, leads to an interplay involving transfer of charge between
different surfaces for a given sample. Through this mechanism, so-called
polar surfaces, often considered to be essentially unstable, can always be
stabilized. Density functional theory slab calculations are carried out to obtain
typical surface charges and associated bulk geometric displacements for an
individual surface. Then the consequences of the interplay between surfaces
are studied through one property that is usually considered a bulk property,
namely the polarization / dipole moment per volume, and one property
that is usually related to an individual surface, that is, heterogeneous catalytic
activity. Model calculations illustrate the importance of charge transfer
between surfaces in both cases. These calculations provide a guide for much
more difficult ab initio computations that might be carried out in the future.

1. Introduction

The properties of crystalline materials continue to be exploited
for a very large range of applications. In many cases, it is the bulk
properties that are of interest. In the thermodynamic limit, that
is, for sufficiently large systems, these properties are either in-
tensive or extensive depending upon whether they are indepen-
dent of the system size or proportional to it. In either case, since
the boundary regions make up a very small part of the complete
system, it may be suggested that the boundary regions are of no
importance. On the other hand, the properties of the boundaries
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themselves can also be of interest for appli-
cations. An example is heterogeneous catal-
ysis, in which case the bulk part of the sam-
ple is often assumed to be irrelevant.
These considerations suggest that bulk

properties and surface properties are essen-
tially independent of each other and can be
treated separately. Theoretical studies of the
properties of crystals often utilize this ap-
proach. For bulk properties, one typically
treats the system as being infinite and pe-
riodic, thus completely ignoring the bound-
ary regions. For the study of surface prop-
erties, one often constructs a simple model
system that contains the surface of interest
while ignoring other surfaces as well as the
bulk regionwith the exception that the latter
defines the structure of the surface.
Recently, we have demonstrated that, for

any real material, there is a delicate inter-
play whereby the concerted interactions be-
tween all surfaces and the bulk region will

influence the properties of the individual surfaces.[1] Moreover, in
some cases, these interactions will also affect the bulk properties.
As an example of the latter, we considered the dipole moment
per atom, an intensive property closely related to the polarization
(i.e., the dipole moment per unit volume), that has relevance for
piezoelectricity and other responses to electric fields. The pur-
pose of the present work is to provide further details about this
interplay and about its consequences. As in the previous study,
we use simple model calculations that allow for application to
very large, finite systems and thereby examine and illustrate con-
cepts without attempting to provide accurate results for any real
system.
Our paper is organized as follows. At first, we study in Section 2

the physical reasons behind the interplay between all surfaces
and the bulk through surface charges. Subsequently, in Section 3,
we discuss the implications for theoretical calculations designed
to study the properties of individual surfaces. Then, in Sections 4
and 5, we illustrate the consequences of this interplay by studying
the effects of the surfaces on a bulk property (the dipole moment
per atom; Section 4) and the effects of the bulk on a surface prop-
erty (heterogeneous catalysis; Section 5). Our results are summa-
rized in Section 6.

2. Interplay between Surfaces and Bulk

Our goal is to consider neutral, macroscopic, 3D crystalline sam-
ples. For the sake of simplicity, however, we shall illustrate the
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of a 2D system. It consists of a cen-
tral region as well as various boundary regions.

concepts through 2D systems. Such systems, cf. Figure 1, can
be separated into a central region and a number of boundary re-
gions. Each region is assumed to consist of units that are identi-
cal, although the units of different regions will usually be differ-
ent. In the central region, the units are chosen to be the same as
the unit cells of the corresponding infinite, periodic system. Note
that, in either case, this choice is not unique.
In the boundary regions, the units will often be larger than

those of the central region due to the effects of structural and
electronic relaxations near the surfaces. Since the sample is com-
pletely divided into units, those of the boundary regions will de-
pend, in part, upon how the units of the central region are chosen
and, in part, they may be constructed according to convenience.
In the thermodynamic limit, the size of the central region will
be much larger than that of any other region, which is why most
bulk properties are independent of the boundary regions.We add
that the units of the central region may be chosen independently
of the boundary regions and of the overall shape of the sample.
The units of the central region are neutral as can easily be

seen as follows. Consider, for example, a 2D system like that of
Figure 1. If the units of the central region carried charge, the fact
that the complete system is neutral implies that a compensating
chargemust be accumulated in the boundaries. If you double the
linear dimension of the system, then the total charge of the cen-
tral region will be four times larger. On the other hand, per con-

struction, each boundary region does not change extension in the
direction(s) perpendicular to the surface(s) at which it is placed.
Therefore, the charge per cell in the boundary regionswould have
to increase on average in order to maintain neutrality. This is in
conflict with the assumption that the thermodynamic limit has
been reached. Thus, only the units of the boundary regions may
be charged.
Having established that the charge is concentrated in the

boundary regions, wemay continue by studying the effects of this
charge distribution on the atoms in the central region. To that
end, we consider an approach originally proposed by Tasker.[2]

Tasker studied the electrostatic field created by a set of parallel
layers of ions at a point far away from those layers, which repre-
sents the position of an atom in the bulk. In order to ensure that
the crystal structure is stable, the electrostatic field at the atom
would have to vanish. Since the details of the charge distribution
were not relevant for his argument, he approximated each infi-
nite layer of ions by means of a 2D plane with a constant charge
density. Thereby, he was able to identify certain arrangements of
the ion layers for which the electrostatic field at the bulk atom
does not vanish and concluded that such so-called polar surfaces
either could not exist or would experience substantial reconstruc-
tion.
In our recent work,[1] we generalized Tasker’s analysis by con-

sidering an arbitrary shape for the sample and the corresponding
charged layers with different orientations as shown schematically
in Figure 2. Then, the electrostatic field at an atom in the central
region, due to charges localized in the surface regions, becomes

�Echarge = 1
4πε

2π
∑
i

q ′
i
�1i

= 1
4πε

2π
∑
k

[∑
i∈k

q ′
i

]
�1k = 1

4πε
2π

∑
k

qk�1k (1)

where �1i is an inward pointing normal to the i th layer of ions and
q ′
i is the charge density of that layer and

ε = ε0εr (2)

is the dielectric constant of the material. Finally, qk is the sum of
the charge densities of all layers associated with the kth surface.
Another contribution to the electric field that occurs in certain

cases has been analyzed byMeyer and Vanderbilt, andMeyer and
Marx.[3,4] Thus, for crystals with a periodic stacking sequence as
in Figure 3c, which results in a dipole moment perpendicular to

Figure 2. A schematic representation of a 2D system. It shows the layers with the charge densities q ′
i as well as an inward pointing normal to a given

layer, �1i . The boundary of the system is shown through green lines. In the left part, the red dot represents a point in the central part of the system,
whereas in the right part it represents a point just outside one of the sides.
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Figure 3. A schematic representation of three different systems similar
to those discussed in the original work by Tasker.[2] The repetition of the
atomic layers is indicated. The shape is indicated through the green frame,
and examples of some atomic layers are indicated for the bottom-most
surface through the thinner lines.

the surface, there is a field from the dipole layers, �Edipole. Except
for the slab geometry, that will be discussed in the next section,
closed expressions for �Edipole have not been presented.
The total field is then

�E = �Echarge + �Edipole (3)

and the generalized Tasker condition is

�E ≡ �0 (4)

In our previous work, we have ignored �Edipole which is also what
we shall do in most of the present work. In that event, Equa-
tion (4) becomes

�E = 1
4πε

2π
∑
k

qk�1k ≡ �0 (5)

It is important to emphasize that this is a condition not for a sin-
gle surface but for the complete set of surfaces of a given sample.
At this point, it is relevant to relate our present results with

the analysis of Tasker in his original work.[2] Tasker considered
systems like those of Figure 3, that is, crystalline AB or AB2 com-
pounds. In contrast to the present work, he considered solely a
single sequence of parallel atomic layers (i.e., a slab), whereas we
include other surfaces as well, as indicated in Figure 3. Due to dif-
ferent chemical surroundings, the surface unit cells, as opposed
to those in the bulk, may not be neutral. Then, the total charge
density associated with such cells can give rise to the electrostatic
fields discussed above in Equations (3) and (4). The realization
of this possibility will depend, in general, on all surfaces of the
sample.

3. Implications for the Study of Individual Surfaces

Often the properties of one or more individual surfaces of a 3D
system, such as the ones shown schematically in Figure 2, are
of interest. To that end, each surface of interest can be modeled
using a slab geometry as shown in Figure 4. In that event (cf.

Figure 4. A schematic representation of a slab used for treating a single
surface.

Figure 4), the inward pointing normals from the surfaces are both
parallel to the z axis. Thus, if �1z is a unit vector along the z axis,
then

�12 = −�11 = �1z (6)

and, putting �Edipole aside for the moment, the generalized Tasker
condition of Equation (5) reduces to

(q1 − q2)�1z = �0 (7)

Combining this condition with the charge-neutrality require-
ment given by

q1 + q2 = 0 (8)

leads to the unique solution

q1 = q2 = 0 (9)

However, it is not realistic in general to ignore �Edipole and, there-
fore, q1 = −q2 �= 0 corresponds to a more correct description.
Here, we shall use polar ZnO to obtain a quantitative descrip-
tion of the effects of the surface charges on the bulk structures,
in which case[3]

�Edipole = − 1
4πε

4π
a
m�1z (10)

where m is the dipole density and a is the distance between re-
peating layers.
To determine surface charges and their effect, density func-

tional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out for stoichio-
metric slabs of ZnO containing both O- and Zn-terminated sur-
faces using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).[5–8]

Exchange and correlation effects were described using the gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA)[9] of Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof (PBE)[10] with the energy cutoff for the plane-wave ex-
pansion set to 400 eV.[11] Two structures, as shown in Figure 5,
were constructed using the ZnO bulk crystal geometry.[12] Both
structures contain the (0001̄) Zn-terminated surface to the left
and the (0001) O-terminated surface to the right. For structure I,
we considered 15 atomic bilayers with a (1× 1) unit cell whereas
for structure II, eight bilayers and a (2× 2) unit cell were used. A
vacuum region of 20 Å was included in all calculations. In each
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Figure 5. Schematic presentation of the orbitals closest to the Fermi level
of a large, finite system. The full and dashed lines represent occupied and
empty orbitals, respectively. Moreover, the black lines represent orbitals
localized to the bulk region, whereas the green and red lines represent or-
bitals that are localized to electron-donating and electron-accepting sur-
faces, respectively. For further details, see the text.

case, we examined both the fixed geometry and a relaxed geom-
etry (see later) with lattice parameters fixed at the experimental
bulk values.
A Bader analysis[13] was used to decompose the total charge

density into atomic contributions. Each structure contains alter-
nating layers of Zn and O atoms. Denoting the Bader charges of
the Zn and O atoms of the mth bilayer by Q̃Zn,m and Q̃O,m, re-
spectively, we constructed the accumulated charges as

Qn =
n∑

m=1
Q̃m =

n∑
m=1

[
Q̃Zn,m + Q̃O,m

]
(11)

wherein the atomic bilayers are enumerated starting from the
left in Figure 5 and Q̃m is the total charge of the mth bilayer. For
structure II, we used the averaged values of the atomic charges
per bilayer. These accumulated charges are shown in the panels
at the bottom of Figure 5.
We note that Qn converges rapidly to a roughly constant value

when starting from either side of the slab (i.e., for n close to 1
or 15 for structure I and close to 1 or 8 for structure II). That
the converged value in all cases is markedly different from zero
is in conflict with the condition of Equation (9). Instead, the fact
that we have a regular charge distribution in the middle of the
slab implies that the field due to the surface charges compen-
sates the field due to the repeated sequence of dipoles, that is,
�Edipole = − �Echarge for this structure. However, our results do not
imply that the results of slab calculations will be found for an ar-
bitrary shape containing the same individual surfaces as the slab.
For other shapes, the generalized Tasker condition will most of-
ten lead to different results.

It is of interest to estimate how much a surface charge density
of the magnitude found in our ZnO calculations will affect the
bulk structure. For this purpose, we see from Figure 5 that a re-
alistic value for the magnitude of the charge per surface unit cell
is a bit less than 0.3e . In order to obtain the charge density q , one
must divide by the area of the surface unit cell, which is calcu-
lated to be 9.14 Å2 from the experimental crystal structure.[12] We
also use for the relative dielectric constant of Equation (2), the
value εr = 8.5.[15] Finally, a Bader analysis of the atoms in bulk
ZnO gives atomic charge of roughly ±1, which allows us to esti-
mate a typical value for the force acting on an ion in the central
part of the slab.
In addition, we need the force or energy associated with typical

nuclear displacements. Toward that end, VASP calculations were
carried out on crystalline ZnO with four atoms per unit cell. As
a representative motion, that maintains the crystal symmetry, we
chose to displace all Zn and O atoms in opposite directions along
the c axis. The unit displacement is shown in Figure 6 where it
is labeled u. The resulting total energy and force curves are also
shown in the figure where it is seen that the motion is strongly
anharmonic. Nonetheless, we can obtain an estimate for u based
on the dashed horizontal red line in Figure 6, which represents
the force due to the surface charge. We see that the displacement
corresponding to this force is roughly |u| � 0.03 Å. Of course,
this is just a crude estimate. Although non-negligible, such a dis-
placement is small enough that bulk structural distortions due to
surface charges will likely be difficult to calculate with reliability.
On the other hand, geometric distortions at the surface may be
substantially larger.
Having considered the slab geometry in some detail, we are

now ready to describe a more general system such as the 3D
analogue of the one in Figure 2. For that case, we have three
scalar relations provided by the generalized Tasker condition,
Equation (5),

∑
k

qk�1k = �0 (12)

plus a single charge-neutrality condition

∑
k

qk Lk = 0 (13)

with Lk being the size of the kth surface. It is clear that

qk = 0 (14)

satisfies these equations. However, often the shape will have
NS > 4 surfaces so that, in general, the charge densities may be
written in the form

qk =
NS−4∑
p=1

tpqkp (15)

with tp a parameter where, for a given p, {qkp} is one of the lin-
early independent solutions of
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Figure 6. Accumulated layer charges per 1 × 1 surface unit cell from VASP calculations on polar slabs of ZnO. Atomic charges were obtained using
a Bader analysis[13] and accumulated charges are defined in Equation (11) where the layers are enumerated starting from the right. The structures
correspond to the (0001̄) O-terminated surface to the left and the (0001) Zn-terminated surface to the left. For structure I, we considered 15 atomic
bilayers and for structure II, eight bilayers. The 3D visualization of these structures were constructed using the VESTA 3 software.[14] Here, the smaller
red and the larger grey spheres represent oxygen and zinc atoms, respectively. Further details are provided in the text.

∑
k

qkp�1k = �0

∑
k

qkp Lk = 0 (16)

Thus, not only is the solution identified from the slab calcula-
tions possible, but very many other solutions are possible as well.
Which set of surface charge densities {qk} actually occurs for the
system of interest will be determined by the electronic potential-
energy landscape, which is beyond the scope of the present treat-
ment. However, our discussion shows that what is obtained in a
slab calculation does not necessarily correspond to what will be
observed for a given surface of a real sample.
Let us now imagine that we have carried out an Hartree–Fock

(HF) or DFT electronic-structure calculation on some large, fi-
nite system with a given fixed shape. In general, the lowest total
energy (electronic + nuclear) solution will be such that

qk ≡ qk0 �= 0 (17)

whereas the electrostatic field at any atom in the central region
must vanish at the energy minimum. This calculation will yield
a set of electronic orbitals that are (doubly) occupied from below
as indicated schematically in Figure 7a.
Subsequently, we may consider another sample with a differ-

ent shape. A simple example is shown in Figure 8 where the new
sample contains the same types of surfaces but their relative
sizes are different. In this case, the sample on the right can be
obtained by making a parallel cut on one side of the original
left-hand sample. Because the surfaces have changed relative
size, the charge-neutrality condition (13) will, in general, not be
satisfied for the second sample if the original charge densities

are retained. Thus, the two samples will differ not only in shape
but also in their electronic charge distribution and/or their
minimum energy structure. Of course, this is just one possible
example. In other constructions, the shape may be altered in
a way that preserves charge neutrality, but directly violates the
generalized Tasker condition.
In general, the change from one sample to the other may be

described, at least partly, as a flow of electronic charge between
the different surfaces

qk0 → qk0 + �qk ≡ qk (18)

in such a way that charge neutrality, that is

∑
k

qk Lk =
∑
k

(qk0 + �qk)Lk = 0 (19)

is maintained. Through this charge flow, the generalized Tasker
condition shall still be satisfied

2π
∑
k

(qk0 + �qk)�1k = 2π
∑
k

�qk�1k ≡ �0 (20)

For a 3D system, Equation (19) provides one condition and Equa-
tion (20) another three scalar conditions that the charge-density
shifts {�qk} must satisfy. Thus, for samples with more than
four surfaces, there is, at first, a whole continuum of possible
solutions.
As already noted, in order to accomplish the charge transfer

implied by any particular solution of Equations (19) and (20),
an electronic relaxation is required. It may be that the particular
solution corresponds to a charge redistribution that can be
closely simulated by transferring electrons between localized
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Figure 7. Results from VASP calculations on crystalline ZnO. All Zn and O atoms were displaced along the c axis in opposite directions as shown to the
right. The upper panel to the left shows the resulting total energy, and the lower panel the resulting forces on the atoms. In this panel, the horizontal
line marks the upper limit for the forces that can act on the ions due to the charges on the (0001) or (0001̄) surfaces.

Figure 8. A schematic representation of two different samples with the
same types of surfaces but different shapes. In this case, the right sample
can be created from the left one by cutting one surface.

orbitals on different surfaces. In that event, a good initial guess
for a subsequent SCF calculation could be obtained by occupying
orbitals as shown in Figure 7b. Of course, this depends upon
the particular solution. Alternatively, one could simply begin the
SCF procedure with the charge density derived from the orbital
occupancy of Figure 7a. In either case, an additional structural
relaxation will normally be needed, so as to arrive at the stable
ground state with the occupied orbitals of Figure 7c. Whether
a stable ground state geometry can be reached without a major

reconstruction, or not at all, will depend upon the details of the
system of interest and cannot be answered in general.
These arguments demonstrate that the surface properties are

determined partly by the bulk in the sense that the generalized
Tasker condition for the electrostatic field at a bulk atom puts
limits on the charge distribution at the surfaces. Moreover, since
this condition involves all surfaces simultaneously, there is a cou-
pling between the individual surfaces, which ultimately implies
that the same surface for samples of different shapes may have
different properties. Moreover, even for the same shape, there are
many possibilities for the charge distribution and structure of a
given surface with a relative stability that depends upon the sys-
tem. This is a relevant issue, in particular, for oxide surfaces. It
has often been argued that the latter belong to the class of po-
lar surfaces and, accordingly, should not be stable, although they
are observed in experiment. Several studies have been devoted
to this conundrum[4,16–20] that often reach different conclusions.
Thismay be due, at least in some degree, to the fact that the gener-
alized Tasker condition, by itself, does not provide the unique so-
lution for a given surface, since the charge density depends upon
an interplay between all the surfaces of the system of interest.

4. Dipole Moment per Atom

Having discussed how the set of surface charges is limited by the
condition that the electrostatic field must vanish in the bulk, let
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us consider how an allowed set of surface charges can affect bulk
properties. Although this is not the case for all properties, one
property that does contain a finite contribution from the surfaces
regardless of the size of the system is the dipole moment per
atom.[21] Formally, any intensive property, which corresponds to
an extensive property Z, can be calculated as

Z̄ = lim
N→∞

Z(N)
N

= lim
N→∞

Z(N + �N)− Z(N)
�N

(21)

with Z(N) being the value for the system with N atoms. In the
present case, Z is one of the vector components of the total dipole
moment,

�μ =
∫

ρ(�r )�r d�r (22)

Since the system is neutral, �μ is independent of our choice
of the origin for the coordinate system and, for convenience, we
place this origin at the middle of the bulk region. Then, from the
last expression in Equation (21), it follows that the dipolemoment
per atom consists of two terms,

�̄μ = �μC +
∑
k

�μk (23)

where �μC is the dipolemoment per atom of a single (neutral) unit
cell in the central region whereas �μk is the contribution from the
kth side (cf. Figure 2). The latter can be interpreted as originat-
ing from a displacement of the charge density qk along the nega-
tive normal, that is, along −�1k when the size of the system is in-
creased, as we have discussed in detail previously.[21] In general, �̄μ
will have a nonvanishing contribution from the surface regions.
We emphasize, however, that the separation in Equation (23) is
not unique since it depends critically on the definition of the bulk
unit cell. In fact, one may construct bulk unit cells so that one of
the two terms in Equation (23) vanishes. We shall make use of
this possibility below.
As an aside, it is interesting to note that, in principle, the

surface contribution can be obtained from calculations on infi-
nite, periodic crystalline systems even though such systems, by
construction, have no surfaces.[21] On the other hand, the rela-
tion between the polarization—that is, dipole moment per unit
volume—as calculated for the infinite, periodic system and the
corresponding property for the large, finite system is nontrivial
and, in fact, at the moment of writing, the relation between the
shape and the values of the polarization calculated for the infinite,
periodic system is not known.
In order to explore the surface contribution to the dipole mo-

ment per atom further, we performed calculations for a simple
finite 2D model system lying in the (x, y) plane. This model is
completely equivalent to a 3D system which has two neutral, op-
positely placed surfaces parallel to the (x, y) plane with identical
properties for the parallel layers of cells that are in between. The
advantage of using the simpler 2D model is that we can study
many cases having large spatial extensions without requiring ex-
cessive computer resources. Accordingly, we shall treat the sys-
tem as if it were 3D.
Our model has been described in detail elsewhere[1] and will,

therefore, be described here only briefly. It is a single-particle,

Hückel-like model with distance-dependent hopping integrals.
In the current application, the bulk unit cell contains two atoms,
each having one electron and a nuclear charge of unity. A single
atomic orbital is placed on each atom and all atoms are fixed at the
positions they occupy in the bulk. More details may be found in
refs. [1,22]. Initially, we construct a very large system and, then,
cut out a finite segment with four sides. In each set of calcula-
tions, the shape of the segment is retained but the sample ismade
gradually larger up to around 8000 atoms in total. For every size,
we calculate the (2D) dipole moment per atom and afterward ex-
trapolate the entire set of values to the infinite-system-size limit
in the spirit of Equation (21).
Two systems were studied, one of them more covalent and

the other more ionic. Here, for the covalent system, the ratio
between the absolute values of the difference in the on-site
energies and the typical hopping integrals is smaller than what
is the case for the ionic system (see parameter values in ref. [22]).
Moreover, calculations were done for the eight different shapes
shown in Figure 9. Finally, we considered the variation from a
high-symmetry structure to displaced structures with reduced
symmetry. The displacements were generated by moving one
type of atom, with the other type fixed, as shown in Figure 10.
These displacements are quantified by a parameter s that goes
from s = 0 at the configuration where the bulk unit cell can be
constructed as being centro-symmetric to amaximum at s = 1 in
six equidistant steps. We shall discuss this structural change and
the rationale behind it in more detail below. Here, however, it is
worthwhile to mention that when choosing the bulk unit cell as
in Figure 10, �μC vanishes for s = 0 so that any nonzero value for
the dipolemoment per atom can be ascribed solely to surface con-
tributions. When s = 0, not only the bulk unit cell has inversion
symmetry but also the complete sample has inversion symmetry,
the total dipole moment will vanish for obvious reasons.
The shapes 1–8 of Figure 9 are all parallelograms, which has

an interesting consequence for the possible values of the total
dipole moment. For the sake of convenience our argument be-
low is presented using a coordinate system where the two axes
are parallel to the nonparallel sides of the parallelogram. Let us
suppose that we have identified a set of charge transfers {�qk} for
which the charge-neutrality constraint (19) and the generalized
Tasker condition (20) are satisfied. Many other solutions to these
equations may exist, implying that we may modify the {�qk}.
However, the opposite sides of a parallelogram have the same
size and, therefore, requiring that the generalized Tasker condi-
tion and the charge-neutrality condition remain satisfied imply-
ing that the same charge has to be added to each of the two op-
posite sides. It is easily realized that these changes will not alter
the total dipole moment. Thus, for the parallelogram, this prop-
erty has a unique value when the generalized Tasker condition
and the charge-neutrality condition are satisfied. This is, in gen-
eral, not the case for other shapes as shown, for example, in our
previous study.[1]

In Figure 11, we show the dipole moment per atom for the
eight shapes of Figure 9 including both the covalent and ionic
models. As mentioned above, the bulk unit cell geometry can be
chosen as being centro-symmetric (see Figure 10) so that �μC = �0
and, thus, any deviation of �̄μ from �0 is solely due to the surfaces.
When the overall system also has inversion symmetry, �̄μ will
vanish, which only happens for shape 6. Before applying the
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Figure 9. The eight shapes that were studied in Section 4. For each shape, the four smallest systems are shown. Each system has two atoms per unit
shown through the different symbols. The small arrows show the lattice vectors. The first row contains from left to right the shapes 1–4, and the second
row the shapes 5–8.

Figure 10. Schematic presentation of how the bulk unit cell changes when
passing from the high-symmetry structure with s = 0 to the structure with
a lower symmetry for s = 1. The red lines show the unit cell boundaries
while the black and blue dots mark the positions of the two different types
of atom. By moving the latter atom with respect to the former, which is
fixed in position, one passes from the most symmetric structure at s = 0
to a maximum displacement at s = 1.

generalized Tasker condition (top panels), our calculations for
shape 6 give very small values (less than 0.03 in the units of the
present study) for the two components of �̄μ. These deviations
from zero are a measure of the numerical accuracy in our
extrapolation to the infinite-system limit.

In addition to shape 6, we see that shapes 1, 2, and 7 in
Figure 11 for s = 0 also have values for �̄μ that are very close to �0
before applying the generalized Tasker condition. However, the
values for the four other shapes (3, 4, 5, and 8) clearly differ from
�0, which means that the surfaces make significant contributions
to �̄μ. The fact that, in general, �̄μ takes larger (positive or negative)
values for the ionic system than for the covalent system before
the generalized Tasker condition is applied can be related to
the larger atomic charges in the ionic case. A comparison of
the upper row with the lower row shows that applying the
generalized Tasker condition has a different effect for different
shapes. On the other hand, the �̄μ values become essentially the
same for both the ionic and covalent cases once this condition
has been satisfied. We will see later, however, that this is not a
general result for other parallelogram shapes.
For the lower-symmetry structure with s = 1, the inversion

symmetry is lost and �̄μ may take any value. In particular, this
property is no longer required to vanish for shape 6. In Figure 11
e,f, it is clearly seen that the spread in the values of the �̄μ com-
ponents is smaller than what is found for s = 0. After applying
the generalized Tasker condition, however, the spread increases

Figure 11. Dipole moment per atom for the eight shapes of Figure 9 in the cases a–d) s = 0 and e–h) s = 1 . The top panels show results prior to
applying the generalized Tasker criterion while the bottom panels show the analogous results after applying this criterion. Panels (a)–(d) pertain to the
covalent system and (e)–(h) to the ionic system. The numbers refer to the shapes of Figure 9.
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Figure 12. Dipole moment per atom for an extended set of 23 parallelogram-shaped systems considered previously. The upper panels show results
before applying the generalized Tasker condition, whereas the lower ones show results after applying this condition. Panels (a),(c),(e),(g) are for a more
covalent system, while the others are for a more ionic one. Panels (a),(b),(e),(f) show results for a system with four atoms per unit cell; the others are
for a system with two atoms per cell. The results are extracted from ref. [1].

and once again, the values of �̄μ for the ionic and covalent systems
become more similar but without being identical.
For s = 0, the fact that the values after applying the general-

ized Tasker condition are identical for ionic and covalent systems
with the same shape can be understood as follows. Due to inver-
sion symmetry �μC = �0 for the bulk unit cell in the left part of
Figure 10. Thus, any deviation of �̄μ from �0 is caused solely by the
surfaces. Before applying the generalized Tasker conditions, the
differences in the surface charges between ionic and covalent sys-
tems of the same shape will lead to different values for �̄μ as can
be seen in Figure 11 a–d. However, once the generalized Tasker
condition has been applied, the dipole moment per atom does
not depend any further on the surface charges since the shapes
we are considering are parallelograms. These surface contribu-
tions to �̄μ are, in turn, determined solely through the geometry
of the sample, cf. Equations (12) and (13), and independent of the
number, types, or positions of the atoms per unit cell.
For s �= 0, �μC will no longer vanish. In fact, an approxi-

mate value for �μC can be obtained through the atomic Mulliken
charges that vary from ±0.47|e| to ±0.17|e| for the covalent sys-
tem and from ±0.92|e| to ±0.67|e| for the ionic system when
going from s = 0 to s = 1. If we consider shape 1 as an exam-
ple, then before applying the generalized Tasker condition, the
corresponding electric fields given by Equation (1) (with εr = 1)
vary from (2.1,1.3) to (0.4,1.1) for the covalent system and from
(2.1,1.3) to (1.4,1.3) for the ionic system. Thus, for the ionic sys-
tem, a larger charge transfer among the different surfaces is
needed in order to satisfy the generalized Tasker condition, that
is, in order to make the fields vanish. This, in turn, leads to larger
changes in �̄μ. For the present systems, it turns out that this ulti-
mately leads to values for �̄μ that are very close for the ionic and
the covalent systems, which, however, as we shall see below is not
a general conclusion.
We realize that some of the results discussed in detail here are

based on calculations for a limited number of cases. Thus, it is

worthwhile to compare with our more extensive previous study[1]

in which 23 purely 2D systems with a parallelogram shape (only
partly, the same shapes were treated in the present study) were
considered (amongst others) with the results shown in Figure 12.
In contrast with parallelograms 1–8, application of the general-
ized Tasker condition reduces the dipole moment per atom, in
general, but at the same time it leads to a more distinct set of val-
ues for that property. Moreover, we see that for this larger sam-
ple, the values for the ionic and the covalent systems differ sig-
nificantly, which is in contrast to the results of the present study,
and which can be ascribed to the fact that the bulk contributions
to �̄μ in the previous study were larger.
When calculating the dipole moment per atom using the ap-

proximation of having an infinite, periodic system, one may ap-
ply the so-called Berry-phase approach.[23,24] Without going into
detail, we mention that, as the name suggests, the dipole mo-
ment per unit cell is then related to the phase of a complex num-
ber with the phase being defined only up to an integer times
2π . For a system that is periodic in only ID, the so-called charge
quantization[25–27] implies, then, that the dipole moment per unit
cell is defined only up to a lattice vector times the elementary
charge. In higher dimensions, similar restrictions on the dipole
moment per cell do not exist.[21] Nevertheless, in this case as well,
it is often assumed that possible values of the dipole moment per
cell differ by lattice vectors times the elementary charge (see, e.g.,
the introduction to the Berry-phase approach given in ref. [28]).
This situation can be studied using our model results for the

finite systems. Toward that end, we note that an often used ap-
proach in infinite periodic system calculations of the dipole mo-
ment per cell is to start with a centrosymmetric cell structure and,
then, transition adiabatically to the lower symmetry cell structure
of interest. Inmaking the transition, it is assumed that the dipole
moment per cell varies smoothly as a function of structure and,
accordingly, cannot jump by a lattice vector times the elemen-
tary charge. Moreover, it is assumed that the dipole moment per
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Figure 13. The dipole moment per atom as a function of s for the eight shapes of Figure 9 before applying the generalized Tasker condition. The left
(right) panels show the results for the covalent (ionic) systems, and the upper (lower) panels show the x (y) component.

Figure 14. The dipole moment per atom as a function of s for the eight shapes of Figure 9 after applying the generalized Tasker condition. The left (right)
panels show the results for the covalent (ionic) systems, and the upper (lower) panels show the x (y) component.

cell for the high-symmetry structure vanishes, that is, that surface
contributions can be neglected.
The above treatment for infinite periodic systems is equivalent

to our procedure wherein we slowly move from the centrosym-
metric s = 0 structure to the s = 1 structure. We emphasize that

in our calculations, the dipole moment per atom has a unique
value. Figure 13 shows the calculated dipole moment per atom as
a function of s before applying the generalized Tasker condition
whereas the values afterward are shown in Figure 14. Figure 13
demonstrates clearly that �̄μ is a continuous function of s , but
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that this function has a different behavior depending on the
overall shape of the sample. Most importantly, for a given s , the
various curves in Figure 13 differ by values that are not simply
related to the lattice vectors �a = (5, 0), �b = (0, 3). After applying
the generalized Tasker condition (Figure 14), these conclusions
do not change. Moreover, the absolute value of �̄μ has increased
significantly, again implying that the interplay between bulk
and surface properties as expressed through the generalized
Tasker condition has a profound impact on the dipole moment
per atom through a surface contribution, in particular, in those
case where the bulk-unit-cell contribution to �̄μ is relatively
small.

5. Heterogeneous Catalysis

As we have seen, the interplay between all surfaces and the bulk
may affect the charge distribution on each surface. This means,
in particular, that the properties associated with any surface
will depend on the overall shape of the system of interest. This
includes, for example, the catalytic properties. Accordingly,
in order to study the catalytic properties of a given surface, it
is, in principle, necessary to study the complete, essentially
macroscopic system with a given shape. When using theoretical
modeling for such a study, one has to ensure that the generalized
Tasker condition is satisfied. Moreover for an arbitrary shape,
one must use the particular charge distribution that corresponds
to the ground-state structure. Determining this structure can
be an overwhelming challenge, but it may be possible to obtain
the most important information regarding catalytic properties
through simpler studies. In this section, we shall discuss briefly
some ideas behind this suggestion.
A simple model description of a heterogeneous catalytic pro-

cess, that does not necessarily duplicate what occurs mechanisti-
cally, includes the following steps.

1. The reactants approach the surface of the catalyst and feel its
presence through electrostatic fields.

2. One or more of the reactants forms a chemical bond with the
catalytic surface.

3. The reaction takes place on the surface and the product(s) are
formed.

4. The products leave the catalytic surface.

In theoretical studies, one usually starts by specifying the
catalytic surface under consideration and, then, constructs a
convenient geometry (very often a slab) with such a surface. An
electronic structure calculation will, then, give an orbital energy
diagram like that of Figure 7a. Subsequently, the steps 1–4 above
are studied for the chemical reaction of interest.
Our present analysis suggests that in the case of a charged

surface, there will be effects on the electronic structure that can
be related to the shape of the catalytic substrate. In fact, for sta-
bility one can expect that there will be an initial charge transfer
between the surfaces leading to a reordering/relaxation of the
orbitals in order to arrive at a situation like that of Figure 7c.
This will necessarily have consequences for steps 2 and 3 above,
which will depend critically on the chemical reaction and on the
atomic composition and structure of the substrate. The nature

and importance of these consequences have, to our knowledge,
not been addressed as yet.
We begin by determining the electrostatic field that acts on

the molecules just outside one of the surfaces (cf. Figure 2). In
the simplest approximation, that field may be obtained using the
same approach as in deriving the generalized Tasker condition,
that is, by assuming that we have layers of constant charge
density parallel to the various surfaces and, then, calculating the
resultant potential. For the situation in Figure 2, the reference
point (red dot) is in the direction of all inward pointing normals
to the surfaces with the single exception of the i th surface. Thus,
from Equation (5), the field at the reference point in right part of
Figure 2 is

�E = 1
4πε

2π

⎡
⎣∑

k �=i

qk�1k + qi (−�1i )
⎤
⎦

= 1
4πε

2π

[∑
k

qk�1k − 2qi �1i
]

= − 1
4πε

4πqi �1i (24)

This field will be felt by the molecule(s) when they approach the
surface in step 1 above. It will modify the their properties and
thereby affect the catalytic performance of the surface.
For an initial study of this effect, we consider a model system

consisting of a diatomic AB molecule placed parallel to the field
of Equation (24) with an A–B interatomic distance equal to R. It
should be noted at the outset that the effect of a given electrostatic
field on a diatomic molecule is minimal compared to the effect
on a larger molecule containing delocalized orbitals. Thus, our
model will provide a minimal estimate of the electric field effect.
We will assume that there is one valence electron per atom and
that the nuclear charges equal +e each.
In the absence of the electrostatic field due to the surface, the

total energy is written as

E tot(R) = 2ε1(R)+ Erep(R) (25)

where ε1 is the lowest orbital energy, and Erep represents every-
thing else. This expression is equivalent to the one used with the
non-SCC DFTB method of Seifert and coworkers.[29,30] The or-
bital energy is calculated by solving

F̂0ψ1 = ε1ψ1 (26)

in which F̂0 is the field-free single-particle operator. Here, ψ1 is
approximated as a linear combination of two Gaussians, each
centered at one of the two atoms,

ψ1(�r ) � cAχA(�r )+ cBχB(�r ) (27)

χA(�r ) =
(
2α
π

)3/4

e−α|�r− �RA|2

χB(�r ) =
(
2β
π

)3/4

e−β|�r− �RB|2 (28)

with �RA and �RB being the atomic positions. The matrix elements
for the field-free single-particle operator are parameterized as
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〈χA|F̂0|χA〉 = εA

〈χB|F̂0|χB〉 = εB

〈χA|F̂0|χB〉 = t(R) = t0e−γ R (29)

while the overlap integrals are evaluated analytically. Finally,
Erep(R) is taken to have the form

Erep(R) = E0e−kR (30)

where, for a pre-specified k, E0 is subsequently determined so
that the lowest total energy in the absence of an electrostatic field
is found for a given bond length.
The effects of the electrostatic field are calculated analytically.

An upper limit for the field strength can be estimated as follows.
In atomic units, a typical charge transfer between surfaces due
to a difference in shape may be up to ±0.5 |e| per cell, whereas a
typical surface cell may have a size of 10× 10. Thus, we may set
qi in Equation (24) as roughly up to±0.005 and thereby consider
field strengths up to 4π (±0.005) or about ±0.05.
Our results for the four systems whose parameter values are

given in Table 1 are shown in Figure 15. These values are similar
to those found for hydrogen atoms and the hydrogen molecule.
In order to simplify the presentation, both the total energy and

Table 1. Parameter values and some key quantities in the four sets of cal-
culations for a diatomic molecule in the presence of an electrostatic field.

Parameter 1 2 3 4

α 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

β 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

εA −0.4 −0.5 −0.4 −0.2

εB −0.2 −0.1 −0.2 −0.4

t0 −2.5 −2.5 −1.5 −2.5

γ 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

R0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

k 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

E tot,min −1.21588 −1.29367 −0.94896 −1.19003

E tot,max −1.15265 −1.19774 −0.84439 −1.17870

εi,min −0.66637 −0.68716 −0.49449 −0.68042

εi,max 1.57327 1.56839 0.53169 1.62071

the orbital energies were scaled and shifted so that the smallest
and largest values are equal to −1 and +1, respectively. That is
to say, with zmax and zmin being the largest and smallest values of
the quantity z, respectively, we define

Figure 15. Molecular properties as a function of field strength, E , for the four sets of parameters given in Table 1. The first column corresponds to
parameter set 1, the second column to parameter set 2, etc. The top row shows the optimized bond length, the second row the relative total energy, the
third row the Mulliken gross population on atom A, and the last row the relative energies of the occupied and unoccupied orbitals.
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zrel =
[
2z− (zmax + zmin)

]
/(zmax − zmin) (31)

The values of zmax and zmin are given in Table 1.
Our results in Figure 11 show how key properties of the

molecule depend on the electrostatic field. These properties in-
clude the structure (here, the bond length), total and orbital
energies, and the electronic charge distribution, as quantified
through the Mulliken gross population on one of the two atoms.
Of course, it is not surprising that the molecular properties will
change as a function of electrostatic field. But it is noteworthy
that the changes over the range of fields considered here are
substantial. For example, the equilibrium bond length changes
between roughly 1% and above 5%, whereas for all systems of
Figure 15, the Mulliken population changes up to above 10%.
Moreover, such fields will often be present in heterogeneous
catalysis simply due to charges associated with the set of surfaces
of the catalyst. This implies that different samples of the same
catalyst but with different shapes may have significantly differ-
ent catalytic properties for a given chemical reaction, an issue
that has hardly been considered in the past. At the moment of
writing, we are extending the model just outlined to address the
potential importance of shape-dependent electrostatic fields on a
catalytically activated reaction occurring at a polar surface.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Whereas there exists a large number of studies regarding the bulk
properties of crystalline materials, as well as the properties of in-
dividual surfaces, the interplay between these surfaces as deter-
mined by the bulk has hardly been studied at all. A step toward
an understanding of this interplay was made by Tasker almost
40 years ago, when he demonstrated that the electric field gener-
ated by certain sequences of parallel layers of charged atoms in
the surface regions would lead to an instability of the bulk struc-
ture and, consequently, such polar surfaces could not exist with-
out major structural relaxation. In the present paper, we have re-
viewed and further developed our initial extension of this idea to
systems of varying shape that contain multiple surfaces. Charge
transfer between the different surfaces can provide an alterna-
tive mechanism for stabilization. Together with overall charge
neutrality, the bulk stabilization condition either partially or com-
pletely determines the charge flow that can occur. This condition,
which depends upon the surfaces involved, then leads to a depen-
dence upon the shape of the material. It follows that the same in-
dividual surface may possess different properties when it occurs
in samples that differ in their shape. In other words, there is an
interplay between all the surfaces of a given sample through the
bulk part of the system.
In the case of an individual surface, its properties are typically

studied using a slab geometry. In order to get a feeling for the ef-
fect on the bulk structure of an individual charged surface, we car-
ried out DFT calculations on a slab of polar ZnO. For this system,
the surface charge compensates the dipolar electric field due to
the ionic bilayer structure. It was found that the force associated
with the computed charge density of about 0.3e per surface unit
cell creates an estimated typical atomic displacement of 0.03 Å.
In order to determine the effect on bulk properties due to the

interplay between individual surfaces that may be charged in or-

der to satisfy the generalized Tasker condition, we turned from
the slab geometry to a set of parallelogram (in 2D) samples, all
of which have the same individual surfaces but different shapes.
The particular property considered was the dipole moment per
atom—essentially the polarization—which has a direct contribu-
tion from the charged surfaces. For a parallelogram, unlike other
cases, the generalized Tasker conditions on the surface charges
plus the overall charge neutrality requirement yield a unique
value for the dipole moment per atom. Based on model calcu-
lations, we demonstrate that, in general, this value does indeed
depend on the specific shape of the parallelogram. As it turns
out, the generalized Tasker conditions are shown to have a pro-
found impact on the dipole moment per atom through surface
contributions.
In addition to bulk properties, local surface properties will also

depend on the interplay between (charged) surfaces that is re-
quired to achieve stability. For the possible magnitude of this ef-
fect, the case of heterogeneous catalysis was considered. Amodel
was constructed to simulate the initial interaction as a molecule
approaches a catalytic surface. We examined the effect of realis-
tic electrostatic fields due to surface charges on key properties
of the molecule. Using a diatomic molecule, which represents
the case of minimal interaction, a substantial effect on the inter-
nuclear distance and atomic charge was found. This indicates a
potentially large effect on the performance of a catalyst due to its
shape, a subject that is ripe for future investigation.
Even though ZnO has been used in the wurtzite structure to

illustrate the concepts of our study, we emphasize that our the-
ory is applicable to many other systems. This includes not only
the thoroughly studied perovskites (see, e.g., the work by Eglitis
et al.[31–33]) but also quite different types of systems like ionic or-
ganic crystals and intermetallic crystalline compounds as well as
other crystalline systems. On the other hand, for molecular crys-
tals, charge transfers may be suppressed whereby our results will
be irrelevant for those systems.
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10. Summary 

Theoretical simulations can be applied not only to explain some specific chemical 

reaction phenomena and mechanism from the level of electrons, atoms and molecules 

(illustrated in part 6), but also carried out to provide a correct direction for practical 

research and do a preliminary evaluation with mathematical models and abstractions 

of systems (illustrated in parts 7 and 8).  

1. In part 6, theoretical simulation is performed to explain the C–H functionalization 

mechanism of carbene and catalyzed by a dirhodium complex using the Gaussian 

09 software. We have studied the catalytic properties of a dirhodium complex, 

Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 containing S-ligands, for the C–H functionalization of 

2-methylpentane when reacting with a donor/acceptor carbene. 

Ⅰ. The dirhodium carbenoid is easier formed after the donor/acceptor carbene 

(p-Br-C6H4)CN=N(COOCH3) initially has entered the chiral crown of 

Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 followed by an N2 elimination reaction. Subsequently, the 

2-methylpentane approaches the crown of the catalyst along the direction 

towards the methoxy group. The insertion reaction of the carbene carbon atom 

into the tertiary C–H bond involves an energy barrier of 12.21 kcal mol-1. The 

tertiary site is best suited for the C–H functionalization compared with the 

secondary and primary sites. The whole energy barrier of the C–H 

functionalization at the tertiary site is 2.24, 11.99, 10.22, and 14.07 kcal mol-1 

lower than those at the two secondary and the two primary sites, respectively. 

Ⅱ. By analyzing the structures, NBO charges, and Hirshfeld surfaces, the 

site-selectivity of the catalyst could be ascribed to intermolecular hydrogen 

bonding, steric hindrance, and weak interactions. For the tertiary C–H bond 

functionalization the larger number of weak hydrogen bonds gives a better 

compensation of the steric hindrance than what is the case for the primary and 

secondary C–H bond functionalization. 
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Ⅲ. For the chiral dirhodium catalyst Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 with S-ligands, the 

enantioselective C–H functionalization at the tertiary site of 2-methylpentane 

resulted mainly in the R-configuration product for the reaction of the 

donor/acceptor carbene (p-Br-C6H4)-CN=N(COOCH3). Since the R- and 

S-configuration products involve similar hydrogen bonding the difference in the 

yield is mainly due to steric hindrance, because of differences in the 

deformation of the chiral crown of the catalyst. Therefore, when 

2-methylpentane reacts with (p-Br-C6H4)CN=N(COOCH3) for the chiral 

dirhodium catalyst Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4, the energy barrier for the formation of the 

R-configuration product is 3.00 kcal mol-1 lower than that of the S-configuration 

product. 

Ⅳ. We also considered a simplified, achiral dirhodium formate catalyst Rh2–

(O2CH)4. Here, the mechanism for the tertiary C–H functionalization is similar 

to that catalyzed by Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4. However, due to the lack of the 

S-configuration phthalimido ligands for this catalyst, the formation of the R-P 

has to overcome an energy barrier that is 6.14 kcal mol-1 higher than that found 

for the Rh2(S-TCPCH3)4 catalyst. Hence, the chiral arrangement of the ligands 

of the dirhodium catalyst plays an important role in the excellent site-selectivity. 

The chiral ligands can provide intermolecular bonding, steric hindrance, and 

weak interactions with the reactants. 

As just summarized, we have arrived at a detailed understanding of the 

mechanisms for the high site- and enantio-selectivity when the reactions are 

catalyzed by a chiral dirhodium complex. It demonstrates that the dirhodium 

carbenoids, derived from the reactions of the dirhodium(II) catalysts 

(S-configuration ligands) with the donor/acceptor diazo compounds, preferably 

leads to a C–H functionalization at the tertiary sites resulting in an R-configuration 

product. The excellent site- and enantioselectivity for some C–H bond 

functionalization could be rationalized through energy barriers, intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding, steric hindrance, and weak interactions.  
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Even though we have studied a specific reaction in great detail we are 

convinced that our conclusions are generally valid also for other catalytic 

reactions involving chiral complexes and for which limited space is available for 

the catalytic reaction. 

2. In part 7, the interplay between the surface and bulk properties of macroscopic 

crystalline materials is studied with an emphasis on polar surfaces. To that end, we 

generalized an analysis, originally proposed by Tasker [45], for the identification 

of stable polar surfaces. Thereby, we could show that it is always possible to 

stabilize a given surface through a charge redistribution involving the entire set of 

surfaces. A surface that should not be stable when considered individually may 

very well be observed experimentally after it has been stabilized by a such charge 

redistribution. Moreover, in two different experiments focusing on the same 

surface, but for samples of different shapes, one may observe different charge 

distributions on that surface. As the charge density of the surface is modified, even 

spatially local properties like catalytic activity can be influenced. 

A special, relevant property associated with the charge distribution is the bulk 

dipole moment per atom. It was shown how the values for this property can be 

calculated subject to the generalized Tasker constraints. From the results of 

calculations for very large systems, based on a sufficiently simple model, we were 

able to show that applying these constraints leads to a change in the dipole 

moment per atom or per unit in the thermodynamic limit. For some shapes, the 

resulting value of the dipole moment per atom is not uniquely determined through 

the generalized Tasker condition. However, in the case of any real system, it will 

have a specific value determined by detailed energetic considerations that lie 

beyond the scope of this work. Essentially, any physically reasonable value can be 

obtained in contrast with the assumption often made that for samples of the same 

material the possible values differ by at most a lattice vector [67]. 

Our analysis allows for further understanding of theoretical studies on the polar 

surfaces of, for instance, ZnO. When the system is modeled in such studies using 
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an infinite, periodic slab, there are only two surfaces, and only the component of 

the electric field �⃗�  perpendicular to these surfaces may be nonvanishing. This 

leads to two conditions related to the charge redistribution (i.e., vanishing �⃗�  as 

well as charge neutrality), whereby the changes in the charges on the two surfaces 

are uniquely determined according to our procedure. This coincides with the 

results of Meyer and Marx [49], for example. Whether this is realized through 

surface states or through a lower symmetry on the surface is a question we do not 

try to address in the present work. On the other hand, our study suggests that 

consideration of other shapes (particularly containing more surfaces) would 

provide many more possibilities to realize this same surface. 

Our results can also be used to throw some further light on the recent study on 

the (001) surface of KTaO3 [51]. The authors observed that after the surface is 

created it undergoes an insulator-to-metal transition, which we interpret as being a 

first consequence of stabilizing the surface through a charge redistribution. When 

the surface is subsequently exposed to water vapor, a further stabilization occurs 

which we consider is likely accompanied by a further charge redistribution. A 

detailed analysis of this qualitative picture, however, lies outside the scope of the 

present work. 

3. The focus was slightly different in part 8. Whereas, there exists a large number of 

studies regarding separately the bulk properties of crystalline materials as well as 

the properties of individual surfaces, the interplay between these surfaces as 

determined by the bulk has hardly been studied at all. A step toward an 

understanding of this interplay was made by Tasker almost 40 years ago, when he 

demonstrated that the electric field generated by certain sequences of parallel 

layers of charged atoms in the surface regions would lead to an instability of the 

bulk structure and, consequently, such polar surfaces could not exist without 

major structural relaxation. In this work, we have reviewed and further developed 

our initial extension of this idea to systems of varying shape that contain multiple 

surfaces. Charge transfer between the different surfaces can provide an alternative 
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mechanism for stabilization.  

Ⅰ. Together with the condition of overall charge neutrality, the bulk 

stabilization condition either partially or completely determines the charge flow 

that can occur. These conditions, which depend upon all the surfaces involved, 

then lead to a dependence of the surface charges on the shape of the material. It 

follows that the same individual surface may possess different properties when 

it occurs in samples that differ in their shape. In other words, there is an 

interplay between all the surfaces of a given sample through the bulk part of the 

system. 

Ⅱ. In the case of an individual surface, its properties are typically studied using  

a slab geometry. In order to get a feeling for the effect on the bulk structure of an 

individual charged surface, we carried out DFT calculations on a slab of polar 

ZnO. For this system, the surface charge compensates the dipolar electric field 

due to the ionic bilayer structure. It was found that the force associated with the 

computed charge density of about 0.3 |e| per surface unit cell creates an 

estimated typical atomic displacement of 0.03 Å. Even though we considered 

ZnO in the wurtzite structure to illustrate the concepts of our study, we 

emphasize that our theory is applicable to many other systems. This includes not 

only the thoroughly studied perovskites (see, e.g., the work by Eglitis et al. 

[64-66]) but also quite different types of systems like ionic organic crystals and 

intermetallic crystalline compounds as well as other crystalline systems. On the 

other hand, for molecular crystals, charge transfers may be suppressed whereby 

our results will be irrelevant for those systems. 

Ⅲ. In order to determine the effects on bulk properties from the interplay 

between individual surfaces that may be charged in order to satisfy the 

generalized Tasker condition, we turned from the slab geometry to a set of 

parallelogram (in 2D) samples, all of which have different shapes. The 

particular property considered was the dipole moment per atom—essentially the 

polarization—which has a direct contribution from the charged surfaces. For a 
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parallelogram, unlike other cases, the generalized Tasker conditions on the 

surface charges plus the overall charge neutrality requirement yield a unique 

value for the dipole moment per atom. Based on model calculations, we 

demonstrate that, in general, this value does indeed depend on the specific shape 

of the parallelogram. As it turns out, the generalized Tasker conditions are 

shown to have a profound impact on the dipole moment per atom through 

surface contributions. 

Ⅳ. In addition to bulk properties, local surface properties will also depend on 

the interplay between (charged) surfaces that is required to achieve stability. For 

the possible magnitude of this effect, the case of heterogeneous catalysis was 

considered. A model was constructed to simulate the initial interaction as a 

molecule approaches a catalytic surface. We examined the effects of realistic 

electrostatic fields due to surface charges on key properties of the molecule. 

Using a diatomic molecule, which represents the case of minimal interaction, a 

substantial effect on the internuclear distance and atomic charge was found. 

This indicates a potentially large effect on the performance of a catalyst due to 

its shape, a subject that is ripe for future investigation.  

V. In the case of a chemical interaction in the presence of a heterogeneous 

catalyst, the smaller molecule will slowly approach a specific surface of some 

catalyst sample that has some shape. In this process, the molecule will feel the 

presence of the surface through the electrostatic potential that the charge 

distribution as a consequence of the generalized Tasker condition. The molecule 

may respond to this, both by changing structure and by a redistribution of the 

electrons within the molecule. Thus, a molecule approaching the surface will 

feel a potential that depends on the overall shape of the sample and, moreover, 

will interact with different frontier orbitals of the two surfaces. Both effects can 

affect the catalytic properties of the surfaces. 

With the continuous improvement of calculational methods and the rapid growth in 

computer technology, it will become possible to simulate increasingly complex 
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systems with highly reliable theoretical models and methods, and the theoretical 

calculations will be more and more important in scientific research. Of course, if the 

practical application will be performed in reality, the experimental research is the last 

step. But based on the good correlation between theoretical models and experimental 

results, the theoretical simulation can be used as a preliminary evaluation and a way 

of obtaining a correct direction for the experimental researches. 
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